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ABSTRACT

This research focuses on a historical review of British Government Policy 
funding for race equality in education, from the 1994 Education Act to 
the present day. The research identifies the major factors affecting 
policies on funding for race equality at three levels. First, central 
Government, including general political and education decision making 
departments; secondly, actions pursued by local education authorities; 
and thirdly, policies pursued by unions, national organisations, schools and 
local communities. The research investigates policy papers, national and 
local guidelines and perceptions of, and by, the key stakeholders in the 
provision of resources and delivery of services. Structured interviews 
with key stakeholders provide insights into the development, or lack of 
development, in providing racial equality within British society.

A specific focus within this overview is the impact of Section Eleven of 
the Local Government Act of 1966. A multi-method approach is adopted 
for the research, including a scrutiny of all relevant policy documentation 
and a focus on one particular education authority (viz. Old Shire LEA, 
which then split into New Shires LEA and New Unitary LEA). Data is 
both qualitative and quantitative. The qualitative data collection is 
through structures interviews with stakeholders across Government, 
local education authority, unions and national organisation 
representatives, schools personnel, including parents, and the wider local 
community to gain an analysis of the perception of Section Eleven in the 
area of race equality. The quantitative data focuses on the LEA survey 
on Section Eleven issues conducted in 1995-96 as a base for analysis. 
Select follow up interviews in 1996 and 1999 offer insights into the 
governmental policy move from Section 11 to EMAG (The Ethnic Minority 
Achievement Grant).

The study concludes by offering recommendations for future 
developments and incorporates the key perceptions from all stakeholders.



Chapter 1 - Introduction to the research

The main focus for this research is an examination of the United 
Kingdom's government policy, targeting race equality issues in education, 
with particular focus on Section 11 of the Local Government Act of 1966, 
and its subsequent development in 1999 to the Ethnic Minority 
Achievement Grant. The aim of this chapter is to introduce the area of 
research covered and give an overview of the issues involved.

Educational developments take place within a wider national social, 
political and historical context. I t  is important therefore to analyse 
significant developments of government policy such as Section 11 in 
relation to that dynamic. The research focuses on those developments 
from the post war era in terms of the creation of a significant 
multicultural, multifaith and multiethnic society in the UK. Since the 
1960's, issues have been raised and measures taken, regarding the 
education of black and ethnic minority pupils. I t  is now 33 years since 
the introduction of Section 11 and over that period of time it has been 
the government policy grant which has been the most significant in 
addressing issues of ‘race' equality in British schools. This research 
focuses on the impact of Section 11 at national level, and specifically 
within two local education authorities (split in 1997 into New Unitary LEA 
and New Shires LEA).

Section 11 of the Local Government Act, 1966, was introduced by a 
Labour Government in the political climate of the 1960's when immigration 
from the ‘New* Commonwealth was increasing rapidly, and in the context 
of a growing anti-immigration (and especially anti-black immigration) 
lobby. Although Section 11 has been referred to as “the only funding 
aimed at reducing racial disadvantage" (Cross, M., Johnson, M. and Cox, B; 
1988), the intention was to provide a compensatory measure to those 
LEA's who were lobbying the government to provide additional monies to 
‘deal with' the increase in New Commonwealth immigration in their areas. 
Dorn and Hibbert (1987, p.63) commented that “the distinction between 
providing for special needs and 'compensating' local authorities for the 
immigrant burden was blurred from the outset".
Until the introduction of the 1993 Local Government Amendment Act, 
Section 11 could only be used for those communities from the New 
Commonwealth and Pakistan. Section 11 provided for staffing costs only
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and could not be used for running costs. Total expenditure rose from 
€3.2 million in 1967-68 to its peak (in actual value terms) in 1993-94 of 
£130 million. The replacement of Section 11 by the Ethnic Minority 
Achievement Grant (EMAG) for the financial year 1999-2000 indicates 
government spending at £86 million, with a commitment to £430 million 
(at 50% jointly with LEA's) over the 3 years to 2000-2002. Section 11 by 
1998-99 had over 96% spend on education, mainly in the provision of 
additional staffing in schools, (see appendix A)

In an analysis of ethnic groups by age and population, a report by the 
Policy Studies Institute (Jones, 1993) showed a growing young ethnic 
minority population. Whilst 34 percent of ethnic minorities were aged 
under 15 years, only 19 percent of the white population were in the same 
age group. The statistics showed that the rate of unemployment amongst 
the black and ethnic minority population was much higher than that of the 
white population and, "it is a salient feature in many societies that if 
unemployment increases, ethnic minorities suffer disproportionately" 
(Mallick, 1992, p.60). In  the present economic recession, black and ethnic 
minority communities have suffered the worst effects of unemployment 
and low paid jobs and according to the 1993 report of the Policies Studies 
Institute "it is likely that a part of the disadvantage faced by racial 
minorities in Britain is related to their education" (Jones, 1993, p.31)

Yet, due to cutback in Government expenditure in the public sector, the 
level of provision under Section 11 was significantly reduced from April 
1994 after having remained unchanged for twenty five years. In a letter 
to Local Authorities (November, 1992) the Home Office wrote,

The Government remains firmly committed to the reduction o f 
racial disadvantage, which inhibits members from playing a full part 
in the social and economic life o f this country. The payment o f 
grant to local authorities under Section 11 plays a centra/  role in 
the Home Secretary's programme by helping local authorities to 
meet the costs o f employing additional s ta ff required to enable 
members o f New Commonwealth ethnic minorities to overcome 
linguistic or cultural barriers and thus to gain full access to 
mainstream services and facilities.

The language of communication in the learning process in school is usually 
English. Section 11 funding in education has been aimed primarily, until 
recently, at the development of English language skills for pupils whose
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first language is not English. More recently, Section 11 in education has 
been used not just for English language support, but also to give support 
across the curriculum, pastoral support and support in raising 
achievement.

The Swann Report (DES, 1985) found that many schools failed their 
pupils in preparing them for social and economic role in multicultural 
society. I f  an important role of education is to prepare children for 
adult life, through the whole school curriculum, then a predominantly 
Eurocentric National Curriculum will not provide all pupils with a sense of 
belonging and a positive racial identity: (Duncan, 1988; Verma, 1990). 
Many black and ethnic minority pupils will therefore be disadvantaged, 
failing to achieve educationally and be prevented form accessing higher 
education and employment opportunities which give greater socio
economic power.

Pastoral care underpins the whole school curriculum (Duncan, 1988). I f  
pupils are to succeed, then the school must give careful thought to, the 
whole school curriculum and the pastoral care it wishes to establish. The 
school needs to create a secure and comfortable environment in which 
black and ethnic minority pupils can learn and achieve their potential. 
Assessment procedures, teaching styles, home-school links, classroom 
organisation, staffing and resources are all important factors which need 
to be taken into consideration.

Section 11 staff can help the schools in many of these ways. Often they 
have skills and have received training which equip them to support 
developments on schools which better meet the needs of black and ethnic 
minority pupils. They work in partnership with mainstream staff,, 
adapting teaching and learning styles, resources, classroom organisation 
and other school practices so that black and ethnic minority pupils can 
better access the school curriculum.

An important matter for schools since the introduction of the 1998 
Education Act has been the monitoring of school and pupil performance. 
OFSTED (Office for Standards in Education), the body now responsible 
for the inspection of standards in education, now require all schools with 
ethnic minority pupils to analyse school data, such as SATs (Standard 
Assessment Tasks) and GCSE's (General Certificate of Secondary 
Education) by ethnic group, so that educational achievement can be 
monitored with regard to ethnicity. I t  is already a DfEE requirement 
that the achievement of Ethnic Minority Grant pupils is closely monitored
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and EMAG funded services therefore annually collect data such as English 
language acquisition, SATs and GCSE's by ethnic group. However the 
process of ethnic analysis is not as simple as it might appear.

I t  is compounded by a number o f factors’ some o f which are 
the product o f the social sciences which classify (or misdassify) 
individuals into specific categories or groups o f people (Verma 
and Ashworth, 1986, p.38).

They argue that if the role of ethnicity in relation to the process of 
educational achievement is to be meaningful, a number of issues must be 
taken into consideration. This includes sharper definitions of ethnic 
groups, which in turn has implications for better and more accurate 
record keeping, the standardisation of data collection, and a moral 
obligation to use data for proper purposes. For example data should not 
be used to construct stereotypes of particular ethnic minority groups, 
such as the 'underachievement' of African-Caribbean heritage boys.

Figueroa (1991, p.151) has argued that educational inequality is socially 
constructed, “in so far as it is largely a function and consequence of social 
arrangements, processes and behaviour", and that schools and the 
education system itself contribute to the maintenance of inequality. Or, 
as Gurnah (1987, p.15) put it “black parents are convinced that schools 
'underachieve' their children". The research suggests that, the education 
system has worked in such a way as to disadvantage black and ethnic 
minority children. Herein lies criticism of Section 11/EMAG funding, in 
that the responsibility for issues concerning the achievement of black 
and ethnic minority pupils, in the context of mainstream educational 
practice, has often been left to this as a marginal resource. Dorn and 
Hibbert (1987) have argued that Section 11 has been used to maintain 
inequality rather than to dismantle it. For instance, school decisions 
concerning issues such as resourcing and setting are not within the 
control of Section 11 staff, although where the Section 11 teacher is well 
regarded or fairly influential in a school, her or his views may well be 
taken into account. And of course, in matters such as the ethos of the 
school, the school development plan and the development of school 
policies, Section 11 staff might play anything from a minor to a significant 
role, depending on the context of the school and the value placed on her 
or him by the headteacher and mainstream colleagues. The scope given 
to a Section 11 /EtAAG funded teacher can vary from school to school. 
There have been few studies of Section 11, particularly in the field of 
education. The researcher draws attention to an important article by
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Dorn and Hibbert entitled ’'Section 11, A Comedy of Errors". Cynical in 
tone, the article takes an irreverent look at Section 11 and the role of 
the Home Office. Containing very persuasive arguments, the substantive 
points are continued in the following questions:

"The long running saga of Section 11 funding exhibits many of the 
characteristics of a television soap opera. Tragedy, farce, pathos, 
melodrama, and a script in which the actors appear unable to control the 
world around them. Unlike the fantasy world of ’Dallas' and ’Dynasty' 
however, the bizarre world of Section 11 is for real, as are the people and 
money involved." (Dorn and Hibbert, 1987, p.59)

This article has been of key importance in developing the present thesis, 
which in fact takes a contrary view. Nevertheless, Dorn and Hibbert's 
‘tongue in cheek' analysis of Section 11 represents the frustrations of 
many radicals working in the field of race in the mid 1980's. Dorn and 
Hibbert have commented that Section 11 was "very much the child of the 
1960's", and the views they present very much represent a 1980's view of 
Section 11. However, it is vital that readers are aware of significant 
developments in Section 11 since 1989, when Home Office Scrutiny of 
Section 11 took place. This led to the production of new guidelines in 
1990 and a major overhaul of Section 11 provision in 1992. The 
researcher has therefore tried to place criticisms of Section 11 in their 
historical context. The researcher argues that while criticisms of 
Section 11 over almost two decades were justified, the 1990 Home 
Office guidelines have made a significant difference to the effectiveness 
of Section 11 provision in education, and to the potential for EMAG to 
"make a difference" if combined with committed Government policies on 
’social justice'.

In order to appreciate any changes or improvements in Section 11 
provision and practice since the implementation of the guidelines in 1992, 
it has been crucial to present in the first section of this thesis, a picture 
of conditions beforehand. Chapters 2 and 3 are therefore intended to 
provide the reader with the necessary historical background and an 
understanding of Government policies on ’race equality' by bringing 
together relevant documentation and literature concerning immigration 
from the New Commonwealth and in particular, Section 11 as a political 
response to black immigration. I t  is important to note that by 
"historical", the researcher intends that this is a contextual component 
based upon a review of the available literature, circulars and other 
documentation in order to give a ’flavour' of the period concerned. By
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synthesising the available documentation and literature, an important 
backdrop is provided for the development of this thesis and gives the 
reader a better appreciation of the issues.

In constructing the context, it has been important to use terminology 
which was current in the 1960's and 1970's but with which the writer and 
those with a similar understanding and appreciation of race issues will 
feel uncomfortable. Nevertheless, terms such as 'immigrant', whilst 
carrying pejorative connotations, were ones in common use in the 1960's 
and 1970's. Indeed, it is an inescapable fact that Section 11 was intended 
originally as a measure for the assimilation of ’immigrants'. I f  the reader 
feels some discomfort with terms such as ’immigrants', ’race riots', 
’problems', ’aliens', then the writer must also admit to experiencing the 
same discomfort. Other terms used in this research such as ’black', 
’Asian’, ’ethnic minority', are no more likely to meet with the approval of 
all members of particular Black or Asian communities. In using these 
labels, it is not the intention to imply that they should be accepted. The 
term ’black' refers in this thesis to members of the African and 
African/Caribbean communities and ’ethnic minorities' refers to all 
minority groups who are the subjects of racial discrimination.

Chapter 2 presents the background of immigration from those parts of 
the world now known as the New Commonwealth. Post War Britain, eager 
to meet the demands of a newly emerging consumer society gave right of 
entry and the promise of employment to what amounted, over a period of 
time, to millions of Citizens of the New Commonwealth. In presenting 
this background the researcher has attempted not only to describe 
patterns of immigration, but to set immigration in a political context, 
since one of the political responses to ’black* immigration in the 1960's 
and 1970's was Section 11 of the 1966 Local Government Act. I t  is 
therefore of critical importance that the reader is given an overview of 
political developments surrounding immigration, if an appreciation of the 
purpose and usefulness or otherwise of Section 11 is to be established.

Chapter 3 focuses on Section 11, its origins, implementation, shortcomings 
and practices. The writer has traced the social and political pressures on 
the Labour Government in the mid 1960's which led to the formation of 
race policies on which Section 11 was founded. These policies have been 
seen as dualistic, if not contradictory, in that they sought on the one
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hand to restrict immigration whilst on the other hand to 'absorb' those 
immigrants already here.

Assimilationist and integrationist philosophies and approaches were 
adopted by schools and local authorities in the 1960's and early 1970's. 
Section 11 was seen by them as a mechanism for dealing with what they 
saw as the social and economic ’problems' of immigration. However as 
attitudes changed and different approaches to the education of black 
and ethnic minority pupils evolved, there emerged a growing awareness 
amongst educators and the black and ethnic minority communities 
themselves, of the shortcomings of Section 11 and its administration.

Chapter 3 also tracks the Home Office's attempts to deal with basic 
flaws in the legislation and respond to criticisms through the introduction 
of a series of circulars providing administration guidelines. Criticisms of 
Section 11 included; the uneven take-up of grant by Local Authorities, the 
absence of any monitoring of Section 11 and the ‘unidentifiability’ of 
posts, the potentially racist and assimilationist philosophies underpinning 
the legislation and the Home Office guidelines.; the lack of consultation 
with communities and the marginalisation of Section 11 staff and their 
work. A number of serious attempts to replace Section 11 legislation 
failed and many of the Home Office's measures intended to try to 'put 
things right'met with still further criticism.

Whilst the 1990 guidelines, which resulted from the Scrutiny of Section 
11 in 1989 appear to have effectively tackled many of the criticisms of 
Section 11, ironically for the first time since its introduction in 1966, 
Section 11 provision has come under serious threat. This is not because it 
is being replaced with plans for a better alternative, but because of 
severe government cuts. The climate of cuts has been an important 
strand of this study since it has had an impact on the morale of Section 
11 staff as well as perceptions concerning future provision. The 
introduction of the Single Regeneration Budget (SRB) has also created 
some concern. The SRB is a mechanism intended to deal corporately with 
20 government funding programmes, including Section 11, but which 
signally fails to identify Section 11 monies within its overall budget.

Some consideration is given in Chapter 3 to the meaning of the 'needs' of 
black and ethnic minority communities and the notion of ’special', 
attempting to see if there is any correlation between need and 
expenditure. This Chapter also looks at Section 11 in relation to Section 
71 of the Race Relations Act, since the expenditure of the Home Office
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is that Local Authorities will consider the place of Section 11 in the 
context of their overall equal opportunity strategy and statutory 
obligations.

A private members bill to amend Section 11 in September 1993 has been 
seen as a landmark in the history of Section 11. The Local Government 
(Amendment) Act 1993, which amends Section 11 of the Local 
Government Act, is no longer aimed just at black communities. Since 
Section 11 can now be used in principle, for instance to support the 
children of wealthy European businessmen/women whose first language is 
not English, it is debatable whether or not Section 11 can be regarded as 
a mechanism for helping achieve race equality for solely black 
communities. This theme is then expanded to consider the current 
position regarding the EMAG replacement to Section 11 in education.

Chapters 4 and 5 discuss the rationale of research in general (chapter 4) 
and the detailed administration, design and conduct of this resto reh 
specifically (chapter 5). Qualitative and quantitative data were gathered 
through the questionnaires and interviews. Limited use was made of 
service data where appropriate. The chosen methodology and research 
instruments together with their relative advantages and disadvantages 
are discussed.

Chapter 6 sets out and discusses findings from the analysis of the data 
collected from the survey questionnaire completed by headteachers, in 
collaboration with their staff and governors, in schools and the 
interviews with significant people involved in ‘race' equality issues in two 
LEA's. In all, 81 schools took part in this research survey questionnaire, 
with written contributions from a further 31 schools who had received 
Section 11 funded peripatetic staff support in the Old Shires LEA. 
There were 134 interviews conducted with a range of significant people 
involved, including headteachers; chair (or senior) governors; senior 
teachers with responsibilities in this area; class/subject teachers; 
Sectionll/EMAG funded staff; LEA officers; community organisations 
representatives and pupils/parents of 12 schools specifically identified 
for interview purposes as they represented a cross section of educational 
establishments.

Since Section 11 provides only for staffing, a central concern of the 
present research has been the role of Section 11 staff as educational 
providers for black and ethnic minority pupils, and the context in which 
they work. I t  must be remembered however, that whilst Section 11



provides additional staffing to help black and ethnic minority pupils 
access mainstream provision, schools remain legally responsible for 
ensuring that all pupils are catered for with regard to their linguistic, 
pastoral and cultural needs.

Quantitative data was gathered from the questionnaire to provide a 
broad picture of Section 11 staff, Section 11 provision and Section 11 
practices during 1995-96 period. Following analysis of this data, an 
interview schedule was developed so that the interviewer could confirm 
or elaborate on findings from the questionnaire. The interviews also 
provided a further opportunity to raise issues, which had not been taken 
into consideration at the questionnaire stage. The evidence from the 
questionnaires and the interviews is presented holistically and 
thematically rather than separately. The final interviews gained a 
snapshot of current 1999 issues with a selected sample from the 1995-96 
interviews, with some very significant findings.

Chapter 7 focusses on conclusions from earlier evidence and reflects on 
the present research. Recommendations, drawing on the results of the 
study research concludes with an analysis based on a recommendation 
from the Swann Report (1985,opcit) that there should be a ‘'coherent 
overall strategy" with regard to 'race' equality issues in schools. I t  was 
the researcher's intention that this should also apply to government 
policy. By using a SWOT analysis format (Strengths; Weaknesses; 
Opportunities; Threats) an overall judgement with regard to previous and 
current, Government policy for ‘race’ equality concludes this research.
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Chapter 2

The political climate in the UK that has shaped government 
policy on ‘race' equality and education issues since the 
Education Act of 1944 to the present day (March 1999).

The Education Act of 1944 was the first government Education Act to 
recognise the existence of a multi-faith composition in British society 
when it recognised the needs of the Jewish community (and by definition, 
other non-Christian groups) in the religious education development of 
schools in England and Wales. This recognition of diversity, however, did 
not extend beyond the issues of religious diversity until the mid 1960‘s 
when, in recognition of a developing multi-ethnic, multi-cultural and multi
lingual society in the UK there was the insertion of Section 11 to the 
1966 Local Government Act. This focused, for the first time, on 
Educational policy development in the UK, a clause that allowed local 
education authorities to 'bid' for additional monies, in partnership with 
the relevant government department, to meet the needs of its ethnically 
diverse community.

As Section 11 of the 1966 Local Government Act was a product of race 
policies in the 1960's, in order to understand this legislation it is 
necessary to examine events and prevalent attitudes which led to its 
formulation. This Chapter therefore traces social and political responses 
to post-war immigration from the New Commonwealth, which culminated 
in the insertion of Section 11 in the 1966 Local Government Act.

Until the end of the Second World War Britain's Immigration policies 
were largely concerned with the control of 'aliens'. Legislative powers 
under the Aliens Order 1905, the Aliens Restriction Act 1914 and 
subsequent related acts restricted entry and access to employment of 
non-UK citizens. British subjects in the colonies and dominions retained 
the right to enter and settle in Britain. The British Nationality Act 1948 
confirmed this right, but distinguished two categories of citizens; those 
who were citizens of the United Kingdom and Colonies and those who 
were Commonwealth Citizens (Evans, 1983; Bevan 1986; Miles and 
Solomos, 1987). Citizens of the Irish Republic maintained the right of 
unrestricted entry and settlement.
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Until 1954, the majority of 'immigrants' came from Europe (Jackson 1963; ' 
Deakin, 1970). In May 1948, 400 ’immigrants' arrived on the S.S. Empire 
Windrush which had set sail from Jamaica. Mainly ex-servicemen who 
were returning to Britain after serving the ’mother country' in World 
War 11, their arrival has been seen as a significant event in the history of 
British Immigration.

A new era in the history o f immigration had begun - and one 
which was to test her unwitting politicians far more than any 
previous one (Foot, 1965, p. 123).

During the post war period, the British Government positively encouraged 
the use of European migrant workers to meet the labour shortage 
following the war. The majority of immigrants entering the country were 
from ’white' Old Commonwealth Countries, Europe and particularly Ireland 
(Jackson, 1963). But the increasing numbers of black citizens from the 
New Commonwealth became the focus of immigration debate (Patterson, 
1969). This period is now seen as one in which the issue of immigration 
was ’racialised' (Rose et al, 1969; Miles and Solomos, 1987), concerns 
having concentrated almost entirely on ’black' immigration. Whilst the 
immigrants had come from a variety of religious, linguistic and cultural 
backgrounds, the visible difference from the host community and the 
only factor they had in common, was the colour of their skin.

This colour, rather than ethnic or national origin, gradually 
developed into the major factor in race relations in Britain.
I t  became the centra! issue in the political and social controversy 
surrounding the whole subject o f immigration. (Hill, 1970, p.6).

Although the period between the 1948 Nationality Act and the 1962 
Commonwealth Immigrants Act is often perceived as one in which the 
principle of free entry of British subjects was reluctantly relinquished, 
Cabinet papers have revealed that this was not the case (Crossman,
1975).



On the contrary,

The debate was never about principle. Labour and Conservative 
Governments had by 1952 instituted a number o f covert and 
sometimes illegal, administrative measures to discourage black 
immigration (Carter, Harris and Joshi, cited in Miles and Solomos, 
1987, p. 90).

The debate concerning the need to control black immigration began in 
earnest in the 1950's. Whilst the Notting Hill 'race riots' in 1958 served 
to heighten the debate, it has been shown that the issue of control was 
already on the political agenda (Sivanandan, 1982). However, following 
the disturbances, important debate took place in Parliament regarding 
the revision of the 1948 Nationality Act so as to introduce measures to 
reduce the numbers of black people who came to live and work in the U.K. 
Around the same time, further debate connected with the increase in 
black immigration. The linking of immigration to social problems became a 
common theme, ultimately influencing British Immigration Policy and 
legislation.

The economic boom which followed a brief period of austerity after the 
war created a serious labour shortage. Unskilled and semi-skilled jobs in 
particular were difficult to fill.

The main factor was the post-war reconstruction and the 
subsequent expansion o f the Western European economies.
This factor coupled with a fall in the economically active 

population, because o f death or injury in the war and an 
increase in the number o f the old and retired, created a 
shortage o f labour in western Europe. Migrant labour was 
needed (CRE, 1985, p.l).

And as Tierney put it:

British capitalism was therefore compelled to recruit from 
overseas, and the ex-colonies, with vast and cheap sources o f 
labour, were an attractive proposition (Tierney, 1982, p.20).
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Immigration from the New Commonwealth therefore increased rapidly in 
response to the economic demands of British Capitalism. Numbers 
differed each year, roughly corresponding to the employment situation. 
In retrospect this was but a brief period of growth. Large numbers of 
Citizens from the New Commonwealth and Colonies were attracted by 
recruitment-drives of public and private organisations, to travel half way 
round the world to fill positions which were largely unwanted by the 
indigenous British labour force (Foot, 1965; Tierney, 1982). The 
National Health Service wanted nurses and other hospital staff, 
Transport wanted bus drivers and conductors, whilst Industry needed, 
machine and tool operators. Tierney (1982) reported that the practice 
of overseas recruitment was encouraged not least of all by Enoch Powell 
when he was Minister of Health (1960-1963). Although these public and 
private organisations were encouraged in their attempts to exploit this 
cheap overseas labour, no provision was planned to meet the social or 
other needs of newly arrived Citizens. Immigrants would often take low- 
paid, menial jobs but were usually forced to live in and pay high rents for 
poor housing in decaying Inner City areas (Foot, 1965; Tierney, 1982).

New Commonwealth citizens had long had the right to enter and settle in 
Britain.

The odd thing about the recent migration o f large numbers o f 
people from the tropical Commonwealth to Britain is not that 
it  took place when it  did' or that it  took place a t all, but why it  
did not happen before (Hill, 1970, p. 3).

Indeed one Junior Conservative Minister, David Renton, was quoted as 
follows:

I t  (Citizenship) is simply a fact we have taken for granted from 
the earliest days in which our forebears ventured across the seas 
(5th December 1958 Cited Foot. 1965, p. 125).

Until 1914 there had not been any formal declaration apart from a 
statement in 1608 by Lord Chief Justice Ellesmore that “King James 1 is 
one King over all his subjects in whatsoever his dominions they were born" 
(cited in Hiro, 1991, p.17), that all subjects in the British Empire had 
automatic Citizenship.

As Foot (1965) pointed out, no one apparently foresaw the one crucial
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privilege which Citizenship entailed - the obvious right of a British Citizen 
to come freely and live in Britain. The growing presence of black 
immigrants in Britain in the 1960's then, must be seen in the context of 
the Commonwealth and the history of British Imperialism.

The British Commonwealth of Nations was formally established in 1931 by 
the Statute of Westminster. By the Second World War, the British 
Empire was divided into the Commonwealth, India, the colonies and 
protectorates. Although India won Independence in 1947, it was agreed 
that it would remain within the Commonwealth. The Labour Government 
paternalistically wished to retain India as part of the Commonwealth and 
hence introduced the British Nationality Act of 1948 which, although it 
defined two categories of citizenship as mentioned earlier, offered the 
common status of British subject to everyone.

There seems to have been no attempt to tap into the vast human 
resources of the Commonwealth until June 1946 when Jim Callaghan, then 
a very young Labour MP, called for immigration as an answer to a critical 
labour shortage. Employers eagerly leaped at the opportunity to fill their 
vacancies. This period in the 1950's was:

Notable for high idealism in regard to the New Commonwealth, 
blended with a self-congratulatory mood. To have transformed 
Britain's hitherto Imperial role into leadership o f its former 
colonies - freely bestowed on it  by the latter - pleased and excited 
its leaders. (Hiro, 1991, p. 20)

Unlike the European labour force, Commonwealth Citizens could enter 
Britain unhindered by the Aliens Act. For the “Labour hungry employers, 
this must have seemed a heaven-sent gift" (Foot, 1965).

Although the immigrant workforce from the New Commonwealth was 
generally welcomed on the one hand, as already mentioned the Tory 
Government had no strategy or programme to facilitate their settlement. 
No arrangements were made to advise them, meet them, transport them 
to their onwards destination or accommodate them.

There were no health checks, no language provision. In what Foot (1965) 
saw as ‘The exploiters paradise', all the problems were left for the
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local authorities to deal with.

The Government could sit back, happily relieved o f the desperate 
shortage o f labour, while a handful o f harassed local authorities 
grappled with the problems o f absorbing tens o f thousands o f 
immigrants into their areas. (Foot, 1965, p. 126).

Indeed, a voluntary organisation, the British Caribbean Welfare Service, 
was left to try and cope with giving help to the newly arrived immigrants. 
Later, local voluntary liaison committees were set up to assist the 
integration of the newcomers.

The immigrants met with what must have been a confusing and 
contradictory situation. On the one hand there was held in the host 
community a sense of fair play and a belief in human rights and equality of 
treatment. On the other hand, there were deep seated prejudices based 
largely on ignorance and racist assumptions. (Dummett and Dummett, 
1987). Nevertheless, as the numbers of immigrants grew, debate about 
whether or not to control black immigration began and persisted for 
around a decade (Hiro, 1991). Government documents which have been 
released show that some of the prevarication resulted from the fear of 
potential embarrassment to Britain as leader of the Commonwealth 
(Deakin, 1968; Miles and Phizacklea, 1984). However, in the period 
between the 1958 ‘race riots' and the Commonwealth Immigrants Bill 
1961, some of the most important parliamentary debates on immigration 
took place (Miles and Solomos, 1987). A number of Conservative M.P.'s, of 
whom the most vociferous was Cyril Osborne, led a campaign to stop 
immigration. Although the official line taken by the Labour opposition 
was against immigration control, there were nevertheless Labour 
politicians who supported it (Leyton-Henry, 1984). The consensus 
however, within the Tory and Labour parties, believed ideologically in the 
Commonwealth and the freeflow of it's Citizens. Cyril Osborne's early 
attempts to racialise the debate were dismissed even by his own party.

Snubbed by his own front bench - Eden and Macmillan treated 
his queries about unemployment and disease among immigrants 
with undisguised contempt (Foot, 1965, p. 130).
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However, Osborne continued to forge a powerful backbench anti
immigration campaign and exploited the media whenever and wherever 
possible. One example of the inflammatory letters he wrote to the press 
was entitled “Immigration Lunacy. Ever nearer an Afro-Asian Britain" 
(Daily Telegraph, 11th October 1961. Cited Foot, 1965, p.137). Whilst 
Fenner Brockway had tried to get a Bill through parliament making 
incitement and racial discrimination offences as early as 1953, the Bill as 
well as subsequent Bills, failed. The fact that there was no serious 
support until 1965 to outlaw the flagrant racism of Osborne and others, 
is an indication of the degree of ideological and political ambiguity which 
existed during this period.

The 1958 ’Racial Disturbances' in Notting Hill served Osborne's cause 
well. George Rogers, Labour M.P. representing North Kensington, which 
includes Notting Hill, demanded legislation to cut ’coloured' immigration. 
Perhaps the first most crucial sign which led to the legitimisation of 
Osborne's and Roger's views came from Lord Home (later Sir Alec 
Douglas Home) who was Minister of State for Commonwealth Relations.

At a conference he declared that “curbs will have to be put on the 
unrestricted flow of immigrants to Britain from the West Indies" (Foot, 
1965 p.131). Encouraged by this, Osborne put forward a Private Members 
Bill to control immigration which did not gain support. In the meantime, 
the main thrust on immigration was still tied up with the need to protect 
the ideology of the Commonwealth. Although there was reluctance to 
introduce controls, the practical answer to the immigrant ’problem' of the 
British government was to try to prevent it at source, which required the 
collusion and co-operation of the Commonwealth countries and dominions 
themselves (Tierney, 1982). By April 1961, the Government was still 
against control. Tory M.P. Sir Edward Boyle told the Birmingham 
Immigration Control Association, “it is impossible that the Government 
will introduce Immigration control" (Birmingham Evening Dispatch, 6th 
April 1961, cited in Foot, 1965 p.132).

The economic boom of the late 1950's did not last long and the number of 
immigrants became far higher than the number of job vacancies. 
Rumours that the government were to introduce controls created a rush 
of relatives of those already here (Foot, 1965; Tierney 1982). There 
have been many critics, for example, Dummett and Dummett (1987) who 
have blamed the sudden increase in immigration directly on the control 
measures themselves. As the numbers increased, Osborne became more 
confident of achieving his objective of stopping immigration (Foot, 1965; 
Rose et al, 1969). In 1959 and 1960 the total number of immigrants
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had been 21,600 and 57,000 respectively. Whilst in 1961 they rose 
sharply to 136,400 (Foot, 1965). The liberal line of uncontrolled 
immigration was not held on to for much longer. As already mentioned, 
even the Labour Party, which had consistently opposed restrictions, 
particularly under the leadership of Gaitskell, had its dissidents.

On 31st October 1961, The Queen's speech indicated the Tory 
Government's intention of introducing restrictions. The Bill was published 
the very next day. I t  gave immigration officers the right to refuse entry 
to those who did not hold a labour voucher and gave the courts the power 
to recommend deportation of Commonwealth immigrants. I t  also 
increased from one year to five years the period before which a 
Commonwealth Citizen living in this country could be registered as a 
British Citizen (Rose et al, 1969). Citizens of the Irish Republic 
continued to enjoy entry and access to employment. The reason given was 
that it was impossible to police the borders. (Foot, 1965; Rose et al, 
1969). Despite fierce opposition to the Bill from within the Tory Party 
and both opposition parties at the second and third readings, it became 
law on the first of June 1962. Osborne who had persistently fought for 
restrictions was knighted soon after its introduction.

In a major speech in Bradford, in October 1962 Lord Home asserted:

What had been a trickle o f immigrants from the Commonwealth 
was developing into a flood. We saw that i f  it  was not brought 
under control it  would create very serious social and economic 
problems - problems o f employment, housing and education 
for instance... Most people will agree that it  is necessary to 
keep the conditions and the number o f permits under the strictest 
review, and to strengthen the safeguards against evasion 
(Cited in Foot, 1965, p. 148).

In  fact, because the mechanism for control was through the number of 
labour vouchers issued, but not necessarily used, it was not possible to 
predict the number of immigrants. The fact that the immigration figures 
dropped significantly immediately after the Act was introduced, could in 
part have been due to thousands of people, including some who may never 
have intended to come at all, rushing to beat the deadline.

Whilst the Labour Party leadership remained committed to free entry, it 
became increasingly questionable whether or not the party could resist 
the pressure of popular opinion (Dummett and Dummett, 1987). Following 
Hugh Gaitskell's death in January 1963, Harold Wilson became
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leader of the Labour Party and he immediately showed a willingness to 
compromise to suit an electorally popular stance on immigration (Hiro, 
1991). With the 1964 elections on the horizon, he and others in the 
Labour shadow cabinet became conscious of their electorally 
compromising stand on immigration (Crossman, 1975). Therefore the 
party gradually retreated. This retreat from the earlier principles of 
the Labour Party on immigration was further evidence of the 
institutionalisation of the increasing hostility towards immigrants.

Although Labour won the 1964 elections, the party was ideologically 
compromised.

From then on, the Labour Government was firmly set on the 
course o f yielding with alacrity to each fresh outburst o f 

clamour for restricting Commonwealth immigration 
(Dummett and Dummett, 1987, p. 118).

The loss of a safe labour seat in Smethwick to Peter Griffiths who had 
fought an aggressive anti-immigration campaign (Foot, 1965) caused a 
serious shock to the party. This blow, precipitated the White Paper on 
Immigration from the Commonwealth, which has been interpreted as an 
act of appeasement of the electorate (Foot, 1965; Rose et al, 1969; Miles 
and Solomos, 1987).

The two main political parties of the time have been accused of 'out- 
trumping' each other (Crossman, 1975) and whilst it has been claimed that 
Labour was seemingly determined to lose its reputation for 'softness' on 
race and immigration (Dummett and Dummett, 1987), the shift in 
immigration policy during this decade has been seen as 'State racism' 
(Sivanandan, 1976; Ben-Tovim and Gabriel, 1987). An alternative analysis 
has been to explain the change as a pragmatic response to the altering 
overall economic conditions of post war Britain, since Britain's earlier 
labour shortage was now over (Dummett and Dummett, 1987).

In 1965, the White Paper which announced drastic measures to reduce 
immigration was introduced. According to Ben-Tovim and Gabriel (1987) 
this was yet another measure which resulted in state racism. According 
to Hiro (1991), were among those who approved of the White Paper Sir 
Cyril Osborne and Peter Griffiths, the victor of Smethwick. Perhaps a 
Gallup poll indicated that while 88 per cent of the population supported



the White Paper only 5 per cent were against. However, there was a 
policy contradiction in that whilst there were drastic measures to reduce 
New Commonwealth Immigration the issue of Irish Immigration was 
ignored.

In April 1965, the Government produced a Race Relations Bill which was 
intended to prevent racial discrimination in public places. The Bill was 
widely criticised for its failure to address the important areas of housing 
and employment (Dummett and Dummett, 1987). Moreover, the Tory 
opposition would not support it since they objected to racial 
discrimination being classed as a criminal offence. The Home Secretary, 
Sir Frank Soskice, announced a compromise, by changing the proposed 
criminal measures in the legislation to conciliatory measures. This served 
to considerably weaken the powers of the legislation and prevent the 
Race Relations Board from effectively combating the perpetrators of 
discrimination.

The field o f relevance for the Board was severely limited to 
specified places o f public resort, which mainly meant public 
houses. Potentially, am even more serious weakness was that 
the Board had no express powers to investigate complaints or 
undertake conciliation to achieve settlement. (Cohen, 1971, p.269). 

Nevertheless, the compromise met with approval of Tory members, for a 
Labour Bill.

Taken together, the 1965 White Paper and the 1965 Race 
Relations Act signalled the convergence o f the two major 
political parties on the issues o f immigration control and 
racial justice (Hiro, 1991, p.2  11).

By 1965, leading Labour politicians including Wilson, Crossman and 
Hattersley, were openly advocating a 'problem- centred' view of black 
immigrants. In the Commons on 23rd March 1965 Hattersley stated:

I  now believe that there are social as well as economic arguments 
and I  believe that unrestricted immigration can only produce 
additional problems, additional suffering and additional hardship 
unless some kind o f limitation is imposed and continued (Cited in 
Foot, 1965, p. 192).



Such beliefs led very rapidly to 'assimilationist' measures, which 
attempted to deny or even destroy the linguistic and cultural identities 
of ethnic minorities (Patterson, 1971).

By the time the 1966 General Election took place, Labour had gained 
electoral credibility on immigration to the extent that Smethwick 
returned a Labour candidate in preference to Peter Griffiths. In the 
meantime two opposing groups of organisations focusing on the issue of 
race emerged. On the one side were anti-immigration organisations such 
as the British National Party, the Greater British movement, the U.K. 
Defence League and even the British Klu Klux Klan. On the other side 
were organisations such as the Campaign against Racial Discrimination 
(CARD), the Lester Group (lead by a barrister, Anthony Lester) and the 
Yellow Star movement (Kushnik, 1971).

The 1966 Labour Government immediately set out to meet the promises 
made in its election manifesto concerning immigration which were 
essentially, to limit on the one hand, whilst taking measures to encourage 
integration on the other.

Section 11 of the 1966 Local Government Act was a key measure, 
introduced in order to appease Local Authorities where there were large 
numbers of immigrants. I t  enabled substantial grants to Local 
Authorities for the purpose of 'special provision' for immigrants in order 
to facilitate their integration. Section 11 of the 1966 Local Government 
Act will be thoroughly discussed in the following chapter, but it is 
important to note here that its origins were ideologically rooted in the 
1965 White Paper.

Whilst the right wing, the press and the British voters were quietened 
for the time being, this was not to last long (Hiro, 1991). Following the 
General Election of 1966 when labour returned to power, Roy Jenkins 
(the Home Secretary) began to establish the case for extending the 
1965 Race Relations Act which was by now seen as tokenism (Kushnik, 
1971). As a reformist, Jenkins attempted to strengthen the Act 
considerably, but when Callaghan took over at the Home Office in 1968, 
some of the proposed powers of enforcement were considerably diluted 
according to Kushnik, (1971). The Bill was finally enacted on 24 October 
1968.
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One factor which led to right wing support for the weaker legislation, was 
an unexpected wave of immigration from Kenya in 1967. Without any 
warning the Kenyan government had passed legislation which resulted in 
Kenyan Asians who had opted for British rather than Kenyan Citizenship 
being classed as aliens, with a right to work and live only temporarily in 
Kenya, (Runnymede and Radical Statistics Group, 1980). Many of these 
Kenyan Asians chose to exercise their right to settle in Britain. Certain 
Tory politicians began predicting the arrival of at least 250,000 East 
African Asians, although in fact by 1968 the number was only 66,000 
(Hiro, 1992).

The Conservative party demanded' amongst other things, that the 
entry o f Kenyan Asians holding U.K. passports be phased. The 
Labour government went further, it  removed the right o f entry 
(The Runnymede and Radical Statistics Croup. 1980, p. 33).

During the course of the debate concerning increasing immigration 
control, perhaps the best known speech on race in British history was 
given by Enoch Powell, M.P. In his speech, in Birmingham on 20th April 
1968 he claimed:

In  this country, in fifteen or twenty years time the black man will 
have the whip hand over the white man. As I  look ahead, I  am 
filled with foreboding. Like the Romans, I  seem to see The 
River Tiber foaming with much blood' (Powell, 1968, p.99).

Powell's expression of extreme anti-immigration views gained widespread 
public support. According to Hiro, (1991), one national poll showed 82 
percent supported the views expressed in his speech. Thousands of 
workers went on strike and participated in demonstrations to support his 
views (Ramdin, 1987; Hiro, 1991).

Powell's speech was well timed, taking place just three days before the 
parliamentary debate on the Race Relation Bill. Pressure from the anti
immigration camp succeeded in sabotaging efforts to strengthen the bill's 
clauses concerning enforcement.
The Commonwealth Immigrants Act 1968 was rushed through Parliament 
from start to finish in three days. The Act withdrew the right to enter 
and settle in Britain for those United Kingdom passport holders who did



not have a close connection' (which was defined as birth in the United 
Kingdom or descent from a parent of grandparent born in the United 
Kingdom, or of naturalisation, registration in the United Kingdom and 
Colonies, or adoption in the United Kingdom). Even stricter limitations on 
the number of employment vouchers were also imposed. More pressure 
came from Powell who demanded that the government should restrict the 
entry of dependants (Hiro, 1991). Similar demands were made by Edward 
Heath in January 1969. Only a few months later an amendment was 
introduced to the Immigration Appeals Bill 1969 which has given a right 
of appeal to those refused entry. This amendment required dependants 
of Commonwealth immigrants to obtain entry certificates before entering 
Britain. This had the intended effect of reducing the entry of the 
number of dependants still further. Still tighter control was introduced 
when employers were required to prove that no suitable local labour was 
available to fill any vacancy. The Conservative manifesto for June 1970 
proposed yet further control, which was enforced in 1971 when the 
Conservatives regained power.

The Immigration Act, 1971 replace the 1914 Aliens Restrictions Act, the 
1962 and 1968 Commonwealth Immigrants Acts and the 1969 Immigration 
Act. Under the 1971 Act, the onus was placed on the intending immigrant 
to prove a substantial connection with the U.K., for instance, a parent or 
grandparent born in the U.K. This resulted in immigrants being subjected 
to*.

Insecurity and harassment from state agencies (such as 
immigration officials', the police, the Illegal Immigration 
Intelligence Units, Health and Social Security staff)  and 
involving deportation, detention without trial, family 
separation, shutt/ecocking, interminable delays, and 

all the associated persona! suffering and indignities, 
o f which the 'virginity tests' revealed publicly in 'The Guardian'
(1st February 1970) are only the most extreme (Ben- Tovim 
and Gabriel, 1987p. 143).

With the exception of the entry of Ugandan Asians who were allowed to 
settle in 1972, following their expulsion from Uganda by Idi Amin, 
immigration rules issued by the Home Secretary increasingly tightened 
control (Macdonald, 1983). Further legislation to control immigration 
(British Nationality Act 1981; Immigration Act 1988) and anti- 
discriminatory measures (Race Relations Act 1986) served to further
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progress the dualistic policies first established by Labour in the 1965 
White Paper.

Twenty years on, the 1985 CRE report on the patterns of settlement of 
Ethnic Minorities in Britain noted that Primary Immigration dropped from 
18 thousand in 1972 to 6.4 thousand in 1983. During the same period 
secondary immigration dropped from 50 thousand to 19.6 thousand. 
Overall immigration from the New Commonwealth (including Pakistan) 
which had peaked in 1972 at 68 thousand, dropped to 26 thousand in 1985 
(CRE, 1985).

The first British Census which collected data on the ethnic make-up of 
the population rather than broader categories, took place in 1991.

The 1981 census had identified those persons who had been born in the 
New Commonwealth and Pakistan and first generation immigrants. This 
failed to provide detailed information on the growing numbers of ethnic 
minorities who did not fall into these categories particularly those who 
were British born. The 1991 Census found the population of Great Britain 
to be almost 54.9 million. However, it has been recognised (Owen, 1992) 
that there was significant non co-operation in the 1991 census resulting in 
an estimated overall undercount of around 965 thousand. The census 
figures showed that just over 3 million of the population belonged to 
ethnic minorities (Owen, 1992). Almost half of these people were of 
South Asian origin of whom the largest group was Indian. The second 
largest ethnic minority was the African Caribbean group.

I t  was found that more than half of the ethnic minority population live in 
South East England with 44.8 percent in greater London. The other main 
concentration of ethnic minorities is in the West Midlands, particularly 
around Birmingham. West Yorkshire and the Greater Manchester areas 
also contained some of the highest relative concentrations of ethnic 
minorities (Owen, 1993). Although the statistics available do not permit a 
direct comparison of the ethnic composition of the population between 
1971, 1981 and 1991, it is possible to compare the numbers of ethnic 
minorities in the 1991 Census, with the number of people who had a family 
connection with the New Commonwealth and Pakistan in the 1971 and 1981 
Censuses. Whilst the total population during this twenty year period 
grew by nearly 5 percent, the geographical distribution appears to have 
remained much the same, although there has been an increasing tendency 
for ethnic minorities to concentrate in the larger Urban settlements 
(Owen, 1993).



Many studies have shown that ethnic minorities have continued to suffer 
disproportionately in the housing, education and employment, compared 
with the white population (Smith, 1977; Brown, 1984; Brown and Gay, 
1985; Jones, 1993). The 1993 Labour Force Survey demonstrated that 
over thirty years after the earliest waves of immigration from the New 
Commonwealth, there are wide variations in disadvantage experienced by 
different ethnic minority groups:

There is an increasing disparity between the circumstances o f 
specific groups. The findings suggest that the South Asian 
population contains both the most and the least successful 
o f the ethnic minority groups (Jones, 1993, p. 157).

The most successful groups, were the African Asians and Indians who 
were found to have attained educationally and professionally at least as 
well as whites. The least successful groups with low educational 
attainment, high unemployment rates were the Pakistanis and 
Bangladeshis. The research indicated that African-Caribbean's tended to 
fall somewhere in the middle.

The evidence therefore indicated the need to reassess what was perhaps 
previously a stereotypical perception of the relationship between ethnic 
minorities, discrimination and disadvantage.

The essentia! diversity o f the different ethnic groups is perhaps 
overcoming the role in which immigrants were cast by British 
Society (Jones, 1993, p. 151).

In attempting to answer the question of differential disadvantage 
between minority groups, Jones (1993) support the view that certain 
groups are in a better position to develop ways of overcoming the 
disadvantages of discrimination. Not only does the survey draw attention 
to disparities between different ethnic minority groups, but also within 
those specif ic groups.

In particular, the discrepancies between males and females within ethnic 
groups were shown to be disproportionate. And for instance, whilst there 
is high economic activity amongst African Caribbean women there is low 
economic activity amongst Bangladeshi and Pakistani women, who are 
generally Muslim and therefore arguably more affected by religious and 
cultural constraints.



Of the ethnic minority population in 1991 as a whole, 46 percent were 
found to be born in the U.K. compared with 97 percent of the white 
population.

The group most likely to be born outside the U.K. was the Chinese. 26% 
of the ethnic minorities were born outside the New Commonwealth and 
Pakistan, this is likely to include refugee groups such as Vietnamese and 
Somalis.

Perhaps most significantly, despite the fears concerning immigration in 
the 1960's expressed in Enoch Powell's warnings of ’excessive' numbers of 
black people, the 1991 Census has shown that "Britain is still 
overwhelmingly white in character, with ethnic minorities accounting for 
5.5 percent of the population" (Owen, 1992, p.l).

As we approach the Census of 2001 it is clear in the latest ’Ethnic 
Minorities in Britain' survey (Modood et al, 1997) that, as Gillborn points 
out ” not surprisingly, the ethnic minority groups that face the most 
marked economic disadvantages are also among those that have suffered 
the greatest educational inequalities" (Gillborn, 1998, p.726).
In terms of Education policy at government level, 1997 has witnessed a 
significant change of rhetoric from the previous 18 years of Conservative 
policy in this area. The New Labour White Paper ’Excellence in Schools' 
(DfEE, 1997) set out Labour's plans for future policy and legislation in the 
education field. This will be covered in greater detail in the succeeding 
chapters and on Education policy specifically.



CHAPTER 3

The Origins and Development of Section 11 (1966) to 
EM A G * (1999)

The Background

In the preceding chapter, government responses to the growing presence 
of immigrants from the New Commonwealth have been described and 
reviewed. The 1966, Local Government Act was introduced to help those 
local authorities with an 'immigrant' presence to meet their needs 
through a grant from central government, administered by the Home 
Office. (Appendix B provides a chronological list of events relating to 
the introduction and implementation of Section 11). The majority of 
Section 11 grant, since its implementation in 1967, has been used for 
educational provision. The purpose of this chapter is to look at the 
introduction, implementation and use of Section 11 funding, particularly as 
an educational response to the needs of ethnic minority communities.

The political climate, and the issue of race and immigration in the early 
1960's is the background against which Section 11 of the 1966 Local 
Government Act is set. Overt racism was at that time "seen to pay 
electoral dividends" (Hiro, 1991, p.44). Despite winning the 1964 General 
Election, Labour had lost ’safe' seats to Conservative candidates who had 
campaigned on a racist, anti-immigration 'ticket'. The loss of Smethwick, 
a seat previously held with a 12,000 majority, was particularly symbolic of 
the political climate and the concern regarding immigration within the 
electorate and the Local Government itself. The reaction of the local 
people of Smethwick to the ’immigrant' population was commonly 
expressed in comments such as:

(*EMAG - the Ethnic Minority Achievement Grant)



I'v e  nothing against the black people... bu t these people are  
ruining our town... the houses are falling apart and they have 
a very high ra te  o f  T.B. Their habits are p re tty  terrib le . They 

use the fro n t garden as a rubbish dump and heaven knows w hat 
they do in the back garden. (Foot, 1965, p. 3  6).

I t  was in this climate and in response to such xenophobia that Local 
Authorities sought compensation from Central Government for the social 
and economic 'burden' placed on them by the increasing numbers of 
immigrants. Subsequently, Section 11 of the 1966 Local Government Act 
was introduced by the Labour Government to placate, as well as 
compensate, those Local Authorities affected by immigration.

Despite what has been described as "Labour's softness on the issue of 
immigration" (Bagley, 1992,p.2), the Labour Government after having won 
the 1965 election, began increasing immigration control. The 1965 White 
Paper "Immigration from the Commonwealth" (Home Office, 1965) 
formed the political and ideological basis upon which Section 11 was built. 
This policy emerged through the perceived need to control the number of 
immigrants (Commonwealth Immigrants Acts 1962, 1968 and later the 
Immigration Act 1971) whilst assimilating and integrating those 
immigrants already in the country (Race Relations Acts of 1965, 1968 and
1976).

This policy has two aspects: one relating to control on the en try  
o f immigrants so th a t i t  does not outrun Britain's capacity to 
absorb them.; the o ther relating to the positive measures designed 
to secure fo r the immigrants and th e ir children th e ir rig h tfu l place 
in our society and to assist local authorities... in areas o f  high 
immigration in dealing w ith certain  problems which have arisen  
(Home O ffice , 1965 ’ p.2).

This approach was, perhaps best summed up in Roy Hattersley's words 
"without integration limitation is inexcusable, without limitation 
integration is impossible" (cited in Dorn and Hibbert, 1987, p.60).
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I t  was subsequent to the 1965 paper, that the 1966 Local Government 
Act was introduced. Section 11 of this Act stated:

1. S ubject to the provision o f  this section the S ecretary  
o f S ta te  may pay to Local A uthorities who in his opinion 
are required to make special provision in the exercise o f  
any o f  th e ir functions in consequence o f the presence 
within th e ir areas o f  substantial numbers o f  immigrants 
from  the Commonwealth whose language o r customs d if fe r  
from  those o f  the community, grants o f  such amounts as 
he may with the consent o f  the Treasury determ ine on 
account o f  expenditure o f  such description (being 
expenditure in respect o f  the employment o f  s ta ff)  as
he may so determine.

2. No g ra n t shall be paid  under this section in respect o f  
expenditure incurred befo re  1st April, 1 9 6 7 (Local 
Government A ct, 1966).

This dualistic policy has been described as "possibly the most logically 
incoherent Government paper ever produced" (Dummett and Dummett, 
1987, p.119). Yet the contradictions contained therein have formed the 
basis on which subsequent race policy and legislation have developed. 
Although the Government provided financial aid for urban areas through 
the Local Authority rate support grant and some specific resources such 
as the Urban Aid programme, little was achieved in combating racial 
disadvantage (Dummett and Dummett, 1987). Section 11 of the Local 
Government Act was the first major intervention by Government 
intended to provide specific assistance to multiracial towns and cities.

Through Section 11, Local Authorities could apply for grant aid, originally 
at the rate of 50 percent and later in 1969, at the rate of 75 percent of 
salary costs. Administered by the Home Office, the grant could be used 
to make special provision for "immigrants from the Commonwealth whose 
language or customs differed from those of the community" (Home 
Office, 1967). Although the grant covered staffing costs in any Local 
Authority service, it has in the main been utilised by Education



Departments and to a lesser extent, Social Services. For the purpose of 
the grant it was agreed with Local Authority Associations that:

A Commonwealth immigrant w ill normally be a person, adult 
or child in another country o f  the Commonwealth who has been 
ordinarily resident in the U nited Kingdom fo r  less than 10 years  
or the child o f  such a person (Home O ffice , 1967. Circular 
No. 15/1967).

This Home Office advice in circular 15/1967 established the assumption 
that as a measure to combat racial disadvantage Section 11 would only be 
of a short term nature. This simplistic assumption in fact led to long 
term criticism of Section 11 as a mechanism for addressing the needs of 
ethnic minorities. I t  was also determined that a Local Authority qualified 
for grant if 2 percent or more of its entire school population were 
children of Commonwealth immigrants. This rule was intended to clarify 
the "substantial numbers" referred to in the legislation. This was known 
as the '2 percent rule' and applied until 1990. In the original circular to 
Local Authorities (Home Office, Circular No.15/1967). the Home Office 
indicated that 46 Authorities had a ’prima facie' case for claiming Section 
11 grant, though application was voluntaristic rather than needs based. 
The amount of grant concerned involved significant sums. For example, by 
the 1985/6 financial year, around £110 million was granted to Local 
Authorities, the majority going to Education Departments, and in 1992/3 
Local Authorities were claiming grant of around £129 million, (LARRIE, 
1992).

Assimilation and Integration

Dispersal and assimilation were seen in the 1960's as effective means of 
absorbing and integrating ‘immigrants'. This view is illustrated in a DES 
pamphlet entitled "Spreading the Children" which stated:

I t  is inevitable that, as the proportion o f  immigrant children  
in a school or class increases, the problems w ill become more 
d iffic u lt to resolve, and the chances o f assimilation more rem ote. 
How fa r  any given portion o f  immigrant children can be absorbed  
with b e n e fit to both sides depends on, among o th er things, the  
number o f  immigrant children who are p ro fic ien t in English (sic);



the dividing line cannot be precisely defined. Experience suggests 
however that... up to a f if th  o f  immigrant children in any group f i t  
in w ith reasonable ease,, bu t that, i f  the proportion goes over about 
one th ird  e ith e r in the school as a whole o r in any one class, serious 
strains arise.
I t  is th ere fo re  desirable th a t the catchm ent areas o f  schools 
should whenever possible, be arranged to avoid undue 
concentration o f  im m igrant children.
W here this proves im practicable simply because the school 
serves an area which is occupied largely by im m igrant children, 
then dispersal o f  the children should be shared around a g re a te r  
number o f  schools and to m eet such problems o f  transport as may 
arise (DES, 1965, p. 193).

Ever mindful of containing ’the problem' and allaying the fears of the 
white population, the same circular contained:

I t  w ill be help fu l i f  the parents o f  non-immigrant children can
see th a t p ractica l measures have been taken to deal w ith the
problems
in the schools, and th a t the progress o f  th e ir own children is not 
being re s tric te d  by the undue preoccupation o f  the teaching s ta f f  
with the linguistic and o th er d iffic u ltie s  o f  immigrant children.

This is clear evidence of a problem centred view of immigrants. Leading 
members of the government, such as Roy Hattersley held political 
ideologies and expressed views on immigration which supported 
assimilationist theories.
Section 11 was seen by them as a social and economic mechanism for 
assimilating immigrants in order that they might become less visible, and 
therefore, less of a problem.

I  hope that, when the money under Section 11 is d istributed, 
the S ecretary  o f  S ta te  w ill bear in mind, th a t as well as 
providing sm aller classes in which English can be adequately 
taught, as well as providing e x tra  visitors to rem ind parents  
o f  th e ir new obligations in Britain, i t  is essential to teach 
these children basic B ritish customs, basic B ritish habits  
and, i f  one likes, basic B ritish prejudices - a ll those things
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which they need to know i f  they are to live happily and 
successfully in an in teg rated  way in this community 
(Hansard 1966,C o il336).

Until 1971 the collection of statistics on immigrant children from Form 7 
(i) provided the necessary information to ascertain whether or not a 
Local Authority qualified for Section 11 grant.

However, grant was allocated according to mere presence o f immigrants 
rather than on the number of those assessed to be in need of support, 
which added support for a "problem centred perception of ethnic 
minority pupils" (DES, 1985, p.194). Section 11 grant has therefore been 
seen ideologically and politically as a response not only to the needs of 
ethnic minority pupils, compensating them for their 'deficiencies', but also 
as a means of preventing any upset to the education of white children.
I t  is this assimilationist approach, for which Section 11 was originally 
designed, that failed to recognise or acknowledge the changing nature of 
British society. This strategy of dealing with the assimilation of 
'immigrants' through Section 11 finding has been described as:

Very much a child  o f  the 1960's and its  current problems and 
persisten t contradiction m ust be seen as emanating from  the  
race relations policy ideologies th a t prevailed a t th a t time.
W hereas o ther policies and practices regarding \race' 
and education have evolved (a lb e it painfully and partia lly) 
from  assimilation to anti-racism , Section 11 its e lf has 
remained re la tive ly  s ta tic  in its  conception and application 
(born and H ibbert, 1987, p. 60).

Despite this view, there have been numerous Home Office efforts to 
revise the policy criteria and guidelines on Section 11 funding in order to 
adapt to changing needs. These changes have been communicated to 
Local Authorities through a series of Home office circulars which will be 
dealt with in more detail later. Nevertheless, the statute itself has 
constrained the Home Office considerably in their attempts to apply the 
particular law with due consideration for its inadequacies. Whilst 
assimilation was an important aspect of Government race policies in the 
early and mid 1960's, many teachers in multiracial schools realised the 
necessity to acknowledge children's different cultures, religions and 
languages in the school curriculum. This approach came to be known as
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'integrationist' since the main aim was still to enable immigrants to adapt 
and change. The majority community was not expected to adapt, but 
merely to have some knowledge of the immigrant communities' history and 
culture.

In  e ffe c t there was litt le  d iffe ren ce  in expected o r intended  
outcome between assimilation and integration since I t  
(In teg ra tio n ) fa iled  to consider the broader implications 
fo r  the trad itional perception o f  the 'British way o f life ' 
which the presence o f  communities with such diverse backgrounds 
m ight have in the longer term  (bES. 1985,P.127).

The integrationist approach also persisted n the belief that it was the 
immigrant's newness to this society and lack of familiarity with the 
language and culture which created the disadvantage. This perception is 
highly questionable particularly in the light of the experience of 
Liverpool's black population fo r  whom racial disadvantage has not yet 
disappeared with the passage of time (DES, 1985). Yet under Section 11 
guidelines, Liverpool blacks and other third generation immigrants did not 
qualify for Section 11 support until September 1993.

Interpretation of Section 11

I t  was however not only the perceptions of the needs of immigrants 
which caused much concern and debate. The detailed conditions under 
which Section 11 is payable were first set out in Home Office circular 
15/1967 and it has been in the course of administering the grant, under 
the conditions set out in this and subsequent circulars, that problems 
became evident.
In order to see the difficulties which have arisen, it is illuminating to look 
at this piece of legislation and Home Office attempts at clarification to 
deal with its inadequacies through a series of circulars.

Local Authorities had discretionary powers over what constituted ’special 
provision'. Indeed the circular stated that Local Education Authorities 
might not be able to identify the specific posts which were intended to 
meet special need. The early Home Office circulars failed to give 
sufficient guidance as to what constituted ’special provision'. This was 
interpreted by Local authorities as the ’greenlight' to use funding in such
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a flexible way that it amounted at best to misuse, and at worst to blatant 
abuse. Hibbert (1982) has accused the Home O ff ice and the Government 
of deliberate “funding inexplicitness".

As previously mentioned, the required “substantial numbers" of 
immigrants was agreed by Local Authorities to be 2 percent. There were 
however problems with this definition since it prevented Local 
Authorities with 'pockets' of immigrants, but without an overall population 
of 2 percent or more, from claiming Section 11 grant.
Another difficulty with the 2 percent rule after 1973 arose from the 
DES decision not to collect data on the number of ethnic minority pupils. 
This prevented effective needs based targeting of the grant and merely 
led to a list of eligible authorities. Further difficulty was experienced 
because of the limitation of Section 11 to support only those immigrants 
of Commonwealth heritage. This was amended in 1986 to include all those 
born in another country of the Commonwealth or from Pakistan before it 
left the Commonwealth in 1972 however long they had been resident in 
the UK, and their immediate descendants.

The term 'immigrants' has also been criticised. With the passage of time 
and the changing make up of the immigrant communities, this definition 
became inadequate, restrictive and inappropriate. (In September 1993 a 
Bill presented by Neil Gerard MP to lift this restriction was enacted 
although no funding was made available to respond to the need involved 
due to the widening of the criteria). Yet another criticism of the 
legislation was, that by inserting in the Act the phrase “Whose language 
and culture differ from those of the community", a view was presented 
that immigrants were not part of the community and were therefore to 
be treated differently. Although wording of the legislation was amended 
so that they read: “Whose language and culture differ from those of the 
rest of the community".

I t  is perhaps these basic flaws in the legislation which have led to the 
abuse and consequent criticism of Section 11. The historical criticism and 
widespread mistrust among the black communities seems to have 
prevented any objective analysis of the benefits of Section 11. Home 
Office' attempts to change Section 11 have often been dismissed as 
'tinkering' with the legislation. While basic flaws in the Act do exist, it



has been ideology, the administration and use of the grant which has 
attracted most of the criticism.

Use of Special Funding

Section 11 funded provision was intended to cater for the 'special need' 
of the ’immigrant' community. Bakhsh and Walker (1980 p.14) argue that 
’special' funding for any particular group is not meant to give unfair 
advantage but "rather it must be seen as part of a commitment to 
redress the imbalance caused by racial disadvantage".

They further add that:

These funds Section 11 were made available on the assumption 
th a t in tackling urban disadvantage the problems o f racial 
disadvantage would be solved too (Bakhsh and W alker, 1980, p. 14).

Perceptions and definitions of ’special need' have evolved way beyond the 
original intention of the 1966 legislation. In the early years of Section 11 
funding, it was the ’newness' of immigrants which was perceived as 
special. I t  was therefore assumed that through the provision of English 
Language support and the adaptation of existing services there would be 
a process of assimilation into the ’British way of life'.
At least in the first two decades of funding, it was generally accepted 
that ’need' was usually determined by Local Authority officers, (Hibbert, 
1983). Consultation with the intended beneficiaries so that they could at 
least give their own view of the type of service needed only later became 
an issue of importance. Views of ethnic minority or ’immigrant' need have 
differed widely. There are those who have expressed the view that need 
is different in degree, but not in kind (Bakhsh and Walker, 1980).
That is, they experience the same disadvantages as certain indigenous 
groups who are less well off socially and economically but to a greater 
extent. DES Survey 13 "The Education of immigrants" observed that:

They (im m igrants) share a ll the d iffic u lties  o f  environmental 
deprivation known to native-born children living in these same 
areas. They frequently appear to s u ffe r the same emotional 
disturbance, the same inarticulateness and d ifficu lty , the same
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insecure approach to school and work, the same unsatisfactory  
a ttitu d es  in social relationships - a ll o f  which a ffe c t th e ir life  and 
general progress a t school (DES, 1971,p. 5).

Alternatively it might be argued that cultural maintenance requires the 
preservation of difference and therefore 'special provision’ includes 
measures such as the teaching of community languages. Others may 
argue that 'special needs’ arise from the damaging effect of racism and 
that intervention is necessary in order to deal with discrimination and 
inequalities.

Further research has suggested that the 'needs’ of ethnic minorities 
should be analysed within an equal opportunities framework in terms of 
"the membership of stigmatised or excluded groups" (Johnson, Cox and 
Cross, 1989. P.373). In their research into the use of Section 11 by 
Social Services Departments, Johnson, Cox and Cross (1989) found that 
respondents to their survey had difficulty with the concept of 'special 
need’. Respondents would sometimes perceive distinctions of "mystifying 
complexity" when trying to disentangle what was additional, what was 
mainstream  and what was special

Such confusion has typically caused considerable difficulty determining 
what is eligible under Section 11 and in the utilisation of the grant. 
Differing definitions and perceptions of 'need' as well as the restrictive 
nature of the original Act, inevitably increased pressure on the Home 
Office to review guidelines in order to extend permissible provision 
under the legislation.

The 'civil disturbances' of 1981 in towns and cities with large ethnic 
minority populations were particularly significant in shaping political 
attitudes and the Home Office view of acceptable' provision.
The Rampton Report (DES,1981), and the Swann report (DES, 1985) 
widened the education debate on the educational response to the needs 
of ethnic minority children. These reports significantly raised the 
awareness of educationalists to the shortcomings in order to address the 
inadequacies.

Whilst Section 11 was clearly intended to be needs based, Local 
Authorities generally determined the exact nature of the provision
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without consulting the intended beneficiaries. The provision therefore 
often related to their own perceptions of ethnic minority needs and their 
perception that the immigrants should be assimilated into the 'British way 
of life'. Even worse, some Local Authorities used Section 11 as an 
opportunity to attract funding to prop up mainstream services.

Many Local A uthorities saw this as an opportunity to use 
Home O ffic e  funds to reduce the cost o f  normal s ta ffin g  
within th e ir schools, w ith absolutely no b e n e fit fo r  the people 
fo r  whom b e n e fit was in tended .
(Duncan, 1988, p. 15).

The paternalistic, assimilationist view of the needs of 'immigrant' children 
in the 1960's entirely dominated the attitudes and practices of 
educationalists. Duncan (1988) is critical of the designation of the 
majority of Section 11 posts up until the 1980's. He expressed the view 
that these jobs were created:

W ith no imagination whatsoever, the only need th a t could be 
id en tifie d  on b e h a lf o f  black children was fo r English to be 
taught to them as a second language... and even this was done 
ra th e r badly (Duncan, 1988, p. 15).

Dorn and Hibbert (1987, p.64) are equally critical of this "narrowness of 
utilisation" due in part to the Home Off\ceis lack of specific guidance as 
to what exactly constituted 'special provision'.

The assimilationist view and the restricted application of Section 11, led 
many Local Authorities to set up ‘immigrant centres' or ’language centres' 
in the 1960's where immigrant children were separated from the rest of 
the community. Even in cases where these children were either based in 
or received back into mainstream education, they were often withdrawn 
from class. In DES survey 13 (1971) "The Education of Immigrants", the 
Government continued to place emphasis on the teaching of English as : 
"the most urgent single challenge facing school". The report continued:
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Pressure on schools has been relieved, and w ith considerable 
success, by special arrangem ents fo r  the reception o f  im m igrant 
children and fo r  teaching them English up to a certain  standard  
before  they are adm itted  to schools they w ill a tten d  fu ll time.
Such arrangements... include the establishm ent o f  reception and  
language centres (whose numbers have increased considerably in 
the past five years) and w ithdrawal classes... This, i t  has been 
possible fo r authorities to alleviate fo r th e ir schools a situation in 
which large numbers o f  im m igrant children m ight otherw ise create  
a serious teaching problem (DES. 1971, p. 19).

The staff of these centres tended on the whole to be Section 11 or 
Urban Aid funded. As late as 1981, it was reported (DES, 1981) that 
"English as a second language was still widely regarded as the central 
priority". Meanwhile, the needs of Section 11 qualifying children of West 
Indian (Afncan  Caribbean) heritage were either put lower down the list 
of priorities or largely misidentif ied (Duncan, 1988). The Rampton Report 
found that they were often either provided with English as a Second 
Language Support (ESL), which was primarily designed and intended for 
pupils of Asian heritage, or were placed in ’remedial' classes. DES Report 
Survey 13 (1971) recommended withdrawal groups for ‘West Indian' 
children. This racially separatist, deficit model was one on which negative 
stereotypes of the African Caribbean child were built (DES, 1981).

I t  is therefore of little surprise that such perspectives and analyses 
have been powerfully rejected from an academic standpoint, (Figueroa, 
1991) and that the African Caribbean communities, who have seen 
themselves being mislabelled, misunderstood and disenfranchised from 
the rest of the community, have protested.

The First Decode

In November 1977, the NUT carried out a national survey on the use of 
Section 11 in Education Departments. This survey requested from Chief 
Education Officers, information regarding: the amount of grant claimed
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for each of the previous five years to employ additional staff in the 
Education Service; an estimate of the claim to be made for the current 
financial year; the number and categories of staff employed from Section 
11 funding. The resulting report (NUT, 1978, indicated that ninety four 
L.E.A.'s completed the questionnaire, fifty  one indicated that they had 
not made a Section 11 claim over the previous 5 years and that they did 
not intend to make a claim during that financial year 1977-78.

Seven Authorities indicated that they provided some support for 
'immigrant' pupils but did not use Section 11 funding for this purpose. 
One Authority expressed concern that it was ineligible for Section 11 
funding due to the '2 percent rule' despite the existence within the 
Authority of areas of high immigration. Forty three Authorities stated 
in their replies that they made claims under Section 11 and that they 
would be claiming in the same financial year. These forty three 
Authorities provided information on the categories of staff funded under 
Section 11. I t  is interesting that the largest category was teachers but 
other categories included a pool attendant, caretakers, cleaners and bus 
wardens.
There were also unspecified' posts, that is, those which increased the 
workforce but not necessarily in relation to ethnic minorities. Only a 
small number of Authorities created specific posts, and according to the 
NUT, these same Authorities were also responsible for the 
establishment of language resources units, teachers of West Indian 
groups, English language reception centres and other specific posts or 
teams relating specifically to the needs set out under Section 11.

I t  was noted by the House of Commons (1981) Home Affairs Committee 
that: "There is no single aspect of Section 11 which has escaped 
criticism". Paul Boeteng MP has been quoted as asking sardonically, “Why 
is Section 11 like an iceberg? Because there is alot of it around, you can't 
see much of it and its very very white" (cited in Dorn and Hibbert, 1987, 
p.64). But perhaps the most common abuse of Section 11 funding was its 
use for the purpose of additional but unidentifiable staff carrying out 
unidentifiable tasks. This dubious practice was without doubt the cause 
of one of the most serious criticisms of Section 11 (Dorn and Hibbert, 
1987). Home Office circular 15/1967 which failed to specify the type of 
provision Local Authorities might provide under Section 11 allowed Local 
Authorities discretion in respect of the type of posts they could employ 
in response to perceived 'need'. Whilst the Home Office circular stated
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that most posts would be Identifiable, it accepted that it would not be 
possible to identify other posts and indeed that, it might be better not 
to identify "individual officers as being specifically employed to deal with 
extra pressures created by differences of language and customs" (Home 
Office, 1967. Para 10).

Many Section 11 funded staff had no idea, sometimes for many years, 
that they were not mainstream funded. One college lecturer informed 
the writer that he discovered in 1983, after carrying out some personal 
investigation, that he had been Section 11 funded for nine years without 
knowing so. This case is typical and illustrated the reluctance, or inability, 
of Local Authorities to clarify Section 11 or identify post holders until 
relatively recently.

Local Authorities used paragraph 10 in the 1967 Home Office Circular to 
great benefit, employing large numbers of staff, particularly teachers, 
who were to all intent and purpose, simply enhancing the staff-pupil ratio 
in the 'immigrant' school. This had a long term negative effect on 
perceptions as well as the utilisation of Section 11 funding. Certain 
Authorities exploited paragraph 10 with the agreement of the Home 
Office. For example, the Inner London Education Authority (ILEA) 
received a grant for more than 1,000 unidentifiable teachers in 1981- 
1982 based on Educational priority Area (EPA), social deprivation indices. 
A special agreement between the Home Office and the ILEA took into 
account the fact that this arrangement was not entirely acceptable (Dorn 
and Hibbert, 1987), therefore grant was set at 60 percent in this case 
instead of the usual 75 percent. In other service areas formula 
payments agreed by the Home Office contributed to the Local 
Authorities' inability to account for their Section 11 funding. Fitzgerald 
found that:

By the m id 1970's i t  was commonly acknowledged th a t Section  
11 was being used largely to prop up mainstream budgets and - 
as government financial restrictions began to b ite  m ore - 
particu larly  to save Local Education A uthorities from  cutting pupH- 
teacher ratios (Fitzgerald ' 1986, p.266).



Bakhsh and Walker (1980) found that whilst many Local Authority 
treasurers knew of the existence of Section 11, Headteachers were 
often ignorant of the fact that they had Section 11 funded teachers on 
their staff. I t  was suggested by Bakhsh and Walker that ignorance of 
Section 11 was a likely reason for grant not necessarily being taken up for 
special provision. Indeed one chief Education Officer asked the NUT for 
information about Section 11 before agreeing to submit his department's 
response to their survey (NUT, 1978).

According to a Community Relations Commission Report (1976), only 18 
out of 54 Local Authorities who replied to a survey indicated that 
Section 11 posts were utilised for specific purposes relating to the needs 
of ethnic minorities. Only a small number of Authorities had established 
specific needs-related posts. These Authorities included as provision: 
language resource units; teachers of West Indian children and English 
language reception classes. The majority of posts overall, were denoted 
as ’unspecif ied'.

The NUT (1978) survey confirmed that some Local Authorities included 
Section 11 teachers in the school establishment rather than counting 
them as extra to establishment. Dorn and Hibbert (1987, p.64) were also 
critical not only of the Home Off ice  but also of Local Authorities who, 
they found, tended “to see Section 11 as a 'pump primer' for mainstream 
provision in multi-ethnic schools and as a way of improving pupil-teacher 
ratios".

Whilst it had been recognised by the Home Office that funding might be 
used to enhance the size of the workforce in order to cope with the 
'extra pressures' due to the presence of ’immigrants', this became a 
’loophole' for diverting funding from its intended purpose, particularly 
since in the early period the Home Office had allowed Local Authorities a 
great deal of discretion in creating and monitoring posts. Yet another 
’loophole' which permitted Local Authorities to be less than specific about 
posts was the guideline which indicated that Section 11 staff need only 
work with ’immigrants' for 50 percent of their time. I t  has been 
suggested th a t:
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"Local Authorities are now taking a more cynical approach, deliberately 
using the complexities of Section 11 and the ’inexplicitness' of its 
language to mask the use of grants" (Hibbert. 1982, p.13).

Section 11 has been criticised by black communities and race workers for 
its restriction to staffing costs. (Section 11 cannot be used for running 
costs, building or equipment). However, under the traditional Urban Aid 
programme, applications were made for specific provision for ethnic 
minorities other than staffing.
A further source of funding for the supply of resources for teachers was 
Educational Support Grant (ESG) from the then Department of Education 
and Science (DES). Under the category "Resources for a multicultural 
society" Education Departments could apply for grant for specific 
projects, for instance, appropriate classroom materials.

The NFER (Bourne, 1989) carried out research into educational provision 
for bilingual pupils. As part of this, Section 11 take up in six Local 
Authorities was examined. This showed that funding was used for: ESL 
staff; bilingual staff; interpreters and translators; teachers of 
community languages; special schools and remedial teachers; educational 
psychologists; home-liaison teachers; the directors and staff of language 
and multicultural centres; additional payments to heads and deputies; 
Section 11 administrators.

From this, it seems that these LEA's built much if not all of their 
multicultural initiatives and provision on Section 11 funding. There is 
further support for this view:

In  o ther words, while many have argued th a t Section 11 may 
not in its e lf o ffe r  a progressive s tra teg y  fo r equality and 
ju s tice  in Education, to date a ll the structures s e t up in o rder 
to work within authorities fo r  reappraisal and refo rm  appear to 
depend almost to tally  upon this funding (Bourne, 1987, p. 6).

The 1980 Home Affairs Sub Committee on Race Relations and 
Immigration stated that:
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The general approach o f successive governments has been th a t 
the most fundamental needs o f  ethnic m inorities are essentially 
the same as those o f  the population as a whole and th a t i t  is 
through the general expenditure o f  central and local governm ent 
th a t these needs should be m et I t  has however been recognised 
th a t these programmes need to be adapted to the presence o f  
ethnic m inorities and to be sensitive to the special d ifferences.
To encourage this process', Governments have paid specific g ran ts  
to local A uthorities to help m eet these problems.
(Home O ffice , memorandum, June 1980).

I t  is clear from this statement that Section 11 was intended as a ’pump 
primer' and not as a means of providing what mainstream should have 
been funding. In its reply to the above statements, the Government 
responded as follows-. “ ... Local Authorities should be obliged to submit a 
statement setting out their long term plans when applying for Section 11 
Funding" (Home Office, 1982).

Section 71 of the Race Relations Act (1976) imposes a duty on local 
Authorities to make appropriate arrangements within their functions to 
ensure the elimination of unlawful racial discrimination and the promotion 
of equality of opportunity and good relations between persons of 
different racial groups. Home Office circular 72/1986 pointed out the 
duty of all Local Authorities to make appropriate provision for ethnic 
minorities under Section 71 of the Race Relations Act and to ensure that 
Section 11 was part of a coherent policy and strategy to achieve racial 
equality and the delivery of more responsive services. The CRE's “Code 
of Practice for Local Authorities for Section 11" (CRE, Southampton 
1986) suggested that such an overall strategy should contain the 
following basic elements:

i. I t  will cover the whole Local Authority;
ii. I t  will be developed and will continue to be developed in 

consultation with ethnic minority communities;

iii. Its  purpose and aims will be clearly stated and will contain specific
reference to the need for:
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• equality of opportunity in service delivery including a recognition of 
special needs in ethnic minority communities;
• equality of access to provision;
• equality of opportunity in employment and training;
• positive action (using the permissive provision of the 1976 Race
Relations Act) in both service delivery and employment training;

• Local Authority support for ethnic minority voluntary organisations
• Sufficient and relevant training for all staff and officers.

iv. The implementation of the policy will be monitored and this will
require a co-ordinated approach to ensure that it is implemented to 
the same standards both between departments and within each
division of each department.

The CRE (1986) code of Practice also suggested that the procedures 
should be set up for monitoring the policy and strategy and that this 
should assess:

i. The levels of access to services and employment opportunities;

ii. The effectiveness of measures designed to ensure that ethnic 
minorities achieve equality of access;

iii.The effectiveness of measures designed to enable staff to deliver 
services equally (e.g. equal opportunities/anti racist training);

iv. The effectiveness of support to the ethnic minority voluntary 
organisations.

While the initial intention of Section 11 of the Local Government Act may 
have been to cater for the 'short term' needs of immigrants, the view 
which seems to have evolved through Home Office circulars, is that Local 
Authorities are expected to systematically assimilate either the posts or 
the provision into mainstream services. In reality, this rarely happens 
and the opportunity to use the grant to bring about change had been lost:
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Local A uthorities have a vested in te re s t in minimising its  
mainstream provision fo r  black and Asian citizens because 
i t  thereby appears to maximise its  case fo r  supplementary 
support I f  Section 11 was linked\ however, to Section 71 
o f  the 1976 A c t this would not be so. Section 11 becomes 
the means to prim e the pump to produce a flow  o f equal 
opportunities (Johnson e t  a ( 1989, p .373).

Yet another aspect of Section 11 which had caused concern, had been the 
uneven take up of grant.

As already mentioned, until 1973, when it was abolished, the 2 percent 
figure was calculated, based on information provided by schools in Form 7 
(i) annual returns to the DES. However, the decision to apply for grant 
was at the discretion of the Local Authority. The NUT survey (1978) 
found that take up "varied enormously between Authorities", bearing 
little relationship to actual numbers of 'immigrants'. For instance, the 
survey revealed that one Authority with an immigrant population of 6 
percent received £150,000 for 1972-1973 whilst another similar sized 
Authority with an immigrant population of 25 percent received £269,000. 
Other Authorities with immigrant populations failed to make any 
application or use of Section 11 funding at all.

Without ethnic monitoring and record keeping which was abandoned in
1973, the relationship between the numbers of immigrants and Section 11 
funding inevitably became even less logical. Whilst some Local 
Authorities were not able to take advantage of the funding since they did 
not meet the 2 percent rule, others did not see the provision as essential 
in terms of their own financial outlay. Still other Authorities were able 
to ’top up' the grant with European Economic Community (EEC) funding. In
1974, the Home Office had submitted a claim to the EEC's Social Fund to 
support language provision for the children of immigrants. With the 
additional finance from the EEC Social fund, the Home Office began to 
reimburse Local Authorities respectively with part of their 25 percent 
contribution to Section 11 expenditure. The drawback to the EEC funding 
was that it was not consistent and depended on the success or otherwise 
of bids, in the context of the prioritised needs of all member countries.



Whilst the prospect of receiving 100 percent of the staffing costs for 
provision directed towards immigrants may well have encouraged some 
Local Authorities which had previously been deterred, to take up Section 
11 grant, it indicated the low level of prioritisation those Authorities 
placed on the needs of their immigrant communities.

As noted earlier, it was possible under the formula system to obtain 
Section 11 funding without specifying posts. When in 1982 Local 
Authorities were required in Home Office circular 97/1982 to identify 
Section 11 postholders, many teachers and other staff were asked to, or 
instructed arbitrarily to, become Section 11 funded. Beneath are some of 
the comments collected from Section 11 funded teachers (Issues, Spring, 
1987,p.9).

• Statement: "I've put your name down on this Section 11 document
so I  can keep you."

•Context: Head in school with falling role talking to teacher.
• Statement: “I've found my name on this Section 11 document."

Context: Secondary teacher to colleague.

Statement: “One of you has got to be Section 11."

•Context: Inspector asking remedial department to identify
Section 11 person.

These examples are quite typical of the ways many teachers became 
Section 11 funded. Still others were identified without knowing it 
themselves. The fact that many staff had ’inadvertently' become Section 
11 funded also meant that they did not necessarily bring with them any 
culturally or linguistically appropriate skills or knowledge with which to 
effectively carry out their Section 11 duties. Teachers often complained 
of becoming ’marginalised' and ’de-skilled'. They often found it difficult 
to go back into mainstream work. Very often, schools would contribute to 
this process of marginalisation. ISSUES, (Spring, 1987, p.14) quoted one 
Section 11 teacher as saying “When the teachers come cheap the 
employment practice is cheap too."
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Johnson et al, (1989) found that with reducing opportunities on the job 
market many Section 11 staff were staying longer in the same posts and 
despite the professional expertise or qualifications they possessed or 
acquired, the vast majority of Section 11 staff were on scale 1 (formerly 
the lowest of 5 pay scales) and many were on temporary contracts 
(ISSUES, Spring, 1987).
Consequently, Section 11 staff had fewer career opportunities than 
mainstream staff.

I t  was also found that any issue covering 'race' or any ethnic minority 
child in a school was often seen as the Section 11 worker's responsibility 
(Fitzgerald, 1986). This meant that mainstream colleagues often failed 
to acknowledge their own responsibilities leaving Section 11 staff, 
particularly black workers, to deal with these matters alone. The 
marginalisation of Section 11 and Section 11 staff was a major issue 
during the mid 1980's. For instance, at a conference held in f^anches'fer 
in May 1986, Section 11 workers urged the Local Authority to clarify the 
role of Section 11 staff and their relationship to ’mainstream'. As a 
result, the council established a Section 11 Policy and Strategy which was 
agreed with the black communities, (MCC, 1986).

The way in which some Local Authorities persisted in treating Section 11 
staff leading to the perceived ’downgrading' of posts. Examples of abuse 
of Section 1 staff include one given by Matthew's (1982, p.31) where a 
teacher of an ’A* Level subject was identified as Section 11 “because of 
teacher shortage" in that particular subject area. Another common 
occurrence in schools was to find Section 11 staff to undertake their 
work with children not in classrooms, but in corridors or store cupboards 
(for example, ISSUES, Spring. 1987, p.14). This often created a dilemma 
for the staff concerned for such practices not only ensured that their 
work was not given sufficient status but also prevented mainstream 
practice becoming more responsive to the needs of the children.

Johnson et al, (1989) found that financial as well as staffing 
marginalisation existed. Local Authorities would often see Section 11 
funding as the only means of serving the needs of ethnic minorities. 
Hence, it could be said that section 11 legislation had the unintended 
effect of compounding the unequal position of ethnic minorities.



Section 11 funding pow erfully reinforces some o f  these s tru c tu ra l 
and strateg ic  p rio ritie s  o f  employers in giving black employees 
both a high p ro file  and re s tric te d  responsibilities (Johnson e t  a ( 
1989, p.383).

Examples such as these, were indicative not only of abuses of Section 11 
funding, but also of the lack of monitoring either by Local Government or 
the Home Office. Whilst monitoring did significantly improve. 
Inadequate monitoring of Section 11 funding persisted for many years 
and certainly until 1986 when the Home Office Review of S.11 took place.

Many factors contributed towards this situation. Crispin and Hibbert 
(1986) found that there were insufficient staff in the Home Office 
dealing with Section 11 matters to cope with the volume of work.

Moreover, the Home Office's failure to produce clear guidelines until 
1990 (although this was tackled to some extent in 1982 and 1986) as to 
how monitoring should take place, enabled Local Authorities to do as they 
wished with posts, irrespective of intention.

Not only was self assessment inadequate, there was considerable 
reluctance on the part of Local Authorities to undertake any kind of 
monitoring exercise (Dorn and Hibbert, 1987). The earlier practice of 
Local Authorities submitting claims to the Home Office retrospectively 
did nothing to facilitate the targeting or monitoring of special provision. 
The only monitoring in effect which took place at national level was the 
financial audit; leaving the rest to the discretion of the Local Authority. 
Needless to say, had effective monitoring mechanisms been established 
by the Home Office, Local Authorities would at least have been less likely 
to abuse and misuse the funding.

With increasing financial constraints on Local Authorities throughout the 
1980's, this lack of 'explicitness' as well as a lack of monitoring, permitted 
the use of this 'marginal' resource to 'top up' or even replace mainstream 
services (Hibbert, 1982). Whereas in the 1960's and 1970's, there had 
been ignorance of the potential of Section 11 funding on the part of the 
Local Authorities, many now sought to use it to its full extent and even
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beyond! As Government financial restrictions began to bite more deeply 
still, Local Authorities generally began to cast around ever more 
desperately for additional sources of funding to keep up levels of 
staffing and thereby service delivery. Many discovered the potential of 
Section 11 in non-education areas and its use and abuse if anything, grew. 
(Fitzgerald, 1986, p.226). Indeed, Local Education Authorities such as 
Tower Hamlets and Southwark appointed independent consultants to give 
advice on maximising Section 11 funding.

Perhaps the greatest criticism of Section 11 funding from the point of 
view of black communities was the failure of Local Authorities to consult 
them (Bakhsh and Walker, 1980; born and Hibbert, 1987). In the early 
years of Section 11 funding, Local Authorities were not expected to 
consult with their immigrant communities. As already discussed, it was in 
the main the prerogative of Local Authority officers to determine the 
needs of the ethnic minority population. Studies such as that of the NUT 
(1978) and Bakhsh and Walker (1980) served to highlight, amongst other 
things, the failure on the part of the Local Authorities to consider these 
needs in relation to the intended beneficiaries' own perceptions. Any 
consultation which might have taken place, if at all, was of a very 
superficial nature. Crispin and Hibbert (1986) found that out of seven 
Local Education Authorities, only four had carried out a consultation 
exercise and one of these consulted with only eight out of the one 
hundred and fifty  recognised ethnic minority groups.

The Home Office guidelines in circular 97/1982 sought to encourage 
Local Authorities to consult with New Commonwealth Communities by 
stating that they would be required to demonstrate how they had carried 
out consultation with the local ethnic minority community or the local 
Community Relations Council. Apparently, the purpose of the consultation 
was to enable an overview of the posts in the context of the Authorities' 
general strategy on equal opportunity. There was no specific guidance 
about how the consultation took place. Local Authorities were permitted 
to choose (as they still are) with whom they should consult, problems 
were thus inadvertently created. Where both Community Relations 
Councils and specialist race posts or race units existed, there was often 
competition rather than co-operation as to who should be consulted 
(Johnson et al, 1989). Local Authority officers retained the power and 
helped create divisions sometimes unintentionally, other times
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deliberately between community groups (Gibson, 1987). Gibson also found 
that a fundamental contradiction could exist within a consultation 
exercise or process, and that consultation was often symbolic rather than 
genuine.

Home Office circular 72/1986 required, more clearly defined than 
previously, consultation with the intended beneficiaries of Section 11 
funding. "Local Authorities will need to show that they have consulted 
with representatives of the intended beneficiaries of the special 
provision" (Home Office, 72/1986).
However, once again there was lack of attention as to how this 
consultation should take place, permitting Local Authority officers to 
continue to determine the mechanisms for consultation as well as the 
groups with whom they would consult. Inevitably, the quality of 
consultation varied from Authority to Authority. Johnson et al (1989\0 
found that there were, on the whole, three types of consultation, 
although a combination of these might be used. These types were, either 
to rely on the local Community Relations Council, to buy in consultants 
specialising in race, or to carry out ad hoc' consultation meetings. On the 
whole it was found that "The consultation requirement served to buttress 
and justify the role of those consulted" (Johnson et al, 1989, p.384).

Gibson, (1987) found that in a number of Authorities there was vying for 
the role of 'consultant'. As described above, this often happened where 
there was both a CRC and specialist Race Officers or Ethnic Minority 
Consultative Committees. ’Consultation' meetings could be used either to 
’play o ff different groups or to undermine groups or units. Such divisive 
outcomes were possibly unintended, but were certainly unfortunate 
products of the Home Office's requirement to consult whilst failing to 
provide guidelines. The mechanism for consultation would vary widely 
from Authority to Authority.

Most consultation exercises were not particularly influential in shaping 
Section 11 provision. Where Local Authority officers were reluctant to 
carry out genuine consultation, efforts were made to discredit local CRC 
members (CRE Memo, 1987). Community concerns would often be 
neutralised due to the fact that they were being dealt with in "an 
individual and piecemeal way" (ISSUES, Spring, 1987, p.6). Perhaps worse



still, certain Local Authorities seem to have made no attempt to consult 
the local ethnic communities or even to consult a chosen few "... the 
council has never attempted any review of Section 11 funding, as directed 
by the Home Office, let alone any public consultation" (Indian Workers 
Association, 1987, p.6).

Hibbert (1983,p.46) questioned the "great faith in the ability of Local 
Authorities to initiate consultation". Perhaps they recognised, as 
suggested by Hibbert that, "consultation is a two edged sword... a 
potential source of embarrassment to them".

For instance, the Bedford Council for Racial Equality expressed serious 
concern about the policies and practices of Bedford Local Education 
Authority in relation to Section 11. Indeed, with regard to monitoring 
posts they stated:

N e ith e r the s p irit o r the intention o f  the Home O ffice 's
guidelines have been observed by the Education Service in
the deployment o f  Section 11 s ta f f  in the p as t As BCRE
understands those guidelines, the sole beneficiaries o f
Section 11 funding should be members o f  the community o f
N C W  origin. This has been fa r  from  the case fo r several
years in Bedfordshire (B ed ford  Council fo r  Racial Equality,
Memo, 1 5 /6 /8 7 ).

Gibson's study (1987) of "The consultation process with ethnic minority 
communities in Milltown" equally illustrated concerns about the 
committment of Local Education Authorities. Gibson poses the question 
whether the transfer of only "a semblance of power" is sufficient in 
considering whether consultation has taken place? His contention is that:

The requirem ent fo r  the tran s fe r o f  power from  the consul to rs  to 
the consulted is crucial w ithin any genuine consultation process, 
or indeed one which is not seeking m erely to maintain its  own 
in teg rity  (Gibson, 1987, p.78).

So



Gibson found that the consultation process in "Milltown", was little more 
than a cosmetic exercise. For example, officers presented a long and 
detailed report to community members at a meeting on section 11. There 
was insufficient time to read and consider the report, yet 
representatives were asked to 'rubber stamp' it. Despite the fact that 
the minutes showed that concerns had been raised, the same minutes 
show that no satisfactory answers were provided by officers. In  
considering the attempts by Local Education Officers to consult ethnic 
minority communities about Section 11 funding, Collett (1985,p.19) asks: 
“Is it being cynical to suspect that the word ’consultation' in public 
affairs has taken on overtones at least patronising, and at worst, totally 
cosmetic?"
Indeed in many cases where ethnic minority representatives have little or 
no power, the extent to which they are able to make changes or have 
influence is severely limited.
Bagley (1992) also reports extensively on Local Authorities' failure to 
carry out meaningful and genuine consultation. Bagley concludes that 
’’REC's believed that when it came to consultation and Section 11 bids it 
was in effect a ’fait accompli', with them participating in discussions and 
commenting on decisions that had already been made" (p.19). Bagley also 
found in his study that despite the requests of REC’s for copies of 
Section 11 bids for some months before they had little real opportunity 
to analyse and comment. Whilst these delays may well have been 
administrative oversights, it might be constructed as a deliberate ploy to 
marginalise the REC's and prevent them and the ethnic minority 
communities from making a contribution in terms of shaping and 
influencing Section 11 provision.

The LARRIE research report (1992) found that few bids failed in 1990 
due to inadequate consultation, yet a number of respondents to the 
LARRIE survey reported their difficulties concerning this part of the 
process. Race Officers, especially those who were Local Authority 
employees, were placed in the dilemma of either ’playing the game' or 
’sticking to principles' thus losing precious funding from which the local 
community would have benefited.



Perhaps the most ironic outcome of consultation with local black 
communities on Section 11 is that:

Finally (and ironically), improved consultation w ith black people 
themselves may well prove to be the catch 2 2  in a ll this. The 
London Borough o f  Brent, which was more conscientious than 
most in its  consultation and guidelines, received the d e a r message 
th a t black people fe lt  marginalised by Section 11 and wanted the  
Borough to give up the £ 5  million p e r annum i t  was claiming in 
th e ir name (Fitzgerald , 1986,p.270).

Home Office Administration

The Home Office's role in administering and monitoring the grant has 
often been called into question. They have been savagely criticised for 
any involvement in Section 11. This has not simply been a question of 
accusations of 'maladministration'. At the very heart of this particular 
criticism is the perceived inappropriacy of this Government Department 
to deal with an issue relating to supporting and caring for black 
communities (Dummett and Dummett, 1987; Dorn and Hibbert, 1987).

The Home O ffic e  should lose its  present tig h t hold on the 
empire o f immigration policy, and the responsibility should 
become ajo in t one between the m inistries concerned w ith Housing, 
Employment and Productivity, H ealth  and Social Security and 
Education. G reat damage has been done in many instances simply 
because the Home O ffice , w ith a m entality attuned to the police, 
prisons, security and probation among it's  many responsibilities, 
has had sole responsibility fo r  immigration...
(Dum m ett and Dummett, 1987,p .l35).

Although Home Off ice  circulars in 1982 and 1986 as well as the 1990 
review introduced changes to improve monitoring and increase 
accountability, this early history of mismanagement caused serious long 
term damage to the credibility of Section 11, particularly amongst the 
black communities themselves. Successive attempts by the Home Office 
to introduce tighter administration and monitoring to prevent some of
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the widespread abuse, had the unintended side effects of making Section 
11 staff feel increasingly more insecure (Johnson et al, 1989).

I t  has been suggested on a number of occasions (CRC 1976, NUT, 1978), 
that Section 11 funding would be best placed in the relevant Government 
departments. The argument has been that the Home Office are not 
expert' in specific delivery areas such as Education and therefore all 
Education posts, for instance, should come under the control of the 
Department for Education (DFE).

The Home Office's anonymity' has caused some disquiet, whereas in fact 
where difficulties have arisen between Local Authorities and black 
communities or race officers, their role could have given them greater 
credibility. " If local clashes do occur it will be interesting, and a 
testament to the sincerity of Government to see whose side they take" 
(Hibbert, 1983, p.46).

Responses and Reforms

Although there was some early disquiet concerning Section 11 funding on 
the part of some members of the black communities, it took some 
considerable time before the abuses and fundamental flaws of the 
legislation became serious issues. In the meantime, the Home Office 
dealt with any criticism by changes in the administrative arrangements. 
As noted, these were communicated by means of Home Office circulars. 
However, by 1976, the Community Relations Council had published their 
national strategy for funding multiracial education. In their report 
(CRC,1976) a new form of central funding for LEA's was proposed which 
would differ from Section 11 in three ways. Firstly, reimbursement would 
be at 90 percent, instead of 75 percent, as with other major awards. 
Secondly, the funding would assist with capital expenditure and 
overheads in addition to staffing. Thirdly, the scale of financial support 
for these specific purposes would be increased due to the extended 
provision. I t  was proposed that the combination of the census data and 
the Registrar GeneraI's figures of births, according to the birth place of 
the mother, should form the basis for establishing criteria for 
distribution of the central fund. While some minor inaccuracies might



have been present in the data (for instance white people born in the New 
Commonwealth could have been included), overall, these figures would 
have been much more accurate than the DES statistics which were 
collected until 1973, and would permit needs based allocation of grant, 
unlike Section 11.
On 25th April 1978, an attempt was made by an all-party group of MP's to 
insert a new clause in the ’Inner Urban Areas Bill' which would have 
provided a further opportunity for designated district authorities to 
determine the extent of special needs arising from differences in 
customs, language and culture and prepare annual proposals to meet those 
needs.

There were still concerns about the clause in that it still referred to 
’immigrants' and that the administrative responsibilities continued to be 
with the Home Office with the designated authorities monitoring their 
own services. However, the Speaker ruled the proposed clause out of 
order, principally because the inner urban areas were the subject of the 
Bill, whereas Section 11 concerned all types of councils.

In November 1978, the Home Office issued a Consultative Document 
proposing to replace Section 11 grant with wider and more flexible 
powers. The consultative document acknowledged that Section 11 had 
“met with increasing criticism" and was now “ill-suited to our present 
times" (Home Office, 1978). The document leaned heavily on the findings 
of the Government's 1975 white Paper "Racial Discrimination" (Home 
Office, 1975) which recognised the need for a more comprehensive 
strategy to deal with related problems of disadvantage. The Race 
Relations Act, 1976, was intended as the main instrument for dealing with 
discrimination. However, in terms of resourcing, it was acknowledged 
that Local Authorities needed support to enable the adjustment of 
mainstream services to the needs of ethnic minorities. Nevertheless, it 
was stated quite clearly that all ’special needs' should not be met through 
’special funding' and that essentially they should be met through 
mainstream expenditure programmes. Section 11 was, in the Governments 
eyes, but a useful “supplement to the resources of Local Authorities". 
This circular, a consultative document, added that:

Racial disadvantage is o ften  too persistent to be capable o f  
being dealt with m erely by short-term  measures and the ethnic  
m inority communities have special needs o f a continuous kind.
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The Government now sees the main p rio rity  to be to help Local 
A uthorities to ensure th a t th e ir long-term  main expenditure 
programmes are responsive to ethnic m inority needs as a whole 
while a t the same time providing resources to help m eet unique 
needs (such as English Language teaching) and any additional costs 
involved in ensuring th a t the delivery o f  these services to ethnic  
m inorities is as e ffe c tiv e  as i t  is fo r  the community generally  
(Home O ffice , Nov.,1978).

The document saw the main effects of Section 11 as being its exclusion 
of the third generation non-Commonwealth groups, also the uncoordinated 
approach to the needs of ethnic minorities. The proposed new grant 
would be paid to Local Authorities with groups:

Distinguished by race, colour, nationality o r ethnic or national 
origin fo r  the purpose o f  enabling them to devise and carry  out 
programmes designed: to alleviate any special fea tu re  o f  social and 
educational disadvantage; and to prom ote equality o f  opportunity 
and good relations between such groups and the general population 
(Home O ffice , 1978).

This grant was planned to cover all areas of Local Authority services 
including housing, social services, education and health services, with no 
statutory restrictions on its use. Whilst the grant was to continue at 75 
percent and to be administered by the Home office, additional public 
expenditure was envisaged. I t  was anticipated that the Section 11 
expenditure of £3.5 - £4  million would have increased by £10 million in 
1981-82. The plan was devised to encourage Local Authorities to make 
their programmes more sensitive to the needs of ethnic minorities and 
help eradicate racial disadvantage without adversely affecting the rate 
payer. The proposals stated that "this new grant should be regarded as 
an additional weapon available to Local Authorities for combating 
disadvantage" (Home Office, 1978). This consultative document formed 
the basis of the Local Governments Grants (Ethnic Groups) Bill which 
reached its second reading on 12th March 1979. However, the Bill was at 
Committee stage when Parliament was dissolved in April 1979 and the Bill 
was lost.



Many Race Officers have continued to regret the loss of this Bill which 
they saw as a much improved alternative to Section 11 (Bakhsh and 
Walker, 1980; Dorn and Hibbert, 1987).

Although the proposed B ill would not have m et a ll the 
expectations o f  underprivileged' m inority groups, i t  would 
have certainly improved substantially on the previous situation  
(Bakhsh and W alker, 1980, p. 20).

When the Conservative Government took power, the Bill was buried for 
good. Instead, attempts were made over subsequent years to make 
further adjustments to the administration of Section 11 in response to 
criticisms. In June 1980, the Home Office announced that it was 
reviewing Section 11, having already rejected its expansion.

In April 1981 came the Inner City 'uprisings' such as Handsworth, Brixton 
and Moss Side causing considerable concern in Government. In June of 
the same year, the Rampton Committee (DES, 1981) published its report 
on the impact of racial disadvantage on children and young people of 
African-Caribbean heritage. These were significant events for the Home 
Office Sub Committee on Race Relations and Immigration which had been 
given responsibility for producing the White Paper on Racial 
Disadvantage, 5th Report of the Home Affairs Committee July 1982 
(Home Office, 1982). Although the report commented that, "there is no 
single aspect of Section 11 grant which has escaped criticism" the 
Government decided that: "Section 11 should remain the major vehicle of 
Central Government financial support for Local Authorities to combat 
racial disadvantage". I t  was also recommended that:

Legislation be introduced as soon as convenient to remove the  
present restrictions to Commonwealth immigrants and to salary  
costs. The 10 year and 2  percent rules should be abandoned. 
Formula payments should be phased out (Home O ffice , Nov.,1982). 

By the time the Government had replied to the White Paper, the 1981 
uprisings had taken place. These events "forced the problems of young 
black people, however variously defined - squarely onto the political 
agenda" (Fitzgerald, 1986, p.267). In the meantime, it was decided that 
although there was no immediate prospect of fresh legislation, a number



of changes would be introduced through the administrative arrangements 
governing Section 11.

After consultation, the Home O ff ice issued two new sets of guidelines in 
1982 and 1983, corresponding closely to the Government 
recommendations in response to the 1981 White Paper on racial 
discrimination.
The main features of the new rules introduced by the Home Office 
circular 97/1982 were the abolition of the 'two percent rule', the ten 
year rule and the redefinition of ’commonwealth immigrant' (CWI). This 
was extended to include all first generation immigrants from the 
Commonwealth, no matter how long their residence in this country, all 
immigrants born in Pakistan before 1972, all children of the above, aged 
twenty or less. The term ‘substantial numbers' remained undefined, 
instead the Home Office indicated that it would exercise ‘maximum 
flexibility'. Local Authorities with small and/or concentrated ethnic 
minority populations were also encouraged to claim the grant. Grant was 
only to be available for posts which were designed to meet the needs of 
New Commonwealth ‘immigrants' and had to represent ‘special provision'. 
The duties of new posts had to be clearly specified, and, Section 11 
postholders were to be identifiable.

Section 11 posts could not be seconded to non-Local Authority 
organisations. But applications were to be considered for posts on 
‘detached duty' (i.e. not working in Local Authority premises but directly 
accountable to Local Authority management). Local Authorities were 
strongly encouraged to consult with Commonwealth ’immigrant' 
communities and the local Community Relations Councils (CRC's) before 
submitting an application.

Local Authorities were asked to indicate how they proposed to monitor 
the effectiveness of posts and all new posts were subject to a three year 
(renewable) time limit on the duration of funding. Existing posts were 
also to be subject to review. Home Office Circular 94/1983 set out the 
arrangement for the review of all existing posts and the arrangements 
for the renewal of all posts. This review was to be carries out in two 
stages. At the first stage Local Authorities were required to reassess 
the need for their ‘existing posts'. In the second stage, the Home office 
was to conduct its own assessment of Local Authority review reports.
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Local Authorities were then required to show that existing posts met the 
criteria for funding outlined in Home Office circular 97/1982.

Most significantly, Local Authorities were required to reassess their 
existing provision in the context of their general strategy' for meeting 
the needs of Commonwealth ’immigrants' and in the light of consultation 
with local communities and CRC's. Authorities were also asked to 
consider their arrangements for monitoring the effectiveness of their 
existing provision. Where posts no longer fulfilled the new criteria set 
out in circular 97/1982, Local Authorities could make replacement bids. 
Local Authorities were required to submit by 31st March 1983. These 
were to include:

• a statement of the objectives of the post or individual schemes with 
an indication as to the extent to which those objectives had been 
met;
• a comprehensive picture of the type of provision being delivered under 
Section 11;
• a clear indication as to the number of Section 11 posts and their 
location;
• descriptions of the duties carried out by Section 11 postholders;
• a statement by the Authority indicating the number of posts which, in 
its opinion, should continue to receive grant aid.

In spite of these more stringent requirements many Local Authorities 
found ways of continuing to exploit the funding (Dorn and Hibbert, 1987). 
Many of the named staff under the review had little or no understanding 
of the needs of ’immigrants'. They were neither properly informed nor 
briefed. Needless to say the criticisms of Section 11 did not cease or 
even die down as a result of the administrative changes introduced in 
circulars 97/1982 and 94/1983. I f  anything, the debate around Section 
11 intensified and, "There remained continued reluctance to consider 
Section 11 funded posts as a special and strategic resource to meet the 
needs of the Commonwealth immigrants;" (Bakhsh, 1986).

In 1985, Government concern over racial tensions and racial 
disadvantages again came to the forefront due to further Inner City 
uprisings. Also, "Education For All" (DES, 1985) was published, in which
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Section 11 again came under fire' for its statutory and administrative 
inadequacies as well as its failure to respond to the needs of black and 
ethnic children.

In March 1986 a further draft circular was issued by the Home Office 
for consultation. This was an attempt to respond to the criticism. I t  was 
anticipated that new guidelines would come into force on 1st October. In 
the meantime no new Section 11 applications were to be considered. 
Indeed there already existed quite a backlog of applications 
(Dorn and Hibbert, 1987). The circulars issued in 1982 and 1986 created 
such volumes of work that the Home Off ice was insufficiently staffed to 
cope with monitoring. At times it took up to 9 months to receive an 
acknowledgement from the Home Office. From January 1986 until 
October 1986, 786 bids were approved whilst 723 were rejected. 
However, in the same period in 1987 (i.e. after the new guidelines) only 
124 posts were approved whilst 428 posts were rejected. For example, 
out of 50 applications made by the London Borough of Waltham Forest, 
only one post was successful. An analysis of the reasons for rejection 
(CRE,1987) showed that there seemed to be more subjectivity than 
objectivity on the part of the Home Office in assessing posts in the 
context of their own guidelines and criteria.

Local Authorities who had already made plans for the financial year 
1986-87 on the assumption of the continuation of the old arrangement 
were quick to protest.

A fte r  the elections (o f  1986), new adm inistrations with m anifesto  
commitments based on sim ilar assumptions were stopped in th e ir  
tracks, and the complaints rose to such a pitch th a t the Home 
O ffic e  conceded th a t i t  would consider cases which were deem ed 
most exceptional (F itzgerald , 1986, p.268).

The changes proposed in the draft circular were of considerable 
significance since for the first time a Central Government department 
required Local Authorities to adopt practices which had been argued and 
recommended by CRE over a long period of time.



In particular, emphasis was placed on the Local Authorities' duty to 
monitor, consult and take positive action within an overall strategy as set 
out in Section 71 of the Race Relations Act. The new guidelines which 
came into force in October 1986 in circular 72/1986 stated that it was 
necessary to "improve the targeting of Section 11 grant to those areas 
and those types of provision which it will be most effective in meeting 
special needs".
The guidelines differed little from those in the draft consultation 
document except in that the initial monitoring period was extended from 
12 months to 2 years and, much more significantly, Local Authorities were 
urged to dismantle unnecessary barriers to black people gaining Section 
11 employment by applying Sections 37 and 38 of the 1976 Race Relations 
Act. Moreover, the circular drew attention to Section 5 of the Race 
Relations Act to encourage the appointment of members of particular 
racial groups where membership was seen as "a genuine occupational 
qualification" for the job.

More emphasis than ever before was placed on monitoring by circular 
72/1986. Local Authorities were required to develop ‘output measures' 
and ‘performance indicators' for each post. The monitoring of posts was 
perhaps the most contentious of all the changes. Local Authorities 
frantically reviewed provision producing Section 11 staffing lists, job 
descriptions, output measures and performance indicators in order to 
satisfy the Home Office. Dorn and Hibbert (1987,p.70) have accused 
Local Authorities of producing "masterpieces of fiction" in response to 
the circular.

Teachers and Trade Unions were concerned that the introduction of 
output measures and performance indicators was a ’backdoor' route to 
appraisal. The Home Office was quick to point out that it was the post 
which was being monitored and not the postholder, as if the two were now 
somehow separable.

The 72/1986 Home Office circular abolished the three year review cycle 
replacing it with arrangements to receive reports from Local Authorities 
as required and to carry out a rolling programme of visits. A number of 
critics, for instance, Dorn and Hibbert (1987) seriously doubted the 
Home Office's ability to effect any kind of review, and in fact the
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process outlines in the 72/1986 circular was never carried out due to "a 
lack of resources" (Home O ff ice, 1990).

Local Authorities were given until November 1987 to review their Section 
11 posts for the following two years i.e. October 1986 to September 
1988, in terms of their continued requirements. As with the 1982 review, 
Local Authorities took much longer than the given time, but overall, these 
1986 guidelines constituted a more serious attempt on the part of the 
Home Office, not only to tighten up administration, but also to give 
clearer guidance on the use of Section 11 particularly in relation to 
tackling racial inequalities within the context of Section 71 of the Race 
Relations Act 1976. The measures introduced in the new guidelines 
proved to be very effective in some instances. According to Guy and 
Menter (1992), following the difficulties experienced with the Education 
Department in Avon in 1981, Bristol council for Racial Equality had 
consistently tried to clarify the purpose and functions of Section 11 posts 
in the Authority. By 1987 Bristol CRE remained unconvinced that Avon 
Education Department's Section 11 claim was legitimate and reported that 
the Department was using teachers as part of the normal establishment 
although their finding was identified as Section 11 The teachers 
identified as Section 11 were not required to carry out any special duties, 
nor were they chosen because of their specialist background or training.

In the Spring of 1987, Avon, as it had previously done, attempted to 
persuade existing teachers to become Section 11 postholders.

In  order to bo lster the claim th a t new provision was being 
delivered\ a lim ited amount o f  in-service training was devised.
The reason why Avon dung to this improbable in terpretation  
o f the guidelines was very simple: failure to retain  Section 11 
g ran t would mean a loss o f  funding to the service as a whole 
(<9uy and M enter, 1992, p. 155).

Apparently, although the Local Authority was concerned, the belief was 
held that they would 'get away with it' despite the condemnation of 
teachers and governors who saw the Authority's attempts as "dishonest 
and futile" (Guy and Menter, 1992). In the event, The Home Office 
withdrew grant and a report to the Education Committee on July 1987 
admitted that:
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G rant a id  fo r 4 3 .5  F T E  (fu ll-tim e  equivalent) school-based teaching 
posts was withdrawn by the Home O ffic e  on the grounds th a t they  
d id  not m eet the criteria . This loss o f  g ra n t amounted to 
£ 3 9 9 ,8 0 0  a t Novem ber 1986 prices... only 3 8 .2  o f  the Section 11 
funded posts can currently be dem onstrated to be additional to 
basic need.
(C ited  in Guy and M enter. 1992, p. 156).

According to Guy and Menter, a final attempt by Avon to have the posts 
accepted was rejected by the Home Office who replied that they could 
not see the benefit of further discussion.

Troyna and Williams (1986) found that since 1981 the numbers of Section 
11 funded Home-School Liaison posts, mother tongue teachers and 
multicultural advisors/inspectors was increasing, but whilst in theory it 
had been possible for Local Authorities to employ detached Section 11 
posts in the community, this had neither been encouraged nor actually 
occurred. According to Home Office sources the take up of detached 
posts in the communities had continued to be low. The Home Office 
suggested in circular 72/1986 that detached posts would be:

In  a position to deliver services to members o f  th e ir own 
communities in ways more appropriate to th e ir circumstances 
than the Local A uthority's own machinery (Home O ffice , 72 /1986).

However, in practice it was very difficult to have these posts approved. 
For instance, the London Borough of Waltham Forest applied for three 
such posts which were all rejected. The London Strategic Policy Unit 
(LSPU) found that:

In  a number o f  areas this is not happening, p a rtly  because o f  
d ifficu lties  over the management o f  the detached worker, p a rtly  
because Local A uthorities have not inform ed black organisations 
about the detached w orker provision, bu t mainly because some 
Local A uthorities do not believe th a t special needs e x is t and so



refuse to pu t in the claim (LSPU, 1988, p. 7).

While the guidelines in Circular 72/1986 were welcomed as moving nearer 
to a more acceptable interpretation of the statute, there remained 
nevertheless certain problems which the critics of Section 11 were quick 
to identify and exploit (e.g. Dorn and Hibbert, 1987). For such critics, 
nothing short of the total abolition of Section 11 would now suffice. Any 
changes to administrative arrangements they argued, failed to address 
the real problem:

W ith each successive refo rm  o f procedures and arrangem ents fo r  
g ran t aid  we are fo rced  back to the originating and anachronistic 
notions o f  the problem o f "immigrants" and th e ir "special needs". 
These rem ained unchanged and rooted in 1960's race relations  
ideology (born and H ibb ert, 1987, p.75).

Indeed, without legislative change, the benefits of the grant remained 
fairly restricted, Local Authorities being unable to use it, for instance, 
for Vietnamese or Somali refugees who were particularly in need of 
similar support. Johnson et al (1989) pointed out that "The problem now 
is that administrative rules have possibly stretched the original 
legislation as far as they will go". In fact, for many Commonwealth 
’immigrants' their ’newness' had disappeared yet problems, particularly 
that of racial discrimination, were still being experienced by the third 
generation.

Despite severe cutbacks of other grants such as the Urban Programme, 
Section 11 remained unscathed by cash restrictions. However, the attack 
on abuse together with attempts by Local Authorities to access as much 
external funding as possible inevitably placed financial pressure on the 
Government's ability to provide grant. As Fitzgerald pointed out:

Considerable expansion o f  Section 11 funding would appear 
inevitable, therefo re , unless a ceiling is p u t on it, and the d ra ft  
guidelines have already s e t warning bells ringing in the mind 
o f the more suspicious (Fitzgerald , 1986, p.270).
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There was now greater need for Local Authorities to prioritise than ever 
before. With pressure on schools and Local Authorities to reduce 
budgets whilst fulfilling requirements, such as the national curriculum, 
non statutory provision risks being perceived as 'less essential* hence 
creating a further dilemma within the context of severe economic 
restraint. The more suspicious in the 1980's were indeed to be proved 
right.

The Political Climate of the Mid-1980s

I t  was perhaps in Brent, and focusing on the Section 11 provision, that 
the politics of race in the mid-1980's came to a climax.

I t  is important in the first instance to outline the national framework in 
which Brent's policies on race were situated. Troyna (1992) stated that, 
“During the 1970's and 1980's Local Authorities rather than Central 
Government assumed the main responsibility for the formulation and 
implementation of race-related policies". He argued that whilst the 
decentralised education system permitted local responses, these 
responses were limited by national State policies. Troyna also pointed to 
the increased pressure from local black communities and to the way in 
which racism within the education system restricts academic progress 
and therefore the life chances of black children.

During the 1980 ’s  th e ir calls fo r  action were articu lated  more 
vociferously and w ith g re a t fervour. The grow th o f  black 
supplementary and separate schools, the publication o f  

em pirical evidence pointing to inequalities in black and 
white achievement levels, th rea ts  o f  secessions and boycotts, 
and the forging o f  alliances between black groups and various 
local and national an ti-rac is t organisations a ll prom pted a 
s h ift in the thinking and provision o f  LEA's in d iffe re n t p a rts  
o f the country (Troyna, 1992, p .76).

The anti-racist policies which emerged were a social and political 
products of the 1980's. Labour controlled Authorities, where there were
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large black communities were quick to adopt these policies, sometimes 
influenced by the need to attract support from among the black 
electorate. However, there was an awareness both at local and national 
level that youth unemployment particularly amongst young black people 
was potentially a "social time bomb" (Troyna, 1992, p.79). The inevitable 
link was made between 'black under achievement' in school and 
unemployment. As a policy concern there fore, Education Departments, 
particularly in left wing Councils such as Brent, Sheffield and 
Manchester, committed themselves to anti-racist education. However, 
whilst the Rampton Report (DES. 1981) had shown that racism played an 
important role in the ’underachievement' of pupils of African Caribbean 
heritage, Ministers for Education in the 1980's, including Sir Keith 
Joseph denied any necessity for national intervention, despite 
Government ’concern' over the inner city ’uprisings' of 1981 and 1985 in 
areas with large black and ethnic monitory populations (Troyna, 1992).

In Local Authorities which were also the biggest recipients of Section 11 
funding, race policies became a crucial factor in developing educational 
responses to racism. Section 11 was sometimes seen by those 
Authorities, as in keeping with the Home Office's requirement and as 
part of the overall strategy to promote equality of opportunity (Troyna,
1992). However, some Local Authorities used the funding as the only 
vehicle for tackling racial inequality (Issues, Spring, 1987). I t  is perhaps 
important to note at this point that many schools were facing pressures 
between 1985 and 1986 due to industrial dispute. Morale was low and 
school managers struggled to keep schools running, staff discussion and 
debate with school managers was minimal and not conducive to the 
development of new policies. The introduction of the 1986 and 1988 
Education Acts served only to intensify pressures and problems. The 
increasing demands on schools to implement the curriculum changes made 
it difficult to prioritise Local Authority demands to implement new Race 
policies. I t  was amidst this local and national political climate that Brent 
set up the Development Programme for Racial Equality (DPRE).
The Section 11 funded DPRE was set up during 1986 following the Labour 
victory in the Local Elections of May 1986. The Section 11 funded 
project comprised 177 posts in all: 103 posts in schools
(primary/secondary co-ordinators); 66 posts in the directorate (1 Head, 
2 Assistant Heads, 5 In-service Tutors). The DPRE's statement of aims 
was as follows: "To enable schools to develop methodologies, structures 
and curricular which will improve the attainment and life chances of black
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pupils, and thereby create greater race equality" (Richardson, 1993). The 
programme was based on the perceived need to bring about changes in 
curriculum, staff development and organisational development. According 
to a briefing paper, (Brent, 1986), the CRC opinion was that: 
Headteachers in Brent schools cannot assess the 'normal' needs of 
African and Asian children, hence they cannot be expected to assess the 
’special needs' of these children". A major inspection of Brent schools by 
Her Majesty's Inspectors took place in the Autumn of 1986 and the 
Spring of 1987. The report, (DES, 1987), found that problems affecting 
the quality of schooling in Brent included administrative incompetence, 
low teacher expectation, massive under achievement in certain schools. 
Inadequate identification of educational needs, lack of strong leadership 
in Primary schools and the absence in Secondary schools of 
differentiated teaching and learning strategies. These were all identified 
as contributing to the poor education standards in Brent. The DPRE 
sought to help address these problems.

The project had only just begun when a front page story headed "Race 
Spies Shock" appeared in the "Mail on Sunday." The article, using 
provocative language began:

Race Commissaries in a Left-w ing  Borough are recruiting 180  
Thought Police to p a tro l schools fo r  prejudice... B rent plans to 

pu t a Race Advisor in every school in January. They w ill be 
backed by p ro jec t teams who w ill move in a t the f irs t h in t o f  
prejudice. The 180 Advisors w ill have the power to in te rfe re  
in every aspect o f  school life , from  discipline to curriculum  
(M ai! on Sunday, 19th Oct. 1986. C ited  in Richardson, 1992, p. 136).

I t  was claimed that "Councils up and down the country have discovered 
this Act (Section 11 of the 1966 Local Government Act) as a way of 
getting money for extremely dubious purposes."
Other right-wing papers quickly followed in the same vein. According to 
Richardson (1992) the national agenda expressed and reported through 
the press campaign against the DPRE, had five main elements which were: 
National part politics, and the strong probability of a general election 
within the following nine months; the powers of Central Government vis a 
vis Local Government; racism in mainstream British culture and 
legislation; the use and role of Section 11 funding' the promotion of the



Education Reform Act, both to the public at large and also inside the 
Conservative Party.

Richardson (1992, p.139) realised that there was, more than ever before, 
an attempt to restrict Section 11 for the purpose of "assimilation of 
ethnic minority people to the ’British Educational ethos'." According to 
Richardson, not a single member of any of these newspapers ever
contacted Brent in order to check their facts. Yet these uninformed
press reports served to increase many white people's anxieties and did 
little to promote racial harmony. An internal memo, (Brent, 1986) saw 
the media coverage as a deliberate campaign to discredit the DPRE "to 
prevent it being imitated by other Local Authorities." The same memo
suggested that the hostile press coverage seemed " motivated by a
desire to prevent the DPRE being successful, and from achieving its basic 
overall purpose of enhancing the attainment and life chances of black 
pupils." The press coverage created a difficult climate in which staff of 
DPRE had to work. Although existing staff were well qualified, 
experienced and committed the damaging publicity made it more difficult 
to recruit and maintain quality staff to the project (Richardson, 1992).

At the invitation of Brent, two independent studies were made of the 
made of the DPRE after it had been in operation for about twelve 
months. One study was carried out by a team of Her Majesty's 
Inspectors (DES, 1988) and the other by Sir David Lane on behalf of the 
Home O ff ice (1988). In his report Sir David Lane, a former Conservative 
MP considered the original press reports in relation to DPRE as 
"outrageous" and "disgraceful". He further exonerated the programme 
stating "The DPRE are in no sense ’spies', but are seeking to play their 
proper role as catalyst and simulators of new ideas and practices" (Lane, 
1988, p.37). The HMI Report echoed Lane's support for DPRE staff: 
"DPRE teachers have overall been welcomed in schools in which they work, 
and many positive comments were made by Heads and other staff about 
their contributions" (DES, 1988, p.13).

Despite this support, much damage had already been done which led to a 
Home Office decision to suspend funding of the programme. A further 
report in the form of a Committee of Enquiry chaired by Baroness Cox 
was set up in order to further investigate and monitor the programme.



The interim report (Home Office , 1990) provided further independent 
support for the DPRE and recommended that the Home Office should 
continue funding. But, by then:

The programme had been virtually strangled a t its  b irth  by lies in 
the Right wing press, and had been entire ly  legal and legitim ate  
funds by C entral Government fo r  most o f  its  life ; its  ending 
came through the w ithdrawal o f  local support, both a t o ffic e r  
and po litical level (Richardson, 1992, p. 142).

Consequently, Section 11 was used less and less to promote race equality 
and in Bagley's (1992) estimate more and more to continue to 
assimilationist practices. Ironically, whilst the DPRE was associated with 
Left Wing party politics, the original plans to set up the programme had 
enjoyed clear all-party support until May 1986.

Other LEA's observing the antagonism and problems surrounding Brent's 
serious attempts to deal with racial equality were, as intended, 
intimidated by the right wing press and the fear that the Home Office 
might withdraw Section 11 funding, thus exacerbating the already 
difficult financial situation of Local Authorities. Inevitably, Local 
Authorities feared losing precious resources more than they wished to 
'fight out' the issue in public and hence quietly accepted the Home 
Office's tendency to reject all but ESL posts.

As the likelihood o f  securing Section 11 funding fo r p ro jects  to 
combat racism or remove discrimination diminished, so A uthorities  
tended not to apply fo r  g ra n t in th is area (Bagley, 1992, p.6).

In the meantime, Race Officers were not idly standing by. Their 
strategy seem to have been to try to raise the level of the debate in 
response to the attack from the Right wing press. Their strategy for 
Race Equality, which included section 11 was carefully planned so as not to 
engage in a bitter and uncontrolled debate. In May 1987, the National 
Association of Community Relations Councils (NACRC) and Greater London 
Action for Race Equality (GLARE) planned to issue a carefully worked 
joint press release. The statement called upon the future Government, 
(to be elected on 11th June 1987), to introduce "constructive measures
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for reducing racial inequality in a way that will encourage all-party 
support" (NACRC and GLARE, 15 May, 1987). The statement which they 
jointly issued pointed out that issues of racial inequality and 
discrimination are often distorted and misrepresented. I t  was critical of 
"the crude prejudice of some sections of the media" and “politicians of 
whatever party who regard race as a game of political football." The 
press release called on the leaders of all political parties: “to counter this 
prejudice and political opportunism and to lift the national debate on race 
issues to a more serious and responsible level". I t  called upon the new 
Government to take action which “ought not to be contentious and might 
attract all-party support". The proposals included recommendations for 
improvements to Section 11 of the Local Government Act 1966, to help 
make it more effective.

While the briefing paper attached to the press release stated that 
Section 11 was, on its own, “an inadequate instrument," it acknowledged 
that “Section 11 funding, properly used, remains an important instrument 
by which the Home Office can encourage and assist Local Authorities to 
promote racial equality".

I t  further added that some of the historical defects of Section 11 had 
been removed by Home Office Circular 72/1986 and welcomed the 
contextualisation of Section 11 within the Local Authority's 
responsibilities under the Race Relations Act of 1976. At the same time, 
the new Government were called upon to make certain changes to Section 
11. These were to widen the scope of Section 11 beyond 'New 
Commonwealth' groups and so that it covered capital expenditure, running 
costs and training in addition to staffing, also, to provide the opportunity 
for black and ethnic minority organisations to make bids direct to the 
Home office with the support of their Local Authority. I t  was also 
suggested that the Home Office should develop effective co-ordination 
of Government-led racial equality initiatives and ensure proper 
consultation and co-ordination between departments.

In March 1987, the Race Equality Policy group of the London Strategic 
Policy Unit (LSPU) set up a working party to prepare an alternative' to 
Section 11 (Seager, 1987). The purpose of the Working Party was to 
review and report on the main criticism of Section 11 and to clarify its
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current use; to review the need for specific Local Government finance to 
promote anti-racist and race equality work taking into account the duties 
set out in the Race Relations Act 1976, particularly Section 71; to 
prepare an alternative to Section 11.

I t  was the working party's view that changes to administration would not 
rectify the faults of Section 11 and that new legislation was needed to 
take account of a more relevant perspective and recognition of recent 
developments in race equality (Seager, 1987). The working party agreed 
that in considering any alternative to Section 11 certain criteria should 
apply. First, it should cover all types of anti-racist equality initiatives; 
secondly; it should be available for capital and other revenue costs and 
grant aid to black and ethnic minority organisations as well as staffing 
costs; thirdly, there should be consistent take up by all Local Authorities; 
fourthly, it should be cash limited; and finally, it should be founded on a 
specific duty to Local Authorities and supported by target funds.

A number of options including the following were considered as possible 
alternatives to Section 11: fuller utilisation of existing powers; an 
additional clause to be added to Section 11 of the 1966 Local Government 
Act; an enhar\ced and strengthened Section 71 of the Race Relations Act 
1976.

The Section 11 Working Party ultimately produced a report (Seager, 
1987) which recommended that Section 11 should be abolished and 
replaced with an enhanced Section 71 of the Race Relations Act 1976, so 
that Local Authorities in order to meet their responsibilities under the 
enhanced Section 71 and that the Government should set up an 
independent body to monitor Local Authority race equality initiatives.

One year after the publication of the Section 11 Working Party Report 
and as follow up to the 1987 report, the Race Equality Policy Group 
(REPG) of the London Strategic Policy Unit (LSPU) commissioned a survey 
into the Local Authorities use of Section 11 since the introduction of the 
new guidelines in October 1986 (LSPU, 1988). A questionnaire was sent 
to every Local Authority in England and Wales in August/September 
1987. The survey sought to gain information about the number of
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applications under the new guidelines; the use of new provision; the 
designation of Section 11 posts under Section 5 of the Race Relations Act 
1976; joint local authority applications; consultations procedures; the use 
of Section 11 within an overall race strategy; and detached worker posts. 
The survey also sought general views about Section 11 and its 
administration by the Home Office.

Based on the replies from 117 Local Authorities (including the City and 
ILEA) the report found that many Local Authorities were not using 
Section 11 any differently to the way in which they had in the past. Some 
Authorities (the ILEA and seven London Boroughs) had not even 
submitted applications under the new guidelines, at that point. However, 
Local authorities submitted applications for a broader range of posts 
than previously, although still mainly in the area of education. The Survey 
revealed that only one joint application had been made by Local 
Authorities. Few Local Authorities had elected to designate Section 11 
posts under Section 5 of the Race Relations Act 1976. Results showed 
that consultation still remained inadequate and did not meet Home O ff ice 
requirements. Apparently, there continued to be little made of detached 
duty posts and due to the complexity involved (LSPU 1988).

The LSPU report found that overall, the new Circular had "done nothing 
to remedy the basic criticisms of Section 11 as set out in the previous 
year's report" (Seager, 1987). Section 11 was still voluntary, only 
intended for the special needs of commonwealth ’immigrants' and still 
encouraged the marginalisation of race equality initiatives. In conclusion, 
the report on the survey emphasised the necessity to abolish Section 11 
and replace it with an alternative, stating: "The survey results lend 
support for this and demonstrate the need for this long overdue change" 
(LSPU,1988, p.26). An alternative to Section 11 was supported by many 
Race Officers, one of whom wrote:

The sp irit o f the g ran t should be compatible with the objectives  
o f the Race Relations A c t 1976, i.e. to prom ote equal opportunities 
and eliminate racial discrimination. The change in emphasis 
would allow the use o f  the resources to challenge ind irect 
discrimination and institutional racism to achieve ideals o f  
pluralism in a m ultiracial, m ulticultural democracy. In  this
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context i t  is im perative to s ta te  w hether any fu tu re  arrangem ent 
would allow the use o f  resources fo r much more strateg ic  posts', 
such as Advisor, Policy Co-ordinator, Trainers and those involved 
in monitoring policies and practice (Bahksh, 1986, p .4 )

The Scrutiny of Section 11

The Lane Report (1988) had recommended "a thorough review of Section 
11" with the purpose of amending legislation and introducing fresh 
administrative arrangements (Lane, 1988). Lane recommended that the 
review should include: the range of Local Authority services; the types of 
expenditure that might qualify for grant-aid; the 75/25 split of financial 
responsibility between Central and Local Government; the wording of the 
statute and the guidelines, criteria etc.; monitoring the Home office team 
and administrative procedures. A ‘Scrutiny of Section 11 was therefore 
set up in 1987 and a team of two representatives from the Home Office 
and one representative from the DES was appointed.
Visits were made to 12 areas benefiting from Section 11 support between 
15th August and 19th December 1987. Evidence was collected through 
interviews, written responses to a letter circulated by the Home Office, 
national discussion with organisations and particular individuals with a 
view on Section 11, as well as the collection of other relevant information 
by the Home office team:

Our scrutiny concentrated on the p ractical issues surrounding 
Section 11. Complex philosophical discussion can be had about
the nature o f  racial disadvantage, but we have concentrated
on how Section 11 works in practice, w hether i t  is e ffe c tiv e  and 
how to secure improved resu lts (Home O ffice , 1989, p .l).

The Scrutiny did examine some alternatives to specific grant including 
distribution of resources through the block grant system; transferring 
responsibilities to the relevant service department; and amalgamation 
with the Urban Programme. Curiously, the alternative put forward by the 
LSPU and equally supported by CRE, that was, to strengthen Section 71 
of the Race Relations Act 1976 and provide adequate funding, was not 
considered. An internal CRE briefing note (CRE, Field Division, 1989)



suggested that the Home Office claimed that "ethnic minority 
organisations argued against such change." However, the Scrutiny Report 
(Home Office, 1989) pointed out that the grant under Section 11 should 
be seen in the context of the Race Relations Act, 1976, and overall 
expenditure.

Section 11 cannot be the whole answer to racial disadvantage.
For example, the Race Relations A c t 1976 sets the fram ew ork  
fo r  tackling racial discrimination, with the Commission fo r  
Racial Equality having an im portant role in relation to 
continuing discrimination and promoting equality o f  opportunity 
policy in relation to Section 11 needs to take account o f  this  
wider context (Home O ffice , 1989, p. 15).

The Scrutiny of Section 11 grant found that in only two out of the twelve 
areas were the communities satisfied by the consultation undertaken by 
Local Authority officers.
Communities argued that they felt no obvious benefit from the grant and 
criticised the authorities for failing despite Home Office advice, to 
adopt a strategic approach. Communities were keen to use Section 11 
funding to support the teaching of community languages and to see more 
Community based Section 11 workers.

The main recommendations of the Home Office Scrutiny Report (1989) 
were that: the grant should be directed to opening up mainstream 
services and opportunities to the ethnic minorities; the overall aim should 
form the basis for a policy on the use of the grant in each service area; 
policy should be amended as objective evidence of successful approaches 
is obtained from the performance assessment system; primary 
responsibility for managing posts must rest with Local Authorities; Local 
authorities should be accountable for the result achieved and to submit 
reports to the Home Office every three years. Authorities would be 
obliged to consult the ethnic minority communities about their reports, 
and provide the Home O ff ice with the results. I t  was also recommended 
that the Home Office team should break from its current reactive role 
to become a mechanism for spreading good practice in the use of the 
grant.
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The Scrutiny suggested that the Government should re-launch the grant 
to persuade the ethnic communities and the Local Authorities that the 
government is committed to tackling racial disadvantage. Very 
importantly, it was recommended also that the legislation should be 
amended to remove the concept of 'Commonwealth immigrant'.

Perhaps one further point to note here is the scrutiny generated much 
concern and apprehension amongst black communities. Local Authorities 
and Section 11 employees alike over future funding. The Scrutiny Report 
noted:

Despite the statem ent in the term s o f reference th a t the 
Government wishes to reta in  special arrangements fo r  directing  
resources to meeting racial disadvantage several argued th a t the  
curren t Home O ffic e  a ttitu d e  to Section 11 showed its  days were 
numbered and th a t the scrutiny was a mechanism fo r  ju s tify in g  
abolition (Home O ffice , 1989\ p.4).

Local Authorities such as Waltham Forest called on the Home Office to 
issue a statement that any existing commitments would be honoured 
(Bakhsh, 1989). The Scrutiny Report responded to these anxieties with 
the following statement:

Abolishing or dismantling Section 11 would be seen by ethnic 
m inority communities as a downgrading o f  the Government's 
commitment to tackling rac ia l disadvantage. Our conclusion 
is th a t a specific g ran t centrally adm inistered by the Home 
O ffic e  should be re ta ined  (Home O ffice , 1989, p.iv).

As noted earlier by the researcher, there has been doubt historically as 
to the Home Office's ability to manage the administration of Section 11. 
The Home Office took the opportunity of the Scrutiny to respond to 
some of their critics. For instance, in reply to the accusation that they 
were extremely slow to respond and were overburdened with the 
administrative requirements of the 1986 review it was pointed out that:



This was how the Home O ffic e  team saw th e ir task, b u t case 
workers conceded that, given th e ir workload, they tended to 
refuse when they were given grounds fo r  doing so ra th e r than 
pursuing queries (Home O ffice , 1989, p.6).

The Scrutiny admitted that there was insufficient specific expertise of 
other Departments in the team and there were no effective mechanisms 
for working in partnership with other relevant Government Departments.

The team are a ll too aware th a t they lack expertise in education, 
social services and housing where many o f the applications fall.
Yet there is no system atic arrangem ent fo r consultation with  
other Government departments.... caseworkers said th a t 
consultation with the DES could involve significant delay, bu t 
this was ra re ly  decisive in term s o f w hether o r not a post was 
approved (Home O ffice , 1989).

Following the Scrutiny, the size of the Home Office team dealing with 
Section 11 was in fact increased. A recommendation that a part of the 
Home Office team should be relocated out of London to establish better 
links with Local Authorities in the Midlands and the North was not taken 
up.

Section 11, 1990 - 1999

The new arrangements for Section 11 grant, having taken account of the 
recommendations of the Scrutiny, were published in October 1990 in two 
documents, one of which concerned Policy Criteria and the other, 
Guidelines and Administration. A number of important administrative 
changes were introduced which were to be significant. Section 11 
provision would be in the form of projects rather than individual posts. 
Projects were to fall within the stated policy criteria accompanying 
circular 78/1990. Applications had to be submitted in line with a regular, 
annual timetable, and had to be regularly monitored against agreed
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performance targets. Local Authorities were required to identify within 
their bids a proportion of provision for the voluntary sector. The overall 
Section 11 budget would be cash limited and grant would be paid quarterly 
in arrears.

The report set out the overall objective for Section 11 grant as it related 
to the Government's Race Relations Policy: "to enable everyone, 
irrespective of their origin, to participate fully and freely in the life of 
the nation while having the freedom to maintain their own cultural 
identity" (Home office, 78/1990). The stated aim for Section 11 funding 
in Education was that : " It should be used to remove barriers to true 
equality of educational opportunity for ethnic minority groups" (Home 
Office, 1990). Broadly, the types of provision in schools, eligible for 
Section 11 funding within the policy criteria for education are:

• English Language Support.

• Raising achievement of ethnic minorities.

• Strengthening ties between schools and parents of ethnic minority
pupils.

• Pastoral care, careers guidance and other special support to ethnic
minority pupils in school.

The Scrutiny Report (Home Office, 1989) relied on evidence from the 
1981 Home Affairs Committee report on racial disadvantage. I t  further 
made reference to evidence in the Policy Studies Institute Survey "Black 
and White Britain" (Brown, 1984) which identified the consequences of 
racial discrimination in the areas of education, housing and employment. 
However, whilst the Scrutiny Report confirmed that: "The evidence we 
collected during the Scrutiny confirmed these findings" (Home Office, 
1989), there was no mention of the Government's general race relations 
policy, within which the new administrative arrangements for Section 11 
were placed. And, there is:

No specific reference to the existence or need to combat 
disadvantage arising from  racism and racial discrimination.
The statem ent re fe rs  generically to the ‘removal o f  o ther
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barrie rs  to equality o f  opportunity' (Bagley, 1992, p. 8 )

Bagley argues that although Section 11 is viewed by the Government as a 
mechanism for tackling racial disadvantage, the impact of racism and 
racial discrimination on educational achievement played little part in the 
formulation of the new guidelines and policy criteria. Rather, he sees 
that the approach was based on the need to develop linguistic skills and 
tackle disadvantage arising from cultural and linguistic shortcomings. 
Bagley's contention is that the new guidelines and policy criteria are a 
step "back to the future in that they continue to be based on an 
assimilationist perspective.

Local Authorities spent a great deal of time writing bids and consulting 
the communities as required. Despite the acknowledged shortcomings of 
Section 11, the writer noted a growing awareness of the potential 
effectiveness of Section 11 if used as a well managed resource 
(NASSE/UMCESE, 1993). Subsequently Local Authorities produced well 
planned, coherent bids for Section 11 projects.

The deadline for submission was changed by the Home Office at least 
twice. The final date for submission was March 1991.

Ultimately in December 1991 Local Authorities received notification of 
the success or otherwise of their Section 11 bids. Local Authorities had 
been required to prioritise bids in consultation with the communities, but 
in some cases, those bids placed with a higher priority failed to gain 
funding, whilst others with lower priority were approved (LARRIE, 1992).

Any sense of success where education projects were approved was short 
lived. Education Departments learned in a letter of 18th December 1991, 
that all successful Education Projects were to be subjected to an 
immediate scaling down of 15 percent. Many Authorities had submitted 
project bids based as closely as possible on the actual needs of Section 11 
qualifying communities and within budget constraints, whereas others had 
overestimated need as a deliberate strategy to increase external 
funding. Thus, projects most affected by the scaling down exercise and 
which had no connection with proven need, were in Local Authorities 
where economics had prevented any expansion of Section 11 projects.
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According to the Home Office estimates, the 1992-1993 allocation was 
expected to fund 800 projects in total with 10,600 posts. Yet, the Home 
Off ice indicated that the scaling down of the Education bids had been as 
a result of over (1992) bidding. Although there was an overall increase in 
posts, the LARRIE survey suggested this may have been due to an overall 
drop in the number of more senior posts.

Despite continuing criticism from some quarters, many community groups 
welcomed the more stringent approach to the awarding of Section 11 
grant and the tightening up of administrative arrangements. I t  was 
interesting to note here that the term ’immigrant' was dropped entirely 
from the 1990 guidelines, the policy criteria and also subsequent Home 
Office Circulars. The new arrangements put a great deal of pressure on 
Local Authorities who were required to provide detailed evidence of the 
specific needs of New Commonwealth Communities after close 
consultation with these communities. A growing confidence in the 
sincerity and extent of consultation was evident. Hopes and expectations 
were raised among black communities (NASSE/UMCESE, 1993).

The projects included detailed job descriptions and task analyses. The 
levels of professional expertise required by the job descriptions in these 
projects was often very high. Career structures were built into projects 
to reflect the expertise of Section 11 staff. After years of being 
marginalised, there was recognition and acknowledgement of commitment 
and professional skills of Section 11 staff, which hitherto had often gone 
unnoticed or been denied. During the planning of Section 11 projects, in 
consultation with school and mainstream colleagues, close co-operation 
developed between mainstream and Section 11 colleagues as well as with 
Local Authority Officers and Home Office staff. The all round 
commitment to more detailed and rigorous monitoring and reviewing of 
the work, set against clearly established targets and objectives, helped 
create a much clearer understanding and appreciation of Section 11 work 
than ever before.

According to a LARRIE survey (1992), 32 percent of youth projects were 
approved whilst 81 percent of projects to support ESL in schools and 52 
percent of education projects to support children and young people of 
African Caribbean heritage succeeded. The London Boroughs (the ILEA
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now having disappeared) received the largest overall proportion of grant. 
According to the LARRIE survey (1992) 41 percent of the overall Section 
11 budget was awarded to 31 London Boroughs.

Projects approved in December 1991 started up in April 1992. Morale 
was high as Section 11 workers and Local Authorities looked forward to 
the promised three years and in many cases, 5 years of funding. This was 
seen as a time for Section 11 teaching staff to make unprecedented 
progress in developing language skills enabling greater access to the 
Curriculum and tackling under achievement and racial disadvantage. Many 
Local Authorities, confident of funding, appointed new Section 11 staff on 
permanent contracts, many of whom were recruited from the black and 
ethnic minority communities (NUT, July, 1993).

Section 11 and Voluntary Groups

As mentioned earlier there appeared to have been, in the past, a 
reluctance on the part of Local Authorities to apply for funding of posts 
located in and operating from voluntary organisations in the communities. 
However, the Home Office took steps to increase the number of 
'detached duty posts' in Local Authorities. The Policy Criteria stated:

The Government takes the view th a t community based voluntary 
organisations w ill in a number o f  cases provide the ideal situation  
fo r  Section 11 p ro jec ts  (o r p a rts  o f  such p ro jects) on a detached  
duty basis (Home O ffice , 1990, p. 36).

This supported the view, long argued by the communities themselves, that 
"specific needs are often most effectively met through black and ethnic 
minority organisations rather than through Local Authority" (NCVO), 
1991, p.4).

Additionally, paragraph 30 of the Home Office (1990a) circular 
accompanying the new Policy Criteria stated:

The Government considers th a t the voluntary sector has an
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im portant contribution to make to the e ffe c tiv e  delivery o f  
Section 11 provision. As p a rt o f  this approach, the Government 
expects Local A uthorities to include applications fo r  p ro jec ts  
placed in, and operating from , voluntary organisations. Such 
p ro jects  would remain under the overall control o f  the Local 
A uthority  who would continue to claim g ran t fo r them, bu t day to 
day responsibility fo r individual p ro jects  would re s t w ith the 
organisation in which they were based.

Then, quite unexpectedly, in a letter of 26th November 1992, the Home 
Office communicated to Local Authorities, a Government decision to cut 
Section 11 funding.

The level o f  financial support which the government is able to 
provide by means o f  Section 11 g ran t crucially depends on the 
economic circumstances o f  the country. The general economic 
situation has changed since Local A uthorities were invited\ in 
O ctober 1990, to apply afresh  fo r a ll Section 11 funding w ith  
e ffe c t from  1st A p ril 1992, and since decisions were announced on 
the outcome o f  the subsequent applications round conducted during 
1991. As you know, i t  has been necessary fo r  the Government to 
review the whole o f  its  public expenditure programme very closely 
in the changed economic situation in order to contain public 
expenditure within its  lim its which the country can a ffo rd  and to 
ensure adequate investm ent in line with the Government's s tra teg y  
fo r  substantial grow th in the economy (Home O ffice , Novem ber
1992).

The Home office indicated that based "on current best estimates" the 
rate of grant was likely to be as follows: until March 1994 at 75 percent 
(no change); from April 1994 to March 1994 at 57 percent. April 1995 to 
March 1996 at 50 percent. The Home office contribution would 
therefore reduce by one third. There was no indication in the letter of 
the future of 5 year projects for the final two year period.

As a result of these unexpected cuts to Section 11 projects which had 
barely started up, "thousands of teachers and community workers jobs
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will be lost over the next few years" (Education, 1992) and the 
Government massively reduce it's contribution, leaving Local Authorities 
to try to make up the difference at a time of severe economic constraint. 
In view of the Government decision to alter the formula for determining 
the Standard Spending Assessment which has resulted in massive loss of 
revenue for many cities with large ethnic minority populations, the timing 
has been particularly difficult. At a time when access to the National 
Curriculum, the raising of standards and league tables have become 
important in education, Section 11 support to ethnic minority pupils who 
are failing or whose first language is not English, is being slowly 
strategically eroded by Central Government. The proposals to reduce 
Section 11 have been sent not just as a threat to existing provision, but 
to the educational performance and the future of the communities 
concerned.

Local Authorities committed scarce funding to provide appropriate 
services for Section 11 qualifying communities. The outcome of the cuts 
had an adverse effect on staffing, recruitment and morale (NUT, July,
1993). In particular, massive reduction seriously affected the teaching 
careers of many black and ethnic minority staff employed under Section 
11. Provision for black and ethnic minority communities has been 
adversely affected, since Local Authorities, already under massive 
pressure to cut mainstream budgets were not in a position to make up the 
shortfall.

These cuts undoubtfully had a significant impact not only on educational 
provision for ethnic minorities, but also on the Government's own long 
term 'aim' to provide equality of opportunity to all its citizens as promised 
(Home Office, November, 1992). The cuts were seen by all concerned as 
the Government reneging on a commitment not only to fund projects for 
an agreed time period, but also a failure to deliver equality of opportunity 
to Britain's ethnic minorities. Whilst there was great emphasis placed on 
the need for consultation before the start of the projects, this has been 
of low priority in respect of the cuts and their certain impact on black 
communities. As one member of the black community put it:

Im portance was placed on consulting black communities un til
funding was decreased. The notion o f partnership and participation



has been devalued, insulted. How valid was th a t process in the 
f ir s t  place? (N ASSE/U N C E5E,1993, p.9).

The NUT (1993) survey of LEA responses to cuts in Section 11 provision 
indicated that twenty three of the LEA's which responded had already 
held consultation meetings with black and ethnic minority communities 
since the announcement of the cuts. These Authorities reported that: 
"The views expressed ranged from concern, disquiet, dismay, disbelief, 
disappointment, sense of betrayal through to opposition, anger and 
outrage" (NUT, 1993, p.3).

Under the new Section 11 arrangements the Government, only months 
before, had created hundreds of new projects and thousands of new 
posts. The initial and wholly unrealistic expectation of the Government 
(given the current financial climate) was that Local Government should 
increase their share of the grant, in order to maintain existing levels of 
Section 11 services.

In the financial year 1993- 1994, the projected Section 11 expenditure 
was £130.8 million (LARRIE, 1993), with Local Authorities contributing 
£43.6 million, in total a sum of £174.4 million. With the cuts, grants fell 
from £130.8 million to £110.7 million in 1994- 1995 and to £97 million in 
1995-1996. In order to maintain the same level of Section 11 staffing, 
Local Authorities needed to increase their contribution by 72 percent. 
Indeed, the Home Office had agreed (Home Office, September 1993) an 
overall cash limit for projects allowing Local Authorities more flexibility 
in managing the cuts. In practice, this meant that Local Authorities 
prioritised projects, losing some altogether and scaling down others. The 
NUT survey (June 1993) suggested that between 2,000 and 4,000 will be 
lost. This supports the f  indings of the LARRIE Section 11 Survey Report 
(May 1993). Some of the smaller Authorities with comparatively large 
Section 11 budgets reported that they would be particularly hard hit by 
the cuts and would find it harder to make up the shortfall. The LARRIE 
Survey Report also found that certain types of projects such as under 5's 
and those concerning African Caribbean Communities were most 
vulnerable since the priority was likely to be to protect Section 11 in 
statutory service areas.



The LARRIE Survey Report (May, 1993) found that there was a great 
deal of anxiety in Local Authorities over redundancies, and since black 
and ethnic minority staff are disproportionately employed under Section 
11, (some Section 11 services are staffed almost entirely by black or 
Asian staff), the cuts will deal a double blow to black communities. As 
one commentator put it:

This decision has undermined the build up o f  tru s t w ith C entral 
and Local Government and has made i t  d iffic u lt to believe in the  
Government when i t  s ta tes  th a t i t  wants m inorities, to partic ipate  
fu lly  and fre e ly  in the economic, social and public life  o f  the nation 
(Yaseen, 1993, p. 30).

The 1993 NUT Survey reported that there was strong support for 
Section 11 services from Headteachers, governors and, particularly 
ethnic minority governors. Teachers expressed concern about the effect 
on "educational standards, employment opportunities, and possible loss of 
jobs." Nearly all LEA's who responded to the NUT Survey had protested 
to the Home Office concerning the cuts. Concern was such, that three 
major conferences were held, one in Kirklees, one in Manchester and a 
national one in London to debate the impact of the cuts on educational 
achievement and opportunities for black and ethnic minority pupils. A 
lobby of Parliament to defend Section 11 was held on 21st October 1993 
and attended by almost 2,000 Section 11 staff, parents, school governors 
and community members. Thousands of schools joined a letter and 
postcard campaign.

High levels of support for the maintenance of current levels of provision, 
had indicated a different view of Section 11 to that expressed in the 
1970's and 1980's. The three Section 11 conferences all produced 
motions calling on the Government to change its mind and prevent the 
massive damage the cuts would bring about. The NUT response to the 
Home office argued;

Access to the national Curriculum is intended to be an entitlem ent 
fo r  a ll pupils. For pupils where the home language is not English,
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support is required to enable access to the curriculum. In  the 
early years, bilingual assistants can help children from  ethnic 
m inority fam ilies s e ttle  into schools and can assist th e ir learning. 
The teaching o f  English as a second language is a vita! sk ill and 
requires training and expertise. I t  would be a tragedy i f  much 
valued and experienced colleagues were to be lost to the education 
service through cuts to funding, while the need fo r support 
demonstrably s till exists.

For example, evaluation o f  Key Stage 1 SA Ts results show ethnic 
m inority and bilingual pupils perform ing a t a significantly lower 
level than th e ir peers. Second generation ethnic m inority fam ilies  
often  do not speak English a t home, so th a t pupils s till need English 
language tuition. There are also new arrivals from  abroad in 
prim ary and secondary school requiring help.
R ather than a reduction in the level o f grant, the Union believes i t  
should be extended and expanded to cover a ll those children  
requiring support because o f  the d ifferences o f language and 
culture, including the large numbers o f  refugee and non- 
Commonwealth children now in schools in some areas, 
currently not eligible fo r  Section 11 g ran t (N U T, L e tte r o f  
M arch, 1993).

Howard (1993) had argued that whilst Section 11 might be flawed, it was 
nevertheless helping provide crucial provision for ethnic minority pupils 
and;

Given the m arket system o f  education which the ERA 
introduced, schools could refu se en try  to children from  
the ethnic m inority communities because they fe a r th e ir 
presence without support w ill adversely a ffe c t th e ir schools 
perform ance in the league tables o f  SA T  and examination 
achievement (Howard, 1993 p.27).

The NUT report concluded with a view from one head of a Section 11 
Service:

There have historically been many criticism s (rig h tly ) o f



Section 11 funding, e.g. lack o f monitoring, lack o f career 
structure, etc. The new guidelines and p ro jects  gave LEA's the 
opportunity to address these issues. I t  is more than ironic th a t 
Section 11 has come under th re a t a t the very moment i t  was seen 
to be e ffec tive , delivering what i t  was designed fo r  (N U T, June, 
1993, p. 6).

The Gerrard Bill

Even more ironically against the backdrop of the threats of cuts to 
Section 11, the 'Gerrard Bill' introduced by Neil Gerrard, Member of 
Parliament for Walthamstow, proposed the extension of Section 11 of the 
Local Government Act 1966, to all ethnic minorities "whose language or 
customs differ from those of the rest of the community". Now known as 
the Local Government (Amendment) Act 1993, the Bill passed through its 
various stages unopposed on the understanding that no additional funding 
would be allocated in order to meet any additional need. While the 
removal of the term 'immigrant' as well as the lifting of the restriction to 
New Commonwealth immigrants' in the statute has been widely welcomed, 
it had resulted in further pressure on already stretched Section 11 
funding.

The amendment enabled Local Authorities to extend provision to 
communities such as the Vietnamese, Somalis and Bosnian's (subject to 
full consultation with communities). Competition for this scarce resource 
could result in inter-community rivalry. The immediate needs of some of 
the refugee communities have long been recognised as being qualitatively 
greater than those of the New Commonwealth communities, yet the 
restrictive wording of Section 11 previously prevented support for them. 
While the changes proposed in the amendment were welcome, the need to 
extend provision meant the cuts were deeper and provision was spread 
more thinly.

The Home Office intention was to provide guidance on priorities for 
Section 11 which the discretionary nature of Section 11 funding permits 
(CRE, communication, 24 November, 1994). Until then, it might be argued 
that the amendment act would open 'floodgates' to all ethnic minorities, 
for instance, the Irish, the Polish and the Japanese. The shift in target 
population also throws into some confusion the use of the legislation as a



measure for tackling racial disadvantage. An analysis of the wording of 
the Local Government (Amendment) Act 1993 reveals that some of the 
old criticisms still remain.

The offer of payment to Local Authorities "... in consequence of the 
presence within their areas of persons belonging to ethnic minorities" 
still gives the impression that it is a compensatory measure, because, as 
Dorn and Hibbert (1987, p.63) put it, "The blacks are here".

The Single Regeneration Budget

While still attempting to manage the effects of the proposed cuts, Local 
Authorities received notification on 4th November 1993 of the 
Government's decision to move Section 11 funding for Urban areas from 
the Home Office to the Department of Environment. Intended as part 
of a package to encourage regeneration and economic development, 
Section 11 was to form part of the Single Regeneration Budget (SRB) 
with effect from 1st April 1994.

The S ecretary  o f  S ta te  fo r  the Environment w ill be form ally  
accountable fo r  the budget bu t guidelines w ill be set, and 
perform ance w ill be monitored, by a new cabinet committee 
involving a ll m inisters with an in teres t including the Home 
Secretary (Home O ffic e  le tte r, 4  November 1993).

The Home Office letter indicated that the arrangements concerning the 
SRB would apply to Authorities in urban priority areas in the first 
instance, the other Authorities to join the new ‘system' at a later date. 
The implications of this shift of funding from the Home Office to the 
Department of the Environment (DoE) are significant. Whilst the entire 
Single Regeneration Budget was expected to be in the region of £1.4 
billion for 1994-95 (Press release, Department of the Environment 4 
November 1993) and pulls together twenty different programmes 
including Section 11 in Urban priority areas, there were no specifically 
earmarked funds for Section 11 type activities.

The Government announced that their intention in bringing these grants 
together is part of a drive “to shift power from Whitehall to Local 
Communities and make Government more responsive to local priorities to 
bring services closer to the people they serve, simplify the Government
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machine and improve value for money" (DoE Press Release, 4th November
1993).

John Summer, Minister of State for the Environment issued a 'challenge' 
to three cities - London, Birmingham and Manchester. The press release 
stated that the intention of the Regionally administered scheme known as 
‘City Pride', was to provide the investment stimulus for economic growth. 
Referring in the same statement to the Single Regeneration Budget, the 
minister stated'.

The budget w ill help mobilise private sector money, and 
complement the provision o f  business support services.
I t  w ill support measures to improve education and training, to 
tackle crime, to m eet ethnic m inority needs and to improve 
rundown housing. These measures will be combined in a 
comprehensive way to m eet local needs. (DoE Press Release, 4 th  
Novem ber 1993).

Correspondence from Peter Lloyd, Minister for Home Affairs to Herman 
Ousley, Chair of CRE, claimed:

The new arrangem ents should b e tte r  m eet the needs o f  
ethnic m inority communities as w ell as o ther sections o f  
the communities. We w ill also be ensuring th a t they b e n e fit along 
with other sections o f  the community from  programmes o f  w ider 
application. We can be confident o f  our ab ility  to do this since the 
Home S ecretary w ill be a member o f  the new Cabinet committee 
being established to oversee the new arrangements and the  
key objectives o f  the Single Regeneration Budget already  
encourages assistance to ethnic minorities. I  hope you w ill 
jo in  me in looking fo rw ard  to the benefits  the new arrangem ent 
w ill bring (Correspondence, Home O f f  ice,4  November 1993).

The following day. On 5th November 1993, a CRE press release endorsed 
the new arrangements for Section 11 funding in that it appears to be 
more coherent. However, it warned that the new arrangements should 
not be an excuse for lowering the level of targeted grant for ethnic
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minorities. A CRE press release (5 November 1993) commented that any 
reduction in the level of grant for ethnic minorities would result in:

A deterioration in the social fab ric  o f  hard  pressed inner 
c ity  areas and g re a te r alienation fo r poor ethnic m inority  
and white residents.
This situation would be a disaster fo r  a ll those working to 
Im prove race relations.
(CREPress Release, 5 th  November, 1993).

The sustained uncertainty over future funding arrangements for Section 
11 continued throughout the mid-1990's. The Conservative Government, 
up to May 1997, basically maintained the uncertainty for future funding in 
this area. The Conservative education reforms of the 1980's and 1990's 
were increasingly characterised by a ‘de-racialised' discourse that 
effectively removed ethnic diversity from the national policy agenda. 
The first signs of the Labour administration's (from May, 1997) 
willingness to tackle and challenge this situation came early in the White 
Paper, in the chapter summaries on ’Standards and Accountability' 
identifies point nine (of nine) viz.

• schools will be taking practical steps to raise ethnic minority pupils' 
achievement and promote racial harmony. (Excellence in Schools, p.6).

This is the first time since the Swann Report (op-cit, 1985) that 
government education policies have specifically cited ’racial' harmony as a 
focus, as well as ethnic minority achievement.

In concluding this chapter the focus on ’Ethnic Minority Pupils' was a 
welcome addition to a national government policy. However the two 
paragraphs (no 49 and 50) are the final end piece of the chapter. The 
sum total on ’ethnicity' amounts to one page in an eighty page document. 
Additionally an important issue to raise with this key document is the use 
of terminology, which we have seen ’progress' from initial ’education for 
immigrants' (DES, 1971) to the term ’ethnic minority'. This term is 
however used undifferentiatedly throughout the document. There is a 
signal that government does recognise differentiatation e.g. "while the 
achievements of some ethnic groups are exceptional, others are under



performing, and there is an unacceptable and growing gap in performance 
(op-cit p.34). The only ethnic group to be individually named in the body 
of the text was an interesting exception viz. 'travellers'*, although 
officially recognised as an ethnic group, travellers are a relatively small 
part of the minority population and are much less likely to be a focus of 
concern in related research and community initiatives (OFSTED, 1996 and 
1998).

The undifferentiated use of the label 'ethnic minority becomes 
increasingly problematic as particular issues in relation to 
students/communities' status as being at risk of under achievement' 
(EIS-34) Language was the first issue to be flagged. This was perhaps 
not surprising given the historic profile of these issues in the UK, where 
English language proficiency was the first, and for years the only issue to 
be addressed in relation to ethnic diversity (Edwards 1987, Figueroa 
1991, Tomlinson 1998). The presentation in this section of the White 
Paper seemed to position having English as an additional language (EAL) as 
a deficit, likely to hold students back. I t  is, of course, true that minority 
communities have been vocal in arguing for greater language support as an 
essential means of aiding economic and social inclusion. However, it is 
misleading to assume that EAL status is automatically a deficit or 
necessarily associated with increased risk of educational failure. Quite 
apart from work indicating later benefits for bilingual students it is 
simply not the case that EAL is uniformly associated with failure.

For example, the most recent comprehensive review of achievement by 
ethnic minority students in Britain shows that Indian students often do 
as well as, or better than, their white counterparts, while Bangladeshi and 
Pakistani students tend to achieve less well (Gilborn and Gipps, 1996*. 23- 
26). Despite these variations in achievement each of these populations 
has a high rate of speaking a community language other than English (see 
Table below). The best current survey of community language use 
indicates a changing and complex situation. The majority of South Asian 
adults are fluent in at least one language other than English, but there is 
a decline in the use of community languages by parents and other elders 
when speaking with younger family members*. ‘In fact about a third of 
Indians, African Asians and Pakistanis normally spoke to younger family 
members in English. The Bangladeshis were the only South Asian group 
not yet to have experienced a linguistic decline (Modood et al. 1997*. 310- 
11).
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The pattern of community language use, therefore, was varied and 
dynamic. The situation is complex but it is clear that there is no simple 
association
between EAL and school perform ance. Although Indian students do 
rather better on average than their Pakistani and Bangladeshi peers, 
community languages are widely spoken in each group. There has been a 
decline in the use of community languages with young people of Indian 
origin but the same is also true of Pakistani households.

Caribbean Indian African
Asian

Pakistani Bangladeshi Chinese

Speak 22 88 92 92 97 77
Write 4 58 60 58 85 64

Source: Modood et al. 1997, table 9.14 p.309.

Although language issues are positioned as a major issue it is worrying 
the Government did not take the opportunity to make any firm 
commitment on the scale or nature of its support for 'Section 11’ work. 
Under ConseryaYw/e administrations Section 11 funding was continually 
subject to review. Although the final axe never fell, levels of funding 
were cut and the regulations changed: staff were employed on short
term contracts, sometimes working from month-to-month with no 
indication of future security.
Local Authorities have to b id  for Section 11 money from a limited fund, 
giving details of how the money will be spent and identifying performance 
indicators for their projects. Even where the need for additional support 
is self evident, funding is not guaranteed. Research has demonstrated 
the important role of the conservatives' cuts (Richardson 1993, Sofer
1994). Where funding is granted it is rarely sufficient. In research 
interviews (chapter 6) for example, this researcher was told by one head 
of Section 11 that her staff could not even cover all the students 
identified as in the most severe need of additional help: ‘I t  is really 
playing God. Who do you decide is not getting any support?' Who do you 
decide is not getting any support? (ref. Interview notes 69/1996 : 
appendix E )
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Speaking before the General Election, David Blunkett (now Secretary of 
State for Education and Employment) had this to say:

When I  talked about Section 11 (earlie r in the speech), I  talked  
about i t  being ring-fenced so th a t i t  doesn't simply disappear into  
the general p o t ... W hat I  w ill promise you is th a t we're not going 
to cut the money.
We w ill not reduce the budget, i t  w ill be my jo b  to look a t how b est 
we can expand i t  (B lunkett 1997).

In view of this commitment the White Paper's failure to guarantee a 
future for section 11 funding was disappointing. However, this was the 
prelude to the formulation, under the Standards Fund (1999-2000), of 
the Ethnic Minority Achievement Grant (EMAG) from April 1999, moving 
Section 11 funding finally to the DfEE under the new EMAG initiative.

I t  is the potential of EMAG, and a consideration of the Governments 
latest initiatives on education (re. The Green Paper : 'Teachers meeting 
the challenge of change', 1999, National Curriculum 2000 and the 
response to the Macpherson Report, 1999), that will form the basis of 
the conclusions and recommendations chapter of this research.



CHAPTER 4
The Research Study - rationale

The purpose of this study was to analyse the impact of Government 
education policies directly targeting race equality issues in general, and 
Section 11 specifically.

This chapter sets out the rationale behind the research. The following 
Chapter looks at the administration, design and conduct of the research.

A number of factors were taken into consideration in determining the 
specific area of research. Firstly, when the research began in 1995, 
being employed through Section 11 of the 1966 Local Government Act the 
researcher has a personal interest. Secondly the whole area of Section 
11 work has come under considerable scrutiny over the last decade, yet,

There have been few  studies o f  Section 11 in the academic 
and po licy-re lated  lite ra tu re  despite its  role as 'the only 
Government finance earm arked d irectly  and exclusively 
fo r combating rac ia l disadvantage. (Cross, Johnson and 
Cox, 1988 p.20)

Thirdly the writer has access through his professional work, to Section 
11 data and Section 11 staff. This has been significant in the selection 
area of research and in carrying out the research into Section 11 
provision in schools. Moreover, the everyday remit of the writer requires 
a thorough understanding of the workings of this piece of legislation and 
its application in education.

I t  was decided for pragmatic reasons, to focus on Section 11 provision in 
schools in two Local Education Authorities in this research identified as 
New Unitary LEA and New Shires LEA, which prior to April 1997 were 
together as Old Shires LEA.
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A brief introduction to the development of research

The processes by which we make sense of the world and the phenomena 
around us, have long interested scientists, philosophers, psychologists and 
other authorities. According to Cohen and Manion (1989) the ways in 
which we deal with knowledge can be broken down into three categories; 
experience, reasoning, and research. Whereas our experiences in life 
tend to occur haphazardly, research is the controlled systematic and 
critical investigation of the phenomena around us, or as Mouly defined it,

Research is best conceived as the process o f arriving a t  
dependable solutions to problems through the 
planned in terpretation o f  data. I t  is a most im portant tool 
fo r  advancing knowledge, fo r promoting progress, and 
fo r  enabling man to re la te  more e ffec tive ly  to his 
environment, to accomplish his purposes, and to resolve 
conflicts  (Mouly cited in Cohen and Manion, 1978. p.42).

There is no single, universally accepted approach to research. On the 
contrary, there has been considerable debate and conflict concerning not 
only the nature of research, but also the methods and methodologies 
which have emerged over the course of time.

According to Cohen and Manion (1989) the scientific method can be 
distinguished by two distinctive characteristics, firstly its empirical 
nature and secondly the set of procedures which demonstrate the 
process which might be duplicated by other scientists. Although the 
scientific method has been successful, particularly in the field of the 
natural sciences (Cohen and Manion, 1989), a similar approach, positivism 
has met with less success in the social sciences due to its mechanistic 
view of nature.

Positivism was first coined by French philosopher Auguste Comte, to 
describe the new science of society. Put simply, his stance was, that 
social phenomena should be examined in the light of physiological laws and 
theories and subjected to empirical investigation. This led to the 
supposition that methodological procedures applicable in the natural
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sciences were directly transferable to the social sciences. The 
quantitative paradigm has often been associated with scientific and 
positivistic paradigms. Focusing on the experimental isolation of causal 
variables, it is concerned very much with measurement and statistical 
analysis.

A leading critic of positivism and the scientific method was William Blake 
who perceived the universe as a living organism rather than a mechanism 
and formed the view that many aspects of life were not measurable or 
quantifiable. Another critic, Kirkegaard, the founder of what has become 
known as 'existentialism', sought to free thinking from the illusion of 
objectivity', which he saw as the domination of rules over though and 
behaviour. He argued that a conscious capacity for ’subjectivity' was 
necessary and went so far as to state that "anyone who is committed to 
Science, or to rule-governed morality, is benighted, and needs to be 
rescued from his state of darkness" (cited in Cohen and Manion, 1989, 
p.25).

A different paradigm variously labelled as qualitative, interpretative, 
ethnographic, phenomenological, humanistic and naturalistic emerged 
from what anti-positivists saw as the shortcomings of the scientific 
approach (Robson, 1993). Ions (1977) for instance saw the act of 
quantification, particularly when it becomes an end in itself, as having a 
dehumanising effect.

A commonly held viewpoint of the anti-positivist social scientist is 
encapsulated as follows:

The purpose o f  social science is to understand social 
rea lity  as d iffe re n t people see i t  and how to demonstrate 
how th e ir views shape the action which they take within 
th a t reality. Since the social sciences cannot penetrate  
to what lies behind social reality , they must work with the  
rules he devises fo r  coping w ith it. (Beck, 1979, p.72).

A major difference with the qualitative or interpretative approach is 
that if is ’hypothesis generating' rather than ’hypothesis testing', that is 
theories and concepts emerge from the enquiry itself. I t  also attempts 
to present a holistic picture, taking context into account.

Shimahara (1988) for example, believes that human behaviour is shaped in 
context and that events cannot be fully understood if stripped of that
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context. Qualitative research, sometimes known as naturalistic enquiry, 
focuses on events in their natural settings "qualitative researchers want 
those who are studies to speak for themselves" (Sherman and Webb, 
1988, p.5), and to study experiences holistically. Qualitative approaches 
to research have particularly found favour within the different areas of 
social science, where there is a focus on the study of human behaviour.

A key issue in research design is the relative merits of quantitative and 
qualitative approaches. Whilst there are those who are firm exponents 
of one or other of these approaches, (Robson 1993, p.6) holds the view 
that "many of these differences are more apparent than real and that 
there is in practice a considerable underlying unity of purpose". Merton 
and Kendall pointed out that*.

Social scientists have come to abandon the spurious choice 
between qualitative and quantitative data; they are concerned 
ra th e r with th a t combination o f  both which makes use o f  the most 
valuable featu res o f  each.

The problem becomes one o f  determining a t which point 
they should adopt the one, and a t which the o ther approach. 
(Merton and Kendall. 1946, p.545).

In fact, the research methodology and the formulation of research 
strategy will vary depending on the individual investigator and the nature 
of the research following viewpoint, that:

The principal concern is w ith an understanding o f  the  
way in which the individual creates, m odifies and in terp rets  
the world in which he o r she finds him self or h e rs e lf .{Cohen and 
Manion, 1989 p.8).

The Present Research
Robson, (1993) advocates an eclectic or multi-method approach involving 
the collection of both quantitative and qualitative date, for solving 
research problems. For the purposes of this research it would have been 
possible to rely entirely on qualitative data from interviews or entirely on 
quantitative data from the questionnaire, but the combining of both 
approaches seemed to present the best opportunity for holistic view of 
the case study which was the study of educational provision under 
Section 11 in one Local Authority (research coding - Old Shires LEA).



Summarising the three main traditional research strategies as 
experiment, survey and case study, Robson suggests that a 'hybrid' or 
combined' strategy should be considered, by the researcher, the choice 
of which will be influenced by the research question and the purpose of 
the enquiry. In combining strategies, the researcher may choose for 
example to link a survey with an experiment, or incorporate a survey into 
a case study - whatever seems to best suit need. Robson (1993) has 
argued in essence "each enquiry is a case study. I t  take place at 
particular times, in particular places with particular people". The case 
study has been described by him as,

A stra tegy  fo r doing research which involves an 
em pirical investigation o f a particu lar contemporary 
problem within its  re a l life  context using multiple 
sources o f  evidence. (Robson. 1993, p.5).

Thus, the writer has chosen a combined strategy for the present 
research, this could, based on the terms outlined above be described as a 
case study of Section 11 provision in one Local Authority incorporating a 
survey.

According to Robson (1993), an important benefit of the use of a multi
method approach is the "reduction of inappropriate certainty".

Robson also asserts that "using a logic equivalent to that of classical test 
theory, the error due to methods is regarded as averaging out when 
multiple methods are used" (p.290). A multi-method approach also 
permits triangulation whereby a ‘fix' on something is determined from 
two or more places, sources, methods investigators or theories (Denzin, 
1988). This provides a way of cross checking one source of information 
against another. I f  the two sources are in accordance, then to some 
extent they cross validate each other and any discrepancy will need to be 
investigated and explained. 'Triangulation' was used in the present 
research to obtain similar information using a variety of sources 
(references detailed in Chapter 5).

According to Robson, whilst there is a particular view that ’true research' 
depends on numerical skills and the ability to use statistical analysis, and 
the case study requires more literary, artistic skills, they are not 
mutually exclusive and indeed the case study approach can gain by a
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combination of these different skills.

And, where multi-method approaches are used which generate both 
qualitative and quantitative data, the qualitative data does not have to 
play a minor or less valuable role that the quantitative data, particularly 
if there is a systematic rigorous approach to the collection and analysis 
of the quantitative data.

While the concepts of 'internal validity', ’external validity', 'reality', and 
’objectivity' have been developed as criteria for establishing the 
trustworthiness of quantitative data, Lincoln and Guba (1985) have 
proposed four parallels more appropriate to qualitative case study data. 
These are ’credibility', ’transferability', ’dependability' and 
’conf irmability', which they argue, will establish trustworthiness.

Credibility can be demonstrated by the use of several techniques 
including prolonged involvement, persistent observation and triangulation, 
which are all applicable in present research. The researcher has been 
involved in Section 11 over a long period of time and has long and ample 
opportunity to observe its workings.

In so far as transferability is concerned Lincoln and Guba (1985) have 
argued that the onus is on the person wishing to generalise or transfer to 
make that decision.
The responsibility of the researcher is to provide an accurate base so 
that judgements concerning transferability might be made. As for 
dependability, Robson (1993) suggests that triangulation together with 
reliability provide a means of assessment, and confirmability might be 
determined by a number of techniques, for instance, through the ’audit 
trail'.

Much research is now consumer driven. Although evaluation is not a new 
form of research, it has become popular in the process of accountability 
in a whole range of public services and private multi-national companies. 
Evaluation is a type of applied research rather than pure or basic 
research. I t  is usually carried out in the ’field' or real world setting 
rather than in the laboratory.

According to Robson (1993), “the purpose of an evaluation is to assess 
the effects and effectiveness of something, for instance, some
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innovation or intervention, policy, practice or service" (p.170). Since 
Section 11 is a government intervention to improve local government 
services for black and ethnic minorities, the present research fits this 
definition, to the extent, that it was an internal audit of Section 11 
provision in one local authority. Evaluation can be difficult and even 
continuous, since it might be like opening Pandora's box'. Whilst 
evaluation can be very useful and usable, there are issues, such as the 
’how' and the why', which need to be answered. One advantage of 
evaluation is that it can be functional, serving not only to evaluate but 
also to bring about change in the real world. The focus can be on 
improvement.

There are various types of evaluation research. 'Formative' evaluation is 
meant to assist in the development of a service, programme or whatever 
is the focus. 'Summative' evaluation is concerned with assessing the 
effects or effectiveness of the service, programme or other research 
focus. Similar, to formative and summative evaluation are ’outcome' and 
’process' evaluation. Process evaluation is concerned with the process or 
the ’how' through systematic observation, whereas outcome evaluation 
focuses on the result, for instance, to what extent has a service or 
programme met its stated objectives?

To some extent therefore, the present research shows elements of both 
summative and formative evaluation in that the writer has a professional 
interest in assessing the effects and effectiveness of Section 11 
provision in schools and intends to use the findings to further develop the 
service and improve provision.

Although the survey can be a convenient method for collecting data from 
a large number of people, the low demand on participants has been called 
into question. Robson (1993) for instance, has debated the extent to 
which we can rely on information gained from a ’chance encounter', or a 
tick on a piece of paper. However, in this particular enquiry these 
criticisms were not entirely applicable since the participants were not 
chance encounters and had an ongoing involvement and professional 
interest in the area of research.

Being flexible and interactive, the case study approach to this research



permitted a degree of preplanning with further opportunities to 
capitalise on unexpected eventualities. Hence, analysis of data gathered 
from the questionnaire at the first stage allowed the enquirer to better 
plan the semi-structured interviews which followed.

The writer was then able through the interviews, to confirm or pursue 
issues or patterns which had been highlighted by the survey.

The actual interview  is focused on the sub jective  
experiences o f  the persons who have been exposed 
to the situation. Their responses enable the researcher,
(a)to  te s t the validity o f  his hypothesis, and (b ) to ascertain  
any unanticipated responses to the situation, thus giving rise to 
fu rth e r hypotheses (Cohen and Manion, 1989, p.326)

The interview is a commonly used technique in research, which can be a 
flexible, responsive way of finding out things. The face to face 
interaction between the interviewer and interviewee can provide 
opportunities for example of observation, of verbal cues, clarification and 
modification. Cannel and Kahn (1968, cited Cohen and Manion, 1989, 
p.307) have described the interview as "initiated by the interviewer for 
the specific purpose of obtaining research relevant information and 
focused by him on content specified by research objectives of systematic 
description, prediction or explanation".

Robson, (1993, p.228) has described the interview as "a conversation with 
a purpose". On the surface, this may give the impression that it is very 
easy. On the contrary, there are very specific skills which the 
interviewer must develop and employ if she or he is to exploit the 
potential for rich, illuminating data. There are many pitfalls to be 
avoided and the interviewer needs also to be aware of potential bias in 
the questions. I t  is often the very flexibility, which can be so appealing, 
that can produce unreliable data because of lack of standardisation.

’Action research' implies that the researcher will be involved in a process 
which, will lead to a solution to the problem being studies (Verma and 
Beard, 1981). Certainly some issues relevant to action research have 
emerged during the course of this study. In particular, the writer is



conscious of the issues surrounding what might be perceived as 'self- 
evaluation', which could be highly contentious. Opinion seems to be very 
much divided on this.

At the end of the spectrum there are those who believe that the insider 
cannot carry out credible, objective research in the area in which he or 
she is centrally involved. At the other end of the spectrum, there is a 
view that outsider research is ineffective, particularly where change or 
development might be a purpose of the research, for instance Carr and 
Kemmis (1986).

The practitioner-researcher is someone who conducts systematic 
research at the same time as carrying out his/her professional duties. 
For instance a teacher might carry out some research into the effects of 
the introduction of SATs at Key Stage 2, or a social worker might 
undertake a study of a group of clients following the implementation of a 
care in the community' policy. The research is usually carried out in 
addition to normal duties but might take place in time specifically 
allocated by the employers. The focus of such study is to carry out 
professionally related research.

There are number of criticisms or limitations which the ’insider' or 
practitioner-researcher may have to face, none of which are 
insurmountable. Perhaps the main disadvantage of the practitioner- 
researcher role is the limited time available. Attempting to carry out 
systematic enquiry, which is not fragmented by other professional 
demands can be exceedingly difficult. Time management is therefore 
extremely important. Also, the practitioner-researcher may not have the 
experience or confidence to undertake the business of designing, 
implementing and analysing the research, although this will vary 
enormously from one researcher to another. Here, the practitioner can 
benefit from a taught course on research methodology. The insider 
might also have preconceived ideas about particular issues or solutions. 
The practitioner-researcher must therefore rigorously apply methods, 
which are based on justifiable principles. One useful technique for 
instance is triangulation, which has been employed in this study.

Another disadvantage might be the position of the researcher in the 
hierarchy of an organisation. This may for instance have an unwanted 
influence in an interactive interview situation where there are power
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differentials. The researcher will therefore need to look carefully at 
ways of avoiding this and achieving credibility and validity in the study. 
Nevertheless, these disadvantages can be outweighed by a number of 
advantages, which according to Sommer and Wicker (1991) can produce 
"unrivalled" expertise.
Firstly, the insider will have opportunities not available to an outsider, for 
instance pre-existing knowledge and experience of the situation and the 
people within it. Secondly, implementation of the research is likely to be 
less problematic since the practitioner-researcher will know and 
understand the organisation and its systems. Thirdly, although it might 
be argues, that there is potential for role conflict, Allen-Meares and 
Lane (1990) have found that there is potential synergy between research 
and practice and that the role and insight of the practitioner can be 
helpful in producing a useful and appropriate design and analysis. 
Certainly, the forging of links between research and practice is 
increasingly seen as advantageous, and, finding sympathy with this 
viewpoint, the researcher has proceeded with this study.

I t  is appropriate here to briefly discuss the writer's own role as a white 
researcher. The writer is conscious of the common criticism of white 
researcher focusing on black issues. Troyna and Carrington (1993) raise 
three main concerns relating to this dynamic. Firstly, that power and 
status differentials are so significant that they prevent the production 
of meaningful responses from black participants. Secondly, that the 
experiences of black people may be negatively and stereotypically 
perceived and interpreted by the white researcher. Thirdly, that the 
role of the white researcher as self-appointed arbitrator, is of ethical 
concern.

Whilst the researcher has worked in various capacities in the field of 
'race' relations for the last twenty years he would not attempt to justify 
his role on the spurious grounds of experience or empathy. Whilst the 
subject of the research is policy related, the purpose, as already stated, 
is to comment on Section 11 and the educational provision and the role of 
the Section 11 teacher (who may be black).

And, although such status and power differentials may have existed in 
this research, particularly in the interview situation, the writer feels 
that the trust built up over a number of years with the black and ethnic 
minority staff concerned went some way to offsetting these factors.



Whilst the writer recognises that black people should rightly reject 
white researchers regarding them as objects of study, the exclusion of 
white participation in race research seems to be naive and simplistic. Can 
no one but a Jew write of and research the holocaust?

Can white researchers not analyse and write about slavery? Can only 
white people research British history? I t  might be argued that one 
cannot understand British history without an understanding of slavery or 
black history. Can we understand the social, cultural and demographic 
history of urban areas without knowledge and understanding of the black 
presence?

More specifically in relation to this research which concerns Section 11, 
black groups have long argued that Section 11 funding and the issue of 
race, have been marginalised. Since the writer is part of the system 
which is marginalised and which marginalises, it seems to be legitimate to 
reflect upon, analyse and discuss issues of concern and make an 
assessment of the situation based on the evidence.
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CHAPTER 5

The Research Study - administration, design and conduct

Research Strategy

The principal intention of this research was to assess the impact of 
Section 11 funding in the Old Shires LEA as a resource in schools to help 
black and ethnic minority children overcome barriers, and access the 
school curriculum.

As already discussed in chapter 3, the Section 11 funding, both nationally 
and locally, was misused and misdirected for more than two decades. The 
writer was interested to see if Section 11 funding was now being more 
effectively used in schools, and by the local authority, following the 1990 
Home O ffice  guidelines which led to a ‘project-based' and a centrally 
managed Section 11 service.

As outlined in Chapter 4 the two main types of data were gathered for 
the purposes of the research. Firstly quantitative data from the survey 
questionnaire and classroom observations and secondly, qualitative data 
from the interviews with a range of ‘stakeholders' in the process, namely 
Headteachers; senior governors of the school; members of the senior 
management team with a responsibility in this area; subject/class 
teachers; Section 11 funded staff (both teaching and support staff); 
parents and pupils of the schools; together with LEA officers with 
responsibilities in this area and finally community representatives.

Additionally, some documentary evidence in the form of service data, 
local and national commentaries on these issues and written evidence 
from the survey have been used in certain circumstances where it has 
been useful in supporting or illustrating evidence from the two main 
sources. Government policy statements have also been included where 
their focus was particularly relevant to this research, notably Gillborn 
and Gipps (1996); Blair and Bourne (1998) and Ofsted (1999).
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Background and Context

Like many other Local Authorities, this particular authority has benefited 
from Section 11 funding for some considerable time. Education 
department records examined by the researcher show that Home Office 
funding was available to the LEA from at least 1966, although it was not 
until 1982 when the Home Office required Local Authorities to name 
Section 11 staff, that these staff were not easily identifiable. As 
pointed out in Chapter 3, this was by no means unusual at this time. From 
1982 onwards, in response to Home Office Circulars, the records show 
that the LEA attempted progressively to ensure that all Section 11 staff 
were identifiable and appeared to have job descriptions.

From 1986 until 1991, the 'post Swann' era, a senior manager had limited 
responsibility for monitoring Section 11 posts. However, this was 
difficult since the officer never had access to necessary information 
such as the names of the Section 11 staff, their location and their job 
descriptions. This was largely due to the fact that Section 11 staff were 
appointed by schools and there was no central service or mechanism for 
ensuring the ’tracking' of Section 11 staff. I t  was mainly left to 
Headteachers to get on with the appointment of Section 11 staff and 
subsequently to inform the authority of any new appointment. This did 
not always happen. I t  is debatable whether or not staff appointed to 
Section 11 during this period were always recruited and selected with the 
appropriate skills and knowledge in mind, particularly since it was difficult 
to attract staff with the right qualifications, skills and experience.

Since 1992, Section 11 support in schools has been centralised following a 
successful bid to the Home Office for funding. In line with the Home 
Office criteria, the provision is project based.

Funding was agreed initially at 75 per cent of staff salaries for a five 
year period. As indicated in Chapter 3, the level of Section 11 grant was 
for the first time since its application in 1967, lowered to 57 per cent 
from April 1994 and 50 per cent from April 1995 due to the ’economic 
climate' of the country.

The Old Shires LEA (1974-1997) had a programme of continued review of



service delivery to meet LEA quality standards. The review focus for the 
Autumn Term of 1995 was to 'survey the quality of educational provision 
funded under Section 11 for pupils with English as an additional language'.

The researcher asked if he could,

a) 'lead' the advisory team of 6 advisers who would collect 
the data for the review;

b) as a researcher be totally objective in making judgements 
from the data;

c) be given permission to approach a select group of schools 
from the survey (12 schools in all, representing a cross section 
of the schools covered in the survey) to conduct in-depth 
interviews, using a ’stem' format (see appendix F), with key 
personnel from school, which included:

i) the headteacher;
ii) the chair (or senior) governor;
iii) a representative of the schools SMT (Senior 

Management Team) who had responsibility for this area 
of school development;

iv) a subject/class teacher who had experience of 
working with Section 11 funded staff;

v) a Section 11 funded teaching member of staff;
vi) a Section 11 funded support assistant member of

staff;
vii) a parent(s) at the school whose child received 

support;
viii) the pupil(s) of the parents.

d) be given permission to approach a select representative
sample of interested parties f  rom:-
e) the professional staff of the LEA with 

responsibilities in this area of work as officers of the LEA;
f) community organisations which had direct roles in

relation to this area of research.

All the above to be interviewed by the researcher in conf idence 
with anonymity guaranteed.

The LEA agreed to all the above conditions on the basis that, as 
the researcher was also undertaking Ofsted Team member training 
during that period of time, that the report of the survey be 
written in an Ofsted Report writing style. The researcher
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agreed and the substantive report was included in appendix C_of 
the research; the main findings and recommendations from the 
survey were detailed

in Chapter 6 of the main research text.

To aid the reader in following the sequence of the research format 
the following diary overview was constructed : viz.

Autumn term 1995 : Survey Questionnaire sent to all
schools with Section 11 funded staff, with request to send back to 
the researcher by the end of September 1995. [headteachers 
were asked, in consultation with their staff/governors, to complete 
the questionnaire].

: a team of 6 advisors made lesson 
observations, in 27 schools, to gather data on the 'quality of 
teaching and learning' in Section 11 support work in these schools, 
including discussions with the headteacher to consider management 
issues raised by the survey questionnaire. The team was given pro
formas by the researcher (appendix D) to enable consistent 
feedback from lesson observations and discussions with 
headteachers. All the data produced was given to the researcher 
for evaluation and formed the basis of the research findings for 
Chapter 6 and appendix C.

: the questionnaire was sent to all 
schools who had received support from peripatetic staff during 
academic year 1994-95, and who were currently (Autumn term
1995) receiving peripatetic support. The headteachers were 
asked, in consultation with their staff, to make any comments, in 
writing, to the researcher about any issues raised by the 
questionnaire - they were not asked to fill in any sections of the 
questionnaire;

: the questionnaire was sent to all 
Section 11 funded staff in the LEA for their information and 
invited to comment, in writing, to the researcher on any aspect of 
the questionnaire - they were not asked to fill in any section of the 
questionnaire.

Spring term 1996 : the survey report (see Chapter6 and
appendix C ) was completed.

: the schools were identified for the 
follow up interviews and the key personnel to be interviewed, for 
the purposes of research triangulation, was arranged.
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Summer term 1996 : the 134 interviews were conducted by
the researcher (Chapter 6 and appendix C of the research) 
fin April 1997 the Old Shires LEA became the New Shires LEA and 
the New Unitary LEA]

Summer term 1999 : 6 schools were selected (the criteria
being to sample across age-phase in the New Shires LEA and New 
Unitary LEA) to gain an initial perception of the impact of the new 
EMAG funding arrangements from the DfEE (replacing the Section 
11 funding of the Home Office in April 1999).

These were informal interviews with the Heads and Senior 
Governors at the 6 schools; and the LEA officers with 
responsibility for EMAG in the two LEA's and the views of the 
community representatives in the two LEA's concerned.
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STATISTICAL 'CHARTS* ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH DATA

A. Survey visits to the 27 schools : lesson observation analysis using 
pro-formas identified in appendix D - ' research instruments'.

Grading judgements on the Ofsted Inspection Framework for 
Schools points scale i.e. 1 = very good to 6 = poor.

Schools involved (27) : Nursery (2); Infant/Lower (8)
Junior/Middle (8); High/upper (9)

[N.B. special schools were not included in visits in A) or C) as they 
were involved in their own major review at the time]

Grading analysis : lessons observed = 108 (1007o)

Number judged as satisfactory or better = 94 (88%)

There was an even spread across all age-phases.
The judgements are recorded in summary form in Chapter 6 and 
appendix C.

B. Survey Questionnaire : (see appendix C pp. 27-35)

The number of schools with school-based Section 11 
funded staff = 81
The number of schools who received peripatetic Section 11 
support = 76

The survey questionnaire was sent to all 81 schools above. The 
numbers of returns = 77. The 4 schools not returning the survey 
sent other documentation that the researcher could usefully 
incorporate into the overall findings, (the explanation from non
returning schools was that 3 had Ofsted Inspections imminent and

of which were good 
of which were very good 
as unsatisfactory 
as poor

= 52 (48%) 
= 12 (11%) 
= 9 (8%)
= 5 (4%)
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the other school had no Section 11 funded Co-ordinator at the 
time)

The questionnaire was completed, and signed, by the headteacher 
with assistance from Section 11 funded staff.

The questionnaire was sent to the 76 schools, identified above, for 
their information and any comments they would wish to make were 
asked for in writing by the researcher. There was 31 written 
reports which were added to the report evidence.

The survey questionnaire was sent to all Section 11 funded staff in 
the LEA for their information and any comments they would wish 
to make were asked for, in writing, by the researcher. The number 
of staff funded by Section 11 was 214 (160 teaching; 21 nursery 
nurses; 33 classroom support).
There was 137 written responses which were added to the report 
evidence.

The 81 schools represented over 60% of the pupil population in Old 
Shires LEA;
The 76 schools represented over 25% of the pupils population in 
Old Shires LEA.

Interviews with key personnel in the 'Stem' question schools

The schools were chosen to represent a sample of age-phase and 
allocated numbers of Section 11 funded staff at the schools (i.e. 
the schools chosen had Section 11 funded school based staff 
ranging from 0.5 to 9 teaching staff).

The interviews were used for several purposes. Firstly, they 
permitted triangulation. The qualitative data obtained could be 
used to cross-validate the survey/questionnaire data and vice 
versa. Secondly, the interviews provided face-to-face 
opportunities to discuss in-depth issues that the ‘stakeholders' felt 
were important. Thirdly, the use of the interviews as a research 
tool was intended to improve the overall quality of the research.

The ’Stem' questions (appendix F) were used as the ’agenda' for 
both the ’formal' interviews and ’informal' interviews.



ANALYSIS OF INTERVIEWS (78 formal; 56 informal)

a) Formal interviews with 12 headteachers (across age-phases 3-18)
(1996) 12 chair/senior governors

12 senior management team member 
12 subject/class teachers in 

secondary/primary schools 
12 Section 11 funded teachers 
12 Section 11 funded support assistants 
4 LEA officers 
2 Community Representatives

b) Informal Interviews with 19 pupils
(1996) 19 parent(s)

c) Informal Interviews with 6 headteahers (across age-phase sample)
(1999) 6 chair/senior governors

4 LEA officers 
2 Community Representatives

The Conduct of the Interviews

The researcher approached the 12 schools by letter first, 
acknowledging the LEA support for the research and inviting the 
schools to take part. This was followed by extended telephone 
conversation(s) with the headteacher and chair of governors (in 3 
of the 12 schools). There was a positive response from all 12 
schools. The researcher then agreed initial dates and times for 
the interviews, sending out the ‘stem' questions in advance and 
asking for any issues to be raised about the ’stem' questions prior 
to the agreed initial interview times. The interviews were either 
conducted in a quiet room in a school, an education office or the 
offices of the Community organisations concerned.



The interviews normally lasted between 30 minutes and one hour. 
The researcher decided to record responses by tape recorder as 
well as taking notes during the interview. Immediately after the 
interview the researcher listened to the tapes and edited the 
notes to form a summary of the key points raised (see appendix E).

The interview data was integrated with data gathered from the 
survey questionnaire and analysed thematically in line with the 
original research focus.



Chapter 6

The Research Findings

The Survey

Results of the survey of the quality of educational provision 
funded under Section 11 with English as an additional 
language

INTRODUCTION

The researcher has detailed his role, as researcher, in the previous chapter 
(5). This chapter summarised the main findings and recommendations for 
future action following an analysis of the Survey data. The judgements made 
in this chapter are annotated in Appendix C.
The second part of this chapter focusses on the summary findings from the 
Interviews data from 1996 and 1999. All the interviews are annotated in 
Appendix E.

MAIN FINDINGS

THE LEA's involvement in Section 11 funded support for pupils with English 
as an additional language plays a very significant part, through additional 
staffing, in developing pupils' English language skills and providing more equal 
access to the curriculum. Current levels of support have not kept pace with 
developing needs. The educational opportunity of many pupils would be 
severely curtailed by the withdrawal of this additional funding.

Much of the support work is sound and some of very high quality. Effective 
support is most often found in schools where leadership of the head on EAL 
issues is strong, where there is a well developed language policy and the 
awareness of all staff to language development opportunities is high.

Support is particularly effective where there is a good partnership between 
support staff and classroom teachers, and a good flow of information and 
strong commitment to joint planning. This is often achieved but the 
awareness of mainstream staff to effective working with Section 11 staff 
still requires development.

Shortcomings exist in lessons where objectives are unclear and language 
development opportunities are not exploited flexibly and inventively. Some
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teaching lacks interest and excitement and offers pupils inadequate 
challenge. The relationship between some withdrawal work and mainstream 
lessons is not clear. Inadequate classroom management by mainstream 
teachers can undermine the effectiveness or under use the skills of support 
staff.

Assessment practice is variable. There is some good practice where 
assessment is diagnostic and the outcomes are readily available to relevant 
staff. Some assessment is imprecise and is not used to diagnose pupils' 
learning needs or to set future targets. Assessment is not consistently used 
to target staff resources or to inform future planning. Further 
consideration needs to be given to the difficult area of distinguishing 
between language development needs and learning difficulties and the needs 
of pupils for additional learning support. Further work needs to be done by 
schools on the ethnic monitoring of examination and national test results.

Good quality Section 11 support substantially increases pupils' access to the 
curriculum and ability to cope with the demands of the National Curriculum 
work.

Section 11 staff are a very significant resource for schools. All types of 
support staff make a valid contribution. The instability of funding, 
uncertainty about the future and the contractual position lowers morale and 
makes work in Section 11 support less attractive. The increased proportion 
of bilingual support staff has had a positive effect both in the classroom 
and in home school relationships.

There have been difficulties in finding sufficient appropriately qualified and 
experienced applicants for the posts.
The analysis of need at the beginning of the current projects led to some 
anomalies in deployment. Clear and transparent criteria will be essential to 
future allocations.

All schools displayed a high commitment to meeting the needs of EAL pupils. 
The management and co-ordination of Section 11 support in school is, 
however, variable and ranges from the excellent and enterprising to the 
weak and poorly focused. I t  is mostly sound. There are wide variations in 
the clarity of schools' stated policies and procedures. Some are of very high 
quality. Some schools are flexible and creative in their deployment of 
resources for maximum effect. Future funding arrangements should not 
undermine the scope for such flexibility. Monitoring and evaluation by 
schools of the quality and effectiveness of additional provision is a relatively 
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The schools projects are soundly managed overall. Management has been 
effective in raising awareness across a wide spectrum of schools but more 
attention needs to be given to the relationship and information flow between 
project managers and schools. The criteria for the award of resources are 
not always clear. Monitoring and evaluation of the overall quality of 
provision needs further development. Centrally based staff play an 
important part in augmenting school based provision but more attention 
needs to be paid to helping school make the most effective use of this 
scarce resource.

There is worthwhile emphasis on training with a wide spectrum of opinion 
about overall quality. Training is clearly valued and effective when it is 
practical. Award bearing courses are valued. Continuing attention should be 
given to raising the awareness of mainstream staff. LEA mainstream 
courses need to pay more attention to EAL issues.

All the schools paid attention to developing resources for language 
development, curriculum access and multicultural education. Tight resource 
budgets, however, did inhibit development. The role of the Multicultural 
Education Resource Centres was valued by the schools.

Section 11 staff played an important part in furthering the stated 
commitment of all the schools surveyed in reaching out to their communities 
and developing home-school partnership. These developments have a 
beneficial effect in raising the level of participation in schools and 
increasing ethnic minority representation on governing bodies.

RECOMMENDATIONS

From an analysis of the survey the researcher would recommend that:

(i) The LEA should recognise the value of existing provision in developing 
English language skills, affording pupils more equal access to the 
curriculum and raising the general awareness of schools to the 
contribution of linguistic and cultural diversity by ensuring the 
continuation of funding at a level which recognises the growing numbers of 
pupils with English as an additional language.



(ii) The criteria for the allocation of staffing resources to schools
should be clear and transparent at the beginning of any new projects and
throughout their life.

(iii) In the light of restrictions and uncertainties attached to Home 
Office funding, continuing consideration should be given to 
mainstreaming of aspects of provision to allow flexible approaches 
which meet the particular needs of pupils in ’New' Bedfordshire and 
Luton.

(iv) Future arrangements should create structures and expectations in 
schools at project level which allowing schools flexibility to deploy and 
manage provision in the best interests of their pupils, ensure that 
resources are clearly targeted and capable of being monitored.

(v) Mechanisms should exist for the proactive and regular review of the 
quality of provision in schools and in the peripatetic services.

(vi) Project managers should further develop mechanisms which bring 
them together with schools in constructive dialogue about resources, 
deployment and methodology.

(vii) The process for the drawing up of bids for future funding and 
consideration of the structure of future provision should allow for 
realistic representation from headteachers of schools with differing 
levels of need.

(Viii) The LEA should review its existing ’Guidelines on Bilingualism' and
encourage good practice through guidance and an aide menoire which 
can form the basis for schools' own internal monitoring and evaluation 
and an agreed focus and source of criteria for external evaluation.

(ix) Further attention should be given to raising the awareness of
mainstream teachers to cultural diversity, the language development 
needs of all pupils of all language backgrounds. The inspection and 
advisory service should seek opportunities to include more emphasis 
on the needs of EAL pupils in its mainstream courses.
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The Interviews

The schools were chosen because they reflected a range of both age- 
phase (Lower/Infant, Middle, High/Upper) schools and ethnic diversity 
(ranging from 15% to 90% ethnic minority populations in the schools 
chosen).

The key people interviewed, using the Stem Questionnaire (appendix F), 
were the Headteacher; governor (usually the Chair of Governors); a senior 
teacher with responsibility in this area; class teachers; Section 11 funded 
staff (Teaching and non-teaching); and interviews in a more informal 
format with parents and pupils. These interviews were conducted as a 
follow up to the schools survey questionnaire (chapter 5, section a) and 
were completed during the Spring and Summer terms of 1996.

In addition to the above interviews I  contacted the Heads and (Chair of 
Governors) of 6 schools (3 in New Shires LEA; and 3 in New Unitary LEA) 
during the Summer term 1999 to gain an insight into their initial reactions 
to the new EMAG project. The schools chosen reflected the 3 age-phases 
represented in the 1996 interviews. These were informal interviews, 
usually with the Head and Chair of Governors together, and they provided 
very valuable insights into progress and development of the research study 
focus.

I  also interviewed, in 1996, the two officers with specific responsibility in 
this area in the Old Shires LEA i.e. this comprised the Administrative 
Officer with responsibility to the Home Office for the Section 11 bid 
submission and the officer who co-ordinated the Section 11 project, using 
the Stem Questionnaire.

This was replicated informally, during the Summer term of 1999 with 
officers in New Shires LEA and New Unitary LEA.

In a similar manner I  also interviewed representatives from formal 
Community Organisations with a specific interest in this area (e.g. Race 
equality council in New Shires LEA and Race Advisory Forum in New 
Unitary). The overall number of formal interviews conducted was 78, and 
the number of informal interviews conducted was 56.
This gave the researcher a wide ranging database on which to draw
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the following impressions.

The key issues of concern arising from the interviews * during the 1995- 
96 period was a 100% commitment on the part of all the 'stakeholders' 
interviewed to the Section 11 funding policy. The parents and older pupils 
who might have assumed to have the least knowledge about Section 11 
were, in fact, very aware of the funding and the likely impact if the 
funding was cut. The only group of the nine main 'stakeholders' who did not 
register this strong commitment were the younger pupils, (Y7 and below), 
who although supportive of the staff concerned were, obviously not in a 
position to make informed judgements because of their age and maturity.

The single most quoted reference to the six stem questions, from all the 
interviewees, was the campaign to prevent cuts to Section 11 funding at 
local level i.e. through petitions to the local Councils, who had from the 
financial years 1994 to the present day, had to make annual decisions 
regarding continued funding or cuts to the service provided. All of the 
Section 11/EMAG funded staff; senior staff in schools; governors; 
Community groups and parents (together with the older (Yll) pupils had 
been involved in some capacity in "this essential service for our equality" 
(interview reference 133). All of their current views on Section 11 had 
been based in some way from the 'No cuts to Section 11 Funding' campaign, 
although a number of senior staff retold experiences from the 1970's and 
1980's, when they were either Section 11 funded staff themselves or 
worked in schools with funded staff. The most telling "memory" they had 
from that period was the fact that they did not know either that they 
themselves were funded by Section 11, or that colleagues they worked with 
were so designated. The major factor in their "awareness" of Section 11 
came with the Project Format in 1992.

The school staff, and the LEA officers and community representatives and 
the Governors who were LEA councillors, all stated that the change to 
Project Format, and the lead-in consultation process to the April 1992 
start date for the Projects, were significant in theory perceptions of 
Section 11. A number of Section 11 funded staff and officers were aware 
of the employment contract scenario regarding Section 11 funded staff, as 
the new Project format brought "time-limit" format for the first time. 
The ’consultation' process prior to the 1992 projects had also focussed on 
current contracts, and for a number of school staff this had meant signing 
new' contracts to acknowledge their ’grant-status'.

*  the full texts of the interviews are detailed in appendix E
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They remarked that this "focused the mind on what exactly being Section 
11 funded meant" (source: interviews 5; 15; 35; 69; 79).

So although Government policy through the Project format was clarifying 
the role and future for Section 11 work it was also building a "them and us" 
(source: interviews 5; 15; 69; 79) scenario to the staffroom.

The division was exacerbated with the Home Office letter of November 
1992 detailing the reduction in grant funding to LEA's. Where previously 
the majority of the schools interviewed (10 out of 12), had arrangements 
for allowing staff (if they wished) to be a support (Section 11 funded) 
teacher/assistant for a year (or longer) the rationale, as explained by the 
headteachers' concerned as "excellent professional development", the new 
insecurity created by a time-limited, and now cash-limited project had a 
negative effect on imaginative strategies for role swapping. The outcome, 
in its worst scenario, was described as feeling "like the pariah of the 
staffroom" (sources: interview 107).

This issue was further compounded by general cuts in education about both 
national and local levels. The next effect during 92-98 period was that any 
general redundancy scenarios in the school had to include all staff, except 
Section 11 funded staff, as they were on different contracts; but when 
cuts were being made to Section 11/EMAG staffing, in the New Shire LEA 
financial year 1998-99, all staff were subject to the redundancy threat. 
The overwhelming consensus during the 1995-95 interviews to stem 
question 5 was "disastrous " (source: all headteacher: SMT and Section 11 
funded staff; parents and older pupils), "politically unacceptable" (source: 
2; 12; 22; 32; 58).

The writer will consider the ’future developments' at the end of this 
chapter. There was a remarkable consensus on this issue which influences 
the conclusions and recommendations, but before considering the 
responses to stem question 6, the interviews of 1999 revealed a very 
significant "shift" in the political dynamic from the 1995-96 interviews.

The 1999 interviews revealed some significant insights into how
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Government policies can be both enhanced and subverted by local politics.

The total consensus from the Headteachers and Governors of the three 
school interviewed in the New shire LEA was that EMAG was an 
"unmitigated shambles" (source: Headteacher - interview 121) and an 
example of "prima facie institutional racism by the ruling group on the 
Council" (source: interview 118). The majority party in New shires LEA had 
effectively cut the Section 11 to EMAG budget by 30% for the financial 
year 98/99.

The decision was to get the minimum level as proscribed by the Home 
Office for the financial year 98/99 even though the Home Office had 
declared a "status quo" financial settlement with the lead-in to EMAG for 
April 1999 to be as smooth a transition from Home Office funding to DfEE 
Standards Funding as possible. The decision to cut the Section 11 budget 
by 30% came as a complete surprise to all the ‘Stakeholders' involved. The 
New Shire Community representatives were "incensed" (source: interview
133) when the decision was announced with no prior consultation and indeed 
even the Officers concerned were "surprised" (source: interview 130). 
The net result of this decision was to plunge us (i.e. the New Shires LEA 
schools) into an horrific redundancy scenario" (source: interview 117). 
These were sentiments echoed by all the New Shires schools interviewed 
in 1999.

The comparison between the two LEA's (i.e. the New Shires LEA and the 
New Unitary LEA) in 1999, could not have been more dramatic. The New 
Shire schools with 30% across project cuts, decided to "opt in" to the LEA 
EMAG ’scheme'. The reasons given were that a) "they (the LEA) can pick 
up the hassle and tabs for reduced staffing" (source: interview 118) and b) 
“ we will bid for EAZ and show them what commitment to the kids and 
community should be like" (source: interview 122).

This is in direct contrast to the New Unitary schools who "opted out" of 
central control because “ we know this LEA will be maintaining the extra 
funding in the future", (source: interview 124) and so the New Unitary 
school took on the contracts of the EMAG funded staff "because they are 
part of us anyway" (source: interview 123). The main dissenting voice in 
the New Unitary LEA was from the Community representative(s) who felt 
that “the dangers of returning to the old covert discrimination against



the black staff could return" (source: interview 134), the concern there 
was that the central LEA could not properly monitor the new EMAG 
project and that with staffing issues in the hands of individual schools "the 
trend to recruit more black staff would be reversed" (source: interview
134).

The overall conclusions to the interviews both in 1995-96 and 1999 in 
regard to stem question 6 were illuminating in their general consensus 
towards a more wide-ranging brief for the Projects as a whole and the job 
descriptions of school based staff in particular. So in summary form it can 
be agreed that:-

1. There was a consensus that the Projects should be aimed at
"race equality issues rather than just language issues" 
(source: interviews - a ll).

2. Three was a consensus that more finance should be available
from central government: "back to the real spending power of 
the £132 million in 1992 with more 'ear-marked' monies for 
schools who have the needs" (source: interviews 1; 11; 21; 31; 
41; 49; 57; 65;).

3. There was a consensus that there should be no ’time-limits'
which "discourage career developments in this area" (source: 
interviews 1; 11; 21; 31:).

There are many details outlined in the interviews (see appendix E) but the 
overall perception was that the need for resources was paramount and that 
there is no greater resource than that of the human resource. That 
Section 11/EM AG staff are valued by schools, parents and pupils is evident 
from this research and that the ’stakeholders' wish to see significant 
developments in the future will be taken up in the final chapter of this 
research.



Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Recommendations

Initial reflections

Before outlining the conclusions and recommendations from this 
research, the writer would wish to reflect on the impact that the 
research has had, both personally and professionally. Personally, the 
interviews , in particular, will always remain a constant source of 
conviction that 'race' equality matters in our multicultural-multiethnic and 
multifaith society. The very deep and real committment to that equality 
was expressed from all the ’stakeholders' interviewed, with all total 
belief that respect and partnership were the "way ahead". This was both 
a personal and professionally empowering experience for the writer. 
Professionally, the research has given the writer a greater insight into 
his own understanding of the dynamics of Government policies over the 
last thirty three years and although ,either directly ,or indirectly, the 
writer has been involved in this area, the research has enabled the writer 
to be ’objective' about the judgements made. As the writer is no longer 
involved directly with EMTAG (from April 2000) and had not been 
involved with Section 11 matters , professionally,within an LEA since 
1997, the research o ffered  a rare  opportunity to reflect objectively on 
the issues raised by the conclusions and recommendations detailed in this 
final chapter. The writer feels that these recommendations could be very 
timely as the Government begins to review it's future policy developments 
and the strengths and opportunities that are presented by this research 
could have a beneficial impact on that future development.

The previous chapter presented and discussed the research data and 
findings concerning Section 11/EMAG provision in education comparing 
and contrasting the impact in the New Unitary and New Shires local 
education authorities. The present chapter seeks to draw conclusions 
and recommendations based on the research as a whole and reflects on 
what key requirements are needed if Government policy in this area is to 
be beneficial for all the stakeholders in education in the twenty first 
century.

Chapter 1 introduced and presented the rationale for the study.
Chapters 2 and 3 set out the background, summarising the political 
responses to immigration from the New Commonwealth, in particular, and 
focusing in more detail on the introduction and development of Section 11
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(and later as EMAG) as legislative political intervention. Chapter 4 set out 
the parameters of the research, the rationale, methodology and strategy. 
A multi-method approach was used involving the collection of qualitative 
and quantitative data principally through the use of a survey 
questionnaire, classroom observations and interviews with the key 
stakeholders in this area. Chapter 5 presented and considered research 
data and findings based on the ‘stem' questionnaire theme so that the 
qualitative and quantitative data collected from different sources could 
be integrated.

The aims of the concluding chapter are to integrate and analyse the 
various strands so as to address the original research issues identified in 
Chapter 4 and to make recommendations for future strategic 
developments in this area. To present the conclusions the writer will use 
a critical phase from the Swann Report (1985 op.cit) to structure the 
analysis. One of the key recommendations from the Swann Report was 
that all educational establishments, including LEA's; should adopt a 
"coherent overall strategy" to the principle of ‘Education for AH' i.e. the 
positive preparation of ALL pupils for life in our multi cultural society. 
The researcher will use this concept of a "coherent overall strategy" to 
consider the analysis of the impact of Government policies from the 
1960's to the present day.

The overall conclusion of this research is that there is not and has never 
been a "coherent overall strategy" from successive Governments from 
the 1960's to the current Government in 1999 in relation to ’race' equality 
in education.

The evidence from chapters 2 and 3 reveal a “piecemeal" approach to the 
issue of ‘race equality' in education. The creation of Section 11 of the 
Local Government Act of 1966 was not part of any "coherent overall 
strategy" on behalf of the Government of the day. Indeed the overall 
philosophy was one of ‘compensatory' provision to LEA's in urban areas to 
offset the "burden" of ethnic minorities from the New Commonwealth. 
That Section 11, and now EM AG, is the main source of Government 
funding for ‘race’ equality is itself a key indicator of Governmental policy 
thinking over the last 30 years. There has been “additional" funding 
through small scale provision such as the Education Support Grant in 
response to the Swann Report (1985 op.cit), however those sources of 
funds have been short lived as other priorities have superseded them. I t  
was significant that in the lead-in to the introduction of the National
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Curriculum in 1988 that the only 'national priority area to be removed 
from the list of 20 priorities was 'multi-cultural education'. I t  is equally 
signif icant that the only working party, set up to provide advice on how 
the National Curriculum should be implemented, not to have their report 
published was the ’multi-cultural education' working party (1991 DfEE 
press statement). The current Government's (1997-present) policy does 
indicate a significant shift in rhetoric from the previous Government 
(1979-1997). However the writer would argue that there is currently no 
"coherent overall strategy" yet, although in the final analysis there 
indeed maybe the potential for such a strategy and the writers 
recommendations will focus on that potential in the conclusion.

The perception of the stakeholders in the two local education authorities, 
as outlined in Chapter 5, reflected a growing awareness both of the 
nature of Section 11/EMAG provision and of its critical importance in the 
achievement potential of ethnic minority group pupils in schools. The very 
real concerns being expressed by the heads and chairs/senior governors 
in the 1999 interviews with the New Shires LEA demonstrate that 
positive Government commitments to maintain even the 'status quo' 
provision can be undermined by local councils who do not place a priority 
in this area.

In the light of the definitions from the Macpherson Report (1999 op.cit) 
on 'institutional racism' it was uniformly an issue raised by the 
headteachers and senior governors in New Shires LEA that the reduction 
in EMAG funding constituted a "prima facie" case of institutional racism 
at a local level by the New Shires Council. The overall consensus from 
the local stakeholders, in both New Unitary and New shires LEA's, was 
that EMAG was an "essential" support. The criteria for the new funding 
should be enhanced to include a wider criteria embracing the issues 
raised by the Macpherson report (1999 op.cit) in relation to an 'Education 
for All' philosophy which included an antiracist - intercultural dimension in 
addition to the language-focus of the existing criteria from the DfEE.

The Current Scenario

The scope of the research has covered the academic years of 1995/6 - 
1998/99. The latest Government policy in this area was outlined by 
Schools Minister Charles Clarke in the press release (110/99) on 10th 
March 1999 under the headline:
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'Improved standards for ethnic minority pupils will be our lasting 
response to Lawrence Inquiry'.

Clarke "reaffirms" that "it is a very strong Government priority to 
continue to narrow the gap in achievement between ethnic minority and 
white pupils". There was however an acknowledgement that government 
policy should encompass more than ethnic minority pupils support when he 
stated that:

"We agree with the view of the Macpherson Report that it is 
important that the National curriculum properly reflects the needs 
of a diverse society. As part of the National Curriculum review, we 
are seeking ways to ensure that all pupils gain an understanding of 
citizenship and democracy. An important part of this will be 
fostering an understanding of the diversity of cultures which exist
in Britain today we are looking at the range of ways of ensuring
that the curriculum responds fully to the needs of all pupils".

This is certainly sustaining the rhetoric from David Blunkett's foreword 
to ’Excellence in Schools' where he stated that:

"the government's core commitment to equality of opportunity and 
high standards for all" (July 1997)

Issues of social justice and equality of opportunity are now firmly on the 
political agenda. However an initial analysis of these issues as ’core' policy 
objectives after two years in government leads this researcher to believe 
there is a significant gap between rhetoric and reality.

There is evidence that the New Labour is wedded to a limited and 
simplistic understanding of social justice that pursues form at equality of 
provision and access rather than substantive equity in outcomes. This 
perspective is incapable of addressing the multiple and complex ways in 
which racism, and other forms of social exclusion operate />7and through 
the system. Labour's policy proposals - far from reducing ’race' inequality 
- are likely to create the conditions whereby existing inequalities not only 
persist, but actually worsen.
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Following their election victory, New Labour's first detailed policy 
statement1Excellence in Schools’ D̂f EE, 1997a) took education as its 
focus. Similarly, the newly established Social Exclusion Unit (SEU) made 
education its first concern by using its inaugural report to consider 
truancy and exclusions from school (SEU, 1998). These high profile 
reports not only shared a concern for education but also broke the 
dominant policy approaches under the Conservatives by explicitly 
addressing 'race' inequalities. Both reports quote statistics on the extent 
of ’race' inequalities and even go as far as to cite research that suggests 
an active, though an often unintended, role for teachers and schools in 
creating and/or amplifying ’race' inequalities. In view of the 
Conservatives' historic refusal to address these issues during the 1980's 
and 1990's, such changes are important. Unfortunately, they are not 
enough. Both the White Paper 'Excellence in Schools’ and the SEU report 
treat ’race' and ethnic diversity as bolt-on features. They mention ’race' 
inequality in short, discrete sections that are separated from the major 
discussion of relevant issues. Consequently, when overall policy 
recommendations are formulated there is little or no sign that 'race' 
issues have seriously informed the decisions. Although the language of 
policy now allows for 'race' inequality to be mentioned the thrust of 
reforms continues to pursue colour-blind targets.
This approach fails to address the existing 'race' inequalities that scar 
the system ara/leaves the way clear for the same processes to continue 
their discriminatory work, possibly leading to a worsening of the current 
situation, unless there is a government commitment to turn the rhetoric 
of July 1997 into reality for the twenty first century.

Equality for All?

'underachievement is not confined to the ethnic minorities... (O u r) 
policies apply to a ll pupils irrespective o f  ethnic origin. As they  
bear fru it, ethnic m inority pupils w ill share in the b e n e fit’ 
(Hansard, 14 march 1985; col. 451).

This was how Keith Joseph, then Secretary of State for Education and 
Science, argued against the call for specific action on 'race' inequalities 
embodied in the principal recommendations of the Swann Report (1985). 
His words embody a common fallacy, viz the belief that as reforms 
trigger improvements in overall ’standards', so all groups will share in the 
benefit and existing inequalities will lessen. I t  is a belief repeated under
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John Major and now accepted as conventional wisdom by the ‘New Labour' 
government. I t  is fallacy however, because different social groups do not 
draw equal benefit from reform. For example, the Youth Cohort Study 
of England and Wales (YCSO) suggests that the relative gap between the 
attainments of white and Black 16 year olds actually worsened between 
the mid 1980's and 1990's. In 1985, 7 percent of 16 year old African 
Caribbean young people surveyed had attained five or more higher grade 
(A* - C passes), compared with 21 percent of their white peers (Drew, 
1995:76): a gap of 14 percentage points. In 1996 the comparable level of 
attainment was achieved by 23 percent of Black pupils and 45 percent of 
whites (CRE, 1998:2): a gap of 22 percentage points. During a period 
when overall attainments rose dramatically, therefore, the relative gap 
between white and Black students actually grew by around half as much 
again.

Policies are not enacted in a social vacuum. I f  policies do not explicitly 
address 'race' or social class issues it seems all too predictable that the 
same processes that have created the original inequalities will impact 
upon policy implementation so that groups draw different benefits. That 
would explain how white pupils, already doing better in terms of higher 
grade passes, came to draw even greater benefit from reforms that were 
associated with an unparalleled emphasis on A* - C grade passes.

In trying to deliver year-on-year improvements schools have applied the 
same ‘measures' and indicators of 'ability' that created inequalities 
originally. Hence, the greater the use of selection, the more pronounced 
are the inequalities by social class and ethnic origin . In Gillborn and 
Youdell's forthcoming study, for example, some of their case study 
schools' high profile and time-consuming initiatives to raise achievement 
seemed in effect to operate as little more than elaborate insurance 
policies for pupils (especially white middle class boys) for whom success 
was already predicted (Gillborn and Youdell, 1999),

Anti-racism in policy and practice:

The election of a Labour government has undoubtedly opened up 
possibilities for anti-racist action that simply would not have been 
possible under a Conservative administration. Nevertheless, there is a 
long way to go before the fine words of social justice and inclusivity find 
expression in real changes to the life chances of minority students and 
their peers from working class backgrounds. Afr'\car\ Caribbean heritage 
students, whatever their gender and social class background, too often
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find themselves working against teacher expectations that embody 
assumptions about criminality, lack of motivation and lesser ’ability' (see 
Game and George, 1999; Giliborn and Gipps, 1996; Sewell, 1997 and 1997). 
The same is often true of their white working class peers (Giliborn and 
Youdell, 1999).

New Labour's commitment to greater inclusivity and equality is an 
important step forward but one that is severely limited by the 
administration's failure to grasp a critical understanding of the processes 
by which ’race' and class inequalities are made and re-made through 
education. Elsewhere, Labour's approach to ’race' and education has been 
characterised as a form of ’naive multiculturalism' (Giliborn. 1999). That 
is, a policy approach that accepts a limited understanding of equity based 
on a weak theory of social injustice: this approach stresses form a! 
equality o f  access rather than substantive equity o f  outcome. This 
analysis explains Labour's readiness to grant state-funding to Muslim, 
Seventh Day Adventist and, most recently, a Sikh school while shying 
away from establishing ’race' specific targets for levels of attainment or 
reductions in exclusions. I t  is an approach that consciously and explicitly 
celebrates ethnic diversity as a source of cultural richness and strength 
but tends in the detail of policy to treat diversity as a deficit factor of 
marginal significance.
For example, linguistic diversity is continually presented as a threat to 
attainment and additional funding for schools with high numbers of 
minority students is dependant upon a grant (not assured by 
demonstrating need) that is won by showing competence in view of 
centrally determined performance indicators and values. NaYve 
multiculturalism professes equal opportunity but manifestly fails or 
refuses to engage with the multiple and complex ways in which ’race' 
inequalities are constituted in and through education.

The debates around selection by ’ability' are a perfect example of how 
’common-sense' and colour-blind priorities have silenced or erased an 
understanding of how such processes actually serve to reinforce 
inequality in practice. I f  the Government is serious about reducing ’race' 
inequality in the British educational system it will have to undertake a 
fundamental rethinking of current policy goals and methods. This means 
elevating 'antiracism' from a newly re-found slogan of intent (suddenly 
deemed acceptable in post - Stephen Lawrence politics) to a serious 
analysis of current problems. This would reveal challenging possibilities 
for action and a damning critique of current provision.
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The collective failure of an organisation to provide an appropriate 
and professional service to people because of their colour, culture 
or ethnic origin. I t  can be seen or detected in processes, attitudes 
and behaviour which amount to discrimination through unwitting 
prejudice, ignorance, thoughtlessness and racist stereotyping 
which disadvantage minority ethnic people. I t  persists because of 
the failure of the organisation openly and adequately to recognise 
and address its existence and causes by policy, example and 
leadership' The Stephen Lawrence Inquiry (Macpherson, 1999, 
P-28).

This is the definition of ’institutional racism' offered by the Stephen 
Lawrence Enquiry. Like many previous definitions it attempts to cut 
through the fog of good intentions and focus instead on real outcomes. 
Such a definition requires that we examine the effects of actions and 
policies, not their intent. By this definition it is hard to avoid the 
conclusion that contemporary British education is institutionally racist.

First, there is the ‘failure... to provide an appropriate and professional 
service'. There is compelling evidence of the system's failure in this 
respect. Witness the repeated and signif icant over-representation of 
Black children among suspensions and exclusions (Bridges, 1994; Giliborn 
and Gipps, 1996; OFTED, 1996); also the continuing and, in some cases, 
growing inequalities of achievement.

Second, regarding the processes of institutional racism, as ’discrimination 
through unwitting prejudice, ignorance, thoughtlessness and racist 
stereotyping’. The nail bomb attacks against minority communities in 
London in April 1999 provided a reminder that racism (and homophobia) 
can still adopt the most simple, crude and deadly forms. But these 
incidents, like the murder of Stephen Lawrence, do not lessen the 
importance of the more hidden and widespread forms of discrimination 
that operate through ’common-sense' racism.

In relation to racialized processes at work in schools, for example, 
research demonstrates the more severe disciplining and control of Black 
pupils (e.g. Connolly, 1998; Giliborn, Sewell, 1997; Wright, 1986 and 1992); 
and the discrimination that occurs through low expectations of ’ability' 
that are fixed through processes such as setting and GC5E tiering (see 
above and Giliborn and Youdell, 1999).
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In conclusion,it is worth remembering Macpherson's views on leadership 
and policy: that institutional racism ’persists because of the failure of 
the organisation openly and adequately to recognise and address its 
existence and causes by policy, example and leadership'. The concern 
with policy is instructive. I t  is simply inadequate to respond to racism in 
education by seeking to heap yet more blame on teachers and teacher 
trainers (the traditional ’villains' of popular attacks on education). I t  is 
certainly true that these groups have a vital role, and the recent 
response of teachers' leaders to these issues has been hugely 
disappointing (Blair et al, 1999). Nevertheless, there are other bodies 
with an equally important role. The Qualifications and Curriculum 
Authority (QCA), for example, oversees the National Curriculum and the 
examinations system. The QCA has yet to demonstrate any readiness to 
answer criticism of the National curriculum as narrow and elitist.
Similarly, tiering has been extended without any attempt to work against 
possible inequalities in access and attainment. The Office for Standards 
in Education (OFSTED) has a patchy record in this field; publishing a 
damning study of the failure of schools and LEA's seriously to address 
’race' inequalities (OFSTED 1999) but itself stands accused of giving 
equal opportunities too low a priority in inspection reports (NAME, 1998). 
Finally, the Government itself must accept a large degree of 
responsibility. New Labour inherited many problems but, as we have 
shown, it has also proved unwilling (or unable) to tackle the deeper 
structural issues related to existing ’race' inequalities. I t  is widely 
accepted that the attempt to create an education market, including the 
publication of league tables, has generated additional inequalities of 
opportunity associated with ’race' and class (Gerwirta et al, 1998;
Giliborn, 1997; Tomlinson, 1998; Whitty et al, 1998). The pressure to 
complete and deliver yearly league table improvements provides a 
powerful (sometimes irresistible) pressure to ration resources in ways 
that will best influence published scores (Giliborn and Youdell, 1999) and 
yet one of Labour's first acts in Government was to re-assert the 
importance of league tables (DfEE, 1997b). Similarly the DfEE's response 
to the Lawrence Enquiry amounted to little more than a restatement of 
previously announced initiatives and the frightening complacent conclusion 
that the National Curriculum already provided all necessary flexibility, 
(see Blair et al., 1999).
The year-on-year improvements in the headline statistics of achievement 
are a powerful testament to the power to affect change in education. 
’Race' inequality is not inevitable, in some areas dramatic changes have 
occurred, sometimes running directly contrary to national patterns (see
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Giliborn and Gipps, 1996). Given sufficient will and resourcing across the 
spectrum of education, real changes are possible. Unfortunately, there is 
little sign that the current administration is able or willing to face these 
challenges. Labour's naYve multiculturalism is an advance over the 
determined refusal to consider equity issues displayed by previous 
Conservative governments. I t  nevertheless represents an, as yet, 
inadequate policy response in the face of the deep seated and 
institutionalised racism that characterises the contemporary education 
system. The final section of this research will attempt to identify 
processes that will progress policy rhetoric into everyday reality.

Key Recommendations and final reflections

Sir William Macpherson's report following the inquiry into the tragic 
death of Stephen Lawrence marks a historic watershed in race relations. 
Unlike the preceding Swann Report Education fo r A ll (DES, 1985), this 
inquiry has managed to capture the attention of the general public in a 
spectacular way. In doing so, it has highlighted the widespread concern 
about the extent of racial discrimination in our society and the 
entrenched and outdated attitudes of even our most trusted institutions.

Government ministers have responded with an extensive action plan which 
is to be implemented with the direct involvement of the Home Secretary. 
The ministerial response, based on the recommendations of the Stephen 
Lawrence Inquiry, aims to ensure that all our public institutions, from the 
police force to other major employers, are forced to scrutinise their 
practices. Throughout, the objective has been not to lay blame but to 
identify workable and practical solutions to overcome the disadvantage 
and discrimination that Black and minority ethnic citizens continue to 
face in daily life. A key element of the action plan has been to respond to 
the Macpherson recommendations on prevention and the role of 
education.
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Recommendations

The Macpherson Report sets out three key recommendations on 
prevention and the role of education.

Recommendation 67 That consideration be given to amendment o f  the  
N ational Curriculum aim ed a t  valuing cultural d iversity and preventing  
racism , in o rd er b e tte r  to re fle c t the needs o f  a diverse society.

Recommendation 68 That Local Education A uthorities and school 
governors have the du ty  to create  and implement s trateg ies in th e ir 
schools to p reven t and address racism. Such strateg ies to include:

4 th a t a ll schools re c o rd  a ll rac is t incidents 
4 th a t a ll reco rd ed  incidents are reported  to the pupils' 

parents/guardians, school governors and LEA's 
4 th a t the number o f  ra c is t incidents are published annually, on a  

schools by school basis 
4 th a t the numbers and s e lf-d e fin e d  ethnic id en tity  o f  nexduded" pupils 

are published annually on a school by school basis.

Recommendation 69 That O FSTED inspections include examination o f  
the implementation o f  such strategies.

Recommendations based on the rzszarch f  indinos:

The researcher welcomes the Macpherson Report recommendations but 
feels the Government need to make major structural initiatives in 
addition to the Macpherson recommendations viz.

1. the Government needs to commit philosophically and f  inancially to 
realise the rhetoric of policy into practice. The strengths of 
Government policy potential include:

a) an overarching commitment from the UK Human
Rights Statute (to become law in 2000) to inform 
Governmental policies and practices across all departments 
(as referred to the Home Office  letter of 30 /4/99 - 
Appendix 1). This would form the baseline for all 
Government equalities policies;



b) in terms of the current EMTAG (Ethnic Minority and 
Travellers Achievement Grant) Standards Fund 2000-2001 
(Grant number 17). This should be replaced by a generic 
'Race' Equality Grant, with a more wide ranging criteria to 
encompass the key issue of an "overall Strategy" as outlined 
in this research; the funding for this should reflect National 
Priority status and be based on a Government/LEA ratio of 
2:1. This would increase Government spending commitment 
which would then enable LEA's to formulate, with the local 
stakeholders, a local "coherent overall strategy" which would 
meet Government "overall strategies" as outlined in (a) 
above.

c) The staffing implications of (b) should focus on a long
term project initiative (2001-2009) which would encourage
career development in this area and the focus of the wider 
criteria in this "coherent overall strategy" would focus job 
descriptions on meeting ’race' equality targets, outlined in 
Macpherson, and outlined in appendix F which would form the 
basis of implementing the key research* and policy findings 
of the last decade into strengths and opportunities in the 
twenty f  irst century.

1. (*including the HMI; DfEE; OFSTED and QCA reports (op cit) 
reviewed earlier in this research, and the potential from 
Curriculum 2000; the Crick report on citizenship education; the 
Advisory Group on Raising the Achievement of Ethnic Minority 
Pupils and the DfEE circular 10/99 on ‘Social Inclusion have all 
important issues to complement the Macpherson Report. At the 
time of writing another invaluable resource in the form of the 
C.R.E.'s publication ’Learning for All' (standards for ’racial' equality 
in schools) is forthcoming (February 2000). This has the potential 
to provide an excellent "template" for policy development in this 
area and this is highlighted in the following recommendations.

2. LEA’s need to implement Recommendation 68 from the Macpherson 
Report, quoted above on page 10, however the researcher would 
agree with the Home Secretary's Action Plan, point 6 (Home 
Office, 1999) where he makes the comment "The Government does 
not, however, agree with the recommendation to publish the 
number of racist incidents on a school by school basis. A number 
of disadvantages would arise from this approach. In our view, that 
risks discouraging the reporting of racist incidents to the 
detriment of minority ethnic children, effectively penalising those
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schools which sought to address the problems by acting in an open 
and honest manner", (quoted in the CRE publication ’Learning for 
All', appendix 5).

The researcher would like to see the Government initiate the 
recommendation 1 above from this research, whereby LEA's could 
support with 'race' equality specific staff through guidance for 
schools (as outlined in appendix G of this research). LEA's should 
have a monitoring and evaluation role to play in overseeing 
developments in this area, especially setting up structures of 
consultations with community groups to enable a partnership across 
the key ’stakeholders' to be efficient in promoting ’race' equality 
work, using the CRE publication ’Learning for All' as a template for 
Action planning for LEA's Education Development Plans.

3. Schools should work in partnership with the LEA to ensure that 
the guidance from the CRE's ’Learning for All' is put into practice. 
Headteachers and governors have a key role as the catalyst in the 
institution for ’policy, leadership and management' issues.
In-service training which focuses on implementing, monitoring and 
reviewing the guidance from, ’Learning for All' should be a priority 
for ’whole school' initiatives in this area. Heads, and Chairs of 
governors, in particular should be involved by INSET, organised 
through the LEA, to disseminate good practice e.g. the research 
findings in the DfEE's ’Making the Difference' would be an 
excellent complement to ’Learning for AH'. All staff, especially if 
there were to be a ’Race' Equality Grant initiative from the 
Government, as recommended in item 1 above, would need thorough 
training over an extended period of time, ideally with appropriate 
qualifications certified by the INSET, to give the initiative quality 
and status for the future.

I t  is essential that all schools, including those with an all, or mainly, 
white population, take full account of ’race' matters when 
developing policies and strategies to address issues related to 
behaviour and performance. ’Racial Equality' should be an integral 
part of school life and it should be explicit and implicit in any work 
or activity that involves or takes place within the school.

The commitment by schools and school governing bodies towards 
this goal will help to:
a) develop and implement clear policies, procedures and

strategies to promote ’racial' equality;
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b) identify and promote the 'racial' equality good practice 
that exists within the school;

c) work within the existing school strategic planning 
processes and link ‘racial' equality initiatives to the School 
Development Plan;

d) address ‘race' issues in relation to behaviour and 
performance;

e) demonstrate that they comply with the Race Relations 
Act 1976;

f) meet the requirements of Ofsted inspections which 
include an examination of the extent to which a school complies 
with the Race Relations Act,

Final reflections

In concluding this research the writer would wish to reflect on the real 
evidence of consensus from the ‘stakeholders' over the last four years in 
reaching the above conclusions and recommendations. Although these 
findings began in just one LEA (Old Shires LEA) the writer would argue 
that the findings would be appropriate for all LEA's who have the 
commitment to prepare their pupils for life in our multicultural, 
multiethnic and multifaith world, both nationally and internationally.
The writer hopes that this research may contribute towards that aim of 
‘quality through equality' for all in education, specifically, but in all areas 
of life in general, and ends with a quote, attributed* to Mahatma Gandhi, 
that states

"the ultimate test of a true democracy is in its just treatment of
minorities".
(* The International Thesaurus of Quotations, section 231, 1983
ed. Penguin Books)

The writer hopes the twenty first century will bring us nearer that 
justice than ever before.
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Appendix A
Content ‘.pp 1-6 : [20/4/1999] Home Office letter detailing the current

legislation and operation of Section 11 to
EMAG.

:pp 7-9 : [12/11/1999] DfEE press release (527/98) detailing
latest position on Section 11 to EMAG.

: pp 10-12 : [23/3/1999] Home Office letter detailing Section 11
developments re. Education ad non
education provision.

: pp 13-24 : [10/3/1999] DfEE press release (110/99) detailing
EMAG rationale and provision in LEA's.

: pp 25-28 : [September 1999] DfEE Standards Fund information
(16/99) on the EMAG development.

The purpose of this appendix is to give the reader basic information from 
official sources of the transition from Section 11 to EMAG and the philosophy 
and practice of the Government departments involved.



Race Equality Unit
50 Queen Anne's Gate, London SW1H 9AT
Switchboard: 0171 273 4000 Fax: 0171 273 2893 Direct Line: 0171 273 2145

H o m e  O ffice

Our reference:

Your reference:

Graham McFarlane Esq 
121 Kimbolton Road 
B E D F O R D  
MK41 8 D T

Date: 30 April 1999

It  was good to hear from you again. I  hope that things are going well for you.

I am very sorry that I  have not been able to let you have an earlier reply to your letter 
of 17 March.

As to the first point that you raised, I  can only think that the D fE E  had in mind 
some work that colleagues here have been involved in here, considering wider race 
relations policy issues. I  am afraid that there is nothing tangible that I  can provide 
about this, but I  shall certainly keep your interest in mind should the work lead to 
the publication of any material.

As to the other points in your letter, the Government has made it clear that it 
attaches great importance to tackling racial disadvantage among members of ethnic 
minorities, due to barriers of language or culture, so that they can achieve their 
potential and play a full part in all aspects of the life of the country. The Government 
also fully recognises the high regard in which communities and others hold the 
valuable work that section 11 grant has funded in this respect.

As you knows, it was to resolve uncertainty about the funding of work under section 11 
that the Hom e Secretary announced in December 1997 that he had commissioned a 
study to consider how provision should best be made for this important work in the

Ministers were anxious that the views of interested parties, including those working in 
the field, and members of communities, should be heard. The study team - 
comprising officials from the Home Office and from the Department for Education

future.
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and Employment - therefore arranged eight consultation meetings around the country. 
Local authorities and other interested parties organised many more. Almost 800 
written responses were received.

Among the respondents at the consultation meetings and in writing, there was broad 
consensus on a number of issues:

• that the entitlement of ethnic minority pupils to have full access to the 
curriculum, and to the opportunities, services and facilities which others 
enjoy, was fundamental;

• that the kinds of needs to which section 11 grant has been directed would 
continue at not less than the existing level into the foreseeable future;

• that the funding should be ring-fenced;

• that there should be greater stability, continuity and security of funding;

• that the current status of staff funded under section 11 - especially in 
education - needed to be enhanced; and

• that the allocation of funding should be based upon assessment of need 
rather than on a competitive bidding process, and the funding should be 
administered flexibly in order to adjust to changing needs, and rigorously 
monitored.

These points were kept firmly in mind in the Government’s subsequent deliberations, 
including detailed future funding arrangements.

The education share of section 11 funding had grown inexorably over the years, to the 
point where it amounted to over 97% of the total budget. This is a clear 
acknowledgement of the importance of the work that the grant has funded in 
education. This inevitably gave rise to questions about where departmental 
responsibility should lie

The Government concluded that responsibility for the important educational 
provision which the Home Office has supported through section 11 grant should be 
transferred to the DfEE (and to the Welsh Office as regards Wales) so that its 
administration could take place closely alongside work to promote improvements in 
education more generally. This will enable the funding to be targeted in the best 
interests of ethnic minorities, which must be the paramount consideration.

As you know, on 12 November, the DfEE issued a circular to Chief Education 
Officers setting out details of how the funding will be administered on the education 
side. In collaboration with the DfEE, the Home Office issued a letter on the same
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date summarising the main points in the new arrangements. I attach a copy for 
convenience.

Since, as your letter indicated, you have been in touch with the DfEE, I imagine that 
they will have let you have copies of any subsequent letters that they have issued 
regarding the operation of their new Ethnic Minority Achievement Grant from April 
of this year.

For completeness, I should add that, on 31 July, the Home Office circulated a letter 
to local authorities and other interested parties, which gave initial information about 
a proposal to bring to an end section 11 funding for projects in areas other than 
education, but to introduce a new grant programme with a wider remit. Again, I 
attach a copy for convenience.

It has not yet been possible to make an announcement about the criteria for the new 
programme, in the light of the other work here on wider race relations policy issues, 
to which I have already referred. Consequently, on 23 March we issued a further 
letter about the position of section 11 non-education projects. I again enclose a copy 
for information.

I hope that this is helpful. If I can help further, please do not hesitate to contact me
again.

R A WRIGHT
Section 11 Group
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Constitutional & Community Policy Directorate 
Race Equality Unit
Room 1279, 50 Queen Anne’s Gate, London, SW1H 9AT

HOME OFFICE

Tel: 0171 273 2145* Fax: 0171 273 2893

* please see paragraph 7 for contact points
Date: 12 November 1998

Chief Executives of local authorities which currently 
receive section

Headteachers of Grant Maintained Schools 11 grant, or have 
registered an

Principals of Colleges interest for the 
future

Chairman of the Commission for Racial Equality 
Directors of Racial Equality Councils 
Directors of local authority organisations 
General Secretaries of teaching and other relevant unions 
Directors/Chairmen of other interested organisations

Would organisations receiving this letter please ensure 
that it is brought quickly to the attention of those 
having am interest in it.

Copies of this letter will also be available on the
Internet under reference
http://www.homeof fice.gov.uk/index.htm.
Please note that this letter relates only to the position 
in England. Further information about the position in 
Wales will be made available in due course.

THE FUNDING OF ADDITIONAL SUPPORT PROVIDED FOR MEMBERS OF 
ETHNIC MINORITIES
FUTURE PROVISION FOR EDUCATION PURPOSES

Introduction
The Secretary of State for Education and Employment, David 
Blunkett, has today announced new arrangements which will operate 
from April 1999 for funding the kind of work under education 
projects which has been funded through grant under section 11 of 
the Local Government Act 1966. The attached Press Notice gives 
more details of what David Blunkett said.
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2. Also today, the Department for Education and Employment has 
issued a circular to Chief Education Officers about the new 
funding arrangements for schools and adult education. The DfEE 
circular is inevitably detailed and lengthy, and can be given 
only limited distribution.
3. The purpose of this letter is, therefore, to provide a
summary of the key points in the new arrangements for other 
interested people and organisations.
Background
4. Over the years, work in education has commanded a growing 
share of section 11 funding. Currently, this is over 97%. 
Ministers therefore concluded that responsibility for funding 
such work should be transferred to the DfEE. There, the 
administration of the funding will take place alongside other 
work to promote improvements in education more generally. This 
arrangement is in the best interests of ethnic minority pupils, 
which must be the paramount consideration.
The new arrangements
5. The key points of the new arrangements are:

• the funding will form part of the new Standards Fund, 
but will be a separate grant within the Standards Fund 
and will be ring-fenced;

• the level of funding which each local education
authority will receive in relation to 1999-2000 will 
reflect the current year's funding under section 11 
(including funding which the Home Office currently 
pays direct to grant maintained schools within an 
LEA's area). DfEE will notify each authority of its 
precise allocation as soon as possible;

• each LEA will need to submit by 6 January 199 9 an
action plan to show how it will use the funding, and
the outcomes that it intends to achieve. The results 
achieved by each LEA will be monitored against the 
agreed plan;

• each LEA will be required to devolve decisions about
spending to schools in respect of all expenditure 
except 15% of the authority's allocation, or £150,000, 
whichever is greater. This is in line with the 
underlying principles governing most other funding for 
educational purposes, as set out in the DfEE's
discussion paper, "Fair Funding", which was issued 
last summer. LEAs have already been asked to begin 
discussions with schools about the arrangements for 
managing devolution;

• over the next 3 years, the level of funding will
increase by 15%; and

• after 1999-2000, it is expected that the division of
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funding among authorities will be on a formula basis, 
reflecting an objective assessment of the additional 
needs of ethnic minority pupils. The DfEE has made it 
clear that it intends to consult widely on the nature 
of the formula.

On the further education side, nearly £3 million will continue 
to be made available from next April. Further information on 
this will be made available by the DfEE shortly.

*6. In due course, the DfEE will make information available 
about the arrangements for future years. We are providing the 
DfEE with a copy of the Home Office's section 11 mailing list.
Contact points for enquiries
7. Enquiries about the new arrangements for funding in
education should not be addressed to the Home Office. They 
should be directed to colleagues in the DfEE. as follows:

Mr Alan Thompson 0171-925.6064
Mr Ashley Haworth-Roberts 0171-925.5637.

Or you can write to either of them at the following address:
School Inclusion Division
Department for Education and Employment
Sanctuary Buildings
Great Smith Street
LONDON SW1P 3BT.

Future provision for non-education purposes
8. In our letter of 31 July, we gave initial information about 
a new Home Office grant programme to fund projects in areas other 
than education, which will begin in the 1999-2000 financial year. 
As indicated in that letter, we have been consulting key 
individuals and organisations about the design of the new 
programme. We are very grateful for the help and advice that we 
have been receiving. We are studying the information and 
comments that we have received, and further information about the 
new programme will be made available as soon as possible.

R A WRIGHT 
Section 11 Group
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NEW S DfEE
Departm ent for 
Education and Employment

527/98 12 November 1998

FIFTEEN PER CENT GRANT INCREASE TO BOOST STANDARDS 

FOR ETHNIC MINORITY PUPILS

Education and Employment Secretary David Blunkett today announced 

investment of over £430 million to raise standards of achievement for ethnic minority 

pupils over the next three years.

Addressing black and Asian business people at a New Deal conference in 

London today Mr Blunkett said:

“Children from ethnic minorities are an important and vibrant part of today’s 

Britain and it is vital that we ensure they have the same opportunities to succeed as 

everyone else. Many Asian children achieve very good results - better than average. 

But too many children from ethnic minority backgrounds are under-performing. If you 

are black or of Pakistani or Bangladeshi origins, your chance of gaining five good 

GCSE’s is half that of white pupils.

The new grant provides for a substantial percentage increase of 15 per cent 

over the next three years. It will largely go direct to schools, so that head teachers can 

use it where it is most needed - to employ more teachers and teaching assistants and 

to work with their local communities. “

4p/>-A -p.~7
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On a visit to Argyle Primary School, Camden in London, Schools Minister

Charles Clarke gave more details of the new programme. It will:

• be targeted specifically at the raising of achievement of ethnic minority pupils - 

including pupils for whom English is not their first language - by ensuring that each 

allocation is based on need and supported by detailed action plans approved by the 

Department for Education and Employment;

• support the National Literacy Strategy so that pupils for whom English is not their 

first language get extra benefit;

• give schools more responsibility for recruiting and managing staff teaching ethnic 

minority pupils and ensure schools develop whole school policies to address the 

needs of ethnic minority pupils and pupils for whom English is not their first 

language;

• require LEAs and schools to monitor the achievement of ethnic minority pupils and 

set targets for improvement;

• allow schools and LEAs to provide in-service training for specialist teachers and 

bilingual assistants. Training will also be available for mainstream teachers enabling 

them to provide for linguistic diversity and strategies to raise ethnic minority pupil 

attainment.

Mr Clarke said:

“The £430 million is in addition to the £500 million announced for social inclusion

and the £60 million spent annually on literacy. Both will be of particular benefit to

ethnic minority children, especially those for whom English is not their first language.”
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Mr Clarke said almost £3 million will continue to be made available from next 

April to support the work to raise the achievement of ethnic minority students in further 

education.

NOTES TO EDITORS:

1. Mr Blunkett was speaking at a New Deal event at Lancaster House, London (PN 
528/98).

2. Schools Minister Charles Clarke announced details of an extra £1.5 million funding 
aimed at increasing educational standards for Traveller children (PN529/98).

PRESS ENQUIRIES: Samantha Hodder 0171 925 5476; Gary Clarke 0171 9255741; 
Simon Pritchett 0171 925 6048.

OUT OF HOURS PAGER: 01459 105993

PUBLIC ENQUIRIES: 0171 925 5555
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HOME OFFICE
Constitutional & Community Policy Directorate 
Race Equality Unit
Room 1284 , 50 Queen Anne's Gate, London, SW1H 9AT 
Tel: 0171 273 2145 Fax: 0171 273 2893

23 March 1999

The Chief Executive 
Local Authorities
with current section 11 non-education projects

SECTION 11 NON-EDUCATION PROJECTS: 

FUTURE FUNDING POSITION 

Background

1. We informed you last year that

•  there would be no new section 11 funding once current funding 
approvals came to an end, as scheduled, on 31 March 1999, but

•  it was planned to develop a new grant programme for areas 
other than education.

Current position

2. The Government is taking a fresh look at the issues involved as part of 
broader consideration of race equality, informed by recent events including 
publication o f the Stephen Lawrence Inquiry report.

3. Local authorities may also be considering the implications of the inquiry 
for their own activities, including efforts to prevent racist crime and other work 
to promote race equality.



4. Any announcement about the shape and focus of future funding of race 
equality work is unlikely to be made before July.

Interim arrangements

5. The Home Secretary has therefore agreed that, where projects are 
continuing to serve a valuable purpose and local authorities wish them to 
continue, a final extension o f up to six months’ funding will be made available.

The April-Tune period

6. The first three months’ funding will be paid in the usual way in early July, 
unless local authorities notify us - when submitting their next quarterly Financial 
Information System (FIS) return - that the project has ended. FIS forms have 
already been issued in connection with the 1998-99 financial year, and the next 
return is due on 23 A pril.

7. Where continued section 11 funding is required, the authority should 
include with its A pril FIS return an estimate of its expected expenditure 
during the April-June quarter.

The July-September period

8. The further three months’ funding will depend on demonstrating that 
plans are in hand

• to mainstream projects, or

•  to find alternative means of support by the end of September.

We shall write to you further about the arrangements for dealing w ith such 
cases.

Targets and outcomes

9. Projected targets and outcomes for the extended period will need to be set 
out in the Annual Project Report for 1998-99. APR forms will be issued shortly.



Other interests

10. This Unit will also be discussing with other government departments 
which have the principal policy interests in projects how activity which should 
continue, in order to ensure real progress on race equality, can be mainstreamed 
into core programmes.

11. I am copying this letter to the LGA'and to the ALG, and to the relevant 
government departments.

Enquiries

12. I am sorry that it has not been possible to write to authorities sooner.

13. I shall be pleased to deal with any general queries about this letter, at the 
above address and telephone number.

14. Specific queries about individual projects should be directed in the first 
instance to the relevant project managers here. Their details are set out in the 
annex.

R A W RIGHT  
Section 11 Group
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110/99 10 March 1999

IMPROVED STANDARDS FOR ETHNICMINORITY PUPILS WILL BE OUR 

LASTING RESPONSE TO LAWRENCE INQUIRY - CLARKE

Schools Minister Charles Clarke today reaffirmed that it is a very strong 

Government priority to continue to narrow the gap in achievement between ethnic 

minority and white pupils.

Figures out later this month will show that the proportion of Black and Pakistani 

pupils gaining five GCSEs at grades A*-C has increased from 23 per cent in 1996 to 29 

per cent in 1998, while the proportion of Bangladeshi pupils rose from 25 per cent to 33 

per cent.

At the same time the performance of Indian and Chinese/Other Asian pupils 

continues to outstrip that of white pupils. Five GCSEs at grades A*-C were achieved by 

54 per cent of Indian pupils and 61 per cent of Chinese/Other Asian pupils in 1998, 

compared to 47 per cent of white pupils.

Speaking at a conference for headteachers on how best to raise the 

achievement of ethnic minority pupils, Mr Clarke welcomed the improvements in the 

forthcoming Youth Cohort Study, but said the Government was determined to bring the 

attainment of under-achieving ethnic minority pupils to that of the school population as 

a whole.

He said the Department for Education and Employment was considering the 

recommendations of the inquiry into the death of Stephen Lawrence in the light of the 

work already undertaken by the Department.
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He said:

“We agree with the view of the Macpherson Report that it is important that the 

National Curriculum properly reflects the needs of a diverse society. As part of the 

National Curriculum review, we are seeking w£rys to ensure that all pupils gain an 

understanding of citizenship and democracy. An important part of this will be fostering 

an understanding of the diversity of cultures which exist in Britain today. I believe that 

this is the best way in which we can reflect these issues in the curriculum, but of course 

we are looking at the range of ways of ensuring that the curriculum responds fully to 

the needs of all pupils.

“We are also actively considering the Macpherson recommendations on 

preventing racist incidents. The Government, together with local education authorities 

and individual schools, must do everything it can to prevent pupils being tormented by 

racist bullying. We are looking at the best ways of ensuring that all schools have 

effective anti-bullying policies and can deal effectively with any incidents of racial 

harassment.

“It is important that parents and governors are fully informed about racist 

incidents and are able to take the appropriate action. I am more doubtful of the merits 

of publishing school-by-school data though we are considering the recommendation 

carefully.

“My department already publishes data, classified by ethnic minorities, on the 

exclusion of pupils at local authority level and we are examining whether any further 

steps are needed.”

Mr Clarke added that the Department would be introducing other measures to 

ensure education supported equality of opportunity. The Advisory Group on Raising 

Ethnic Minority Pupil Achievement, which the Minister chairs, is addressing four major

2



issues:

• how, following the Teachers’ Green Paper, the skills and qualities of the 

teaching profession can best meet the needs of ethnic minority pupils;

• how we can ensure that the government’s ambitious programme for tackling 

social exclusion, for which £500 million has been allocated over three years, 

can focus on the exclusion of ethnic minority, the development of targeted 

programmes in school and of special units to help address the exclusion of 

ethnic minority children;

• what changes to the National Curriculum would ensure that it fully reflects the 

needs of a diverse society;

• how the substantial funding allocated through the Ethnic Minority 

Achievement Grant (EMAG) can be made still more effective.

The Advisory Group is actively considering the best way of prioritising 

community mentoring, which has an important role to play in developing the 

relationship between schools and the local community and offering successful 

role models.

Mr Clarke confirmed the Government’s strong support for the establishment of 

whole school policies to help raise the attainment of ethnic minority pupils at risk of 

underperforming. The EMAG, in which the Government has invested 15 per cent more 

money over three years than before, supports such whole-school policies and requires 

Local Education Authorities to monitor the achievement of ethnic minority pupils and 

set authority-wide targets for year-on-year improvement.

Mr Clarke said:

“Children from ethnic minorities must have the same opportunities to succeed 

and fulfil their potential as everyone else. While the achievements of some ethnic 

minorities are better than average, some children from other ethnic minority 

backgrounds are still underachieving, in some cases seriously.
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“This is not acceptable and we are developing policies to address this. Our 

policy aim is real improvements in achievement for these pupils, not token gestures. 

We know that the right policies can made a difference - for example, the extra teachers 

supported through Section 11 and now EMAG, backed by £430 million over the next 

three years, have clearly been having an effect on the progress of some ethnic 

minorities and will have an important part to play in the future. Today we are 

announcing the final allocation by LEA of £139 million for 1999-2000.

“We also know that teachers are right behind us. Their hard work and 

dedication is self-evident in three pieces of independent research under discussion 

today highlighting strategies which schools are using to raise achievement across all 

ethnic groups.

“Strong backing from parents, families and communities is clearly crucial - and 

we know that ethnic minority families give the highest possible priority to raising 

standards of education.

“I hope that the Government’s new guidelines on community use of 

schools, to be published later this year, will encourage the kind of cooperation between 

schools and their local ethnic minority community which will raise educational 

standards.

“While there is some excellent practice, the three reports also 

demonstrate that there is still much to be done. Good practice is far from universal. 

Many schools fail to take issues of ethnic minority achievement seriously enough and 

don’t do enough to monitor the impact of their policies on different groups, and many 

schools do not give a high enough priority to ensuring that children appreciate the 

values of our multi-cultural society.”

He said:
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“Headteachers have a pivotal role to play in bringing about change where 

children do suffer disadvantage. We hope the discussions today will bring us a step 

closer to ensuring that ethnic minority pupils have a change to succeed and contribute 

fully to society.

NOTES TO EDITORS:

1. The conferences - the first in London today and the second in Manchester on 19
March - allow headteachers to disseminate and share good practice on how best to
raise the achievement of ethnic minority pupils. They will draw on three reports:

• Making the Difference: Teaching and Learning Strategies in Successful Multi-Ethnic 
Schools, undertaken on behalf of the DfEE by Professor Jill Bourne and Dr Maud 
Blair of the Open University;

• the Runnymede Trust Report, Improving Practice: A Whole School Approach to 
Raising the Achievement of African Caribbean Youth, undertaken by Dr Debbie 
Weeks and Dr Cecile Wright, of Nottingham Trent University;

• the forthcoming Ofsted report, Raising the Attainment of Minority Ethnic Pupils: 
School and LEA Responses.

2. Education and Employment Secretary David Blunkett gave his initial reaction to the
Stephen Lawrence Inquiry Report on 24 February - PN 90/99. He announced the
Ethnic Minority Achievement Grant on 12 November 1998 - PN 527/98.

3. A list of the final allocations for the Ethnic Minority Achievement Grant for 1999-2000 
is attached.

PRESS ENQUIRIES: Simon Pritchett 0171 925 6048
Email simon.pritchett@dfee.gov.uk

Gary Clarke 0171 925 5741
Email gary.clarke@dfee.gov.uk

Samantha Hodder 0171 925 5476
Email samantha.hodder@dfee.gov.uk

OUT OF HOURS PRESS ENQUIRIES: 01459 105993
PUBLIC ENQUIRIES: 0171 925 5555
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SECTION 11 GRANT: Budgetary provision for
each LEA for 1998-99 and 1999-00
All projects !1.677.7r-2

1998/99
(actual)

1999/00 (proposed) - Centre 60 & band 5 - 
rounded to nearest band

Local Education  
Authority

Budget
allocation

Minimum
expenditure

% Central 
Governm ent 
contribution

Budget
allocation

Minimum
expenditure

% Central 
Governm ent 
contribution

LEA match 
funding  

difference

Minimum
expenditure

difference

Barking & Dagenham 331,237 662,472 50.000 331,237 662,475 50 3 3
3arnet 875,467 1,429,666 61.236 875,488 1,459,113 60 29,445 29,447
3ath And Ne 
Somerset

18,781 37,562 50.000 18,781 37,563 50 0 0

Bedfordshire — 662,112 — 993,167 —66.667 ^662 ,113 -1,018 ,635 - 6 5 -2 5 ,4 6 6 -25 ,467
3exley 116,858 175,286 66.667 116,858 179,781 65 4,495 4,495
Birmingham 3,840,222 6,026,125 63.726 3,840,228 5,908,043 65 -118,088 -118,082
3lackburn-With-
Barwen

1,310,077 2,106,826 62.182 1,310,079 2,183,465 60 76,637 76,639

3olton 609,733 954,886 63.854 609,734 938,052 65 -16,835 -16,834
Bournemouth 8,118 16,236 50.000 8,118 16,236 50 0 0
Bracknell Forest 5,252 10,859 48.362 5,252 10,504 50 -356 -356
Bradford 3,807,852 7,615,704 50.000 3,807,858 7,615,715 50 6 11
Brent 1,422,540 2,317,286 61.388 1,422,542 2,370,904 60 53,616 53,618
Brighton & Hove 123,635 247,273 49.999 123,635 247,270 50 -3 -3
Bristol 528,764 1,057,528 50.000 528,765 1,057,529 50 0 2
Bromley 25,581 51,159 50.002 25,581 51,161 50 2 2
Buckinghamshire 877,189 1,548,494 56.648 877,190 1,594,891 55 46,396 46,397
Bury 316,758 475,137 66.667 316,758 487,320 65 12,183 12,184
Balderdale 747,984 1,121,975 66.667 747,985 1,150,746 65 28,769 28,770
Bambridgeshire 299,903 449,855 66.667 299,904 461,390 65 11,535 11,535
Bamden 1,465,948 2,931,544 50.006 1,465,950 2,931,900 50 353 355
Boventry 2,085,610 3,185,450 65.473 2,085,613 3,208,635 65 23,182 23,185
Broydon 1,219,351 2,081,280 58.587 1,219,353 2,032,254 60 -49,028 -49,026
larlmgton 74,519 111,779 66.667 74,519 114,645 65 2.866 2,866
lerby 1,074,484 1,681,619 63.896 1,074,485 1,653,054 65 -28,566 -28,564
lerbyshire 57,744 90,371 63.896 57,744 88,836 65 -1,535 -1,535
levon 11,438 17,157 66.667 11,438 17,597 65 440 440
toncaster 90,915 136,373 66.667 90,915 139,870 65 3,497 3,497
iorset 8,118 16,236 50.000 8,118 16,236 50 0 0
•udley 839,860 1,679,719 50.000 839,862 1,679,723 50 3 5
iurham 49,679 74,519 66.667 49,679 76,429 65 1,911 1,911
aling 1,474,599 2,949,191 50.000 1,474,601 2,949,203 50 10 12
ast Riding Of 
orkshire

6,552 9,828 66.667 6,552 10,080 65 252 252

ast Sussex 74,605 149,209 50.000 74,605 149,209 50 0 0
nfield 1,376,159 2,324,852 59.193 1,376,161 2,293,602 60 -31,252 -31,250
ssex 5,329 10,658 50.000 5,329 10,658 50 0 0
iateshead 27,202 54,403 50.001 27,202 54,404 50 1 1
iloucestershire 214,266 330,497 64.832 214,267 329,641 65 -856 -856
ireenwich 891,807 1,783,614 50.000 891,808 1,783,616 50 1 3
ackney 2,364,569 4,322,925 54.698 2,364,572 4,299,222 55 -23,707 -23,703
ammersmith & 
ulham

470,439 940,878 50.000 470,440 940,880 50 0 1



Local Education  
Authority

1998/99
(actual)

1999/00 (proposed) - Centre 60 & band 5 - 
rounded to nearest band

Budget
allocation

Minimum
expenditure

% Central 
Government 
contribution

Budget
allocation

Minimum
expenditure

% Central 
Government 
contribution

LEA match  
funding  

difference

Minimum
expenditure
difference

115,131 172,696 66.667 115,131 177,125 65 4,429 4,429
2,169,072 3,386,834 64.044 2,169,075 3,337,039 65 -49,799 -49,796

561,437 861,156 65.196 561,438 863,751 65 2,594 2,595
15,093 22,640 66.667 15,094 23,221 65 581 581
37,820 74,816 50.551 '37,820 75,640 50 824 825

1,476,932 2,237,780 66.000 1,476,934 2,272,207 65 34,424 34,426
329,404 551,300 59.750 329,*04 549,007 60 -2,294 -2,293

1,097,523 1,865,841 58.822 1,097,524 1,829,207 60 -36,636 -36,634
27,049 40,574 66.667 27,049 41,614 65 1,040 1,040

1,264,586 2,465,917 51.283 1,264,588 2,529,175 50 63,256 63,258
765,378 1,148,067 66.667 765,379 1,177,506 65 29,438 29,439
912,078 1,900,809 47.984 912,080 1,824,159 50 -76,651 -76,650
133,433 221,879 60.138 133,434 222,389 60 510 510

2,076,413 4,152,827 50.000 2,076,417 4,152,833 50 3 6
1,718,025 3,436,047 50.000 1,718,028 3,436,055 50 6 8
2,480,732 4,038,529 61.427 2,480,736 4,134,560 60 96,027 96,031

770,987 1,168,184 65.999 770,989 1,186,136 65 17,951 17,952
2,115,747 3,196,884 66.182 2,115,751 3,255,001 65 58,114 58,117

412,571 621,442 66.389 412,572 634,726 65 13,283 13,284
1,105,779 2,211,559 50.000 1,105,780 2,211,561 50 0 2

74,819 122,055 61.300 74,820 124,699 60 2,645 2,645
244,207 428,858 56.944 244,208 444,014 55 15,156 15,157

-  1,439,782 _  2,162,603 -  66.576 1,439,784 2,215,052 65 52,447 52,449
1,942,293 2,969,662 65.405 1,942,296 2,988,148 65 18,483 18,486

228,160 475,723 47.961 228,160 456,320 50 -19,403 -19,403
522,531 825,961 63.263 522,532 803,895 65 -22,066 -22,065
275,464 442,697 62.224 275,464 459,107 60 16,409 16,409
211,509 371,548 56.927 211,509 384,562 55 13,015 13,015
252,106 504,210 50.000 252,106 504,213 50 2 3
137,187 364,717 37.615 137,187 342,968 40 -21,749 -21,749
158,962 317,925 50.000 158,963 317,925 50 0 0

28,259 42,389 66.667 28,259 43,476 65 1,087 1,087

182,729 274,093 66.667 182,729 281,121 65 7,028 7,028
4,334 8,668 50.000 4,334 8,668 50 0 0

101,077 151,616 66.667 101,077 155,504 65 3,888 3,888
15,859 23,788 56.667 15,859 24,398 65 610 610

502,537 833,794 60.271 502,537 837,562 60 3,768 3,769
1,193,876 1,999,411 59.711 1,193,878 1,989,797 60 -9,616 -9,615

99,262 168,398 58.945 99,262 165,437 60 -2,961 -2,961
1,574,992 2,410,715 65.333 1,574,994 2,423,068 65 12,350 12,353

448,932 673,397 66.667 448,932 690,665 65 17,267 17,268
655,402 1,016,059 64.504 655,403 1,008,312 65 -7,747 -7,746

54,195 108,390 50.000 54,195 108,390 50 0 0
8,118 16,236 50.000 8,118 16,236 50 0 0

141,369 212,054 66.667 141,369 217,491 65 5,437 5,437
240,487 495,680 48.517 240,487 480,975 50 -14,706 -14,705

1,080,991 1,905,690 56.724 1,080,993 1,965,442 55 59,750 59,751
29,783 44,674 66.667 29,783 45,820 65 1,146 1,146

Hampshire
Haringey
Harrow
Hartlepool
Havering
Hertfordshire
Hillingdon
Hounslow
Hull
slington 

ensington & Chelsea 
ent
mgston 
fklees 

.ambeth 

.ancashire 
teeds 
eicester 
eicestershire 
ewisham 
ncolnshire 
verpool 

uton 
A anchester 
A edway 
A erton
A  iddlesbrough 
A ilton Keynes 
Jtewcastle 

I  Itewham 
(orfolk 

Jtorth East 
i, ncolnshire 

I  lorth Lincolnshire 
lorth Somerset 
lorth Tyneside 
lorth Yorkshire 
lorthamptonshire 

I  lottingham City 
lottinghamshire 

i  )lidham 
Oxfordshire 
eterborough 
ymouth 

oole 
ortsmouth 
eading 
;edbridge
edcar & Cleveland
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1998/99
(actual)

1999/00 (proposed) - Centre 60 & band 5 - 
rounded to nearest band

l Local Education  
 ̂Authority

Budget
allocation

Minimum
expenditure

% Central 
Governm ent 
contribution

Budget
allocation

Minimum
expenditure

% Central 
Governm ent 
contribution

LEA match 
funding  

difference

Minimum
expenditure
difference

-Richmond 49,910 74,865 66.667 49,910 76,785 65 1,920 1,920
-Rochdale 968,955 1,460,921 66.325 968,957 1,490,703 65 29,781 29,782
FRotherham 314,172 628,345 50.000 314,172 628,345 50 -0 -0
Salford 47,366 94,732 50.000 47,366 94,732 50 0 0
Sandwell 165,844 331,689 50.000 165,845 331,689 50 0 0
Sheffield 1,216,056 1,919,206 63.362 1,216,058 1,870,859 65 -48,349 -48,347
Shropshire 13,055 27,903 46.787 13,055 29,011 45 1,108 1,108
Slough 542,263 1,092,731 49.625 542,263 1,084,527 50 -8,205 -8,204
Somerset 47,177 94,352 50.001 47,1 /7 94,353 50 1 1
South Gloucestershire 11,558 23,115 50.000 11.558 23,115 50 0 0
South Tyneside 104,442 208,884 50.000 104,442 208,885 50 0 0
Southampton 314,104 471,156 66.667 314,104 483,237 65 12,081 12,082
Southwark 715,908 1,439,468 49.734 715,909 1,431,818 50 -7,651 -7,650
S t Helens 13,671 27,342 50.002 13,671 27,343 50 1 1
Staffordshire 286,524 455,234 62.940 286,525 440,807 65 -14,428 -14,427
Stockport 74,680 112,020 66.667 74,680 114,892 65 2,872 2,872
Stockton 118,783 197,948 60.007 118,783 197,972 60 24 24
Stoke-On-Trent 431,582 685,704 62.940 431,582 663,973 65 -21,732 -21,731
Suffolk 232,615 355,248 65.479 232,615 357,869 65 2,621 2,621
Sunderland 83,763 125,645 66.667 83,764 128,867 65 3,222 3,222
P Surrey 263,717 395,575 66.667 263,717 405,719 65 10,143 10.144
Sutton 75,673 151,345 50.000 75,673 151,345 50 0 0
Swindon 70,600 105,901 66.667 70,601 108,616 65 2,715 2,716
T'ameside 345,737 518,606 66.667 345,738 531,905 65 13,298 13,298
T elford & Wrekin 84,369 180,325 46.787 84,369 187,487 45 7,162 7,162
Thurrock 25,573 51,146 50.000 25,573 51,146 50 0 0
r 'ower Hamlets 5,322,894 8,031,970 66.271 5,322,902 8,189,080 65 157,103 157,111
Trafford 273,735 436,525 62.708 273,735 421,131 65 -15,395 -15,394
T Vakefieid 237,144 474,286 50.000 237,144 474,288 50 1 2
TValsall 1,177,270 1,963,407 59.961 1,177,272 1,962,120 60 -1,288 -1,287
T/altham Forest 1,335,170 2,002,755 66.667 1,335,172 2,054,111 65 51,354 51,356
Wandsworth 1,243,369 1,901,191 65.399 1,243,371 1,912,879 65 11,686 11,688
Warrington 72,076 108,114 66.667 72,076 110,886 65 2,772 2,772
Warwickshire 824,125 1,494,303 55.151 824,126 1,498,412 55 4,107 4,108
f  Test Berkshire 5,937 12,276 48.362 5,937 11,874 50 -402 -402
'.Vest Sussex 202,948 304,422 66.667 202,948 312,228 65 7,806 7,806
T/estminster 1,398,498 2,155,300 64.886 1,398,500 2,151,538 65 -3,764 -3,762
Wigan 60,751 121,502 50.000 60,751 121,503 50 0 0
Wiltshire 45,328 67,992 66.667 45,328 69,736 65 1,743 1,743
TVindsor & 
Maidenhead

133,178 205,940 64.668 133,178 204,889 65 -1,051 -1,051

Wokingham 13,810 24,661 55.999 13,810 25,109 55 448 448
Wolverhampton 1,249,346 2,498,689 50.000 1,249,348 2,498,696 50 5 7
Worcestershire 187,049 374,100 50.000 187,050 374,099 50 -0 -0
r ork 31,238 46,857 66.667 31,238 48,058 65 1,201 1,202

Srant Total 
Tentrai Holdback 
S u m  paid direct to a
: tc
Total

81.677.629  
0 
0

81.677.629

138.780.086

138.780.086

59 81,677,752 
250,000 

24,248

81,952,000

139,323,304 58 543,094 543,217
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17: Ethnic Minority and Traveller Achievement Grant

Objectives

B17.1 To support activity specifically designed to improve the attainment of minority ethnic, Traveller 
and refugee pupils. In particular:

a. to raise standards of achievement for those minority ethnic groups who are
particularly at risk of under-achieving;

b. to meet the particular needs of pupils for whoTo English is an additional language (EAL);

c. to secure improved access to education, more regular school attendance and
higher levels of attainment for Traveller children; and

d. to meet the particular needs of refugee children.

Expenditure to be supported in 2000-2001

£162.5 million.

The current level of adult education provision will be funded separately and is not part of this 
grant.

Rate of grant 

58%.

Number of LEAs to be supported

All LEAs.

Basis of allocations

B17.2 j Most of the grant will be allocated by a formula based on the number of EAL and minority ethnic 
pupils and the number of pupils within the LEA eligible for free school meals (FSM), with a 
guarantee that the overall cash value of each LEA’s allocation will be no less than in 19139-2000.

In addition, the grant will include an element for 'Travellers and displaced persons'which mirrors 
individual authorities' existing allocations.

Eligible expenditure —

B17.3 The Ethnic Minority and Traveller Achievement Grant will support the following items of eligible 
expenditure:

a. Gross salaries, employers' national insurance and employers' superannuation
contributions of employing:

i) teachers, classroom assistants, nursery staff, and specialist education welfare officers 
(including bilingual assistants) whose role is to meet the particular needs of EAL pupils (including 
English language support and home-school liaison), and to raise standards of achievement of 
minority ethnic pupils (e.g. African-Caribbean pupils) and Travellers particularly at risk of under
achieving; and

ii) qualified teaching staff employed by the LEA to fulfil its central strategic role of providing 
specific support and advice to schools in making provision for the purposes of the grant, including 
accountability; in-service training, peripatetic support to schools; and monitoring and intervention
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if necessary.

b. Costs of appropriate teaching materials required for the purposes of the grant, 
including computer software but excluding computer hardware.

c. Training costs for teachers, other professionals and classroom assistants, including" 
training fees; travel and subsistence for attendance at training courses; supply cover; and training 
materials to enable:

i) specialist teachers and other staff employed under this grant to develop their expertise;

ii) mainstream, class and subject teachers, classroom assistants and nursery staff, to
provide for linguistic diversity and strategies to raisd minority ethnic pupil attainment; and

\
iii) specialist and mainstream teachers and other professionals ( e.g. educational 
psychologists), to recognise and support the needs of refugee children.

d. Costs specifically related to the education of Travellers

i) transport costs for peripatetic project staff; pupil transport costs and uniform grants; 
boarding grants for highly mobile children; and support for mobile provision, outreach services, 
counselling and guidance on educational and career opportunities.

e. Costs specifically related to the education of refugees

i) refugee support work directly related to enhanced pupil attainment.

B17.4 For the purpose of this grant, schools include maintained schools, from nursery through to
secondary (including special schools), and pupil referral units. LEAs will need to include within 
their submission provision intended to support former 
grant maintained schools where appropriate.

For the purpose of this grant the term “Travellers” refers to those identifiable groups traditionally 
associated with a nomadic lifestyle and should be taken to include Travellers settled in housing 
within the preceding two years.

Devolution to schools and other proposed requirements of grant

B17.5 Authorities should allocate the grant on a fair and transparent basis which takes account of the 
objectives outlined on page 1.

Authorities should first identify their planned expenditure from within the grant on Traveller 
education. Funds for this purpose may be held-back but should be devolved if there are sufficient 
numbers of Traveller pupils in any one school.

Of the remaining grant, authorities are required to devolve all decisions on expenditure to schools , 
except 15 % of the allocation or £150,000 whichever is the greater. Above the £150,000 figure, 
funds may be held back only if they are used for the purposes of a(ii) and e above. All other 
funds should be devolved to schools.

B17.6 In order to qualify for grant schools should:

i • monitor achievement of minority ethnic groups; set clear targets and outcome measures 
! agreed with the LEA, consistent with LEA wide targets; and include within their school 
■ development plan policies for: raising the achievement of minority ethnic pupils who are at risk of

under-achievement; making provision for pupils for whom English is an additional language; and 
supporting the educational attainment of Travellers and Refugee pupils;

r • appoint and manage teachers and other staff funded by this grant or buy back an LEA’s
' service. In either case, posts must be deployed effectively for purposes directly related to the

objectives of the grant. Such posts must not be used for supply cover or to carry out general
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teaching duties. All teaching staff employed under this grant should have at least one year’s 
teaching experience and a minimum level of relevant experience, qualifications or training;

• ensure the continuing professional development of staff employed under the grant; and ensure 
that other teachers undertake appropriate professional development to enable them to meet 
effectively the particular needs of minority ethnic pupils. Also to arrange for EAL teachers, who 
have not already done so, to receive training in the National Literacy Strategy; and

• provide the LEA with information required to monitor the use of the grant.

B17.7 LEAs will be expected, in particular, to:

• keep under review the attainment and performance of all ethnic groups, including EAL pupils;

• support schools in the development and implementation of their policies in relation to the grant;
and in setting targets which feed into the LEA’s targets and its Education Development Plan. 
Disseminate best practice reflecting innovation and successful provision in the Authority and 
elsewhere;

• in partnership with the LEA Inspectorate and Advisory Service, as appropriate, monitor 
progress and provide schools with regular reports about how minority ethnic groups are achieving 
in relation to the LEA’s targets;

• support schools in providing continuing professional development for staff supported by this 
grant; and ensure that mainstream staff have access to in-service training, in relation to equal 
opportunities, linguistic diversity; and to implement strategies to raise minority ethnic pupils’ 
attainment;

• satisfy themselves that EAL teachers supported by this grant have received training in the 
National Literacy Strategy;

• make provision, as appropriate, to secure improved access, attendance and educational 
achievement for Travellers;

• support schools in providing for the on-going education of refugee pupils and 
co-ordinate support services across the LEA to meet exceptional needs;

• put in place effective arrangements for co-ordinating other relevant LEA services and 
initiatives designed to meet the particular needs of minority ethnic pupils.

B17.8 The purposes for which this grant is used must be reflected in the authority’s Education 
Development Plan which should, in turn, articulate the links between this work and the 
implementation of the National Literacy Strategy.

LEAs which received an allocation in 1999-2000 for Travellers should at least maintain the same 
level of provision in 2000-01, if it is warranted by identified need.

Wherever possible schools should seek to form relationships of mutual benefit with 
supplementary schools and other providers to address locally identified priorities.

B17.9 All plans must include proposals drawn up In partnership with one or more schools
specifically to introduce innovative approaches to addressing locally identified priorities. 
The Government is particularly keen for schools and LEAs to use the extra money this 

' year to develop new and effective approaches to support Black-Caribbean children in the . 
j transition from key stages 2 to 3; to develop new and effective approaches to EAL 

teaching at key stage 1; and to improve the attainment of Traveller pupils at key stages 3 
and 4. 1

The Standards Fund 2000-2001 16J99 September 1999
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Virement flexibility

317.10 LEAs may vire up to 20% of retained grant into any other virable grant within the Social Inclusion 
category.
Schools may vire up 20% of their devolved allocation into Grant 1: School Improvement. 

Information to be provided by the LEA

B17.11 LEAs will need to submit an action plan on the proforma attached at Annex A. These plans will
need to be agreed with School Inclusion Division. Ebch LEA will need to complete the proforma if 
acting on its own, or as the lead Authority in a consortium. In the latter case only one action plan 
will be required.

B17.12 LEAs must consult schools and the local minority ethnic and Traveller community groups
(including supplementary schools), about drawing up or updating their action plan, as appropriate, 
including determining the LEA’s allocation formula where none existed in 1999-2000 or the LEA 
proposes to make an alteration.

Monitoring and evaluation

B17.13 LEAs will be expected to provide annual returns setting out progress towards targets. They will 
be expected to keep records of:

a. the deployment of staff within schools and by the LEA;

b. outcomes against targets, including the number of pupils receiving targeted support and 
the achievement of different minority ethnic groups compared with the targets set; and

c. professional development undertaken broken down by staff supported by the grant and 
others.

The grant will also be subject to independent evaluation with which schools and LEAs would need 
to co-operate. Information provided about the achievement of different ethnic groups may also be 
used for research purposes.

Duration of grant
▼

B17.14 The current level of the grant is expected to be maintained in 2001-02.

Contact officer

Maria Carlton
School Inclusion Division
Department for Education and Employment
Sanctuary Buildings
Great Smith Street
London SW 1P3BT

Tel: (0171) 925 5468
E-mail: maria.carlton@dfee.gov.uk
Fax: (0171)925 6329

App Ar ^
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Appendix B
Content : pp 1-5 a historical guide to the key events in 

the development of Section 11 with related 
events/publications highlighted.

The purpose of this appendix is to give the reader a quick overview of key 
events from 1965 to the present day related to Section 11 and ‘race* equality in 
education.



Appendix B

HISTORY OF SECTION 11 FUNDING AND RELATED EVENTS

1965

1966

1967

1.

2 .

3.
4 .

1967

1967

1972

1973 

1976 

1979

Race Relations Act.
White Paper “Immigration from the Commonwealth".

Local Government Act
Section 11 of the Government Act provides that:
“Subject to the provisions of this section the Secretary of State may 
pay, to local authorities who in his opinion, are required to make special 
provision in the exercise of any of their functions in consequence of 
the presence within their areas of substantial numbers of immigrants 
from the Commonwealth whose language or customs differ from those 
of the community, grants of such amounts as he may with the consent 
of the Treasurer determine on account of expenditure of such 
descriptions (being expenditure in respect of the employment of staff) 
as he may so determine".

Home Office Circular 15/1967

Government funding for LA's with 2% or over Commonwealth 
immigrants.
50% of salaries for posts representing this “special provision" under 
Section 11.
No explicit requirements - grant allocated on basis of numbers.
46 Local Authorities eligible.

Commonwealth Immigration Act.
Race Relations Act.
Urban Programme announced.

S.11 grant increased to 75% of salaries.

Local authority must apply for the grant stating need warranting 
“special provision". No details required of usage or postholders.

DES Form 7i discontinued.

Race Relations Act.

Ethnic Minority Grant Bill fails.

/ .



1979/80

1981

1981

1982

1.
2 .

3.
4.
5.
6 .

1983

1985

1986

1.

2 .

Statistics, details of postholders and usage requested.

Home Affairs Committee Report on Racial Disadvantage. Insists on 
identification of postholders.

Brixton 'riots'.
Scarman Report.
Rampton Report.

New Home Office Circular 97/1982 guidelines for Section 11 funding 
established.

3 yearly review of posts.
Post must meet needs that are different in kind from or are the same 
as but proportionally greater than those of the rest of the population. 
Local Authorities advised to consult CRC about needs.
Local Authorities asked in general to monitor effectiveness of posts. 
Home O ff ice would make occasional checks.
Posts must be identifiable.

Home Office circular 94/1983.

Brixton and Handsworth ‘riots'.

Freeze on new applications. 

Press attack on Brent's DPRE.

1985: SWANN REPORT-KEY PUBLICATION

Further guidelines Home O ff ice Circular 72/1986.

For the purposes of this circular. "Commonwealth Immigrant" include 
all those born in another country of the Commonwealth (or Pakistan 
before it left the Commonwealth in 1972) however long they have been 
resident in the U.K. and their immediate descendants.

Other main points in Guidelines for Local Authorities: 

Identify postholders - location of post.

Not less than 207o of time on Section 11 work.

2



3. Post holders must meet needs of 100% of time for which grant is 
claimed.

4.

5.

6 .

7.

8 . 

9.

10

11

12

13

1988

1988

1989

Needs must be stated and show how identified.

Objectives must be set for first two years of post.

Objectives set to be evaluated (output measures).

Consultation with a cross section of the community.

Value for money.

Post holders must have job description which explicitly links activities 
of post to the needs.

Local Authorities should have a general strategy to meet needs of 
communities and their duties under section 71 of the 1976 Race 
Relation Act, plus an analysis of needs and a policy.

Implications that some objectives may be achieved over a shorter time 
than others.

Home office to monitor "the contribution the post can make to overall 
Local Authority Policy".

A rolling programme of inspection of Local Authorities' Section 11 
provision,

Lane Report on Brent

"Scrutiny Review of Section 11 provision in a number of Authorities by 
the Home Office " having regard to efficiency and effectiveness to 
report on and make recommendations about.... ’preferred system' and 
’clear objectives' for monitoring efficiency and effectiveness.

Report with minister. Suggestions of cash limits and also rejection of 
new posts mentioning ’withdrawal'. Section 11 a ’mandatory exception' 
under L.M.S. funding - retained centrally by L.E.A. and staff 
distributed according to need.
Nationally - Macdonald Report, (focus - school policies)
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1990/91

1.

2 .

3.

19 92

1993

Home Office Circular 78/1990 New guidelines published for Local 
Authorities’ applications for further Section 11 funding. All existing 
posts discontinued from 31st March 1992. New bids made by May 1991 
in line with the new criteria outlined in the guidelines.

A project approach - all posts must f it  into projects which will be time 
limited - usually 3 years. For language projects approval may be 
granted in the first instance for 5 years.

Projects must be needs led. I t  must be established that there is a 
specific need amongst the target group which is different from or the 
same as but greater than the rest of the population. This necessitated 
the collection of statistics to prove need.

The monitoring of the effectiveness of the project is even more 
stringent. Targets have to be set which are "achievable and 
measurable" and evidence has to be provided to show this. Local 
Authorities will also be required to monitor the performance of ethnic 
minority pupils in the schools against National Curriculum attainment 
targets, SATs etc.

April. New 3 - 5  Year S. 11 projects start.

Nov. LA's notified of proposed reduction... the level of financial 
support which the Government is able to provide by means of Section 
11 grant crucially depends upon the economic circumstances of the 
country. The general economic situation has changed markedly since 
Local Authorities were invited, in October 1990, to apply afresh for all 
Section 11 funding with effect from 1st April 1992.... The Government, 
with much regret, can no longer afford to provide, throughout the 3 
year period, the level of financial help to local authorities.... Which the 
Home Secretary had earlier planned to provide by means of the 
Section 11 grant.
The Home Office indicates that based ”on current best estimates" the 
rate of grant was likely to be as follows:

Present to March 1994 75% (no change)
April 1994 to March 1995 57%
April 1995 to March 1996 50%

(Sept) Neil Gerard’s private member's bill passed.
Introduction of the 1993 Local Government Amendment Act.
(Dec) Announcement of introduction of SRB.

°r.



1994 (April) Reduction of grants to between 49% - 54%. 
(April) Introduction of SRB for Urban areas.

1995-

1997

1998

1999

2000

97 On going ‘'roll over" of projects on annual basis.
ESG/GEST initiatives focus on pupils with EAL.

(Dec) Home Secretary announcement that a study of how future work 
in this area to be commissioned - co-ordinated jointly by DfEE and 
Home Office.
(8 regional consultation meetings arranged around country) 
Approximately 800 written responses from interest groups 
(ranging from LEA, community organisations, teachers unions, teachers 
associations - especially NUT; NAHT; NALDIC; NASSEA) with a 
particular interest.

(Nov.) DfEE issued circular to CEO's/Chief Executives (dated 
12/11/98 - entitled ’ The Funding of Additional Support provided for 
members of ethnic minorities - future provision for education 
purposes' detailing Section 11 (Education) Projects to be administered 
by the DfEE under the Standards Fund as the Ethnic Minority 
Achievement Grant from 1999 - 2002 in the first instance. 
DfEE/OFSTED publications (’Making the Difference'/ ’Raising the 
Achievement of Ethnic Minority Pupils')

(April) EMAG begins: Macpherson Report

Curriculum 2000 Citizenship Values Statements

CRE publication : ’Learning for All' (standards for ’race' equality in
schools)

UK Human Rights Act becomes law.



Appendix C
Content ‘.pp 1-26 : The content and report findings of the survey and

Questionnaire to the quality of Section 11 provision in 
Old Shire LEA (Autumn 1995). Coding information for 
the judgements used in the Survey Report.

•pp 27-36 : The Questionnaire format used in the survey report.

The purpose of this appendix is to give the reader the full content of the 
report (a summary of the main f  indings and recommendations are in Chapter 6) 
and the research instruments used (i.e. the survey questionnaire and lesson 
observation/school criteria for good practice)



Appendix C -  The Survey (Autumn 1995) context and report 

CONTEXT

The survey focused on three School Projects (Bedford, Inner Luton and 
Outer Luton) and the associated peripatetic provision in Bedford and Luton. 
The projects are now in their fourth year, having started in April 1992. The 
resources for the projects are currently funded 50% by the Home O ff ice 
and 50 % by the LEA with the total budget for schools projects being just 
over £ 4  million in 1995/6. The additional provision is significant, with 205.6 
full time equivalent (FTE) teaching and non teaching posts. The vast 
majority of these posts (all but 17.9 FTE) are based in schools, although the 
staff are employed direct by the LEA. The key purpose of Section 11 
funding is the removal of barriers to equality of educational opportunity for 
ethnic minority pupils. The Project's vision is designed to give pupils whose 
mother tongue is not English a command of the language which is equal to 
that of children whose mother tongue is English and to help school-age 
children from ethnic minorities achieve at the same level as pupils generally 
in all areas of the curriculum.

The environment in which the projects have operated has been unstable. 
They have operated under three different management structures in four 
years.

[ the coding for the judgements made in this report are detailed below .

*(x) = evidence from the lesson observations (detailed in Chapter 5 )

*(y) = evidence from the survey questionnaire returns and discussions with 
headteachers and school staff during the Autumn term 1995 visits

*(z) = evidence from the 'stem' questions interviews in the summer term 
1996 ]
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There has been constant uncertainty about funding and the retention of 
staff, with the Home Office scaling down its expected proportion of the 
budget it is prepared to meet to the current 50%. At the same time 
pressure on the LEA's budget has increased and threatening the scope and 
even the principle of the provision.

During the life of the current projects, schools have been overwhelmed by 
innovation including local management of schools, the implementation of the 
National Curriculum and Ofsted inspections, with the consequence that the 
needs of pupils with English as an additional language have had to jostle 
with many other pressing issues for priority.

While provision has remained static, the number of pupils with English as 
additional language has risen sharply during the life of the projects. Most 
recent monitoring f  igures show that there is an increase in need of 70% in 
the New Unitary LEA and 557© in the New Shires LEA compared with the 
1991 figures on which current provision was based. The needs will continue 
to increase during the life of the present projects as, demographically, the 
majority of the additional pupils will be in the primary phase. Schools feel 
themselves to be under intense pressure in finding the resources to meet 
the additional needs and create more equal opportunity for pupils with 
English as an additional language.

The focus of the current projects is narrower than for activity funded 
under Section 11 before 1992. Home Office criteria for current funding 
centre on the development of language skills with a view to providing 
access to the curriculum. There has been a need for a process of 
adaptation both in schools and in the project teams to this narrower focus.

THE QUALITY OF LEARNING AND PROGRESS MADE BY 
PUPILS

2



The survey team observed Section 11 staff (both school based and 
peripatetic) at work in work in 27 schools across the age range from 
nursery to upper schools. In a substantial majority of the lessons 
observed it was apparent that pupils with English as an additional language 
achieve higher standards and make more progress as a result of the 
support they receive.*(x)

The progress made by pupils is measured by the advances they make 
through the stages used as a basis for Home Office monitoring. This runs 
in six steps from Beginning through 4 intermediate stages to Fluent. 
Progress is often quite rapid as pupils move from Beginner to Stages 1 and 
2 but then slows as the advances required to meet the higher levels moving 
towards fluency are much more demanding. Progress is also apparent in 
the advances many pupils with English as an additional language make 
towards meeting the standards required by the National Curriculum 
through the standards achieved by pupils in the earlier stages of language 
acquisition are commonly below the national expectation for their age.*(x)

Pupils at the earlier stages of development are understandably perceived 
as having the higher levels of need and receive the most support. This 
raises two issues: (i) the adequacy of current provision to meet the full 
range of need associated with English as an additional language and (ii) the 
extent of the awareness of class teachers and support staff to the 
language needs of those who are at the higher stages but still not fully 
fluent and who could still benefit from carefully targeted support to 
ensure full access to the curriculum and the attainment of the standards 
of which they are capable.

One of the strengths of the support is in bringing pupils who arrive in 
school with little or no English up to a level of competence where they gain 
confidence, can function in English and are able to cope with the 
educational and social demands of school life.*(x) *(y)

In some schools there is effective work which, encourages pupils to work 
and learn together or uses the skills of more advanced pupils to assist 
those with greater needs. One example is the paired reading schemes 
found in some secondary schools. These are effective in raising both 
standards and self esteem. Whole school silent reading opportunities 
adopted by some schools for a short period during the day can also 
beneficial.
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The attitude of pupils receiving support is usually good.*(x) There is often 
an obvious willingness to learn, particularly in the primary phase. I t  is 
relatively rare to find uncooperative pupils in an environment where they 
are receiving support. Pupils' desire to learn is not always matched by 
flexible, creative and vigorous teaching.
There are short comings in the progress pupils make and the learning skills 
they acquire.

In some observations pupils were making slow progress in developing their 
language skills because the demands made upon them were too low. In  
particular there is often little opportunity for pupils to express 
themselves at length even as they get older.

OFSTED inspection reports indicate that the progress made by pupils 
receiving Section 11 support is appropriate overall although there are some 
examples where progress is impeded by poorly focused support.

Long term absence from school for visits overseas causes teachers much 
concern. While teachers recognise that such experiences are of value to 
pupils, long absences are seen as a major reason for the failure of some 
pupils to progress as quickly as they should. During these absences there 
is often significant regression in English language skills. Some schools 
encourage pupils to take an educational pack with them, which, if used, can 
make a modest contribution to maintaining English language skills. I t  is 
frequently the case that long absences are not known about in advance so 
even this modest provision cannot be made.

THE QUALITY OF TEACHING AND CLASSROOM SUPPORT

There are variations in the quality of teaching and non-teaching support. 
In  a substantial majority of lessons observed the quality of support was 
sound or better*(x), making a positive contribution to pupils' development 
and access to the curriculum. Some teaching is of very high quality, 
sharply focused, carefully matched to pupils' needs and producing a good 
response from pupils who learn readily and with enjoyment. There is also 
support which is of limited value*(x), in which objectives are unclear and 
the possibilities for language development are not well exploited. This 
range of quality is found in all phases and also within some schools where 
very effective work co-exists with support which is much less so. That
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most effective teaching is often found in schools which have devoted 
considerable time and effort to, and included all staff in English as an 
additional language and where staff generally have a high awareness of the 
importance in all areas of the curriculum.
Additional staffing provided through Section 11 funding is typically 
targeted on pupils in the earlier stages of English language acquisition.
In many schools staffing resources are insufficient to address fully the 
higher language needs of pupils as they move from the earlier stages of 
English language acquisition. Many schools reported that they felt unable 
to target scarce resources beyond Stage 2*(x) *(y). This emphasises the 
importance of the class teacher who may be in contact with pupils for 
whom English is an additional language for nearly all week without a support 
teacher present. There is limited evidence that Section 11 co-ordinators 
and support staff are consciously promoting higher language skills, though 
some schools are addressing this in current development plans and it is a 
feature of some policy documents*(y).

Responses to the questionnaire indicate that schools plan a wide range of 
teaching responses for EAL pupils. The mode used is dependant to a 
degree on the language skills of the pupils concerned. In-class support was 
reported as the dominant approach in many schools although pupils at the 
earlier stages are frequently withdrawn from mainstream class activities 
for relatively short periods during the day for intensive language work. 
Some schools do virtually no withdrawal work, while other argue that it can 
be an efficient way of targeting scarce resources. There is evidence that 
some Section 11 staff prefer working with small withdrawal groups to 
giving support in mainstream classes and that some class teachers prefer 
withdrawal to in-class support. These factors indicate a need for methods 
to be adopted not out of personal teacher preference but because they 
are effective and f it  for purpose. Schools should use, as most do, a range 
of approaches to meet the needs of their pupils.

FEATURES OF EFFECTIVE SUPPORT

Where support is strong it is marked by a high emphasis on language and 
vocabulary as an aid to concept formation*(x) *(Y) *(z). Support teachers 
and non-teaching assistants are clear about the objectives of the lesson, 
have ready access to lesson plans, have a good knowledge of curriculum 
materials and are able to respond to pupils' needs flexibly and inventively.
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A significant amount of the support observed in the survey was with small 
withdrawal groups - sometimes outside the classroom sometimes within it. 
There were wide variations in the quality of such work. Good examples of 
well paced small group work which, related directly to work being done by 
the remainder of the class, were seen where the support teacher was 
effective in generating interest and language development by encouraging 
pupils to be creative and draw on each others ideas, for example to develop 
story lines from pictures and speculate about possible outcomes. High 
quality questioning which helped pupils to think and grasp more complex 
language structures was a feature of the best examples. Such highly 
focused withdrawal work plays an important part in the portfolio of 
teaching methods.

Good examples were observed of class teacher and support teacher 
working closely together, sometimes exchanging roles. Joint preparation 
enables both teachers to take part in the initial presentation of a lesson 
using their particular skills to enhance its overall effectiveness. In those 
schools which have give attention to developing partnership teaching there 
is a culture which enables staff to share roles and have a greater 
awareness of the contribution support staff can make. This can raise 
awareness of class teachers to the language implications of learning 
activities and offers the Section 11 teacher an opportunity to use skills and 
subject knowledge across a wider range of language ability. Such 
flexibility between the class teacher and the support teacher raises the 
status of the support teacher and also increases the likelihood that the 
language needs of pupils other than those in the early stages of English 
acquisition will be given well focused support by both teachers present.

Effective partnership and support is commonly associated with proper 
attention to joint planning. Some schools have organised staff time to 
ensure an opportunity for class teachers and support staff to prepare in 
some detail how best their collaboration might be organised - this is over 
and above the planning time often spent by year teams in the primary 
phase. Good quality joint planning helps support staff to become more 
aware of the language and content of the subject under discussion so that 
they can be more effective in helping pupils acquire its concepts and 
structures. I t  also raises the quality of additional resources that are 
prepared.
The main ingredient in success is flexibility and a clear awareness of pupils' 
needs. There is no one mode of deployment which is effective. Flexible 
deployment and thoughtful use of the support teacher enables work with a 
smaller group within a class to reinforce the main class activity making it
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possible to match activities more closely to pupils' learning needs and 
language development.

In the better examples of support it is clear that pupils feel comfortable 
with support staff. There is a positive, good humoured atmosphere 
characterised by praise and encouragement but also a drive for higher 
standards which promotes a desire to learn. Support staff are skilled at 
encouraging less confident pupils to express themselves and talk through 
the work they are doing.

The work of non-teaching classroom assistants is also effective when it is 
targeted. Some non-teaching assistants show great insight into the needs 
of pupils and, under the direction of classroom teachers, they are often 
skilled at working with small groups and individuals.

Bilingual staff, whether teacher or classroom assistants, play an important 
part in helping pupils at the early stages of English acquisition. The well 
judged use of mother tongue can be particularly effective in helping 
beginners in all phases to progress and in assisting more advanced I earners 
in understanding vocabulary or concepts across the curriculum.

SHORT COMINGS IN  THE QUALITY OF SUPPORT

There were significant shortcomings in the quality of support in a minority 
of the lessons observed *(x). These shortcomings arose both from the 
quality of the support work and from the quality of the management in 
some classrooms in which support staff work. Some of the support 
teaching seen was lacking in interest and excitement; the approach was 
pedestrian, offering inadequate challenge to pupils.

Where there are shortcomings support teachers fail to exploit the 
language possibilities in classroom materials and situations. This is a 
common failing in classrooms generally but is particularly damaging to pupils 
for whom English is an additional language. In the primary phase, teachers 
do not sufficiently encouraging extended talk and are too readily content 
with single word responses. Even when lessons are apparently going well, 
teachers may leave little or no space for more extended contributions. 
Even skilled teachers running enjoyable lessons can restrict opportunities. 
Teachers can be so driven by their particular agenda that pupils have to
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force their way in to express themselves at length and develop their ideas 
through language. The potential of subjects other than English for 
language development is not fully exploited. Some teachers fail to seize 
language development opportunities except in terms of vocabulary. The 
potential for assisting language development by encouraging pupils to 
interact with each other is also under-used. Much of the work is one to 
one and even in groups the interaction is frequently only between teacher 
and pupil.

While some of the withdrawal and small group work was seen to be 
effective, some was restricted in its intentions and unenterprising. There 
is a wide gap between the best small group and the worst in all phases. 
Printed and picture resources can restrict as well as encourage language 
development unless teaching is flexible and creative. The relationship 
between withdrawal work and normal class teaching is quite often unclear 
and on occasion it was apparent that pupils in a withdrawal group would 
have learned more if they has stayed with the rest of the class. The 
opportunities provided by work with small groups are not always grasped 
sometimes because the support teacher or teaching assistant may not be 
able to exploit fully the potential of the subject. Sometimes there is too 
much emphasis on getting to a written task to the detriment of discussion 
and the development of understanding through speaking. The role of 
speaking and listening to develop ideas, vocabulary and content knowledge, 
however simple, is not clearly understood by some support staff.

The deployment of Section 11 support is sometimes inflexible and too 
readily targeted exclusively on groups of lower achievers within a class. 
This leads to an over-emphasis on withdrawal methods either within or 
outside the classroom. Undemanding resources are used with children who 
are capable of more.

Where Section 11 work has its shortcomings these are not necessarily the 
responsibility of the support. Ineffective support may result in poorly 
managed classrooms, where the teacher has given inadequate thought to 
the range of language needs in the class or how best to use the additional 
human resource. In such cases, the role of Section 11 is not clearly 
planned and apparently not purposeful. This occurs when lesson objectives 
are not shared and support staff have only a limited idea of what is going 
to happen or find out as they begin work in the lesson. Mainstream 
teachers may have relatively clear objectives but the support teacher is 
not part of them.
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Inadequate classroom management makes some classrooms unnecessarily 
noisy environments where effective class support, though desirable, is 
difficult because pupils cannot hear the subtleties of language adequately. 
Some classroom accommodation is inherently noisy with hard, echoing 
surfaces which add to the problem.

A fairly common shortcoming in lessons is lack of adequate planning for 
clear learning outcomes. This particularly affects the role of support 
staff who may be unable to exploit the potential of the situation as a 
consequence of this lack of clarity. Where teachers are clear about what 
they expect pupils to achieve - differentiated across the range of ability - 
support is better targeted and more likely to be effective. Vagueness 
about the role of the support teacher is one of the most persistent 
reasons for shortcomings. The value of additional support can be 
dissipated through unclear objectives and lack of effective liaison and 
interaction.

Lack of effective contact between a class teacher and Section 11 support 
staff can also lead to missed opportunities in using specialist subject 
knowledge or the cultural background of staff. Section 11 staff may be 
frozen out of the teaching process because of lack of contact, no 
information about the lesson, poor management skills of class teachers or 
lack of respect for the Section 11 teachers skills. This occurs more 
frequently in middle and secondary schools but evidence of it can be found 
in all phases. The development of an active partnership is inhibited in a 
number of cases by the lack of appreciation by class teachers of the 
purpose of Section 11 support. Partnership is a two way process and some 
class teachers do not welcome it. In  such close relationships personality 
plays an important part. More recent entrants to teaching tend to be more 
flexible about working in pairs and teams.

At times the additional human resource is wasted because there is so little 
opportunity for the support role. Its  is not always apparent that a Section 
11 support person is other than a general assistant - an extra pair of hands. 
This is an unsatisfactory use of human resources resulting from a lack of 
planning and lack of clarity about the role. In some lessons - more 
commonly in the middle and secondary sector - where support staff were 
relatively inactive for significant periods so that their time could have 
been better spent elsewhere. Some class teachers pay little attention to 
the extra adult in the room and do not seek ways of including their 
colleagues in the lesson. Sometimes an intervention from a support person 
may seem unwelcome when there is little evident rapport between the
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adults present. Section 11 support staff are not always in the right place 
at the right time.

Deployment of the scarce resource needs to be more carefully targeted. 
I t  is more than a matter of following a needy individual or group.

ASSESSMENT, RECORDING AND REPORTING

The specification of the school based projects requires the monitoring of 
the language levels attained by pupils twice a year and the reporting of this 
information to project managers for onward transmissions to the Home 
Office. This means that schools routinely make judgements about t+*e 
progress of pupils for whom English is an additional language. There is a 
good deal of scepticism in schools about Home Office monitoring forms*(x) 
*(y) *00- The criticisms have some validity in that the stages are unequal 
and pupils progress through the early stages more rapidly than the later 
ones. There is also problems in aggregating data for the different skills of 
speaking, listening, reading and writing into a single level for Home Office 
returns. However, the criteria for monitoring do make staff think about 
language development and the relative progress pupils are making and 
provide a common language for Section 11 support staff within and between 
schools. Schools bring different levels of awareness to assessing pupils 
for these returns and problems of moderation comparable to those arising 
from National Curriculum teacher assessment occur. Schools receiving 
information from several schools on transfer report significant disparities 
in the monitoring information received, indicating a need for more 
attention to be paid to staff development and moderation.

Where assessment practice is most effective, schools keep the progress 
of EAL pupils under regular, often termly, review. In the primary sector 
where pupils are usually with the same teacher for most of the week, class 
teachers are usually aware of the levels being attained. In middle and 
secondary schools where pupils have contact with many more teachers in 
the week, subject teachers' knowledge of pupils' language skills is often 
much less apparent. There are wide disparities in the use schools make of 
assessment information. For some schools the provision of Home Office 
monitoring data is clearly a chore while others use this information and 
data derived from other tests to maintain a profile of pupils' progress
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which plays a significant part in targeting support and planning. Some 
schools devise individual education plans for the pupils on lower levels so 
that all staff involved are clear about the learning targets being set. The 
systematic use of assessment information is often an indicator of well 
managed support generally, for example when a school uses frequently 
updated information as the basis of a points system for a rational process 
of allocating scarce support time.

There are recurring weaknesses in assessment arrangements. The detail 
of record keeping is very variable. In the best examples it is detailed and 
diagnostic, regularly shared with teachers and affects joint planning, but 
this model is not frequently found. There is insufficient diagnostic 
assessment in the sense that support teachers identify in some detail the 
progress and problems pupils are encountering. There is a tendency to 
vagueness and lack of precision in setting targets for improvement. Even 
when good records are kept by Section 11 support staff, mainstream staff 
may be unaware of the data or take no notice of it. There is often a lack 
of awareness of specific difficulties or learning targets. In some schools 
there is a worthwhile practice of Section 11 staff keeping informal notes 
and routinely finding time to share them with the class teachers. I t  is 
often difficult to trace links between assessment and planning. In some 
schools assessment may be more about noting pupils' attitude to their work 
than progress towards learning targets.
Much of the information that is kept privately does not get passed on in a 
systematic way so that teachers who may spend most time with pupils are 
not fully aware of the insights of support staff. The records kept by 
schools even when Section 11 support practice is effective, are not always 
well suited in their detail and accuracy to forming the basis for a bid for 
future support.

Mother tongue assessment is commonly used to identify pupils with 
learning difficulties but many schools feel that the learning difficulties of 
pupils with English as an additional language are underplayed when 
additional support or statements of special education needs are sought. 
Headteachers believe that an assumption is made that learning difficulties 
among such pupils are almost entirely language based. I t  is alleged that it 
is excessively difficult to get statements for EAL children with clear 
learning difficulties. The evidence is anecdotal but this assertion merits 
further consideration.

An increasing amount of data is becoming available to schools through 
national tests and many schools are considering baseline testing to assist in
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measuring added value. This information provides an opportunity to schools 
for ethnic monitoring of test and examination results.
These are secondary schools with well established data from public 
examination results which do not monitor the outcomes by ethnic group. A 
minority of infant schools carefully monitor the outcome of Key Stage 1 
national tests by ethnicity and use the data to target provision more 
carefully. There is scope for schools in all phases to undertake more 
ethnic monitoring of test data as one indicator amongst others of the 
effectiveness of Section 11 support and their policies for equality of 
opportunity.

Peripatetic teachers keep records at their base. Summative assessments 
are made each term and these are shared with schools. The routine week 
by week assessments and records made by peripatetic teachers are not 
routinely shared with staff in schools and therefore can have little impact 
on planning and targeting when they are not there, which is usually most of 
the week. The arrangements for sharing information about progress 
between peripatetic staff and classroom teachers are often too informal 
and concerned with content rather than progress in learning and 
difficulties encountered. This is an area which is capable of further 
development.

Good practice involving the participation of Section 11 staff in compiling 
reports to parents, home visiting to encourage parents to come to 
consultation evenings and the involvement of Section 11 staff, both school 
based and peripatetic, in translation on such occasions is reported by many 
schools *(x) *(y) *(z).

ACCESS TO THE CURRICULUM

A key purpose of Section 11 support is enabling pupils with English as an 
additional language to gain equal access to the curriculum. In almost all 
schools visited access to the curriculum was improved by Section 11 
support and often substantially so*(x). However some withdrawal 
activities in practice narrow the curriculum by denying pupils access to the 
discussions of the rest of the class. Expectations and content for pupils at 
the early stages of English language learning are sometimes scaled down in 
a way which diminishes the interest and excitement of a topic. The links 
between the class teachers' intentions and the activities led in withdrawal 
groups is not always clear. The importance of good communication between
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class teachers and support staff was often apparent. Access to curriculum 
planning both in outline and detail is an important element in achieving this. 
Schools' reported policy regarding making planning documentation available 
to support staff (including non-teaching assistants) is not always followed 
through in practice.

The support of bilingual staff is clearly important in helping beginners gain 
access to the curriculum in all phases. There is good practice in preparing 
mother tongue resources to help pupils understand the vocabulary of 
subjects. Again, the activity of support staff is undermined if there is not 
a close correlation between the content of a lesson and what has been 
prepared by the support teacher.

Schools claim to be clear about the difference between difficulties 
encountered by pupils with EAL and learning difficulties arising as a 
consequence of broader special needs although some concede that it is 
difficult in some cases to identify the root of a problem. In discussion 
with teachers the distinction is often less clear. Targeting is often on 
those who have been slowest to develop English skills which enable them to 
operate independently. The difficulty, alleged by a number of schools, 
getting statements for EAL children because learning difficulties are put 
down to language development for which there is already support tends to 
push support towards the lower end of the ability range and might 
therefore impede the progress of the more able. During school visits it 
was difficult to find evidence of support targeted on the more 
sophisticated language support needs of more able EAL pupils.

STAFF RECRUITMENT AND DEPLOYMENT

Section 11 support is a very significant resource for schools. In  schools 
where the need is most acute, with a very large proportion of pupils for 
whom English is an additional language, the existence of the support is a 
powerful influence in the recruitment and retention of mainstream 
teachers for whom the demands would be all but impossible to meet 
without the additional support. In  schools with lower concentrations of 
EAL pupils, where there are more models of English speaking among pupils, 
the need for support remains clear, particularly for pupils in the early 
stages of English learning, but is less acute.
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At the beginning of the current schools projects a new target for the 
number of bilingual support teachers to be employed in the projects was 
set at 40%, following Home Office guidance. During the life of the 
projects this targets has come close to being fulfilled. Both language 
support and curriculum access teachers and bilingual support teachers play 
a vital part in the success of Section 11 provision.

There are problems of recruitment and retention which relate to 
uncertainty about future funding and to the impact this uncertainty has on 
the status and morale of Section 11 staff. Headteachers report very 
limited numbers of suitably qualified applicants for some posts. A small 
number of headteachers feel that pressure to meet targets for the 
recruitment of bilingual teachers lead sometimes to candidates being 
considered who may lack appropriate English language skills or teaching 
qualifications. I t  is essential that the LEA's guidelines on staff 
appointments are scrupulously followed by all involved and that 
appointments are made which match relevant criteria and personnel 
specifications agreed in advance. There are some relatively weak staff to 
be found within the projects both in language support roles and in bilingual 
support roles. There is also good evidence of the positive contribution of 
many bilingual staff. There are bilingual teachers and non teaching 
assistants of high quality. Well qualified bilingual staff with a good 
command of English enhance provision for pupils of all ages and stages. 
Some otherwise well qualified individuals who lack qualified teacher status 
have made a significant contribution and have gained qualified status 
through the licensed teacher route. Section 11 support activity is a 
recruiting ground for teachers, a number of whom have gone on to train as 
mature students as a result of their work as non teaching assistants. The 
quality of bilingual staff is rising and some bilingual teachers aspire to 
mainstream posts. An increasing number of such teachers are making a 
valuable contribution as class teachers.

The work of Section 11 funded non-teaching assistants is of particular 
importance for younger pupils. The work of bilingual nursery nurses often 
plays an important part in helping the youngest children establish the 
confidence and social skills in pre-statutory education which lay the 
foundation for their later success. From responses to the questionnaire it 
is apparent that most schools now have bilingual support staff for children 
in the early years. The role of bilingual classroom assistants among older 
children can be significant in helping pupils who are new I earners of English, 
in home school liaison and outreach into communities.
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Visits to schools provided ample evidence of the way in which capable staff 
can play a significant part in helping parents to feel welcome in the schools, 
encourage an understanding of a school's expectations, visit homes before 
pupils start school, translate correspondence and newsletters and assist in 
sorting out problems which arise. Questionnaire returns indicate that this 
is an important aspect not only of job descriptions but also of the actual 
deployment of staff time.

At the outset of the current projects there were anomalies in the 
deployment of Section 11 staff in schools. Demographic changes during the 
life of the project have increased some of the inequities of the original 
allocation and the overall Increase in the number of pupils for whom 
support is appropriate means that provision is often severely stretched. 
Clear criteria will be essential for allocation whatever future funding 
arrangements exist.

The contractual position of Section 11 staff based in schools often causes 
disquiet. Section 11 staff are employed directly by the LEA as members of 
the various projects under job descriptions devised before the projects 
began and approved by the Home Office. Some schools make flexible 
arrangements whereby permanent members of their staffs are seconded 
to Section 11 work. These arrangements are creative and often effective 
but produced additional uncertainty about the contractual position of 
individuals particularly when budgets are under pressure and redundancies 
are under discussion. I t  is not surprising that uncertainties and confusions 
should arise, but it is necessary to ensure great clarity when any such 
unusual arrangements are being established.

THE MANAGEMENT OF SECTION 11 FUNDED SUPPORT 
IN  SCHOOLS

Responses to the questionnaire and during visits to schools indicate a high 
level of commitment in many schools to meeting the needs of pupils with 
English as an additional language and to embracing and celebrating the 
cultural and linguistic diversity of their pupils and communities.

The value of resources is maximised by clear understanding of the purpose 
and scope of support, clear aims, well expressed policy and procedural 
documents and active management and monitoring. The role of the
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headteacher in establishing a positive climate in which the language needs 
of pupils with English as an additional language are met and the 
commitment of all staff is encouraged is clearly a major factor in making 
Section 11 provision effective. In  discussion some heads concede that the 
welter of new initiatives during life of the current Section 11 projects has 
driven language support issues from the top of their agenda. Where 
headteachers are very clear about the importance of language generally, 
have involved all of their staff in developing an appreciation of its 
importance and have a distinctive commitment to celebrating the 
contribution of all cultures and ensuring equal opportunity for all pupils, 
this makes a major difference. Where headteachers assign status to 
language support work, make time in meetings for issues to be considered 
by all staff, find time for adequate liaison and meet co-ordinators and 
Section 11 staff regularly to discuss strategy, improvements rapidly follow. 
Some heads accept Section 11 provision readily but pay insufficient 
attention to its management. In a small minority of schools there is a need 
for a considerable shift in the schools' culture to change the views of staff 
who tend to regard the needs of pupils with English as an additional 
language as a ‘problem'.

There are wide variations in the clarity and scope of written policy 
documents*(x) *(y). There are some very good examples of clear policy 
statements and procedural documents which are readily available to all 
staff and reflect and sustain good practice. Some schools have adapted 
their policies to embrace the main focus on language support of the 
current projects. Section 11 support is commonly and understandably 
linked with policies on multicultural education but quite frequently the link 
between Section 11 provision and a schools' language policy is weak. Even 
when schools have a separate language policy - and many do not - the place 
of English as an additional language and of the use of mother tongue is 
sometimes marginal. The proportion of schools reporting a language policy 
of some kind is approximately 70% overall but the proportion varies 
between phases being highest in infant and lower schools. A number of 
schools were able to submit high quality policy documentation and helpful 
guidance information available to staff when returning the survey 
questionnaire.

Some of these examples illustrate clearly how a school can adopt a strong 
position which helps set the tone and guide the practice of all, for example, 
‘bilingualism is seen as a bonus' is a typical positive statement in the policy 
document of a school where very effective practice was seen.
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Most schools receiving school-based as distinct from peripatetic support 
have an identified member of staff acting as co-ordinator. In many 
schools in the primary sector the co-ordinator is not funded above 
Standard National Scale by the project. I t  had been an intention in the 
original drafting of the schools project bids that a large number of schools 
should have a co-ordinator with an above standard scale allowance but this 
intention was a casualty of the scaling down of funding by the Home O ff ice 
before projects even started. In terms of status accorded by pay 
therefore, there are inequalities between those schools with highest 
provision which have co-ordinators paid above the national scale by the 
projects and the minority who do not.

The quality of co-ordination varies from excellent to weak*(x) *(y) *(z). I t  
is mostly sound. Some co-ordinators have a high profile and high status 
with ready access to headteachers. They play a significant part in raising 
staff awareness of language needs through ensuring that English as an 
additional language issues are kept to the fore in staff thinking. Where 
headteachers set out to accord status to Section 11 support, overall 
provision becomes more effective.

There is also evidence of unfocused co-ordination where leadership is 
relatively weak and management of staff resources is poorly organised*(x). 
Such co-ordination may be good natured and well intentioned but lacks 
focus, drive and dynamism so that the additional support has less impact 
across the school than it should.

In several of the schools visited flexible arrangements are made for the 
use of Section 11 staff resources. These include a rota system by which 
mainstream teachers are seconded to Section 11 support from their normal 
class teaching roles. Enabling Section 11 staff to work as class teachers. 
Such arrangements are found in a minority of junior and lower schools. 
Although such arrangements complicate the contractual position of staff, 
they are effective n developing the awareness of a greater number of 
teachers and fostering parity of esteem between mainstream and support 
teachers. Some of the more creative  uses of resources, while broadly 
effective, do not meet precisely the original specification of the projects 
but they are in keeping with their spirit.
They are often effective in meeting the needs of a broader spectrum of 
need, avoiding the common problem that language support is targeted too 
narrowly on pupils in the early stages of English language learning. I t  is 
desirable that future arrangements for the deployment of Section 11 
teachers should not undermine the scope for such creative and flexible 
arrangements.
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A significant feature of effective provision in schools is joint 
planning*(x,y,z). This is relatively common in the primary phase with 
Section 11 teachers frequently involved at the planning stage for different 
year groups. Where resources allow, attaching support staff to particular 
year groups or a key stage is usually more effective that dispersing an 
individual's activity across the whole school. More difficult is finding an 
opportunity to plan jointly with class teachers at a more detailed level. In  
one of the schools visited, where provision was clearly very effective, a 
particular effort had been made to timetable joint planning time for 
support teachers and class teachers. Such a strategy makes support staff 
much more aware of the detailed learning objectives of lessons and more 
able to assist in the design of additional resources. Liaison of this kind is a 
critical factor in making effective use of support provision and schools 
should ensure that there is regular quality time for such joint planning. 
Discussions in some schools indicated that liaison between class teachers 
and support staff on the detail of lessons is often snatched at breaks and 
in corridors. The difficult of finding time is recognised but additional 
staff resources are unlikely to be fully effective unless time is found. 
There is a need for schools to examine carefully the arrangements they 
make for joint planning regarding it is an essential corollary of the 
entitlement to additional resources.

With regard to liaison and joint planning, the role of peripatetic staff is 
particularly difficult. A key feature of the design of an agreement 
between a school and the peripatetic service should be the identification 
of an effective means of communicating with class teachers. The timing of 
visits and the use of the time should identify clearly how liaison can take 
place.
Deployment is rational and appropriately targeted in most schools but 
examples were found of ad hoc arrangements in secondary schools which 
had not seen though through clearly or were dependant not on an analysis 
of need and the use of criteria but on which teachers or departments mad 
the most insistent demands. S taff deployment is best when there is a 
regular assessment of need based on the progress pupils are making 
through the stages of language development. Some schools show their 
commitment to supporting EAL by funding extra support time. This is 
usually only marginal, for example to bring provision up to a level where a 
support teacher can be assigned to each year group in a school. There is no 
scope for schools to provide support for EAL out of their existing LMS 
budgets.
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From time to time Section 11 support staff undertake additional roles in 
schools which appear to breach Home Office guidelines. Headteachers 
want Section 11 staff to play a full part in the life of the schools, working 
along meeting the same lines as everyone else, for example in undertaking 
cover, duties and attending meetings, and this is usually the case. Less 
clear is the position that arises when a lower or primary school assigns 
subject co-ordinator roles to all staff and includes Section 11 staff in the 
process. Questionnaire returns indicate that this happens quite frequently 
in smaller schools. The Home Office position is that teaching staff funded 
for Section 11 should not take on additional roles on the grounds that they 
will occupy time which should be devoted to the core activities for which 
they are funded. While there is a risk that such activity may diminish the 
time and energy a Section 11 support teacher may be able to give, the 
position to an extent ignores the realities of school life and undermines 
the desire expressed by schools generally that Section 11 support staff 
should be integral to school life rather than ’bolt on' provision. I f  Section 
11 support staff are to have parity of esteem it is reasonable for them to 
undertake some of the tasks which other teachers do. Through working in 
a particular area they gain insights which may be of general use and when 
disseminated may help other teachers and co-ordinators. A practical way 
forward on this issue may be for headteachers to share co-ordination roles 
with Section 11 teachers. There is sometimes a temptation for schools to 
abuse additional provision by using support teachers to cover absences of 
mainstream staff. Except in an obvious emergency this should be regarded 
as misuse of resources.

Monitoring and evaluation of the quite of provision in schools require 
further development. Many schools are vague on how the quality of 
additional language provision is measured. A majority of schools identify 
issues relating to Section 11 provision on their development plan. There is 
evidence in some schools of an annual review of provision through a meeting 
between the head and the co-ordinator, but little evidence of monitoring 
and evaluation of the quality of the everyday work of support staff or the 
outcomes of that work in terms of pupils' progress. Schools report 
monitoring largely in terms of informal activity. In some schools more 
organised and clearly defined approaches by headteachers and other 
senior staff to the monitoring of the quality and effectiveness of Section 
11 funded activity would enhance the quality of the provision.
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MANAGEMENT OF SECTION 11 SCHOOLS PROJECTS

In the four years of their life the schools projects have been under three 
different management structures. Changes in the level of Home Office 
funding have created uncertainty among Section 11 staff. This turbulence 
has presented the Team Leader and Project Managers with a complex 
situation in which considerable time has been spent in justifying the 
finding and the survival of provision, recruiting, training and reassuring 
staff, with rather less time than is desirable being spent on the 
management of the relationship with schools.

The importance which schools and communities attach to the support and 
persistent controversy about ideology and the best modes for provision 
make great demands on managers*(x, y, z). Home Office monitoring and 
consistent interest from groups within the LEA make it necessary for the 
managers to give a regular account of their work to others. Managers 
regard themselves as very accountable in these terms and believe that the 
service is frequently monitored for example through the collection of 
significant statistical data which demonstrate progress towards targets. 
Examples of such data include the overall progress of pupils through the 
stages, the employment of bilingual support teachers, the number of visits 
to schools by peripatetic teachers, the number of school governors drawn 
from the ethnic minority communities and participation rates in parents 
evening s. The projects have made good progress in collecting and 
monitoring such statistical data. The area for development is the 
relationship between the project managers and the schools.

The management of the projects is generally effective*(x, y, z) in raising 
the awareness of the needs of pupils with English as an additional language 
and in promoting through training and newsletters a range of ideas about 
good classroom practice, resources and management to assist in the 
process. Centrally based sta ff play an important part in providing services 
where there is no school based provision. Much relevant documentation 
has been generated to assist in the monitoring of pupils' progress and to 
draw attention to the services offered by the projects. The 
documentation is currently piecemeal and the school based management of 
Section 11 work would benefit from a drawing together of the information 
that is available into a 'manual of guidance' which would be of value to all 
who are employed through the project and to the schools where they work.
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The monitoring of the arrangements for and quality of Section 11 support 
activity by direct contact with schools is variable across the projects and 
largely reactive. As managers have sought to deal with increased need and 
unstable resourcing, their attention has been directed more to 
recruitment, deployment, training and the management of centrally based 
staff rather than to the overall quality of the provision measured through 
direct access to schools.

Responsibility for quality is in any case a grey area with a resource funded 
and managed from beyond the schools but operating within them. The 
question arises as to who is accountable for the use of resources and the 
quality of the support and needs resolution. Staff based in a school may 
understandably identify more strongly with the school than the external 
project which funds their posts. In  the case of peripatetic staff the 
management of the additional resource is even more complicated given the 
short time spent in schools.

As there is an element of dual management of Section 11 staff based in 
schools, there is a need for greater clarity about the roles of project 
managers in relation to heads and for mechanisms to ensure good 
information flow between the projects and headteachers. The regular 
meetings for co-ordinators to which heads are also invited do not 
accomplish this effectively in that they do not always yield the data or 
response in terms of schools perceptions that the project managers need 
to do their job effectively. There is a need to review mechanisms for 
collecting the view of headteachers and giving them a place in steering the 
projects. Mechanisms are currently being put in place to ensure 
headteacher representation ahead of the next round of bidding. An issue 
for the future is to build into the projects relevant and effective 
monitoring and evaluation procedures. The position of Section 11 project 
managers is complex but the LEA should have ways of reviewing the 
effectiveness of the investment it makes in terms of educational 
outcomes.

A condition of the Home Office funding is that the projects should 
establish targets and report on progress towards meeting them. These 
targets relate mainly to the proportion of bilingual staff employed and the 
progress of pupils through the stages. Project targets for progression 
through stages have caused some confusion and concern. A number of 
headteachers claim to be unaware of the overall project targets and have 
expressed concern that the efforts of their school based staff and the 
progress of their pupils could be undermined by the use of arbitrary
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targets. These targets are used at project level rather than school level 
and awareness of their existence is uneven. Some co-ordinators are well 
aware of the targets and documentation seen includes comparisons 
between school performance and the overall targets of the local project. 
The use of these indicators across the projects is reasonable, providing a 
foundation for discussion about progress. Like most indicators they are 
open to interpretation and misconstruction. The strong feelings expressed 
are more of an indicator of difficulties over information flow and the 
involvement of heads and co-ordinators in setting and working towards 
shared goals.

In the schools there is often a lack of understanding about how resources 
are allocated. There were problems of allocation at the outset of the 
current projects and with rising need it has not been easy to redeploy 
resources. Heads put managers under considerable pressure to leave 
already scarce resources intact. There are disparities in allocations 
between schools with apparently similar needs. Some of these have arisen 
because of changes in the composition of school populations and rising rolls 
during the life of the projects. As the numbers of pupils for whom support 
is appropriate have risen sharply since 1992, without any corresponding 
increase in provision, it is unsurprising that schools express concern about 
levels of support. I t  will be an essential ingredient of future projects that 
the criteria for allocation are rational, clearly related to need, readily 
understood by all involved, accurately applied at the outset and open in 
their application. I t  should be possible for resources to be readily 
redeployed to areas of greater need. This does not argue for a larger 
centrally based staff but for flexibility in the redeployment within the life 
of a project of both school based and centrally based staff. Several 
headteachers expressed the view that Section 11 resources should be 
devolved to schools as part of their overall budget. This begs the question 
of whether Home Office funding could be applied in this way - it would not 
be acceptable under current Home Office criteria. Even if it were 
possible, there would remain questions about the ability of the LEA to 
respond flexibly to changes in need over time, to meet the specific 
language needs of new arrivals and to offer appropriate training to new and 
existing staff if funding is devolved. In addition there would be questions 
as to how to monitor the suitability of the deployment of resources and to 
evaluate the quality of the outcomes according to criteria set in and 
outside the LEA.

The ability of the projects to respond to changes in need through the 
deployment of a team of peripatetic staff is important. Again the criteria 
need to be clear and equitably applied, capable of being readily understood
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by all involved. In deploying very scarce peripatetic resources the 
demands of heads can make it difficult to remove resources, so clear 
criteria for deployment are essential.

A key area for future consideration is helping schools who have peripatetic 
staff to be more aware of how to maximise the potential of this scarce and 
important resource. The short time a peripatetic teacher may spend in a 
school can make liaison difficult. Liaison between classroom teachers and 
peripatetic teachers varies from good to inadequate. Sometimes classroom 
teachers do not brief peripatetic staff adequately and on occasion 
peripatetic staff are not sufficiently proactive in approaching classroom 
teachers. A consequence is that some language development activities 
undertaken by peripatetic teachers do not take sufficient account of the 
work pupils doing in their normal lessons. The projects have sound 
arrangements for drawing up agreements between schools and the 
peripatetic services which help to focus support, but the monitoring of 
the outcomes of these agreements is variable in its frequency and effect. 
The work of the peripatetic staff is valued in many schools. Effective 
support by peripatetic teachers for pupils of widely differing ages was 
observed on a number of occasions during the survey. The additional 
resources prepared by some of these teachers helped pupils to progress. 
On the few occasions when there were shortcomings, they arose from 
inappropriate tasks or from resources, which did not relate sufficiently to 
a pupil's usual classroom experience. The commitments that peripatetic 
staff have to other activities such as home liaison, mother tongue 
assessment and training are not fully understood by schools. Peripatetic 
service staff, project managers and schools need to work together 
consistently to ensure that the roles and responsibilities of peripatetic 
staff are fully understood by all the partners concerned*(x, y, z).

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

The job descriptions of teaching staff in the schools projects assign a high 
proportion of time to training in its broadest sense. The amount assigned 
is higher than mainstream teachers could ever expect to achieve, for 
example a Section 11 teacher has 10% of directed time assigned to giving 
and receiving training. In returning the questionnaires, schools indicated 
that in practice the amount of time spent on training, however broadly it is 
interpreted, is significantly lower. There are examples of some of this 
time being well used for cross phase liaison. The overall emphasis on
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training in the projects is very appropriate but the job description times 
are unrealistic. In response to the questionnaire, a number of schools 
expressed concern that commitment to courses in school time diminishes 
the time that can be spent in support of pupils. The varying regimes for 
access to training create inequalities. The amount of time peripatetic 
staff have for meetings and development is quite significant, much more so 
than a school-based member of staff might expect within the school's 
working day. I t  might be possible to shift the balance somewhat to create 
more resources for direct involvement in schools by peripatetic staff, 
given that the majority of the staff in primary schools where they often 
work have little or no time off timetable. Such a shift in emphasis might 
enable an improvement in the quality of liaison between classroom teachers 
and peripatetic staff.

There has been a relevant emphasis on training in the current project, 
especially in the last two years. While there is some criticism about 
aspects of the training, for example, that it has been too theoretical or 
failed to break new ground with experienced staff, there is strong support 
from the actual participants for some recent training which is seen as 
practical and effective, and for certificate and other award bearing 
courses, particular the course around the book ‘Learning to  learn in a 
second language'. Some schools report that Section 11 staff are keener to 
attend mainstream courses than those specifically related to English as an 
additional language. Certainly an understanding of the demands of the 
National Curriculum and the possibilities for language development of 
different subjects have been made to relate to EAL training workshops to 
National Curriculum subjects and these sessions have drawn in a wider 
audience beyond the project staff. Project managers need to undertake 
further needs analysis in schools and should consider offering a greater 
number of highly focused, practical workshop sessions where effective 
practice can be shared to complement the demanding and worthwhile award 
bearing courses currently on offer. The training of classroom assistants is 
also an important area for further development and this needs to be 
flexible given the relatively low number of hours many such staff work in 
the week and the fact that their job descriptions make no provision for 
training.

An important issue for the future is to raise the awareness of mainstream 
teachers to language development generally and the needs of EAL pupils in 
particular. There is evidence that many teachers have a limited 
understanding of the part language plays as the foundation of thinking. 
Project managers and Section 11 staff have made contributions to 
mainstream courses. I t  is desirable that advisors planning the content of
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courses should pay more attention to EAL and this is an issue which the 
Inspection and Advisory Service should address.

Some schools show a strong awareness of the training needs of new 
members of staff and newly qualified teachers by ensuring that they 
attend EAL courses as part of the induction process to the school. This 
good practice should be more widely emulated*(x. y, z).

In responding to the questionnaire, few schools have offered specific 
information about the training of staff by co-ordinators or the cascading 
of information from courses. However nearly all claim that the presence 
of co-ordinators in school meetings means that EAL issues are constantly 
before the staff. Where staff have been established for a long time 
there is a tendency in a minority of schools to feel that there is little 
central training can add, so school-based development is common. I t  has 
not been possible to form a view of the quality of such activity. I t  clearly 
runs the risk of losing the value of cross fertilisation with ideas from 
other schools.

RESOURCES

In  the schools visited there was a high level of awareness of the need to 
find suitable resources or adapt existing ones*(x, y, z). In questionnaire 
returns, schools reported that Section 11 staff spend widely varying 
amounts of their week, ranging from 2% to 157©, in resource research and 
preparation. Classroom assistants reportedly spend more time in resource 
preparation than teachers. On a number of occasions during visits to 
schools mother tongue materials were seen to assist pupils in 
understanding that basic vocabulary of subjects or to help new learners of 
English who are literate in their mother tongue gain access to technical 
information.

Some schools are inventive and use support time well to draw boxes and 
packs of support material together. A good feature mentioned in one 
return was the ’home boxes' delivered to the homes of children about to 
start school to give them good practice in pre-school skills.

Of the schools responding to the questionnaire about two thirds have a 
modest special budget for EAL resources. This tends to be spent on 
particular items such as mother tongue materials, bilingual texts or 
resources to support multicultural education. Many schools report that 
financial constraints are a major reason for limited spending on EAL
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resources and also express disappointment that there are not more 
commercially produced materials to support additional language learners. 
Many schools report the regular use of the Multicultural Education 
Resources Centres to augment their own provision.

SECTION 11 SCHOOLS PROJECTS AND THE COMMUNITY

Schools responses to the questionnaire and the documents they provided 
often demonstrated a strong desire to develop and reinforce links with the 
local community. Schools report a wide range of events and strategies to 
encourage community participation in school life. Section 11 staff of all 
kinds, play a very significant role in this. The importance of the link 
between school and parents can hardly be overstressed. Section 11 staff 
in schools and in the peripatetic services, particularly bilingual staff, the 
home-school liaison service and the translation and interpretation service, 
all make a valued contribution. There are variations in schools' responses 
to the work of home-school liaison and translation and interpretation 
services. Some are full of praise, others use mainly their own resources 
while a few draw attention to slow response times.
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___________________RESEARCH SURVEY__________________
(Please return to Graham McFarlane, Education Department)

Survey of the quality of educational provision funded under Section 11 for 
pupils with English as an additional language - Autumn Term 1995

Questionnaire for schools involved in LEA Section 11 projects

This questionnaire is designed to collect information about co-ordination, 
classroom practice, training, development and resourcing and to provide an 
opportunity for heads and/or co-ordinators to comment briefly on current 
arrangements and practice. I f  an existing document contains information 
relevant to a question please attach a copy and indicate on the 
questionnaire.

1.1. Name of school...........................................................................

1.2. Names and responsibilities of staff involved in completing the 
questionnaire
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2. STAFFING (including peripatetic staff) as at 11.09.95

Please list Section 11 staff below. In each case please state 
whether full-time (FTE) and in case of part time staff state the 
number of hours per week or full-time equivalent. Please indicate 
those staff who have some proficiency in another language by 
inserting community langauge(s) in brackets after the name. Please 
indicate any additional responsibility points on the Standard National 
Scale.

2.1. Section 11 funded qualified teaching staff/instructors

2.2. Section 11 funded classroom assistants

3. PUPILS IN  NEED OF ADDITIONAL SUPPORT FOR ENGLISH AS 
AN ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE (EAL)

(PLEASE NOTE THAT THROUGHOUT THIS QUESTIONAIRE ‘EAL 
SHOULD BE TAKEN TO INCLUDE SPEAKERS OF OTHER 
DIALECTS E.G. BLACK BRITISH PUPILS OF AFRICAN- 
CARIBBEAN HERITAGE AS WELL AS OTHER LANGUAGES^
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3.1. Total numbers of pupils on roll in September 1995

3.2. Percentage of pupils receiving support under Section 11 for English 
as an additional language

3.3. Attached to this form is a copy of your school's most recent Home 
Office Monitoring Form 1. Please comment briefly on any major 
changes to the above data in the current term and any other notable 
aspect of the school’s profile of pupils needing support and their 
development through the stages, e.g. distribution of pupils at each 
stage across year groups.

4. MANAGEMENT

4.1. Policy

4.1.i Does the school have a written language policy which includes 
reference  to pupils with English as an additional language ? Y/N  
(Please provide a copy if available)

4.1.ii Is there a policy or procedure document on Section 11 provision 
available to all teaching staff ? Y /N  (Please provide a copy)
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4.1.iii Is there reference to Section 11 provision for pupils with EAL in the 
school development plan for 1995/6 - please state briefly the main 
developments planned or attach relevant section of the plan

4.2. Co-ordination

4.2.i Who is responsible for the co-ordination of Section 11 work in the 
school ?

4.2.ii For each category of staff below, please estimate and express as an 
approximate percentage the average distribution of contracted time 
each term between the activities listed:

Co-ordinator Teachers/
Instructors

Classroom
Assistants

Direct contact with pupils - teaching, 
small group work, individual support etc.
Assessment/recording
Liaison with other teaching staff
Leading or attending meetings
Resource development
Training other school staff
Personal professional development
Home/school liaison
Managing other staff
Administration
Monitoring quality

I f  you wish to add any comment on the figures in the table above, please 
do so here:
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4.2.iii What is the status of the person co-ordinating Section 11 work in 
the school e.g. in terms of access to meetings and SMT ?

4.2.iv Please state below any additional roles the Section 11 co-ordinator 
undertakes in the school

4.3 Monitoring and Evaluation

4.3.i How does the person co-ordinating Section 11 work monitor the 
quality of Section 11 support throughout the school ?

4.3.ii Please outline any procedures the school has developed to assess the 
effectiveness of provision for pupils who receive additional support 
for English (e.g. involving governors, community, senior management)

5. ASSESSMENT ANE> RECORDING

5.1. Assessment

5.1.i Please outline briefly the schools' arrangements for assessing the 
needs and progress of pupils with EAL
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5.1.ii How are the assessments of EAL pupils' needs and progress records 
communicated to relevant teachers and parents ?

5.1.iii How does the school differentiate between support needs arising 
from English as an additional language and those arising from special 
educational needs ?

6. CURRICULUM ANE CLASSROOM PRACTICE

6.1. Please outline below the main organisational and teaching strategies 
used at different stages (Beginners to Stage 4) to develop the 
confidence and competence in the use of English of pupils who need 
additional support and to provide for their full access to the 
curriculum.
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6.2. Please comment on the use of mother tongue or dialect in the 
classroom.

6.2. How does the school ensure effective co-operation between the 
classroom teachers and Section 11 support teacher(s) and classroom 
assistants.

6.3. How does the school handle the process of integrating pupils who 
need high levels of support into mainstream work ?

7. TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

7.1 Section 11 staff

7.1i. Please give details of the main content and duration of any EAL 
training received by Section 11 staff in the last three years.

7.1.ii Are there any factors which restrict access to training ?

7.2 Mainstream teachers
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7.2.i Outline briefly the nature and frequency of training for mainstream 
teachers to assist them in meeting the needs of pupils with English 
as an additional language.

7.2.ii What is the role of the co-ordinator and/or other Section 11 staff 
in this training ?

7.2.iii Has whole staff training included awareness of difficulties pupils 
experience with English caused by the structure of their home 
language/dialect ?

8. RESOURCES

8.1. What resources has the school acquired or developed to support the 
needs of pupils who use English as an additional language and the 
staff who teach them ?

8.2. Are there deficiencies in resourcing which the school recognises ? 
What are the problems in dealing with these deficiencies ?

8.3 Is  there a separate budget for Section 11 resourcing ? Y/N

1995/6 Section 11 resources budget £ ...........

% of total learning resources budget...........
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9. HOME/SCHOOL ANE> COMMUNITY LINKS

9.1. Please outline the part of Section 11 staff in the school play in the 
development of:

(i) links between school and home

(ii) links between the school and the community

9.2. How does the school encourage links with the community ? 
(e.g. ethnic minority representation on the governing body)

9.3. Please comment on any links with Home School Liaison Officers and 
the Translation and Interpretation Service

10. GENERAL POINTS

10.1. I f  there are any activities, projects etc. undertaken in your school 
designed to enhance provision for pupils with English as an additional 
language which you would like to bring to the attention of the survey 
team, please comment below
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11. Please add below any further comment you wish to make about any 
aspect of Section 11 provision.
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Appendix D
Content :pp 1-20 :

RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS/BACKGROUND PAPERS for 
the SURVEY LESSON OBSERVATIONS/SCHOOL 
PRACTICE DISCUSSIONS W ITH HEADTEACHERS IN  
THE 27 SCHOOLS SURVEYED.

The purpose of this appendix is to share with the reader the criteria used for 
the judgements made in relation to good practice. These were provided by the 
researcher to the advisory group who made the 108 lesson observations.



Effective practice in supporting pupils with 
English as an Additional Language 

- a summary

1. Whole-School:

♦ Appropriate Language Policy in place

♦ Inclusion in School Development Plan

♦ Documentation on policy / procedure for EAL support 
available to all staff

♦ Effective Liaison between Headteacher / EAL 
Co-ordinator / other appropriate staff

♦ Appropriate training of EAL and mainstream staff

♦ Mechanisms for assessing the effectiveness of
provision for pupils with EAL

♦ Mother-tongue is valued in the school and classroom

♦ Opportunities taken for using cultural diversity 
positively across the curriculum

♦ Relevant links but clear distinction between SEN and 
EAL provision - language and learning needs not 
confused

♦ A welcoming ethos
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Issues in Teaching and Learning:

2. a) EAL Support

♦ Well-planned and clearly structured work that 
motivates pupils and matches their stage of English 
language development

♦ Ability to highlight language component of task and 
extend specialist subject vocabulary

♦ Working in effective partnership with mainstream 
staff

♦ In withdrawal lessons, effective relationship with 
mainstream learning / activities; withdrawal 
short-term, time-limited, negotiated

♦ Range of teaching / learning strategies

♦ Effective monitoring / recording of progress, 
communication of this to mainstream teacher

♦ Use of assessment to inform planning

♦ Offer positive corrective feedback

♦ Specialist knowledge about second language 
acquisition and bilingualism

♦ Contribution to home-school liaison

♦ Collection / development of range of resources 
appropriate to pupils' language development, 
sensitive to cultural heritage



Issues in teaching and Learning:

b) Mainstream Staff

♦ Awareness that learning of English should be related 
to and drawn from learning contexts and curriculum 
activities

♦ Lesson planning with the needs of EAL learners in 
mind

♦ Use of the whole curriculum to develop speaking, 
listening, reading and writing skills in an integrated 
way

♦ Developing effective partnerships with support staff in 
which their specialist expertise is utilised

♦ Suitability of content, and match to the needs of 
pupils

♦ Use of a range of teaching and learning strategies 
which engage pupils, maintain high expectations and 
offer an appropriate level of challenge

♦ Promote activities which encourage less confident 
pupils to express themselves, including using 
mother-tongue if appropriate

♦ Use assessment to inform planning

Effectiv.d7
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Summary points from 
the OFSTED National 
survey on Section 11 
issues 'Educational 
Support for Minority 
Ethnic Communities'



SUMMARY POINTS FROM THE OFSTED NATIONAL SURVEY ON SECTION 11 ISSUES 
EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT FOR MINORITY ETHNIC COMMUNITIES’ (ref: 130/94/ns.)

General Characteristics of 
Quality in Support Teaching

well-planned work
work chat is dearly structured
work that motivates and enhances interest
work linked to National Curriculum us appropriate
high teacher expectations
attention to pupils' confidence and security
work matched to pupils' level of development and
capabilities
suitable range of teaching and learning strategies 
clear exposition
appropriate resources (sensitive to children's cultural 
heritage)
good assessment and recording procedures

Poor Cuaiity Work often seen in ill managed classes

difficult for support teacher to contribute effectively 
undue noise and movement reduces opportunity for 
language enhancement 
bilingual pupils doubly disadvantaged

Primary (in-class support) features of good quality work

ability to develop cooperative working practices 
with class teacher
clear idea of specialist advice and expertis: to be 
offered
eg influencing pupil groupings

highlighting language component of task 
ensuring opportunities for discussion 
building on pupils' desire to communicate 
extending specialist subject vocabulary 
providing opportunities for use of mother- 
tongue (to reassure, check understanding, 
extend thinking) 
providing additional materials 
ensuring integration of bilingual pupils in 
class

being a good strategist 

Primary (in-ciass support) features of poor quality work

no integration of activities into general class work
lack of appropriate resources
unfocused- work
random targeting of support
narrow range of xtivities
low level outcomes
coo much teacher talk
lack of joint planning
little teacher cooperation
little/no acknowledgement of support teacher's
strengths/expertise
lnr-k of appropriate qualifications

Primary (withdrawal) features of good quality work

teaching content based on mainstream work 
taught more intensively with attention to language 
development needs 
short-term, time-limited, negotiated 
attention given to integration of pupils

Primary (withdrawal) features of poor quality work

no clear targets or focus 
unrelated to mainstream/NC work . 
sometimes confused with SEN remediation 
often takes little account of good primary practice

Secondary (in-clasa support) faaturas of good quality work

genuine partnership teaching, joint planning, shared 
roles
ESL teacher supporting an area for which qualified 
willingness of both teachers to learn from each other 
ensuring access to mainstream curriculum 
establishing language rich environment 
eg opportunities for good oral reinforcement, 
discussion and co-operation 
helping pupils develop confidence and self-esteem 
support in mother-tongue (personal or organised) 
additional materials

Secondary (in-class support) features of poor quality work

little or no liaison between ESL and mainstream 
teachers
help ’on the hoof
marginalisation of support teacher (with 
consequences for pupils supported)
ESL teacher used as ’minder1 especially in poorly 
managed classes

Secondary (withdrawal) faaturas of good quality work

range of support models, flexibility 
short term
time limits negotiated (pupil, parent, form tutor, 
subject specialist)

• close liaison between ESL and mainstream teachers 
flexi-leaming approaches, ’clinics'
targeted at various groups (ESL. gifted. SEN)

• arfrfirinnai help in GCSE opdons with mainstream 
coursework assignments and homework
NC linked
comprehension of subject related concepts/ 
vocabulary
intensive support for oracy and literacy needs

Secondary (withdrawal) features of poor quality work

narrowly conceived language exercises (ErL) 
little or no relation to subject learning within NC 
reinforcing segregation, making reintegration difficult
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Schedule for Observing 
Quality in English 

Language and Bilingual
Support
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Based a t Leagrave Junior School, Strangers Way, Luton III-* 9ND: Tel: (01532) 597318 Fax: (01532) 565911

'Working fo r equality in a quality service

Schedule for Observing Quality in English Language & Bilingual Support

W hole-School Issues

) Does the school have a language policy based on the principles of equality of opportunity which :

recognises that bilingual pupils'/students' ability to use language effectively has an important impact on 
their view of themselves and therefore on their confidence as learners?

fosters an awareness o f the language and dialect "repertoires" which pupils/students/parents/bring to the 
school?

recognises that communicative competence in one language is likely to lead to enhanced communication 
in another?

acknowledges and supports the positive benefits of bilingualism and biscuituralism for the linguistic and 
conceptual development of pupils/students?

) Does the sch o o l:

support throughout its structure, the development of subject and class teachers' expertise in working 
effectively in the multilingual classroom?

organise support for bilingual pupils/students totally or mainiy in the mainstream ciass? 

make it clear that is has high expectations of the achievement of bilingual pupils/students? 

record information on the linguistic and cultural background of bilingual pupils/students? 

foster an ethos of welcome, respect and tolerance?

show evidence of actively seeking community participation in the life of the school?

facilitate communication between the schooi and the home by providing translation/interpretation when 
necessary?

have mechanisms in place to monitor community and parental involvement in all aspects of ±e life of the 
schooi?
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Draft Consultation paper for OFSTED Inspectof
Sitvaine Wiles Hf

INSPECTING ENGLISH AS AN ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE1

In the New Framework for the Inspection of Schools references to equal 
opportunities (EO) permeate the document. The Handbooks offer further advice on 
how to evaluate a school’s success in establishing equality of opportunity for ail 
its pupils.

One aspect of equal opportunities is the provision of effective support for pupils 
learning English as an Additional Language (EAL). This dimension is given greater 
prominence in the New Framework and Guidance than in the 1 993 version.

The purpose of this document is to identify strategies for inspecting EAL in schools, 
offer further guidance on the identification of good practice and make suggestions 
about where such judgements might be recorded.

A. BEFORE THE INSPECTION

In addition to general documentation, which will give an indication of a school's 
awareness of cultural and linguistic diversity and the extent to which these issues 
are embedded in the life of the school at all levels of policy and practice, the 
following specific information needs to be drawn together:

(i) data from the Headteacher's Form

B3 the range and size of the major ethnic groups in the school;

B4 the number of pupils supported through Section 11 (S11) or SRB
funding2;

B5 the number of pupils from homes where English is not the first 
language;

B6 the main languages, in addition to English, spoken by the pupils.

1T h e  term English as a second language (E2L or ESL) is also widely used in schools.

2Section 11 of the 1966  Local Government Act empowers the Home Secretary to pay grant to 
Local Authorities and other institutions to support the cost of employing additional staff to help 
minority ethnic, groups overcome linguistic and other barriers which inhibit their access to, and take 
up of, mainstream services. Since 1995 some of this funding has been administered by the Single 
Regeneration Budget, coordinated by the Department of the Environment.
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(ii) school documentation specific to EAL

It will be helpful if you can obtain the following kinds of information prior to your 
visit:

- a description of the work undertaken by S11 staff3;

- an explanation of the procedures for deploying S11 teachers,
bilingual assistants etc;

- any policies on EAL/ESL/bilingualism/EO;

- procedures for assessing bilingual pupils and resulting data;

- any comparative data (bilingual/monolingual performance on 
SATs, reading scores, GCSE etc).

Comment In some schools, bilingual issues are gradually being incorporated 
within general school policies on, for example, assessment, language development, 
curriculum guidance. This is good practice as long as the issues are dealt with 
adequately (a passing reference is obviously not enough). But this practice is not 
yet widespread. Check that assessment procedures for bilingual pupils take 
account of pupils who may have SEN. Is there clear guidance on how to 
distinguish second language needs from special educational needs, how to support 
bilingual pupils with SEN and how to monitor progress?

(iii) The S 11/Language Support timetable

Comment The work of the language support teacher/team is rarely incorporated 
within the general school timetable. It is essential to have this information in 
advance to plan effective and comprehensive inspection of the work. Many S11 
teachers are part-time or shared between two or more schools. Different kinds of 
support may also be offered - in-class support, withdrawal (10% at primary level, 
25%  at secondary level, reported in the HMI S11 survey of 33 LEAs in 1992/3), 
joint planning with mainstream staff, curriculum support and development, 
assessment advice, bilingual access to the curriculum. It is important to see work 
in different year groups and a range of subjects and to visit some classes without 
support to check how bilingual pupils fare on their own. You will need to liaise 
with the rest of the team and request additional information from them on how 
developing bilingual pupils are coping with the range of subjects in unsupported

5Some language support work is now funded under SRB (see Footnote 2). Throughout the text 
the term S 1 1 should be taken to include S11-type work also funded by SRB (or any other source).



(g) do the S 1 1 staff have a voice in the schooi?

(h) is someone at senior management level responsible for supporting/ 
monitoring the EAL work? If not, who checks its quality?

(i) is the nature of the support jointly negotiated by the Language Support 
Service and the school? How are the needs identified and prioritised?

Secondary

(j) if EAL is part of a broader Language and Learning Support Department, is the
distinctiveness of the two kinds of support (language EAL and learning SEN) 
made clear3?

(k) do mainstream staff bid in for support? If so, do only certain departments
or year groups receive support?

RECORD OF EVIDENCE (ROE)

Inspection of the data and documentation outlined above and a consideration of 
some of the questions listed, should enable you to contribute to Pre-inspection 
Commentary and Issues for Inspection in the following sections of the School 
Profile:

3.1 Characteristics of the School
(main languages spoken, outline of language support needs)

4.1 Attainment and Progress
(analysis of and commentary on any data relating to the attainment and 

progress of bilingual pupils)

5 .2  The Curriculum
(the extent to which the planning and content of the curriculum take account 
of the needs'of bilingual pupils, including those with SEN)

(the quality of systems for assessing the support needs and monitoring 
progress of bilingual pupils)

3W here the SENCO also coordinates the EAL work, it can be difficult to maintain the distinction. 
On the other hand a well coordinated department could ensure effective liaison in response to EAL 
pupils w ith SEN.
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In addition to LESSON OBSERVATION, the EAL inspector should:

meet with the teacher in charge of EAL;

meet with the member of the SMT with oversight of the work;

attend, if possible, an EAL team meeting;

visit the EAL resource base (if there is one);

inspect any EAL pupil files and assessment data;

feed back to the EAL coordinator or team towards the end of the
week. (It is important not to treat EAL staff differently from other
coordinators/departments.)

GOOD PRACTICE would include planning and delivery of the curriculum that takes 
account of the language and learning needs of developing bilingual pupils. At 
classroom level this is likely to consist of one or more of the following: enhanced 
opportunities for speaking and listening; provision of effective models of spoken 
and written language; an environment in which EAL pupils feel welcome and 
confident; an assessment of the language and learning demands of curriculum 
content in terms of key concepts, vocabulary and structure; attention to grouping 
strategies; evidence that the first language, where appropriate, is used to support 
the learning of the second; an acknowledgement that more advanced learners of 
English need continuing support if they are to achieve their full potential across the 
curriculum; the selection and use of good quality visual aids and culturally relevant 
resources.

Where additional support is available - check that the EAL and mainstream teachers 
collaborate effectively in the provision of a learning environment that supports the 
needs of bilingual pupils (see above). Have they discussed and agreed their 
complementary roles (this could vary depending on the activity, the subject area 
and their respective expertise)? Do they plan jointly and share assessment data 
and pupil profiles? Do they agree on any individual or group target setting? Is 
there genuine additionality? For example, is the EAL teacher clear about the 
specific skills she/he brings to the classroom? Are the particular skills and 
experience of individual support staff used appropriately? Is there good 
collaboration between S 11 staff, subject coordinators/departments? Are there 
nominated individuals with liaison responsibilities in ail subjects?

Where schools are fortunate enough to have Bilingual Classroom Assistants, check 
that their roles are clearly defined and that they are given appropriate direction and 
support by the S1 1 coordinator and/or class, teachers. Are they seen as an integral 
part of S 11 support and is their potential contribution to the school understood and 
valued?



1 . ATTAINMENT AND PROGRESS (4.1)

A clear statement on the attainment of EAL pupils and a judgement about their 
progress over time. The criteria are the same as for all pupils. Attainment in 
English, measured against NC levels, has been discussed on p6 (Assessment 
Procedures). But reference to EAL pupils' attainment across the curriculum is 
equally important. Any significant differences in attainment and progress (for 
example between monolingual and bilingual pupils or different ethnic groups) should 
be highlighted. Variation in achievement in different subject areas (for example 
better scores in maths and science than in English) might serve to highlight 
potential ability and the need for additional language support. In considering pupils' 
progress, inspectors should assess how responsive and supportive the learning 
environment is to bilingual pupils' needs (see GOOD PRACTICE p5).

2. TEACHING (5.1)

A judgement about the extent to which EAL staff are adequately qualified and 
experienced and effective as teachers. The quality of provision should be evaluated 
with reference to careful planning, sound organisational and teaching strategies, 
knowledge both of how children learn a second language and the demands of the 
NC, appropriate assessment procedures and high expectations of pupils. Do S 11 
staff make a real contribution to the life of the school and the improvement of 
standards? Do they work collaboratively with mainstream staff?

3. LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT (6.1)

The quality of leadership provided by the teacher in charge of S11, including the 
appropriate deployment of available staff and resources. The role of the SMT (as 
part of a wider EO responsibility) is also specifically mentioned in the guidance to 
this section (see Additional Notes on EO). This is an opportunity to comment on 
the extent to which the specific needs of ESL pupils are recognised at the highest 
level. You will want to comment not only on the encouragement and support given 
to S 1 1 work in the school by the SMT, but their recognition that all teachers need 
the skills to respond adequately to the linguistic and cultural diversity of the 
classroom if bilingual pupils are to achieve within the National Curriculum. This 
might involve, for example, a recognition within the SDP of the continuing 
professional development needs of mainstream staff, and the identification of 
targets, resources and strategies necessary to achieve them.
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MAIN FINDINGS/KEY ISSUES, FOR ACTION

Ensure that issues relating to pupils with English as an additional language are 
clearly highlighted under the Main Findings and/or Key Issues for Action as 
appropriate. This is important if, in relation to achievement and provision, the 
outcomes for bilingual pupils are positive or, conversely, a matter for concern.

Good practice will ensure that references to bilingual pupils permeate the report. 
In addition to the three key sections (standards (4.1); teaching (5.1); management 
(6.1), where comment on EAL provision is required, there are many areas of school 
life where the recognition and celebration of linguistic and cultural diversity will not 
only enhance bilingual pupils' opportunities, but contribute to an ethos of welcome 
and tolerance likely to improve pupil/pupil and home/school relationships.

S1LVA1NE WILES
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Appendix E
Content The information coding and detailed notes of the

interviews conducted during 1996 and 1999.

pp 1-7 : Coding fo r Interviews

Interview evidence from Interview 1 to 134.

The purpose of this appendix is to give the reader information regarding the 
coding of the interviews ( the findings of which are reported in Chapter 6) and 
the detailed summary notes of the interviews conducted in 1996 and 1999.



Coding for Interviews (1995 - 96)

1. New Unitary School

2

3

4

5.

6

7

8

9

10.

11. "  "  2

12. "  "  2

13. " " 2

14. " " 2

15. " " 2

16. " " 2

17. " " 2

18. " " 2

19. " " 2

20 . "  "  2

1 (HT)

(Gov.)

(SMT)

(ST)

(S.ll. T)

(S.ll.SA)

(V.7 pupil)

(Parents of Y.7 pupil) 

(Y. 11 pupil)

(Parents of Y. 11 pupil)

(HT)

(Gov.)

(SMT)

(ST)

(S.ll. T)

(S. 11. SA)

(Y. 7 pupil)

(Parents of Y. 7 pupil) 

(Y.ll pupil)

(Parents of Y. 11 pupil)



21. New Unitary School 3 (HT)

22. M ii 3 (Gov.)

23. it ii 3 (SMT)

24. it ii 3 (ST)

25. n ii 3 (S. 11. T)

26 n ii 3 (S. 11. SA)

27. ii ii 3 (Y. 7 pupil)

28. H n 3 (Parents of Y. 7 pupil)

29. ii n 3 (Y.ll pupil)

30. ii ii 3 (Parents of Y. 11 pupil)

31. New Unitary School 4 (HT)

32. 4 (Gov.)

33. 4 (SMT)

34. 4 (ST)

35. 4 (S. 11. T)

36 4 (S. 11. SA)

37. 4 (Y. 7 pupil)

38. 4 (Parents of Y. 7 pupil)

39. 4 (Y.ll pupil)

40. 4 (Parents of Y. 11 pupil)

41. New Unitary School 5 (HT)
2



42. M ii 5 (Gov.)

43. ii H 5 (SMT)

44. n H 5 (CT)

45. ii H 5 (S. 11. T)

46 n ii 5 (S. 11. SA)

47. H ii 5 (Y. 6 pupil)

48. ii ii 5 (Parents of Y. 6 pupil)

49. New Unitary School 6 (HT)

50. ii ii 6 (Gov.)

51. n n 6 (SMT)

52. n it 6 (CT)

53. n n 6 (S. 11. T)

54 ii n 6 (S. 11. SA)

55. ii ii 6 (Y. 6 pupil)

56. H ii 6 (Parents of Y.6 pupil)

57. New Unitary School 7 (HT)

58. H ii 7 (Gov.)

59. ii ii 7 (SMT)

60. n ii 7 (ST)

61. H n 7 (S. 11. T)

3



62 H ii y (S. 11. SA)

63. ii ii y (Y. 2 pupil)

64. ii ii -j (Parents of Y. 2 pupil)

65. New Shire School 1 (HT)

66. II II 4 (Gov.)

67. II II 4 (SMT)

68. II II 4 (ST)

69. II II 4 (S. 11. T)

70. II II 4 (S. 11. SA)

71. II II 4 (Y.? pupil)

72. II II 4 (Parents of Y. £ pupil)

73. II II 4 (Y.ll pupil)

74. II II 4 (Parents of Y. 11 pupil)

75. New Shires School 2 (HT)

76. 2 (Gov.)

77. 2 (SMT)

78. 2 (ST)

79. 2 (S. 11. T)

80 2 (S. 11. SA)

81. 2 ( y .s  pupil)

82. 2 (Parents of Y. 9  pupil)
4



83. " " 2 (y.ll pupil)

84. " " 2 (Parents of Y. 11 pupil)

85. New Shires School 3 (HT)

86. 3 (Gov.)

87. 3 (SMT)

88. 3 (CT)

89. 3 (S. 11. T)

90 3 (S. 11. SA)

91. 3 (Y. 5 pupil)

92. 3 (Parents of Y.5 pupil)

93. 3 (Y.8 pupil)

94. 3 (Parents of Y.8 pupil)

95. New Shires School 4 (HT)

96. ii M ^ (Gov.)

97. ii H ^ (SMT)

98. M ii ^ (CT)

99. ii it ^ (S. 11. T)

100. ii H 4 (S. 11. SA)

101. n ii 4 (Y. 4 pupil)

102. H H 4 (Parents of Y.4 pupil)
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103. New Shires School 5 (HT)

104. " " 5 (Gov.)

105. " " 5 (SMT)

106. " " 5 (ST)

107. " " 5 (S. 11. T)

108. " " 5 (S. 11. SA)

109. " " 5 (Y. 4 pupil)

110. " " 5 (Parents of Y.4 pupil)

111. Officer New Shire LEA (Senior Manager)

112. " " (S. 11 Project Manager)

113. Officer New Unitary LEA (Senior Manager)

114. " " (S. 11 Project Manager)

115. Community representatives (New Shire LEA)

116 " " (New Unitary LEA)

1999 19fl6 Reference

117. New Shires School 1 (HT) (65)

118. " " 1 (Gov.) (66)

119. " " 3 (HT) (85)

120. " " 3 (Gov.) (86)

121. " " 4 (HT) (95)

122. " " 4 (Gov.) (96)



123. New Unitary 1 (HT) (1)

124. ii H 2 (Gov.) (2)

125. New Unitary School 6 (HT) (49)

126. 6 (Gov.) (50)

127. n ii -y (HT) (57)

128 H ii -j (Gov.) (58)

129. Officer New Shires LEA (Senior Manager) (111)

130. " " (S. 11/EMAG Project Manager) (112)

131. Officer New Unitary LEA (Senior Manager) (113)

132. " " (EMAS Project Manager) (114)

133. Community Representatives - New shires LEA (115)

134. " " - New Unitary LEA (116)

Abbreviations

HT - Headteacher
Gov. - Senior Member of the Governing Body
SMT - Member of the school's Senior Management Team
ST/CT - Subject teacher (secondary)/class teacher (primary)
S. 11. T. - Section 11 funded teacher
S. 11. S.A. -Section 11 funded support assistant
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Interview Notes Interview Reference : 1

Background:

Headteacher for two years at school (85% bilingual with 7 Section 
11 funded teachers and 5 f.t.e. funded support staff). Previously 
deputy (for 4 years) at similar school'in London.

Stem Questionnaire responses: Key issues raised

That in this, and similar schools, Section 11 staffing is a "basic 
entitlement" for both pupils and staff in order to "achieve equality of 
access and opportunity". Section 11 funded staff are "greatly valued" 
where the senior managers are aware of their potential but previous 
experience has shown where SMT are not positive then Section 11 funded 
staff can be "marginalised and ineffective".

Section 11 is "fundamentally about equality issues" in the school. I f  
Section 11 was withdrawn it would be "disasterous" and "overtly racist 
policy making" on behalf of any Government or local authority decision 
makers.

Future developments should include a "wider agenda" for "additionally 
funded staff" which focused on "race equality issues across the spectrum 
of curriculum and community support". The contracts should be "long 
term" so as not to "discourage career development in this area".

Not optimistic that the current Government (1996) would see "investment 
in the resources necessary to really make the difference" as a priority 
but locally encouraged that the New Unitary LEA has a commitment to do 
"all it can" to be positive.



Interview Notes Interview Reference : 2

Background:

Governor, in charge of Personnel Committee, also local councillor 
for the last 9 years. Involved with local African-Caribbean 
community groups and police liaison. Governor at the school, and its 
Junior school feeder, for last 5 years.

Stem Questionnaire responses: Key issues raised

Current views formed through consultation sessions leading to 1992 
Project "launch". Contracts were a "major issue" as previously "no-one 
really knew who was Section 11 funded". Became much more aware when 
"drawn into" the "No Cuts to Section 11" campaign organised locally and 
had to explain the funding to local community groups.

Section 11 is fundamentally about "entitlement to a fighting chance in 
school" and the need to give individual pupils (and staff) a sense of their 
"identity and self-worth". Any cuts to Section 11 "politically 
unacceptable". Future developments would like to see more emphasis on 
meeting "wider needs ... not just language issues but fighting racism" and 
would like to see specific support for "Black British" pupils of African- 
Caribbean heritage and teachers recruited from "that heritage" in the 
local schools. Nationally "don't trust this government" but locally 
"optimistic about the future if this Government (1996) gives us the 
resources", as "politically, locally we will deliver".



Interview Notes Interview Reference : 3

Background:

Deputy Head for 2 years: previously Head of English for 3 years; 
prior to this school was Section 11 Administrative Officer for 
Shire LEA.

Stem Questionnaire responses: Key issues raised

Intimate knowledge of Section 11 because of LEA "officer" role in 
administering Section 11, although previously as Head of English in an 
urban comprehensive was aware of the "political issues surrounding the 
funding" as the LEA was part of an HMI Inspection of the DPRE project 
in that LEA (mid-1980's).

Section 11 "fundamentally concerned with equality and ethnic minority 
pupils" although "should be concerned with ’education for all' pupils to 
equip them for life in a multi-ethnic society" which, in future 
developments "should be an anti-racist - multicultural perspective as well 
as language support".

Was encouraged by the ’Project 1992* approach but the November 1992 
letter from the Home Office cutting the long term 75:25 funding to 
50:50 was a disaster" and highly "demotivating" for all concerned - a total 
withdrawal of funding would be "racist and criminal".

Felt that the Home Office had now more "consistency" because of 
officials staying with the "brief" but the "resourcing was a long term key 
issue" which felt could only be resolved by a "change of Government policy 
... which basically meant a change to the present Government (1996)".

Was encourage that locally there was a "political will" to ensure equality 
issues were "central" to local education policy initiatives.



Interview Notes Interview Reference : 4

Background:

Senior teacher, line manager of the Section 11 Project co-ordinator 
for the last 4 years. Previously teacher at local High school where 
Section 11 funded staff were “ significant part of whole school 
staffing".

Stem Questionnaire responses: Key issues raised

Section 11 is “an essential part of equal opportunities work in school and 
community" which plays a “vital part in ensuring access and achievement 
for EAL pupils".

Future developments should include a “ 'race' equality specific focus" and 
the contracts to funded staff should be “permanent to give the job 
status and people a career path if they choose to".



Interview Notes Interview Reference : 5

Background:

Section 11 funded teacher supporting Science and Maths at the 
school for 4 years. Previously a Spence teacher in the mainstream 
at an urban comprehensive in a Shire. LEA.

Stem Questionnaire responses: Key issues raised

Current views based on first coming into Section 11 work at this school in 
terms of long term future. Became "very worried" that after starting in 
Sept. '92 on a “new project initiative" that within the first term the post 
was “at risk" - this certainly sharpened the mind as to what exactly 
Section 11 funding meant in terms of role and contract status".

Because over the years (from 92/93 to the present) there was the 
“annual will we be cut or not! Scenario with Section 11 and the cuts in 
education within the s ta ff ,  and the LEA schools in general. A “them and 
us" situation between “Section 11 funded staff and mainstream staff" 
which was difficult for the kind of “partnership working that we were 
looking for".

As Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with “ equal opportunities" it 
would be “devastating to everyone if the funding ceased. As well as 
“personal loss of livelihood" the “knock on e ffe c ts  of under-achievement 
could create an underclass of young adults with negative consequences".

Would like to see a widening of the role into “community focussed work" 
and a commitment from Government (1996) to “value this area".

Locally very encouraged by the councillors who support the annual ’no cuts 
to Section 11* campaigns.



Interview Notes Interview Reference : 6

Background:

Came into Section 11 support assistant work "from local community" 
as a "first job" 2 years ago. Previously at Sixth Form College 
locally and an all-girls High school locally before that. Came to 
Luton from Pakistan - Kashmir aged 10.

Stem Questionnaire responses: Key issues arising

Current views shaped by the present school in terms of positive "valued 
for my multi lingual communication skills" but "worried about the long 
term future of Section 11 in general and my own career development".

Section 11 is fundamentally about "giving all ethnic minority kids the 
chance to decide for themselves by achieving their full potential" - if this 
was withdrawn it would be "racist and unjust".

In the future would like to see "more opportunities for ethnic minority 
staff to have proper career development from local and national 
institutions".

Is  not convinced "this Government (1996) cares at all for people who are 
black, Muslim and women" and although the local "rhetoric is OK" but "if 
push cam to shove would they really care either?".



Interview Notes Interview Reference : 7

Background:

Year 7 pupil; born in Kashmir, came to UK when 3 and gone to 
Nursery, Infant and Junior schools in UK. Had 3 extended leaves 
during that time. Latest was 6 months covering end of Year 6 and 
beginning of Year 7. Has been receiving regular Section 11 support 
on arriving back from extended leave to new High school.

Informal interview using 'stem questionnaire' format: Key issues raised

Was aware of Section 11 because in Junior school his parents were 
interested in the ’No cuts to Section 11* campaign last year.

Didn't know who was Section 11 funded at the Junior school but aware of 
role of Section 11 funded staff at the High school and though it was 
“important work" and wouldn't like to see them (Section 11 funded staff) 
lose their jobs".

Would like to see more money spent on “after school activities - in the 
evenings as well as after Qu'ranic classes would help".



Interview Notes Interview Reference : 8

Background:

Parents of Y7 pupil. Both from Kashmir area of Pakistan. 3 
children - one in Y7; one in Y6 and one in Y4 (both at the feeder 
Junior school), educated in local High schools themselves; came as 
teenagers to UK over 16 years ago.

Informal interview using ‘stem questionnaire* format: Key issues raised

Had known about Section 11 "properly in the Junior school over the last 
three years". Realised they probably both "benefited" from the provision 
when they first came to the UK but hadn't thought about it then.

For both parents Section 11 was fundamentally concerned with "education 
chances for the future". Would be "very angry" if provision was to end. 
Were very interested in the ‘No Cuts to Section 1! campaign in the 
Juniors and had "attended 2 meetings" and "had multi lingual information 
about it" which "helped".

Would like to see this "important" provision stay and "more spent on this" 
in the future.



Interview Notes Interview Reference : 9

Background:

Y ll pupil, born in the UK whose parents were settlers from St. 
Kitts-Nevis in the 1960's

Informal interview using ‘stem questionnaire' format: Key issues

Knew about Section 11 from community group (Saturday school) that she 
supports was involved in the ’No Cuts to Section IT campaign both at the 
school and in the community, especially the protest meeting outside 
County Hall in 1994 where " the coming together of black and white from 
all cultures and creeds was something I'll always remember".

Felt Section 11 was fundamentally about "social injustice and antiracism 
for equality".
Would be "bitter against the Government and Council" if funding was 
withdrawn.
Would like to see more support under "new funding" aimed at "all sections 
of the community who suffer discrimination and racism" not least the 
"African-Caribbean heritage community who don't get their fair share". 
Would like to see more "genuine money" for supplementary schools who 
have a commitment to "self help".



Interview Notes Interview Reference : 10

Background:

Parents of Y ll pupil. Both born in St. Kitts-Nevis in the Caribbean, 
they moved to UK in 1961. Y ll child is youngest of 3 who all went 
through the UK Education System. Both active in community 
education initiatives.

Informal interview using 'stem questionnaire* format: Key issues

Have always been active in local Community Relations Councils over the 
years and knew about Section 11 from those involvement's. Became more 
involved with the ’No cuts to Section 11‘ campaigns from 1993 onwards, 
and having actively sought to bring a more coherent approach to the 
needs of “African-Caribbean heritage young people - the Black British 
future".

For both Section 11 is fundamentally about "equalising the life chances of 
youngsters who suffer prejudice from racism or need language support" - 
if funding was withdrawn it would be "a sin against human values of justice 
and fairness".
Would like to see future developments dealing more overtly with "racism 
in schools and society as a whole" - more funding for "community 
supplementary schools and liaison formally between those schools and 
LEA schools".
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Researcher : Graham JVIcFariane^BedfordshirelLQcalEducatiGn Authority*'..
General Title. : ' British Government Policy Gn Funding Education For Racist Equality, 

With Particular Focus . On-Section Eleven OfThe Local Government Act 
Qf 1966"

W I T H  K E Y  P E H S O H H E E

Name Status S>^\\

Date of Interview Ref. [qq(p

s t e m : q u e s t i o n s .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are
;i

1 ^ 4 ^ - tV~ a  ; > r  ^  'H-X- I’c kjtriA
ii

2. These views have been formed by
; v

\*-+ O. ^  <v yj J-'NM litrf ^  -)

vw Hv\( i'̂ Ujcyw't

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because
ft

£ci i o J*4jca+~<' fkaJT

^ ootT ajl/ s Vv«Y * - ^ r v  3  - I t .  i T ^ I '  rU<'

■- ■   Uv*_ C cA /y^rJ i ’ l l  t~ 8̂L r t  /J ^  ~fov-g.__________L______________________

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with
5̂ p .rf m̂L>wv4:T,~iZ-^v> -* ^ 2« x / " f v > _ a TUe_ r*J~ fy-Z-

vkjoljL $t,h3>ot £>-  ̂ v/iTcjU fU*- te-nnu/u^ , ^i^^a^LLj .

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

(\€.\s <L4

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

Kf>c£ S fr.j!' uvflo <twV W0t4i?l f*>

*Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of PhilosoDtiv Degree In TUB Field Of EdacatiaR- Unfrersity OI Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane> Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*,
General Titfe : ' Bridsh.Gevemmertt Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local' Government Act 
Of 1:966*

I N T E R V I E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N S T E E

Name 'le*ci^xr vm-Jk ^  Status

Date of Interview Ref. ^

S T E M  Q E E S T IO M T S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are
\tnj ^ t r » \c s f  bv*-/vK ) -jdsJi u jik  «*— h 'v .i  ̂ TKa_ U K  ^

su-z+< v-vforV_ A ^ M i r ^  *wj yi« î .> TV*/V tVTt i* &ru^«U

Qjb-'- yp/ CyUA_____ll t~fc> A iCgV-\j~ c>-iks

2. These views have been formed by
VSv.rÛ '̂  PpA-i rVcLA/(̂  Uv. JckxxeiU) i-aUV. p p s ^ J ' Z T p ^ f O A  jP/tye**!

CL\r*£-A. A- £wt>psu»—. ; Kv<_ uÔlaci-wv Ĉ{~jrK&>

ip,̂ ĝ orMM̂ q iW-ciw. ______ ____________________________________________
I. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because
'fUls ĉvi H~v_ .vpgj\ _i, uiM <"V\orlS$~ V'-vfVfim f"̂A_ "W a.-^L ir^^J _H —i
Cv ^  '4-vjc .i-U* hzsL-m lru/t fl~c S*mT juĵ w't J\>»w ^

Û_ **JL Uj>vj Vw_ 3î M~ Û v̂ v̂ C T -̂tWt -Pcyy2«y<r>
4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

e^LwjCxvk'a-*- o A A  . Ol+~A  t-iV /v^Ur " tV ^ w ^ V v t"  TKj*- _fV-*«?v/vyv stJ-X. <t(K>-c.r —

(W«̂ v f<2s*AAUL fUjL JT Tû f JckjitA lAdJ
fUnA U'Crpw /N<-tL.'a-r-

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

G a^C Lit1̂ ^ ^  t ir  iA /'bt^U & rctr out, cl tly.'KjL^c CsSh'foch'* ,̂

u^'tkiW" Vf

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

M©r*- L̂̂ jU'oA P^AKr̂ _-Al\r^ Jfrif' eisLi  ̂~ n̂ ore_ f'&Ac'l vuhv. ^c r̂ r̂Jr

fUtt O-rJn/'ih.Ui t  "Uhv'A^
mo-------i l i j t . ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimbolton Roadf Bedford. MK41 8DT



DoctorateOfPhilosopliyDegre&ltiTlm FielttQf Educatlon-University Of leicester

Res arch er : GrahamIttcFariane, BedforrfshireLocal Education Authority 
General Title r British Government’ Policy On Fending. Education For Raciat Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Gf The Local Government Act 
Of 1966*

I N T E R V I E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N H E E

Name ^caiXsSu ^  J. »|. Status ' ,'te*oka_r

Date of Interview Ref- 11 W b

s t e m : q u e s t i o n s .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

i W -  vY i£ c\ \j\Y & A  £> i>-~, j-»-r

2. These views have been formed by
^ >j- t w  S-tl. cUy^rhr^F ^  U>A 3 X  UĴO

Jw fUjL K*~Hv< ^  i Tt> j'c ^  iAj'Ur _T jgM~ ~\
c, j-yo ̂  rU c  jTc k iro \. vaAK- |/VTV . <>+usLx̂ Js ,- v ^

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because
(Ŵ  WV Vw. ^e_ «v

^vtl^ ^  rvavwVvty r to _  X . i l .  Cl. ^  ^ w a- loA^j YbjgJKks - _ - - T

im/tK fU,«c u>&rlc jOi~ri<aA feavn xjfaruifrrck

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with
JvVwJj -/ŵ ©̂r!' h» iu,i>̂ z<A“ v4u> ^oa -̂ U*w2- +t<va. To jouijjed

a2A _.tka_  ̂ i<- +*^e4vJLr aw vw f>*ri>MU3luf f*> fcnMg i\y * lr^

£b~cb-rAx ,yrA. <2.Q^"yawi£, ___________________ ________________

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

\ f * v ^  $ - - -  t i  S-o v~U*-*Arc J v-v̂ O \ C*.ylly

\&lJ( ^oUtxiTy tAwX Tl̂ e, 6>j- $.»i. v»T«A k? tUx- ^Mw<S'0̂  ^  Tks_/UvcM

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on
P -+- ■

■+4ua& ^  U r f ^ r S ^ f

fiuLcM -j C vM r^ td iy  To M®'*.
S-ftlp/k^'-'WV^ i \ 42, _______________________________________________________

*Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate 0( Philosophy Degreeln The Field Of Education - University Of leicester

Researcher : Graham McFariane* Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*';
General Title : ' British,Government Policy On Funding Edtication For Racial Equality, 

With Particular^Focus On Section Eleven Gf The Logs! Government Act 
Of 1966*

r W T E R V T E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N N E L

Name Status S il
;/v ki

Date of Interview 1*%*? b Ref. It | \^ (p

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

7f” /s vv~ scJb&̂ ti,

2. These views have been formed by
" (i r I f  ^ jZjk^  ( <zn^ 0_ Ŵ 4-t i0\) W  Y*-\

j*<o hM/A_ ha

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because
A-Vj o w -^  h ^ A  f »  h ~ A  n ^ x ^ . o ^ A .

fUiuy (jLfitsQ-fL h ?  ko^^L  - i-  /k jo lly  U-cx^ h> hz-lf?-

jT Ao~\rC bc£v\ ^  tx> i>. i I • ^aH.

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

kfM Oi r<ZjaA >vxvcc2JlA *'v~ i W» *J|-* ^

Gu\o TvUs 3 c7 1v >  ^

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

l% 0c,r<W lj2- - -  < T lo v < _  cu^  £<? vv> v tu U ^  l\XA£, yf hnnAArvb

tb  }x> UAfA/J vjf (T (xJr

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

T̂ ✓A,S|rv̂ Ww>y1 h> LvvV'° pvo ̂yQJ~iû

*Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



DocforateOf Philosophy Degre ÎirThe HeltlQf Education- University Of leicester

Researcher, : Graham JVTcParlane> Bedfordshire Local Education AuthoHty*'*,
General Tide, : '  Bdttsh,Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On: Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act' 
Of 1966"

Name ^ c l  <uc ^  Status ' f>ujyU  ^  V-*j^-7

Date of Interview Ref. rf

I N T E H V I E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N N E L

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

2. These views have been formed by

jy? (A-sk£&_

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

4/vô  lAn^A  ̂ (X,—■A fcV'j jjLZ't

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

ktlp‘^4 <£."U/jCV\CL -̂ >Ujo ĉ r i^ik_ f*=> S&
P S 'I*ijj* -frv , /!-> r '^ 'tty  ĉ xrcftk

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

Aot M i  ti- d * jfo  i lk y / ’W

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

rtp/d. k̂j=> a !>h*sxL <^A  ^ h /~

. iiiuL h» Cl. r-v

"Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorats or PhilosopiiyDeareeliiThe Reid Of Educadira- OniversityOl leicester

Researcher : Graham JVtcFarlane; Redfordshire Local Htuqadan Authority**
General Title; : British Government Policy Oft Funding EdticationFbr Racial EquaEty>

With Particular Focus On Section Haven Of The Locaf Government Act 
Of 1966*

O T T E R V I J B W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O H T N E L

Name fcdfL Status , far-^X x  ^  1

Date of Interview b_________ Ref. ___________________

S T E M  Q T J E S T IO lS r S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

1'W ' f.S

2. These views have been formed by

ii' d  cri-^ u,5 Jck^xrt>X o^jA t~Uĵ  c^r\

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

grMr cAa/I vL tw_  ̂ ^r\r^aa^ VvjvA e^tr^ IveAp CL,d iK  j j  crOct

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

<yi vT--̂  kî l p ^  OXplfllfU

fas iU ^  HvU <-VaA

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

 ̂ 0-+~-d̂  rvoX |<aLir

6. i would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

»W<L yfaU- "W a w \  ®r-

( / h t a w - k  + &  f ,V < L

*PIease Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



DoctorateQIPhilosopbyDegreelRTti&Held Of Education - UniversitirQf leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane> Bedfordshire LQcalEdupatian Authority 
General Tide : ' British Government Policy On Funding: Education For Racist Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966"

W I T H  K E Y  P E H S O N X E Li
i \

Name Status 'I >«*./- \\

Date of Interview S^-v i <\<\ Ref. | ̂  I [ qq ^

S T E M  Q t J E S T I O H S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are
i w t  a U t  ^  ^  Hv< 5 >cA>«rf

i *  v e<*j f

2. These views have been formed by
loe. SNĉ »<iA i^vA ct̂ l<̂crvjC

W V o W tL sl U~ ■tue. !/ \U  6 cuV3 S. ti . C -aurv^r^Vv

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

ftJL iix j i f" v^rUA '/vi o Ll ^ xj-O ^ A  JLaJr V*C>

~ftilvx$sh wWA/t J • |\ m_£lcAjl (A. LcT T̂ *

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

I £ C / ~ O - ' V -  j G-̂ -pA-Ô OulAsy O-ŷ 'i t~̂AAl 1,1 ^

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

*Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of PhifosaplotDegre&IitHte Reid Qf Education * UniversityOHeieester

Researcher : Graham lVTcFarlanê  Bedfordshire Local Education Authority 
General Titfe : "Brrtish Gbvernment Policy On Funding Edtication For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Seven Of The Local' Government Act 
Of 1966"

I N T E R V I E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E H S O X X E E

Name jaTUju' Status ' s K ^ JuJ~

Date o f Interview Ref.

S T E M :  Q U E S T I O N 'S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are
( \ \ J t  fUM- SkvvJuL Wo 0*> C c w l  A«r

2. These views have been formed by
Xo o^~J iTt ^  G**utu/w£7 -

\jj <2- p p c

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

CL«kA  fUtL, 0»^«v̂ * ‘VvT'J K L-I/^k

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

j  U-4 Vt CZ, |s»/~ p.zjo^yiz.

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

f  4-C \ Sr

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

(v\zrT1L i / w j ^  w. a U V 'C  T U ^ i

wtL. Cau-n/Z- V̂cru-1 VÂ  SjA M zjbL <x*rA Lo lO k^rr-.Vu, Ĉ A .

Uû L* ylv* (* t k. I S -____ ___ _____________________________________________________

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorat&OfPliSlosoptiyDegreeliiTlieHeldQfEdacaiion-IfnivetsitJiOf leicester

Researcher : Graham IVtcFariane  ̂Bedfordshire Local B^qation Authoiity^.
General Tide : '  British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus Orr Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966"

I N T E R V  X i l W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O S T N E E

Name Status V(^0i

Date of Interview Ref. | |^ V »

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are
V's aS**- (X toA^'^/VH - -  - <x

6bMf-vvV*̂ €>Jr NVj3-U&4 TW. r̂ erJncrK rXXX ŷ ÂUf*̂  Sfrxĵ - ff, f>n&+\Xj

2. These views have been formed by
VvPUyî  WaA ye*// jWt t*. TLa/

1W. (\u.mAvc/T *cj, X-iL tnr*s tXa, \js2̂ 3 ĥ jJC w2aj<^

'b •'tfAexJr VXAX y\<2sZ*Xa

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because
5. H |\jl̂ AjL6V. jyt/i n̂fLo I TT- vy l  <XS*Ẑ tLyv rCj-ou/CM v̂, Jvu:otf"J

L Cv̂ W,<WaV̂  H>j2- cL̂ cK̂ L̂rx̂ c ^'toXXi partuui k̂ f> ‘̂ nXK. j> HaM l̂TS

£&U*i. X  ^  hvQ. ?N o  c ^ rs  t o  X t \ '  -

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with
yvvôv&Â no- rfU(J~ ’fl'vu c|î cOjX<jj

Xiib f\_ C ^ o ljiX  fo <2. Ct̂ jVi C<aAilt\  XV^X

KAW aa/ ^  'X <\A. JlTC>| &C/? t\, lA<ivo(j, .__________________

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

1
TcxA ^ '^  it" V/OW-V̂L Ue_ V̂NSfvĥ f>orviuX fA-<y,sr~i (p~scj<z_ a^A. ao

, X  ^ <̂ o iT"

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

Ci W / c t H v  f C U ^ t  J-OtT j  W  C ~ V - ^  / & ' u j m ------------

[̂7> / fv\̂ _ j oj, A>€ jt

* Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



DoctarateOf Philosophy Degree IitHie FieJd Qf EdacadiDii - University Ilf leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane*. Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*;
General Title : '  British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Egualrty, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966'

W I T H  K E  Y  P E R S O N N E L

Name Status j.

Date of Interview \  Ref.

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

2. These views have been formed by

/Yt^ (5-0 tf_ {jrC&A 6» o v v . i x U w  O v  t~U /\.S  -O TM tA  TW. £" ij-

n ̂ [vt*̂ ^  f~Ka, u-.vfy____________________________
3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

$ ^ ) - * L C a ^ - J — t e s k  AJ-O S  i | . ,J /^  '̂rl

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

ktwwi*w r^VAs a-*jk <X. r^cojvvi Ti-erw-v HvctT nQ̂ Âfv/ê  j^TCUi X<â A_ */\ ĉ r'A

,{iCcca^ctH^ ^_dA-To^1C> C o / a *■ £xrcS<zÂ

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

£©*â V\*><t ^  i^-sruU *U  ^  ^  on*-r

^Crvo<^ "hb /voTWtV  ̂ (Z/~± ir-'trv-iil

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

(\ Q+J Q_yW A/\j©f*<L £2-tr' \ j1 ‘-̂ ■5 fo f 0 - * + J ~  Ci~t-(knftkt

^vhj - /K&,  ̂ fixtkrJiC t A s o U ' J- ^ fcsL &*xr\Uf\\ty

*Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosopby Degre&Iit ThB Held Of EducaOoD - University Of leicester

Researcher, : Graham McFarlane, Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*.
General Tide. : "British Government Policy On Funding Education Far Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Locals Government'Act 
Of 1966"

I h T T E R V I E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E H S O N H E E

Name Status >y.(T

Date of Interview Ref. 2^3 I

S T E S K  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

kV ao^Lo u^^oIoVjl#Aioiy by U l. oa

:>fr  t w r  "vV- ,V

2. These views have been formed by
1 t*A ?L-£jve.'‘ t̂ vv 'tWC «£ kxrot  ̂ '"h-a- l/^vor  ^  ^

j l/-jâ ; rf L'-v6<'<2̂ K-A crt/2̂ - tlvO. •-JjLi'oX iLS ^  ^ ^  koU.
fk iq : ' | ^  v#-Wz 66> vykabu,^>̂ v ______________ _________________________________________
3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

H&ffo TU. ^  ^ c /jy rv ^  — C^C X  j^A ly

kcrv^ d iil^ c A c l't"  lT  b*£i»-v f o  r ^ c / u u t "  ^ jjA o jH y rc^p-j

Lc?*J$<b£jfa> U frj-'Q  ty>-y ,p«/v~.cg. M 3

■. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

p̂Vjotvĥ  S^pp^T ~h> <2*s-Z-*yj /4> ^  £>T&\'h<,\̂ i

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

 ̂ hoP'K. Jpd^p <x*A< y^uyush U r

g*> Sjz^icLtfy 'fkjcsz*- uU »  r^v-Tv  ̂ tfki2- j  uy_fof~P

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

Ci b y  f *  ^  U a j  fe r n , jfa jfc ^ y  P 'U

£ ŷ M l c&c/ 'u a it. W. ĵ c-yx. ^0 <n. cm.■r’̂ un ^ • T \^ z u j  . iv<or££Ln£A
y  fo  t^QJ2p  5x6r  ,\&gc>Lj _________________________________________

'Please Address AH Correspondence To : 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philasopby Degreeln The Fleltt Of Education - University Of Leicester

Researcher : GrahamMcFarlane> Bedfordshire Local EifucatCon Authohty^.
Genera! Title; : ' British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality.

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966*

I N T E R V I E  W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O K N T E E

Name 'Tc^ci^u- Status

Pate of Interview K 'tU ___________ Ref. ^

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are
tf AÂuJrf” ■'k̂ 'vN|t v̂rN(2pL txXX.  ̂* I'f' i£ GL4

\̂ >.r

2. These views have been formed by

17 Te-#~0̂ ŝ \v̂ ej *'Vv<J J 1 w~<2/>L o .1o,4
Vi_̂ _ WkV tc$ (£,^±MJ\^cuh>r u p ^ r f W / X k*p f9sc_cX"c&o A>>w£

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because
,yuj ^  ^ Jfk̂ sn.Vĵ 'J /rJS'CA "tv*.

' f e . & c k s k *» ^ o  0 *-t^ -p i*L K

/fcC? uv/<£ "fe p -rc h ^ x tjX ^  £— ^  Q ^ a X ly  J ( \ h ) j y , ^ q  : f  i_(ftjj? v\f<£ i*3 p^oyjzs^j g—(\ Kpw t>̂ aXly jt
4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

p̂ vr̂ CvAcJVAp J ^ p frrr t <cr3~z* eKr r̂+- nouL>

'i<» fc r t r y  U tv iiy  /to ' i j

y y ^ L ^ y __________________________________________ _________________
5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 

school(s) would be

\ ; e / ^  X t / A O ^ I  r~̂  VVv X i^< Z .< jT  z j  g U a (C 4 ^ ^ )> i^ v )  J &  Cm  uA

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

m Cof^,-i^\~/K)ZrX JT-CTl/<V" /\ j L&A f G3̂  ZffofejstQ

jxrCujX t̂ CA.OL ' g^yjallty

*Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degre&lpThe Fleltt Qf Education - Unlversity Of Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFariane> Bedfordshire Lopal'BtBoatitKi Aiithonty^
General Tide : British Government" Policy On Funding Education For Racist Equality,

With Particular Focus, On Section Eleven’ Of The- Coca! Government Act 
Of 1966"

W I T H :  K E Y  P E R S O I i H E L .

Name Status ' M ie-*^kjLv-

Date of Interview b  Ref. 2<r(

s t e m : Q i i E S T i o s r s .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are
<vf 4-v

{Am/'v 1

2. These views have been formed by
/wy I U /crcl^V^ -„-w  vX Sfn^j— usSPZ_ w&sU'&d

fwv̂A. K-\p t_*» LÂ -b î .'cuihV̂ x IV-a,, oô Uj |<o r

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because
tij'Hy * p.'ofewt/ho-̂ v̂ j - ; -A- bo uj^ TUa. fU-^U

ixÂ iL- <̂̂ iSr*<ey5 Ŵ p

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

bUubor‘̂ uh^aXrj J-oV" ÛyV̂ yf S -

oX (Vjcsŝ c j •̂ c-̂ Kxv" Ucouik. ?U-Xfs v u A a h A j u  kz-o^v ĵL.
gUCi~$- (A— Ĵ (’N-or<S'b Xx2~tX  Q-'ty

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

CC.Cjo* ^ ^ ' ^  tu_ fAj-'fcuis'sLSpS f njo f  f*rfcAAj £>~cT~

w^K ^  a t  U r jii  7W e/^C  Xftjrf- /'e jc ^ rc tj

*Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT
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Doctorate Of PhilosaphyhegreehiThe Field Ot Education- UniversityOf leicester

Res eurche r : Grshatn McFaHsnSr Bedfordshire'Local Btuca^oiv Authority*'',,
General Tide : British' Government Policy On Funding Education' For'Racial Equality,

With Particular Focus'On Section Eleven Of The Local; Government Act 
Of 1966*

I N T E R V I E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P H H S O H N H I L .

Name Status

Date of Interview S Ref. > b  |\<H(p

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are
IW i' 0—" tu*- CAfZXr \*zjidjLs' T W '

Wo-v̂ \/A Kvfc

2. These views have been formed by
ILjj ĉtvcr&t ,'̂ C/ \j5C&XrU~y Ô cL &L\JL

6e+*a\<A Gc?M, r~uw'-* Cc'V̂ L v'̂ hI’L, Qi^SA IcrC^X
_CcnM Î HkAV A&L/'.L'J

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because
TUq job JjT keuj-e_ TVa.

i W .  t_<<A/> o L >  < W ^ V c _  A C  f c u . H  U f c >  l^ i? o rh rd  ^  T V w '
C c ^ Ui^jyi*xjjJL v"̂ tV_ <xj* av\Jt  'p'ov-v- cLg>>wrvut 'u ^ j Sc-\vtri________

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

^ ‘O-U^VUL u v t v  OlM- -4k<_ ia^\o Cjz~T<~ 4,'W n/f £^UlCO^

(A\cL')  ̂17^ &s^ fu^i |vo\<A clsÛ rû  k^y^-v

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

i\,<yy'' r  i \rdjL

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

|v\©/€_ 6oMJ“V . U Gl s ^ A  /IZ-dO ^vv't^V^ |̂ >-T C t k f ^ J L f

'Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degre&lnTtie Field QtEducatioii- University Of leicester

Researcher' : Graham l\tcFar(an^ Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*'.,
General tltfe ; ' Britfsh Government Policy Qn Funding Edacation For Raciat Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966"

rVTERVTEWS WITH KEY PKHSOSTKCJL.
|
I I ■ — 1 ■.»'■■ ■ - — - - , - , , „ , ■■■ | — ,, . — ■ . ■■■■ —
Name Status N 7

Date of Interview ^  \q q b  Ref. >7

STElIMt QXJESTIOJjTS.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

£  It'|l̂ _ p <2-0 jvCi. Vv'V-£-

2. These views have been formed by

fW ^ a,rx_ d  I 1/vflAp ‘̂ uA Xi'avOL/ (X^A

V \U f V W  looi'v̂ -̂

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

'T"Lj2

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

lr\JL \p . X c 7v>>-cr7

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

'h^rr^ !rU_

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

Ĉ 0erf<- K>zXp If&S’ W'-JX

Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate OlPtiilosopliv Degre&in The field Of Education- Dtiluetsitu Of leicester

Researcher : Graham |VtcFarlane> Bedfordshire Looal Etftication Authority*'..
General Title : Bifftrsh Government Policy On Funding. Education' ForHaciat Equality, 

With Particular Focus On-Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966"

I N T E R V I E W S  W I T H  K K Y  P E R S O N N E L

Name Status ^  'i-e A r

Date o f  Interview R e f .  2%

S T E M  Q U E S T I O S r S .
.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

ts  (X. v / O r j  T l u > ^

2. These views have been formed by

"h?’ j V ^ L  y v t c -K (j>t̂ U~LU,fA7y

3. 1 came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

flvL  ^<\(j 

oJT

i ULel “V^SL jte - st~T<j'/^\j

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

tjtr& c l. <Z/t~ tz~j2_ £ c /^ crcs^ ( Ia n (Aus}

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our
school(s) would be

Veru !?aA

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

*Ptease Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate QfPhilosophy llegrec litThe Field Qf IttucatiOB* University Of leicester

Res arch er : Grsham McFarians^ Bedfordshire Local' Education Authority*1'.,
GeneralTftie : " British Government Policy On Funding EdUcation ForRaciat Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Qf The Locaf Government'Act 
Of 1966"

r I N T E R V I E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O X X E L

Name Status

Date of Interview I W G  Ref.

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

lt'i'lis*- V̂-s {jsyt fe-Shl

2. These views have been formed by

pe,wytlju jn4lC-*r  ̂ rWr  Uo1—/ \ T ~ ^ t 5  ~ C

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

<JvcrcL vT

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

U

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

p < Z X > (M  ^ - O  t o  1

*Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree Hi Hie Field Qf Education - University Of leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane^ Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*.
General Tithe : ' British Government Policy On Funding Education For Raciaf Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local'Government Act 
Of 1966'

w i t h : k e y  p c r s o n i v h j l .

Name Status ^ 1 1

Date of Interview r  1 ̂ 6l  b Ref. 3o |
S T E M  Q H E S T I O X S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

if  're~ry 1 M^KyT\-Q~r3C' OXu'

2. These views have been formed by

(X/loo-!^ /Wrr-e jb>Xo>\ ^

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

flxSL, ' I'VjO 0-1 ÔT—> 

\aJ U—CxL̂ ? i 1

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

l\Jl\ p c /̂ vVn crTvT'

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

1 Wj£,.

6. 1 would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

f  i/w i ’ĉ wtarC? <£TTvw)C At/ocy<vh^i  ̂

cltjA. (H&oxfUi b><?x*s' U-sj

‘Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



DoctorateOf Philosophy Degree InThe Field Of Education-UniversitvOi Leicester
FResearcher : Graham McFariane, Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*.
CGeneral Title : ' British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Seven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966-

IK T T E R V J L E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N N E L

iame S ta tu s '

Hate of Interview \<\cWo Ref. 3 \

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

My current views of Sections 11 are

S-ll. a  vvVoA TUs- aX TLvTs sc^cr^i

\r>rC  ^  fKa- rc?le, is

j nftK~Va>Jr_______________________________ ____________________________________________
!.!. These views have been formed by

lv0J~d kjirt  ̂ -j-o /  Cccxj hû T*

W€/ jf\ 0 Ô . dd, X7 V̂\OvO 1 jf~ i/|f̂  /jf h& x f

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because
rvuj pr€V)0xt4 'i'k-e. i ’-d- l̂X|p«j't7̂ 0fvT’ wJZli î ps>r̂ Ai-4'

sh ift accO Sir^  #«* bcs<z ^ . K*r J c W l ux. W tjet tU^

( ^ p o rk  \&  p r io r^ i}  oJ^kA  du*J< g  /___________________

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

p̂ptrHrUjfŷ Vlj  ̂ TLjt_  ̂<br̂ J ickj- SM_ppcSH

_>Ksû  iVs Keê l0?t

35, If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
schooi(s) would be

l/e /v ^  k<2^j"S l ^ r  S 3*<fax£ fe /\j3  i/vJVnA^t S zsi& vL tl/j

S$4~ C T̂ |"& 6c>irŵ> X\kK& Îm $ qulT T
- £_ ^  p /^ c ^ rT ^ o

would like to see future developments in this area focussing on f*-govJVL&

<L 4*° IrvcUo^ I ~ L<CiS ^vK/Uci}^ ^U//i CuJUui

ItfwU* Tvê  p^ojg^- TUaÂ  W&pj iA~ 4-T̂ M~L̂  ^ro+wtA

ctUo kvo (>W7t̂  1 -(w F  r&zho<Jr -bo T^p&^ar^ c&vJ'nxcts

'Please Address All Correspondence To 121 K im b o lto n  Road, B edford . M K 4 1  8 D T



Doctorate Of PhilosophyDegreeloitie field Qt Education- UniversityOf Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane> Bedfordshire- Local' Educadon Authority*.
General Title : ' British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government. Act 
Of 1966'

Name Status £c*j(

Date o f Interview 1 4 ^  Ref* 52-/ \<{<He

W I T H  K E Y  P H R S O N H B L

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

'j'kajt' Vw tv«s i'Uvcr̂ t %Y \<> C\ r^ovJUL.

2. These views have been formed by

e-vJ < ~ r ^VC- V| a *A  c A ^ ^ r  4 -u J q  - O o / \ t ^ d ^ S1- ' Vvr<-.

I* - JLzftW £j> iW<*t«̂ v< ^  ct̂ w^k t̂r y /Onc( A.H
j

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

/>uj \A-vtW MsAjCrSl Uorf J I" <*4

•uj |U 2/ 5̂ h v < a € x I - - - - - - - - - - - - - A /^ _  >v^_ TV>q_ Ca+Jts i f .  t< ,

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

<zJ^s~ad< o~^ckA jH£tf~Tc_e

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

pU/h c+JUl̂  - - - iT'n ^-erv TC-s; ^/^wise/vt r^ r^ r

S^l/3 vS'/l* kM/t" i^C iz ^ y i f *  Ivts Ca<l̂ $ +J\M dp ~h> fT* *

6. i would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

bJ iXslr l£&iKOS$ <JŜ- 5»-<y<<A- £*L-cyU. Â ) 'At O^d CcrMJIAlÂ Ĵ

|pvUy'© Iaĵ ^ - a^o I"

* Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



DoctorateOf Philosophy Degre& in Hie Field OfEducatloii- Ifniversitt Of Eeicester

Res archer : Graham McFsdanft^ Bedfordshire Local. Education ̂ Authority 
General Tide : British Gbvernment Policy On Funding Education ForKaciat Equality,.

With Particular Focus OnSection Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966*

W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N S H E L
\ ___

Name Status

Date of Interview Ref. 33

s t c i m ; q l t e s  t i o n s .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

'TkiLrC- £ /vo-VsX̂ L fyC /Vo OaAi f© Caa/ ~ y?o~v/i i clskA- ~̂KaA~ <£’>~

'fWi ©-tel ('vjOosrfc-' CA/yC, h '

2. These views have been formed by

u, H^s cx—A  ^  cL*k/via Srokĵ  L

Uvt ly' ^^eai

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

M  <»_ fc jM k & r  i/*v  pr<U^0r\A4 S^O iS^ k ^ o A

ffL-̂  ^kxr^i <r,<2̂  X/ / ,  *h'yM ’ erfksuc /Huv.oryf̂
<z^ (Jr̂ J-v^CA- \A—__ig -o f^__ CAAsn cuU sjf^ C*r<~ihA iWjajLA_______________

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

l / € / ^  Us^L {-** b-a^r p ^ru ,— _  <a»^<uzjt̂ lA  JU e* /W&t&L &SK j

l/w Tk ,̂ 'i* v<^xĵ A  k-y SfaA- tu A

6. i would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

l U j p j  ^M>vi,£/W cfaaJ~ reJt^A z W & U  tuzojlo f 4 - y ^ r t  ^  pup^h

/jjVl Ĉ /v -  (A n  VjUrit~ay-&, l*Jhs> l&SQ. CtkJ~ WVitK fk j^  UurSnJh Crvfenq

*Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



DoctorateQfPhilosoptiyDegreelaThe Fie IdQf Education- UniuersityOf Leicester

Researcher : GrahamMcFarlane* Bedfordshire Local Bdtiqatfetn Authority^
General TMe : ^BrhishGbvemmentPalicyQn Funding EdticationFor Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local'Government Act 
Of 1966*

W I T H  K E Y  P E H S O N l f f E L

Name Status

Date of Interview Ref. 3 ^ l \

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

K irJLr^ O ^ t UAjctZCd A-

2. These views have been formed by

hJ'trrl^e^ ~flVr<€/ r'VH Ifo  6uMf\*u*{A I ̂
i W ^  <?( / rsisit^ c*-v~~ ruidcjL

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

d  /vi~ s v v v tT ^  ^  ^

«̂ v A^ajr*-r,4y(a 0^d  qjZcuuVukly ^  'uzteto
SduAjU\A* />«L Z2/#  n^u>f^ .py^KH tp Jr^kjQ-trlo__________________________________ __

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

(> (A t̂'Wr4/^cu-*' lvê >v̂ £xv 'f fc jf-  fa  Â z.

{& cuoi/CiQJCs

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

f a  T k ^  j l u y y t / f j  O ^ M .  O /L d A ^  & j  ^ K s l  <£c  ‘f a c r f

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

Kore re^thA fao l^u^to  d s u ^ c ^ fa j^  f a j t

£ e ji-r\ î o ce ^ S t h i ^ _______ _______

'Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy DegreelnThe Fielfl Of Education - University Of ieicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane, BedfordshireLacalBiucatia« Authority 
General Title, : ' British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966'

W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N N E L

Name Status IT.jf.

Date of Interview______________________________ Ref. 3:f _______________

s t e m : q u e s t i o n s .

1. Wly current views of Sections 11 are

Ĉ * >S T V t S (L r^- JcAx>Cfto

2. These views have been formed by

<L4 ca S■ il. JaasJ jlA . rtU+irKs v j

(X 6'*>-x>n~a~r S o k v & i

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

^  cJ^sASji ^  H i *5 ^  ^  CK̂

(M M ^oL f & l t  h? f'-v -'Z - e jfC 6/7^- UAp fe a jt^ y  ksL

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

'tk jJ - e^eM jiA } ^ rf^ o J A ^ k j y W

f jr> b>uj^ tfUsxJrf fan cu rsi <xXuxy

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
schooi(s) would be

^P-n^rK^jXxj c /v T V  c a A  fr+ s A^e_ OA )ik ^  CO^etLX' J Z  U fo u M

|\p^O f v  JAsLi j9<its€rd$ hJ9-uJal </t~ (/JfruAd- [eft

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussina onwould like to see future developments in this area focussing on

jp fjA riS - A sj t 4 4  a #<_cLo U ^ C S T joJruA. Co-X4t cfaj~4. b ly

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree In The Field Of Mucation -University Of Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarIane> Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*.
General title  : '  British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality^ 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966"

I N T E R Y I E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N K E E
•i

N a rn fi Status ZjJP+aX /QttiSP*bJT*

Date of Interview Ref. 3L  (tq^ fc>

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are
w v ii  weU ^  'tW i jok^croA U c*M *y

2. These views have been formed by

4/4 isJtJA- L̂o /w-j v flr\<2-r 2-*y h & r ~ \jVVvcxsd /*

3. i came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

/t> / °  v/ ^  A? We. 5 y j2̂ -T ^

X  11 • ft? J ^ o h

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

<2qifL<A(jUAy ~TWj2k>  /̂ <_ he+j&fvf' a /A  ^

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

l^esU^aM y VT+Xjel ho o^^nf^A

(j^ y o ^ J r  t>ujh J>>r\ &m/<l \r^>aM <* tc </© tUs^p T V j
<&£rir̂ h 5"o
v I ia«^a«l«i Ii1#a  4 a  A A A  fl l4l ■ *MA A%# a I A n ^ A  1*1 4ll I«« M W6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

\jU f>~y <^r< </*> pa/«Mfc t  r-™ ~t

ShM - i -  ^  44sJL/TlJ

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate OfPtiilosophv Degre&IiiTh& Field Of Education* Ifufiietsits Of Leicester

Researcher : Graham JVIcFarlane, Bedfordshire Local Educati cm Authority 
General Titte : ' BtHrsh Government'Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Heven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966'

W I T H  K E  Y  P £ R S O S T N £ L

Name Status Ra a . 1  P W < l_

Date of Interview 3  u i>i 14  it> Ref. 3 7

S T H M  Q U E S T IO S T S ,

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

,, X  . ("f<L a-w^t 7 -

2. These views have been formed by

l/e, k̂ o hJiA êJi o—d. r^vj t 1̂  J & s  £ . u e t i

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

t i r .  Y. S«^d. Ajl, Ve^jMsu-

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

r \Z , T . ffiL& rd ' U

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

More_ hswrV  ̂ e^z^j&-rJL

Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



noctorate Of PhHosoptiy Degree In Tlie Field Of Education -university Of Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane^ Bedfordshire LacalEtfucatian Authority*'*
General Title : ' British Government Policy On Funding Education For Raciat Equality, 

With Particular Focus On. Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966*

r R T T E R V l E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N N E L
\  ________________________________

Name Status P/v^wTS ^  M l P^P\l.

Date of Interview Ref. p S

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

£ l̂ ort̂ LcI £crr̂ 'j~~l lvn Q_  ̂ kjlA^O Pics'

2. These views have been formed by

r^zjcd.

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

\h~4s pJo CuAt. * U/lrSU  ̂ qA~ gcA^anri vTtĈ fvLot.

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

y^<svu i*A  fU Z j j ^ n

Ccnu. - - - "̂1C’ K̂,lA> U ^ - Oas-OsSt a-̂ s>L i/ f
___________<f k*rvA<£

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosopl&Degre&foTlte Held Of Education- University Of Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane^ Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*'.
General Title : ' Bfittsh  ̂Government Policy Ott Ftmding Bducation For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Beven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966*

U N T E R V J L E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O K K T E E

Name Status

Date of Interview f Ref. \qq io

S T E H S  Q E E  S T I O X S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

2. These views have been formed by

f t * .  S ta jf-

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

y , jLi i^vOw Z'T/’- In/*L/Q £  ■ l)  - A-C?-W &(jO 'T’ i~£\,i /  h&ruAjpl

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

h i& rC  UUi^ t~1s y~ ds^tL c ^ v  S f tx-cr^

Ufbu-Ld Aj2'jp  &/r<Vy<r»£ -

"Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT
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Doctorate Of Philosophy Degre&IitThe Held Of lUhcatliiit - UniversityOf teicester

Researcher ; Graham. McFerlane^ Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*1..
General Title i British Government Policy On Funding Education ForKaciaE Equality, 

With Particular Focus- On Section Eleven Oh The Local Government Act 
Of 1966’

W I T H  K E Y  P E H S O i m E L
|
Name Status ' 7 / ^  K

I
bate of Interview Ref. ^  |

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

2. These views have been formed by

'I'GU/U-nK̂  h * c\_ c^ jL k> ^  tt~

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

qj~ CcruJ^ U~ Qt̂ » ^  u^t^~ o-ŝ d-

Y  i t  cA<*a~r  ̂  ̂ jisuhM

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

Ôtje-L j*s-s~ Q-̂ J~ ~ jzesl <iMovJY

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

f\+T pJLoJJyj tf^ \

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

Mj©t€̂  jLŜ o-p̂ JL̂  <He> /^o CaaA%

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



INTERVIEW  NOTES INTERVIEW REFERENCE : 41

Background:

Headteacher for 3 years at school (98% bilingual with 6 Section 11 funded 
teachers and 4 F.T.E. funded support staff). Previously deputy (for 5 years) at 
this school and had been Section 11 co-ordinator at two previous schools in the 10 
years preceding move to this school.

Stem Questionnaire responses: Key issues raised

That Section 11 is, and especially since 1992, has always been an “essential 
element" in both "raising the achievement of bilingual ethnic minority pupils" and 
"developing in colleagues in schools an awareness of the multi cultural community 
the kids are from".

School had worked a "carousel approach to Section 11 staffing and 'mainstream' 
staffing so that over a period of time all staff would have access to, and 
understanding of, support work, especially LEA in-service training while they were 
on "Section 11 focussed work". This had worked very well once the contracts had 
been decided as to "who were the named Section 11 staff through contracts with 
personnel" and if redundancy did focus on Section 11 the named staff were clear 
this meant them".

I f  Section 11 funding was withdrawn it would be "catastrophic" this was an 
"entitlement issue" and Head had always “fought against any cuts by all means 
possible".

Felt very confident that New Unitary LEA had a long term commitment to this 
area and politically fe lt secure to take the “opt out" scenario if the occasion arose, 
which as local headteachers they were canvassing for such independence.

The future developments the head would like to see included a broader definition 
of the funding role, to “go beyond the emphasis in language support" and become a 
more school community focus support role; would like to see more members from 
the ethnic minority communities becoming teachers and would support any 
strategies that enabled support assistants to achieve Qualified Teacher Status.

Overall very committed and confident about the future in “as much as you can with 
a government (1996) that doesn't seem to value this area".



DoctorateOf Philosophy Degre&liiTlie Relit Qf Eiiiicatiaii - IftuversityQf Leicester

Researchet  Graham. McFarlans/ Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*^.
General lUfe. : British Government' Policy- On Funding Eilucafton For Racial Equaiity^

With Particular Focus On Seetion Eleven Of The Local Government'Act 
Of 1966"

W I T H  K E Y  P E H S O N K E L

Name Status </****

Date of Interview jruM  Ref.

S T E M  Q C E S n O K S ,

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

t âX  TVvii cAS- rz&>oSC& ow  Sc4̂ (rCfto , ^(UL^tUJy ~̂L^

ScA>ja^

2. These views have been formed by

f« _  (J ^ r  *A~ ^  ic k ^ }  j*S 0^^ (O y**Si X

bo-*' k^M  i - i l .  do  t a v > e  ol̂ A ^  {ŝ &Uess

3. i came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

tl̂ SLCA(xAUj wLc-rv Kj*A  ’fa\x_ t'w IasZs JHâ "

O-yjJT {XfU C<j dixA> *-rv

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

£,V,\fl 1h*~ <24z- p*y>‘ k r^J- h>

Qlyv̂  jyvSrV^cte- l/> ^Ac K/V̂ K> C&Sx^^rStky

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

Uv\Tk<« *̂ WaVL&- lo  ckĵ &L ^

d̂U't' iaaj tnsfv /ê -o«sLo — - UKyrjJjd k’Or

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

cl U~vg e s J U ^ H

i< u ^ r ^ 4  a>irJy-<xMz CuU ur*A ouJt fa *  ^
dp 4-0 S u^ $TSjLŷ<i JL  d jU /Z d ^o ^1- ^  ^  Vaj€̂  ____

*Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



DoctorateOf Philosophy DegreelitTlie Field Of Education-liniversifY Of Leicester

Researcher, : Graham McFarIane> Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*
Genera! Title : British Government' Policy Oft Funding Hdtication For Racial Equality,

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966*

E N T T E R V U E W S  W I T H  K E  Y  P E R S O H N T E E

Name Status

Date of Interview Ref. Mr3( fc>

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

“tVs/iS i i ck, Cri/V"(Cjt-'L r*-'1 ® LX- j-̂-r ^  i

2. These views have been formed by

Uauj v/rfa^l S. iL fv y p & fk  (j)^  l̂ e, J

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

sK'<d_€ ^ ^  w»Uw^_ r ^ u ^ f y x z A ^  J . / I .

Jo** t̂ rvĝ oscju& u ~ \0 ' k^-zjks 'TÛ  s K e^kft^csLd Ck.\JM <**#( pgro-ph*^
4 / For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with ’

d l ^ r t n ^ l s _  <o < x d c i ‘̂ J  b ^ lvJ< 2e^  CC4 /Cr^

■ ^ l X S * j < Z s t  ̂~P^<r- (Xr̂ ê  [Â l/oj/vJjV̂  T̂ Q. ^^flAXAity

E If CAofinn <i<1 f 11« rl i r» ri u/ae tn ho uiithHrauin in tha naor fii+iirn +Ua Smno^ nn mw/nuv5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

'"”|y \aAâ  Ot\ Î aaav-ClA - — — Ua t~ £ouJ^ Coh&Lfyd hJx. W*ra'J Iw-̂ L 

J iXa^vio \ATtruA«L kML,
6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

U, id jw  j  tffo Jb£cs\f'hb*A  C c^ X cT

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree In The Held Of Educatlon - University 01 Leicester

Researcher' : Graham WtcFarlane* Bedfordshire'Local Education Authority**
General Title : " British Government Policy On Funding: Education FarKaciat Equality, 

With Particular Focus On'Section Eleven Of The: Local Government Act 
Of 1966*

E N T E R V U B W S  W I T H  j K E Y  P E R S O N N E L
\,

Vame Status C^JcVi VU\u * /u l

Date of Interview 144b____________Ref. UHf) ____________________________

S T E N t  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

j) i<?-yvj\ i Cû uA. f̂ ZGLSy.

2. These views have been formed by

UAXllV-sA ^  ^ ^  ^  ^ je  I#S' /K/̂ ' “
^  *- U/iIK x^p(?<sc* -kfajjj- i t  W  *>'Y , ft /i

i/̂ jocleî  C-Z&jÂ  ^ d&sjjjy l/v'oU/(/ Cjf* ^  fOZJ^ .

3. 1 came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

Us-vv. X  ib^vtrrrl j,j" W2£<) "fUejur- ~h> ^  a

$ . l\. ôsu-OvtV' <*J  ̂ Uflto re*AJy r^ M . tka^k.

d b TVx, reXaA^<^AK̂> ) ruot- focfo oJaaM^ *J
4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

U v i- j  * '* * '  ' ^ o ^  ^  ft*-

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

<*—<2*

6. i would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

Wbfer ^eSrxA «~A ^ r J + A  Sfajfr - — JT Al /W £ /

^  ^ v* - Ir iJ t  i t t  ^ = >  C ^ ^ O j UaJ slt t^ L  (M/YZftf~

*Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate 0! Philosophy Degree In The Field 01 Education - University Of Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFariane, Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*.
General Title : ' British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966’

INTERYIEWS WITH KEY PERSONNEL
Name Status S'. ( I . m A r o * * * .

Date of Interview \ ________________ Ref. \c \g _ ^ _____________

stem: questions.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

(jyvsJJWrJlA l̂ v tV lOoT JUJT \yuJ~ ^

2. These views have been formed by

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

^  A h S  c j y j *  C*~f*JLsT erxTZS

d x j*  !>oc*>xe 6 o o /^ A ia jw  / ^ /

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

aAX /V\eAy\y\»v̂  Hw- d\j> c5̂ UviC

&kxnJ-dL 4 + ^  ly
    --------------------------------------------------------------------

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

£/) O-rv ) _ _ - Jj~K/<L̂  TqJ-rky JoS~ <W4/jd^*L £&* ̂ S ' y r^  J

fU a  < $4 \. j>\fa jj-  y f& c e x k  ^ H ^ U x .X ty

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

Ixw-.c *Uy<, w \te s  ^  ̂  roi*- ̂  yMvOr

\b  A=> c\ î̂ c-fficrruv\s ,J°k OL*f r\CctJjuS\. X a/

Please A ddress All C orrespondence To : 121 K im boiton Road, Bedford . M K41 8 D T



IXTERYIEWS WITH K ky PERSONNEL
%

Status '£#*. /̂ uwoityj ^ f p ^ a r  fonsrruJV

iliterview <5^<l  R ef. ^ ( y g ^ __________

STEM QUESTIONS.

Uy current views of Sections 11 are

'iese views have been fo rm e d  by

J b  Tkis J ~r,f^w- v ^ / i  J * '' 5

Jfy |bc«/ i£ ^ o o ^ l ^ 9  / 1-

:ame into/became aware of/Section 11 because

4. Uv+tJ X  !*ê o m .  ^ao«-vj^€. *oj t W l  -p rc rc f J - iy y ^ r 'f r  ^  * ^ y  ^ W o U v w o  

* W  X \roU ^b~^j h> s h r *  <tUÂ  «-

■4no\ltchfasJ' p& tT ~ ~ - -X- c*f k,bj <g^ &y&A J~ ___________________
forme Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

Ô oi bovt *S~ l^t/f\s\j^ l̂ cuj U-v S^Ajr-zrf

f Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

fSfij UM *)p h-e+jT

would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

'K dkrJ\t M  Ir^u^tA  (A*spr&rJcd- 'vw J

U u  fW - W  ? W  ^  U y t^ a s

ress All C orrespondence To 1 2 1  K im b o ito n  R oad , B ed fo rd . M K 4 1  8 D T



Doctorate Of PhflosophyDegreelnThe Fiem Of Education - University Of leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane*. EedfordshireLacalEducatiQnAuthoritY*.
General Title : ' British GovernmentRolicyQn Funding!. EdUcationForKaciat Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local'Government Act 
Of 1966*

I N T E R V I E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E H S O N N E E

Name Status 'S  <i. \X  A&siSfftr/T'

Date of Interview Ref.

s t h m ; q u e s t i o n s .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

\us~ls*> i  \trT  U T U

2. These views have been formed by

cJr  T k ^ ' i  (j ^ r  \ jM

Cû of~l>sw 4*o S. 11.

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

C l a _  _£ ld4LsCJue~*^ a ^ i^ re . t W l •pro*} k y *f>£>ck cU^icK <^

o~gL X  JLioX \r o U ^ t ^ j  ^A^rUL. ~b S te ^ t

cAtlAXflrcrA\_ O - ' ~ k̂onrt? c*fbLij A~
4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

hov4~ u-*

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

v e y hjt-rdi <rfz?

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

Mj=rr-Z_̂ . € ^ \avTc M* "" l?*A I r\£jA^ayl "Vv~

i ,'U*_ fl*A  'P u X  (fuflkrrf' ch<J AsOv. ^  Sts-~A <̂AjLLr  (9ur*-\ hs^AOjZjf

* Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



t K T T E R Y I E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E H S O H K T E E

Name Status ' (*,

Date of Interview 3 V  Kfav* Ref. Ur7| \qq^

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

j~Le, yro-cX.

2. These views have been formed by

^  W e  S y jp ^ r  ^

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree lit Tlte Held Df Education - University Of leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane> Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*.
General Title : ' British Government Policy On Funding Education For Raciat Equality, 

With Particular.'Focus On* Section Eleven Of The Local Government'Act 
Of 1966*

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of PhilosophyHegreo InTho Field Of Etlticatioit»Universityttf leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane, BedfordshireLacalEdticatian Authority*.
General Title ; British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966*

W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O S n N T E L

Name Status /W>u

Date of Interview Ref.

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S -

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

2. These views have been formed by

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

\ j^  jt&S-rM v̂ <2~r^ aJA

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

V2,rsj f  L i J .  r^ y s  'fj

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

rW *_ ^crtrJi wxnrrib a * A  m^rtMvCd

v u -t  cA^A A s * w z j A

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosoaby Degree In The Held Of Education - University Of leicester
Researcher : Graham McFariane; Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*.
General Title ' British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus: On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966’

W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N N E L

> Name Status

L Date of Interview T u p i \ (\<\ Ref. 4 -

S T C S O C  Q t l E S T I O N T S .

My current views of Sections 11 are TVa T̂ /w*j w t, A-eeA /w*re-

1. These views have been formed by

k<̂ û ta<su*'UjU' jw ' a X  tWX O-̂ A-

2. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because j

J W  Ixse*. X,'~ct W f  (W *  fflr fv -r  ^  s f«$  ^  ^  !

Ibkzci otx̂  t̂ zjẑ Lo ktfUre- isyOrea^zd -- -
1*J* tl~a- i f a / f f  U/trfU. I\J&lA iw fK . M AA^lfr^eu^ s h ift  €/ygex^^ ^

44. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

iw . i\<2jzdb4 vjr fUdL p tl/y d i n /ltk . PJZ&Art U o t d4\o T l^

Aijsi )p -f &AA ^ p A \i fo MmAJi 6ai~hi/ZiA ~ MMMijtkttK Xix-f&t-y t*s£~ Z/v/'e

5 5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

M&uActiKsb (€a>c^, Cordesy? l&tiL. it* -  - - i t  iaMjlAoL 

1<_ Ou lyjcrr/Z-»~djxic& iG

5  5. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

*orz, riU*>uTUA usUsL ^ejzsk i<> ^  a SCftruSOz.

■> ^bxru îX /''Cyji&zJt

htft j 1* ^  6< j&OuA ^ ^  C o + trtu ^ ify  I'rJtA  (Lap!  k ju lt i  fnJ. A *>W ~ k u t \

"Please A d d res s  All C o rre s p o n d e n c e  To 121 K im b o ito n  Road, B edford . M K 4 1  8 D T



DoctorateOIPtiilosoptiyDegreelnThe Reid Of Education- University Q! leicester

Researcher : GrahamMcFarlane, Bedfordshire Local Education Authority**.
General Tilt© ' British Government Policy-On Funding Fdncatton For Racial Equality,.

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966"

W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O S T X E L
s

—m- -- -- r ^ . -- — - - __ ____
Name Status

Date of Interview tv_ \<̂ g ̂ ______________ Ref. So| ____________________________

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N 'S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

1WA~ je>rvoo*- rve^t -* tv<_ cj'*o*l &AA cĴ aA <A/ê \. ( .\oi~

i  i/w 1X l, b>o-j r\

2. These views have been formed by

lX̂ f ^ < r V < Z - r ^ i - S U y - t ^ v  1“K̂ i CL ̂ v/CriHo <£̂"I\ruO
£ ~  Û vcn-o Jvcrw S - H .  i r ^ p o c A ;  < £ ' % ■

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

C£ fru.y- rv-eâ S loieki&sti |<a-<' .vv&ŷ  ^oa/Ce4 } S’*> kŝ rd-

aofr\T  ̂ not Uv T̂ je. ’/vio ^  a jttCr^r a J i a I ocaMj

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

La~ TZ~«- LfQ_Cs>J"'v“ tL/fT- i>̂ JksL ~tUa~

( j t r ^ <£vp/,a<”̂ ' Vn*5t oXro rUs. ^t^Cr^A ejH\jss -ô  Sc-kr*-6l. t̂s d'VQZvty

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

O filX ju j U  CM~€_ \tSO~m C & ^ yy^uJ <^t©

Of-^XaL j-& e ^ i cxr̂ . fkcct yf~ ALclrAr 'fo O jxlj

pro^r\ s >-q-v̂ __________________ ____________________________________
6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on
e^y^JU¥i<zU litres) <j tu^-cnUy \s~*cAmAav̂  {JLCL$*~' hu jt Mû ttr Q* Ih^d

— £ , * jk y  C C L s tp ^ t - <2^#0Lr - t £ * £  * h - J l  i t i  -£~d J £ l / J ^ A

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree In The Field Of Educatioft-UniversityOf leicester

Researcher : Gpsham IVfcPariane^BedfQrdshire'Local fidspaticfn Authority 
General Title : British.Government Policy On Funding Education For Raclat Equality,

W ith Particular Focus On Section Heven Of'The LoGal Government Act 
Of 1966"

r N T E R V U E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N K E E

Name Status 'T)6 â-ri iwvHj

Date of Interview <Tnr*<L W b  Ref. ^

S T E 1 K  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

i W  V\<lJLdL ScsKer&i ~̂ >

]f\« S L & J )  ( w e  ^VAV-e, Kjt r * L

2. These views have been formed by

iXJ jfr< Ia<£ j~ Ĵi2~aSS p2*-w f~k&- fcG&Jb'.} ŷ?rw r̂ MĴ LLy

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

U r t ,  n A ^ c i Iv U  ^  S M j^ d M

tvcrm ‘fUXl CcAjar̂ i Lauo P̂ B- S<m*- \puJ~ <\ fUjUr- ̂ sats&o^ —

-  6T-~r<_ Û>̂VAC n>vC O 6̂ =̂  1 C O iy L y n X ^ s  k tif M£ti fa r h&st?
4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

0^t̂ v c*JJLy j  4Lo <*-o ^  ^ rn*zsLt\

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

j<U> a M s x M i*^  ^  «, a W *
ui/Cc-L v^s. c ie ~ - *-**- ^  C o ^ < t-r-^

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree In The Field afldiicatioii - University Of leicester

Researcher i GFahsmMcFsrlane^ Bedfordshire Lo< l̂ £cjuc3 lio^Authority'^
General Title : British Government Policy- On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966"

I N T E R V I E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P K R S O N T N T E L

Name Status ' t &k m iUL

Date of Interview JuM , Ref. !f> | ^

S T K M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

tT A. i A - v * - <tM <hr'k/xdo

WV^L. £  ' ( p A i^ jC ^ r v f  ^A2—

2. These views have been formed by

J vw ”VTv»$ sSl ^  F ^  f~ls2_ yyA-itjrL-j

^/hĵ uKh~\ tKaJ^ FrVt̂ .

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

X- f vi t  d s u ^ ^ to  «-»w Txa. -X// fea^y fe j& h \M iiy  ^
4© /h-ĉ F X  e t^ J i $-*cpp*str b^Jr /un-w> ^ o w -«

TUjlxs' 4xÂ g, ^ u<̂ | I'Ki'-v ŷv jjvirv^ol qI j&k  l'te~ ^g-
4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

W ^  ; iX ^ tL^  pUsy*U~J

'jlsjz rwt-Ao 7^ <zsyjgJjpS$

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

 ̂ rt' U^ppi

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on
NVH-t. s k | y  h « W  F 8-' ^ e , c u .̂

0-><v̂cF «=  ̂ ConrtAtruiy U ^ b (rJ ^ -e ^ t

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree In The Field Of Education - Ifnniersitn Of leicester

Researcher: : Graham McFarlanev Bedfordshire Local &duc&fon Authority.*'.,
General Title : ' British Government Policy On Funding Education Far Racial Equality, 

With Particular-Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966’

I N T E R V I E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N N E L

Name Status 's£ctkf»\1 n T^Aar^z.

Date of Interview Ref. ^>(

s a n B m :  q u e s t i o i t s .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

2. These views have been formed by

tU CoerrK>»»ADufvr \ ^ { (  )ir^r€^fZ. O ^A  7̂ 2.

(rx̂  &v-c K/a«_ o*M y

5. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

Iatoo *  X  Câ sl. X fo  X  '/. U zhtL  a.~A X  V̂icw

fT^St LnJCCo

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

cJAA u»/U*>  ̂ î -c ftvX-cJT-  ̂ iAf»uAal*Lk <2£t?Aft2XL J^jUf

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

V o y y i W j l    oJA. r  i o f

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on
/l^crTC rsMjJbo A  6&vS* ------

iU s i  U ^ - f w X  i i  cL p n r ^ i ^ y v t  r e * M ^

•fUotLPC TVagJL'S ^Uxr<^*4 t sryy^ Q»V gQj^U)/VL- r& eA p ____________

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree In The Held Of Education - University Of lelcester

Researcher Graham McFariane; Bedfordshire Local Education Authority *^
General Tide : British Government: Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality,

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local' Government Act 
Of 1966"

w i t h : k e y  p e r s o n n e l

Name Status ^

Date of Interview <L ■ Ref. s-yfi

s t e m ; Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

2. These views have been formed by

3 , i j . y^^aLsLai. “i- } 'ĥ x. i’cksi&i

fVUj L x rv ^ v -^ -^ 'l y-r4~ vt~ Ia9~S t-Jtr^UQ^ \Jrji2-^A

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because
m i  r  » j

Jjy  \JVCL4 •''V* >/X? l/v '^ v  '̂ V-~ •  " V ŷ v w—vwvrv '"I ' J

iA/Sfxf' 4^ Î̂ trv.roV7 'TImj. a&UeJ. 'fc> Ce*4<-&~r  )*"'r  <tfl
C/t&jfif&Qt'1 h*l-»x4 $o IlsiJI*-* //.

C n v  m n  <1 *1 ie f i i n r l ' i m n n f « i l l w  f t n r i f « a m A i 4  tirifU4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

fOJiXbj O&tifb UL<V\ WaTV C-Ljvy| \PKsa r-\̂ sf r̂px-a^   ̂ l'v^^

-̂€j2L/Vv rw TZ/vî  ^ fU s ^ r  h>r^yJL. _ _ jf »V^J  ̂ fUe* /Xcre C ~ ^ cL<L*J~

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

V' "ijj *̂ T

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

MjorcL, U £upp&*4~ y ^ u  T l^  I^lcgumAL Us4L OtruAjJ

l̂ alA <fc-CLdkJUS v̂ rCZsL OĈ P^x- cJuXds*-*^ ^  4^A -
h'VxAz <>* i~ *>U - <*<j rfe_______________________________________

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of PltilosopfistHegre&liiTiie Field Qf Education ~ IftiiversityQf Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane, Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*.
General Title : British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality,

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local'Government Act
Of 1S66*

U V T J b J R V X E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N N E L

Name Status

Date of Interview mw Ref. SY/|<̂ f£,
S T H m :  O t J E S T I O N T S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

X J-uAlc. n— fa/UfCc f - - - . /f3

2. These views have been formed by

r U‘u_  U A  ru I  *  Y  u.

3. i came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate OfPliilosophyDegree In The Field Of Education-University Of Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane, Bedfordshire Local EducationAuthority*.
General Title : British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section EJeven Qf The Local Government Act 
Of 1966’

I N T E R Y I E W S  W I T H  K E Y  J P E J R S O N It f E L
\ ,

Same Status P / M *73 or- ib l 

Date of Interview Ref. ^  | W  6

S T IB S O C  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

yyj&T" Vae_ l/CSJ-T'

2. These views have been formed by

ciA; c>L Vj?J3i r i. // 

iC, ]r\SL̂pjLjel lytj T\aSJJL yifZJtŷAjZ.

3. i came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

'hvz. <HA }-* i{.

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

|o W  usosit. ~~̂ r̂  olAM^re^y

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

Ves\j a  /VcrT

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

/%Crr€̂  U i^y f^^Ar^y 1̂ 5 SAAuJLÎ .

*Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimbofton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree In The Field Of Education - University Of Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane; Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*.
General Title ' British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966"

W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N N E L

Mame Status ,

Date of Interview j j n u i K*i£» Ref. S i

s t e m : q u e s t i o n s .

I. My current views of Sections 11 are

1W f l/V <n> tv> A*eAA **/(rt2sL,

us** ^  pa . r t  ^  Tkst- j j w d  I&colA < ^ tv tM v w fy

These views have been formed by 

lu u 'rv ^  fv e ^ u A  \a h s * ~  | * r r  S  f? v < + A  f r - u l i j  ( M f ^ y  C +  -

faji/A/bcbA/huaJ-

I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because 

t ,  ^  j~u*JuiA ^eU^JLT  Z  u ~  T U c, L tT e -

•vu  ̂ ,w i K^3jX. ^  icksrt&o -utTK 5-/1- ^~~>Lul SMj^ --- IXSL~ A

L. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

naitfs ri okU<K<^ +~ ^  S*Lfp<x+ k> e+olrb fat* 't0 ŵ
p0K.fcu< tW r*o »»<  <WC -»«- ^  ^  ^w eU  kaM y

Mjfo&nAsUy - - ' TWS 1 .^cg/ yAfiP^r-^ A j wtJA <û
If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

"h5 bUJblj d&VTiA  bL £t̂ Ajcbh\<ZA ^04 r&z

i{fêL jtt^h 7 n s fZ-bpisL u^Mjzs- S i[> a/^. i** Mk&sto h ^  ŷ Ar&-

would like to see future developments in this area focussing on 

( u ^ ' e ^ J M y  ) u ^ i  } ^ U  S h f i  U j t j e L  A i w p i ^  ■ * & - ' j

Ft jwUv* Cw 6>/t̂ U44-h| ;U uM  )  u>'i<te*r C um uA ur 0*. iH^yibux(CunU -  f^ J l^  i
fw-e/tf ^  n^Pru .TkTS HVuld A ^ w  U^urntTn<^t Jy&n\

"Please A d d res s  All C o rres p o n d e n ce  To 121 K im b o lto n  Road, B edford . M K 41  8 D T



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree In The Field Of Education- University Ot teicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane> Bedfordshire Local Education Authority * .
General Title : ' British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Locaf' Government Act 
Of 1966'

I N T E R V I E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N N E L

Nam e Status

Date of Interview < r u ^  Ref.

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

Ia» X o  O^X  ̂ ^JcrLA ĉjUCrf~£  ̂ fb  ,■(_ T*-e- pSb J

2. These views have been formed by

fw  JksUer*' fk* ~JW CLjkstXj

- X  Ia » ^ >  , ^ > ^ r  h > ^ ~  jJ2^ry\CjL T £  ut^ Tt/yTs I^ y x r C  p^Jj <xM TLsl [> crrro j^ XcA^.9

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because
T X H- ^  Ic A ^ i cnJ*-r ŷ eâ t

1 ^  I <£v-v. L«-v

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

e^uvUh^ aX tUa-^ ^  *-«- ^

ds^A CAS*- j v |fi £  LiOCJjry

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

 Xvju^- Ts rvo î xXy u^tH-XX &adP aXLs^o 'fL S l t*>

p d CaX 1 cejM^

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

a wlds-r 0-*J~ .W l stxjf- <fr>
(V-j i - - • u~u=>W> ^  wor'h- <vj ^ ^ 4

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



DoctorateOiPtiilosopbyDegreelnTtie Bell Of Education- Utiiveirsitifflf Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane* Bedfordshire Local id ea tio n  Authority*;
General Tille : ' British Government Policy On Funding Education For Raciai Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966"

I N T E R V I E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N N E L
s

Name Status

Pate of Interview f i t k   Ref. b___________________________

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

L̂. S /S"V l t^SL- i ’C'K̂ rxS'f Uj v/̂ î 0^2eL i f .

2. These views have been formed by

w ^ 'o j aU- ^  fo X e *^  f -

■■fUa. /".//. ^ ^ jj' h=> cM+Ac\r*e^, p^L

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

X  wra-3 S - l f -  ^  jl& r ^  ^  i\s U ^ & A  fP -d ~

i - R  y4^*c^ P(j*^  a+A  fiyv&A Qppf. ttcAy's^ UkaJ' {juJt ^c.

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

j  V^piOL - _ , - cRvaR (fa> fca- >^pcrCf~U^y ^ ^

<x v  r & C c  'i*-

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

l<ureJa A^jeA^p -t,w rwf^

*Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree HiTlt& field Qf Education - UniversityOf Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane* Bedfordshire Local l&ucalicm Authority*'.,
General Title : ' British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus, On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966*

I N T E R V I E W S  W X T K  J 0 C E Y  P E R S O N N E L

Name Status CVAK

Date of Interview CTw^i Ref.

s t e m  q u e s t i o n s .

1. IVIy current views of Sections 11 are

2. These views have been formed by

Oo oi/vh— £  [(,

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

7  00-^0^ 0~v_ ex. * »y >*sur (r^S^~ ^  I ^ ^ 3  r^aJTy

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

W irrU ^ «- ■ U ^ fu ŝ > h»4sk -h ,^ r u ^ i

'jfc ^ & T U x -r  a < L ^ S L ^ c \  ( s ly  C/s, t^siA. ^vd /

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

Uxv̂ tvi rvjcoVU,

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on
r\jzrT<^ C£fiXeJ^crT \̂-t  ̂̂  U-v. cIas{$ ̂ CrOv̂

kv  IA jfa r S r J X  a^ jA . v v f ^

'tz. C&r L/W 4o ijsoAn \lS.— ______________________________________

"Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 80T



W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N N E L•v

Name Status H

Date of Interview \< *4b   Ref. ___________________________

S T E M  Q X J E S T IO K S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

'V’Vvj&A' \/vrC- w-€X̂ _ eK, O— TXiT 4 C/Zvdcjt ^

VVJ«- i t r t  D̂ VJO-J U- i~W£_ (q ( j V ~ - -XUa<X if

2. These views have been formed by

bJcrrlut'sj, M  -V 'fe^€(W-/ X  ^  U vf ^

XK'Crê1 C©CxT?l/i •

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because
^Uq^x. X  { ^ r * > U ~  ' f U a .  ( j e > o - X t ^ O  J Qb ^  <-rA<j e * < f a ^ u 4 A e L  U-̂  i X i

jx/v̂ v. O^J o-̂ L. v̂â L i/f", X  tlA^'Jc,

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

4 U  tyy^XJCfrj ^  C ^J r e -U jf a ^ ^ f r t  (mA. s fo l^ ; ^

'jW X <^oL /Xe_ vX c^r xiy

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
schooi(s) would be

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on
\^p r ° ^  T>=* t M ^ r e ^  ^ V e .^  4^

0" c^o-; r-«-ŝ va-*2-> j* '-  IM3H2- t^Wv-'
M jp re ^  4~l~P - S fJr^jer&7_____________________________________________________________

Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree hiThe FleliS Of Education- UniversityQf Leicester

Researcher \ GrahamlVIcFariane,. Bedfordshire-Local Education Authority 
General W e  : ' British Government Policy On Funding Education For Raciat Equality, 

With Articular Focus On Section Beven Of The Local Government Act 
Of T966*

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of PhilosodUv Degree In Tim Held Of Education -Onh/ersity Of Leicester

Rdsssfchsf' : Graham McFarlans^ Bedfordshire Local Education Authority 
General Hire ; 'BdtishGovernmentPolicy Gtt Funding: Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus- On-Section FI even Of The. Local Government Act 
Of f  966'

m T E R Y I E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E H S O S T K E L

Name Status T./J. /n ^ /j;7 W T

Date of Interview Ref. [ ,y \ {q<{\p

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

'fUfiti? cn*~c j  ° kK dJ^sv^y\ Th Ths~<S?̂  o>i<.

llZXj&4jubZ, p&A

2. These views have been formed by
Kfoyo &v<s 3  y -^ r t

/fV-lM_|VV>r Ĉrvv̂ V̂*- Ô T

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because
1  (vao W t u W  ^  $*-Lcr£l d^tkegi <r<.

jt3-co^ IQ Ktfuj-J s. II- v̂ crTic, syy  ^

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

|<3 L^lp 'H> ĉ r̂ sL v̂ \£> ■*2xĴ e\

^(aa/- ôky*-Cri_ > S C tM  cJo^^t

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

V V<Lek

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

'UVL. ^  Ŵ -d/ .so-} cLjds^LfXsO

* Please Address AH Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



DoctorateOf PhilosophyDegreeftiThe FleltiOfEducatioa-University Of Leicester

Researcher : Gfahsni Mcfarian&r Bedfordshire Local. Edtication Authority 
General title  : British Government' Policy On Fending Education For Racial Equality,

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966'

I N T E R V I E W S  W IT J H t  K E Y  P E R S O N N E L

Name Status O f 2-  P u f'L .

Date of Interview Ref.
S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

T  l ,U«, jX̂ SL/X /^VUc/L.

2. These views have been formed by

3. ! came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
schooi(s) would be

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degreeln Tlie Held Qf Education University Of Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane, Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*
General Tide 2 British:Government Policy On-Funding, Education FarRacial Equality,.

With Particular Focus On Section-Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966"

I 5 T T E R V U E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O S T N T E L

Name Status 'p/b*-/>rjT3 -zf- ^ 2 . /’mAc

Date of Interview w \  ip___________Ref. Ip'+jyqqie

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S ,

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

2. These views have been formed by

its-* ^  o w  cX\sJ< <k ,$ru^ip^r^teL_ S S \nr~X'^A, S c'h '& zri

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

'fta ftd is y  1 C^XjL krjJL J  Oĥ  Oâ ( ivM cXj 4 *

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

UA

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
schooi(s) would be

/Vtsf 04 r<~ c A s U d r^

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

Kof<L

*Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree In The Field Of Education - University Of Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane, Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*.
General Title : ' British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966'

INTERVIEWS WITH KEY PERSOHNEL

\  \ame Status
%

] Date of Interview |<5Uw*>i \cu\\s, Ref.
stem: questions.

1 My current views of Sections 11 are

2  These views have been formed by

1W e<|>4î T<̂ rvĉ  ^  l̂ irvaj baJuMcj\cX*s . a^A fTrUAzuzU^

I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

forhuU*Acj a  aUpody he*ei J> jr*s
V ^  /vJjuAtj Ifa fr  **s<La Os^tk^t as** )^ r

liMAxyr̂ +J- **- fat /‘ffOs.
For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

'UouTtt ̂  -fo < Z + -z U y ic  S o /k j* r fs )  r \ < j u t  A £ jz e t±  o j, b & fh  J f \c liL ^ X s

M w k  c ^ J i a ^ > i t  y & f \  ^  A«_ / x * ,  zJ j + caM ^

If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

|v*aUUj ^  h e a ^ W / fo J*o<C
k ' c w i ^ "  u. t l-  prosS'cVy cc

UyU\(LxK,VL-~ tô s 0̂  VnJÔ X̂  W f ^ j
' S. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

K  Tu^ picA^r^ ‘ o| oj. ^

ia~ fovvr Cû -r̂  cmAas V^aX  rej^*tT  a culhimJ-  <t^/bcX if \

j f f l u ; A c&nMuo.cfj ^  fr *  * j /wea^t ;
tV ^ (te s  6bsir\ tL^cbj ^  ^  ^  î Aocrf.

Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophic DegreefitTlie Held Of Education** OnnrersltirOf Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane* Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*.
General title  s British Government Policy On Funding-, Education For Racial Equality, 

With'Particular Focus On-Section Eleven Of The Local Government:Act 
Of 1966'

I N T £ 3 R V U B W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N N E L

Name Status of- <®v/i/Ia>®a4

Date of Interview 144^ Ref. »<?<?£,

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

<fVmJt ^  HcruJ Kv^xlKuc^uA, Hju*r

I (djzmk tyljw Ouj o^T T'&zAjQ g+ajl

2. These views have been formed by

cJbjkxr' \a * * ' 3 <*- j^r h'-e le^ t 7 JC

L»vJ lw_ Iî f>cucA ^ 3-t(. a CtskA d ĵfcre^cu
guA ( k ^ A ^ e s j i k ~ j K  s k rx ?  < h r -i^ jrU & A i y  *4  {a » U ^  u ^ A  fa n - & > / ir v i 'u t

. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because1 I came into/became aware of/Section Uliedause
U <k ^/tAvo/ dA~ fr«. uAjrcrf hv etAutayS bee  ̂ /&W- . . .  ^  /̂ Pf / u/*-

*/£ \4JLd&L sfair{ ~tkj6L̂  fsj*C ia/Zc£. aU&CAJ’& l 4^  ^  /ut*s>

a^k  IW 3
4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

fk  r:<jlOx ^  ^  } h J  V ^ sl & U j C Hu^Cty

Ueic+AZtCff cl̂ JL UOvt/̂ A oJa/Us 0 ^ 0  rJiZjzt fh&jt j%«ALM t/bi/rcn^

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

(LUz> i ^ d ^ jd  - - Sb fi^yJ^va M y  Sol <k<h &JC ^ 3

^ issJU ^  d~ î rtnUA. ht, fart) p*Qr>CaJLj f&s fZsLn

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

/UcrrC /k, (/o/v£/-«£yOf wyjfk ^OJ^aAs  4*^1 ^€. **1 CfrtUfXU /Cty - - - A-xC
fypoA~ l+<~ hesCfrcgz. SticjC&jx - * OajL 4 j * r  '&ifoba4& *

Q U is tu u c r  uu&ric. P x p e -o ia /ly  b & c k .  hC sh&y M ffb r* ___________________________

'Please Address AH Correspondence To : 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Ptiilosophy Degree in Ttia tfelQ Qf Education- UniversityQf ieicester

ResGfltchfir t Graham McFarlans^ Bedfordshire Locsl Hrfticatton Authority*^.
General Titfe * British Government. Policy On Funding, Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government'Act 
Of 1S6G"

B S T E R V X E W S  W I T B t  K E Y  P E K S O S T N E L

Name Status

Date of Interview Ref.

S T E M  Q E E S T I O S T S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

A jJ~ i t  7£ cl \jd rd  ^  'ft^Y Avri -f-

tW i <*/ea.

2. These views have been formed by

{ d A Z l * |a-n c7V^-A lo  $ tv*w  O-svA- ^-*2- S fa A z+ 'h

A/MTe lA/l/ftv. 7̂ -*- guypirft isj LlAjUTI OÂ */f stujjjruj

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because
0< A t e ^ o ^ r  CH-cl t U ^  <J M f* r fa £ + J ' ^  / W  o,v S r t T

kb+rt- \>(JU^ U v A > U e ^  K - ftve, Ctv<V>a*/6l/rv\ jy & lT ^ y  A ~  **diV><.OMj(

I ^  MrC liA*r€s &(. C^LC^Ai jr*tA S  i/i 'fa-Stfx, l/~* AAxiOj
4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

burxriU ĵ ^TU, C ciM ^ t^ o \ ^  ^  ie ^ c ff h> ja S  H al UM~

t (rvfk, a^A  jo< /f ^ U r J r  <2*i^t
Cj~lAjZ*vks c-y^o (yuĈ  Ur\Ot*> cX^, (J* A&T _________

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

^ChJA- A*> aA  ^  ^  ^ ^en ^tr fio m a L>

CmÂ > ^cAr a. irsvtty.draJ-stA ^

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

; &4 4, cjsu<u l>t s Uux/ ux̂  hJe^vhA

- - - -  pejffiL ne*A H> < M  *- C m *A fa **d - (* * * ■  ^  u a

f c i  QSZJl ~lZ d S  iftA u fi-A . CL4 £cAfljo&i k/&CuaL vT"_________________

*Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of PliilosopKiy DegreeiitTlieJFtelO Of Education * University Of ieicester

Researcher : Graham McFarland BedfordshireLocal. Education Authority *'.
General title  * British GovemmentPolicy On Funding- Education For Racial Equality, 

With' Particular Focus- On Section Eleven Of The. Local Government-Act 
Of T966’

t N T T E R V U E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P S R S O S T N T E L

Name Status Sc

Date of Interview ___________ Ref. ]S  ___________

S T E M  Q IJ E S T T O K S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

yc \AX*A *, aJA OK fae U4&X~ ic tu t.

î e, t W  ki^tvUj

2. These views have been formed by
V/— Vt'-e. Um̂ -\ _L-

p2JV®v'*jl̂  ŵ-r*rUx*( UJi ̂  f  wM̂-s. ^  ^.l{ ^u-gLe .̂

ep^c^? \rrtS<L \s<zsy j^ y j \ y s h ^ j X f u M ____________

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because
j£ W<*s î N •‘HAli.-fr Cj&f~Vpŷ l̂ Oc&i\/C/i l&rC*

J.iI■ ju -̂JUu^- ffaj/j' *TW- rp u J ’ jTVe

\t> (MAA-\rrv*M' in tt*. ’/X*-/'! - • ^ TXe, /h je *k  Aa4 U.l̂ cg(
4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

pox̂ fxp-rt /vip Q-jLp̂ 1><Z€&̂ s\ Acjf" ^  I7 nMj\p H+T.

U ^ Is l Cp-Hnutidfty 1 -e^JUAtUX^ tv . fxTs* Ocsesc. X^Ajt h*ncaA % ^TUiJ f&s Mj&Up**

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

if t-d  l/Ub<rf ?yydjbe*d

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

£j. urf/tr K , t e r f m W fO'v r»U- - -  Here. ^euo faic*~~G£Ubee*~.

pu^nl/ Su^posT- - - AJL w<#v hni_, O^r^ScXfcj . —
PcjA&Js vut̂ r̂ v- pJ— f^Loc^r<^0

lr>~Cf*4vjK̂

Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosopift Degreelit The FieltiQf Education- UniversityOf ieicester

Res ©archer : Graham McFariane^ Bedfordshire Local Education Authority-**
General Title ; ' British GovernmentPoIicy On Funding Education For Raciaf Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Logs! Government Act 
Of 1966*

I N T E R V I E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E K S O K K E E

Name Status StcfisW u

Date of Interview l< 4 b ____________ Ref, ____________________

s t i s r a  q u e s t i o n s .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

cfUT \atC 6-rc. ^
fk*- 0x43 U4 - - I f *

vJktJf &ur r̂ oLe. Iatxl-i- V*  . . _ .   —

2. These views have been formed by
0&~JxU ^ j iw  tko. /*H X  U*ja~, } 0^4* yye^ o ^ iy  04 $ ui ■ ^

<jokxs(&0 f-v-j

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because
_T iA^euy C^kse^faA wwk- /iVccJT wru-rkxA 6*/Ut»cx*( iw i ĉ rv«_
4z> f ^ k  fWs ŝreA re/fev*-''*'

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with
(3®,^ e ^ c fl^ fo ^ a  f^Lob'az- - - -  <&*■ C0tUh»r*A'*K. =>/- V
osJL ^ f&bt rwxAJLl S'hscteJk fr*" d̂ rxj
CuXi u>K, ci*\. CJU  ̂ ^  J C ^ a n o  Caj£< îpfhTotuluuo

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

-f iej~r^y(lL o a  T^tS  iS c 4 w ^ ^ _  c J u t tS ' ; j * r  fo*- J c A jr r f  ^

Icaouj ov^2 ‘̂̂ je'

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on
4slfjo csutj-7«*v ^  f TLjTl h*X

Q-ÛT i&J&U JLcr̂ -A pstSfifuAsy /'C-JMr̂ cT hgJLjL0 wr^ (r̂ urL,

*Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of PliilosapfiyDegreein Tin* Held Of Education-OniversityOf Leicester

Researcher i Giahani McFarians^ Bedfordshire Local Education Authority^
General Title j British Government Policy On Funding. Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local'Government Act 
Of 1:966*

I N T E R V I E  W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N N E L

Name Status 11 &*.pPcAr ftsgtrw

Date of Interview_________________________  Ref. ̂ of ___________________________

S T E m  Q U E S T I O N S .

I. IVIy current views of Sections 11 are

2. These views have been formed by

UJZMj /LcjCiAhj Sv̂ -Ct, fVt.
sjJWjẑ  rZjoJkj <^yr(AA-s.<2-X  <z-oyrte. iajU^/T &ul_/~ sxf(jL£

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because
> tro~ (Û A My l&ry*c^e- <zj _̂ \fizAu&Jt

ly  f ijL  6lA~ TVjl. jc r-r tUA  K7<v-*6o * «"*v ?Vl_

/ w t  aT rA-ee^V^t i^ i tU>_________________________________________________________________
4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

\[aLuv/v̂  TV, TV_ jjCrVM voJĵ e.

5. if Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
schooi(s) would be

VJ2n̂  IxxjbL | (A*-Asn jv-rA

''tW  ̂ ffA“ dtJU- - ' ' uv/a-uÂ - b-* ' ' tLŷ J tK̂ ^ j  ft*

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

H-ore, rg^»vxJ^2  ̂ U L*_ ©T>/t V j 1*>0 -&W1
4- p<*ro-4̂  o-t?C ^  (jy+xsui fu4y / *o\a>(a/̂  f^ -n . A<>/^ fc k i& i

*Please Address AH Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosopliy Degre&lii Tlie Field Of Education - Universinr Of Ieicester
Researcher : Grshaiw McFarian^ Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*'.
General title  ; ' British Government Policy On Funding: education For Ractaf Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government'Act 
Of 1966*

I N T E R V I E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E H S O N X E L

Name Status fW 'L

Date of Interview  Ref. ___________________________

s t e m ; q u e s t i o n s .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

'fLeJ— 'fka- 1̂ 2-̂ . Cv-A i L-crWX/'vt C ^ Z

2. These views have been formed by

p  Qu>^SL i/v  J J i7>v 1^e~

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

fa ju j cp?V<L ’fTse. cA ẑ<rt c&crtn oukA  fusK.jdJri

<to M s -  X  y  3 ^  f a

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

lAA ^

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

(jb^kayfy 4 fn ^ i

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

]✓ 4~*UUt\j fa  a ^ A  J fa jf- k eiA,

kpruJJ- (rt/ V£j(A<W

*Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degre&lttThe Reid Of Education *• University Of ieicester

Researcher Graham McFarlane> Bedfordshire Local Education Authority* .
General Tide ; ' British Government:Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The. Locaf Government'Act 
Of 1966'

W I T H :  K E Y  P E R S d O T E L

Name Status of-

Date of Interview cJVv^f Ref. i  x j

S T E M  Q X J E S T IO S T S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

Wc U TWjS W- tsd

2. These views have been formed by

DiU~ Uac-vT®- ffVt/  ̂ I'v. C~\tcbdA€- 0\S)

(LkA tf̂ cr&xX j  b

3. 1 came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

Kxr £orvi jj** u- X*~^P\c\s ĉ /wC fa*'

(,0̂ vo-crl 6/v/&4 PtAMy ĉroef fy ^ r'I

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

^ v :^ ) 4nw <suM,

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
schooi(s) would be

|dur

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

Hyxx_ jLtz&fliL b/ce 'TZvX( i**

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Oegro&Iit The Held Of Education-University Of ieicester

Researcher • Graham iVicFariane*Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*1'*
Genera! Tlfte : British'Government. Policy On Funding,. Education ForRaciaF Equality,

With'Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Qf 1966"

UrTERYIEWS WITH KEY P£2RSONK£Xi

Name Status H u.

Date of Interview 1 ^ 4 , Ref. ^ 3 1

STEM QUESTIONS.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

jlvaj- M l c clM , w ^y

2. These views have been formed by

ls*\J LcA&A C&rtnvwhy

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

'ftvjLy fajuzJ. kM p cc^at ud a^cl ysZ,

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

[\j2Ut i Â -CTy~€,

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

! < 2 4 /•'»*» r y  - -- ~e . CcrutA, 4 ^

tru^r H-r/v 1~hjy^4 /Cor^t,

* Please Address AH Correspondence To : 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate 01 PhilosophyDegreelit Tlte FieltS Of Education - University Of Ieicester

Researcher : Graham McFariana^ Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*..
Genera! Title i British Government,Policy- On Funding Education'For Racial Equality, 

With' Particular Focus- On Section Eleven Of The- Local Government.'Act 
Of 1966*

WITH KEY PHRSONHHIi

Name Status M P^Pi

Date of Interview Ref. t

S T C M  Q t J E S T I O H S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

I If* ?J a>v-̂ L

2. These views have been formed by

"TL-̂ JLr" V/vtq rtc.

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

"  5 Cv, r< *X -

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

U>40 U

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

s<, 3{v & <A ^cr& A

* Please Address AH Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree in The Field Of Education - University Of Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane, Bedfordshire Local Education Authority *.
General Title : British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality,

With Particular Focus Orr Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966’

I N T E R V U E I f f l r S  w i t h : k e y  p e r s o n n e l

ŝ 'ame Status tWv-OT^ ca\ a^ -

Date of Interview _______ Ref. ~7 ̂ ________________________
S T E l t f  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are
Thct" cTVv S> 1 ^ r x ^ X t J L ,  "o t*Av®VA. $ < J r > u e r c r L

^  ĉIvCtAa U Ujl rnANt'

I These views have been formed by

>\.cfk&(r fx-ojT sshî
(̂ Uv be fXecj ^rc €xf4c<̂ k

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

Itv icskjo**^. M fc
j~~s u-Ah <*jAV-c v̂Ts ^ i^ y

s fe fj' /ê vT&v- /Ka^^feLA dA <oOl~ t̂ vU j}L&A,ns<Vj jjpsh't
1. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

'yrUoX c~~JL j  o u i^ c e . ! -  -  - ^ (^ r Z , « * -4 . f& s £ r? h

uu f t  ^  VuM*j a-r̂ cLd ĵet ft*. e^ktcWrW I-l’l.
4  \z~jXoJ r & O ' aA * - * (  fv o \r> M s i * }  fW s

If Section 11 fundina was to be withdrawn in tne near future the impact on mv/ourIf Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

\jd\tr\Aj Is-rA Jw )  ^ ^ j h r

b jl. Ctrr-̂ f-x CU^iy

I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

r<Uo[KfCĴ s T^aJ He. O n /(«r hAyhur^ Vjj JcAm Ja

i-A *  a~r(L f t  u ^ - t ' ifc iM e A & L U A  '  f t * _  firc K j^ t £  Aa * *

« > ^  - e ^ H v A . T c -  af£gu* h 'kc (Hcrz tlort C+^kKLoijs ja r f u i / l  h/]p{

Is/m_ jf r $  tVN cJbtut-S rt*** rvs 1 ivAtv. j}Cf̂ ytAs Ao'Ve .

*P!ease Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT
_________________________   — ____________________________1



Doctorate Of PlulosopRy Degree igTftg Field Of Education- University Of Ieicester

R esearcher: Gfahswi McFarlans^ Bedfordshire Local Education Authority***
General Title ; " British Government Policy On Funding Education For Ractar Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section-Eleven Of The Local Government'Act 
Of T966*

r S T T E R V J L E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O X N E L

Name Status f£+ti&A

Pate of Interview________________i^ q u _________ Ref. ___________

S T E M  Q U B  S T I O N S

1. My current views of Sections 11 are
vV" W flL i ĉ irod- f to -Z d  «-*>Cve_ ^ £-4 f t  JJ ^ C/U-d^4 / l

Ir^OL

2. These views have been formed by

£ U-re, Cc U r t. J-®'- 4
Â cz |^V«_ So P*- y*~vz

pftTo*. 5 CakycA^q j^uu-A/^
I r ^ m o  i n t n / h o r a m o  a u / a r o  n f / S e r t i n r3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

c A ^ r  ^  +o i v A  <McjS'<^c t i* . h jf^

t>J ( jtr* ,\r^ d x  *^tz, —  |/J < L  fe jadLj f t \ 7 i  \ndC  t1**- a ^ i u  apj
(^rnA^cU M  fc>e^t«xj-g- ^ypci r&isZS Icsye**' i/^ k n j î SK^pA^________

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

L *V < j <K» ^kJvT^ S u p p o r t  «Jr<u?_ %QxQ- i f  Q_ r m A

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

v/ê Lj *& <Ur°-nj0vr£s ^  ZvLo&l c & m fu t^ fy

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on
<*. O r H ^ - i u e J h  j r ^ M  t h e  14zthc ,  f f i o L  f e r  L * * j  h s t f  ^

a- JULatsJr cau'eer’ p n rL f*t-c t 4v vtsy (&fenfcj>L p c o f(t.

*Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree tit The Field Of Education -University Of ieicester

R6S03rch6f : Graham McFaria^; Bedfordshire Local Education Authority * v  

General Bite * British Government Policy On Funding, Education For Racial Equality,.
With Particular Focus: On Section Eleven Qf The Local Government Act 
Of 1966" >

K E Y  P S R S O N T K n E l i

Name Status T<t

Date of Interview CSVvsjfv \ Ref.

S T E m s  q u e s t i o n s .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are
'tW ' vT C u ^ X J L  iK«- ^  ^ A ' | l / Jo C c A z

fye^-pisL CCa JAq  OstXhyZJsk f ^   ̂ //♦ S<

\T9jjJ±s(k
2. These views have been formed by
£ jU / S b ff U +* y^uT ^

^  Mvew *A k<f

<h\jâ y o re  /opF «£<? C A ^ ^r̂ >C ^C ^\________________________________

3. ( came into/became aware of/Section 11 because
^  iv * w .  j-</- tM M  P *- y * * *  <**A P *- /* " ‘w
h \fU  i e ^  r y  ^
\ j j \V i\f ) [u A  n c n P < ^ u L ^ /  / / v c -  jU&fc (XrV P ^-rC  j/H  Q u n ji^  pr&WsLF4

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

tfu<dA^ eJj^aL+.W. o a : t i ^  sm fj u+sk tL  itw fert
j ^ b j e t f  Vt*-ekeA h> p r & v td * .  f**~ ir-njuta a-L1 tK e . i t

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

-- ' w o  ^ t U ^ f  £HOL

0̂ 4" TrW' 5" t(. TWj£_ Ô Ct̂ j <9<̂ ~ 1VOo £t/»fs

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on
a H kĵ cK  iar id S L r  *K S U X  A *^e - - — /*> £2-

OurAL £exx*.r ■vft'j QjOlJZJLC dfau&Lof j|. ~j/(~ j$ lA—w

*Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree In The Field Of Education -■ university Of Ieicester

Resesrcher.' : (aFahsm McFarlatiffr Bedfordshira Local Education -Authority 
General Title i British Government Policy On Funding, Education For Racial Equality,.

With'Particular Focus On-Section Eleven Of The. Local-Government Act 
Q f1966"

KEY P£2RSONNC21i

Name Status £u ^ T fu S  TXacM'AX,

Date of Interview Ref. I S

S T E M  Q X J C lS T IO S r S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

< jW  tW j dA P W e 5- il s fa j^  ^

U, \r<Ls^j «-^JcoK'̂ e

2. These views have been formed by
S . [ \ .  s f a j^  tKe. W f  ^  ^  '^V f ScApcd

3. i came into/became aware of/Section 11 because
Û ujL fa  ^b"WA~ce. y e -a ji

faj&JC cXtxy\^j tkjcjr - - - -J we£< Vp^a_,$fc|f

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

i d s ^ f  ^  ^ o ^ v<v(î v u M y h ^ h ^ U j  J i ^ d a ^ c U  f

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

H©nS 3  K j|f 1 it? Z & v L tiL  l*57^

*Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate 01 Philosophy Degree In Tfte Held Of Education-OniversityOf Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFariaoar Bedfordshire Local. Education Authority 
General Title : ' British Government Policy Qtt Fending, Education For Raciaf Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The. Local Government'Act 
Of 1:966*

I N T E R Y T E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O m f E L

Sfame Status U 'T/L^tM'vZs.

Pate of Interview I ___________Ref. ____________________

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

©J. t W *  ^   tL*- tS
h? roLe* < w  |^-ac^iV*v (c A ^ ri . ..

r^S1 ̂ SL uyg^ a .r^  Ccr-̂ A ’Tgfc/cH  ̂ '/K&. kAJfi&S /wf~ ______
2. These views have been formed by
<ts 5-l\ O^nKX tKê , U*/H" I) it^e- / ’-«W TryTZS

jw -  <h"n  ̂} re-eULj fv iH rfr l. /kyk e-~^ ihe- A ĵe^cAs iy«J~

3. i came into/became aware of/Section 11 because
run -v C+-r**_s cU^MT-v J—' (v w

c  4̂ (Jisr ciou^vv

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

£ ^  Cd&J e ^ a A  uL̂ vtCoa ) ooT ^  e^ VfM 6 ^ y d i ,  ^

(tiUilVxCK^aX Ma Ul. a Kdjos 'i*y>*&T i

5. if Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

^<Z/tojHueJJUj (X ĵA ^Vo|MS-lOvxaMjj O. X -*- V Ût)-uiAo(

e x J^  T ^ a / U<̂  X  r^-edkj chrJj^

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on
cl 'c iU .c A ^ 'J K  a-?pr*o*A ^ &+*h~nK,csu ^

1 f ( M  'c^ jju d C h j 1~V. C ^A jrs i o ^ a L  C crt^ n u /J f< j - - -  'Nt° re  st4D'~JXL4

^ L A ^ -  ^

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree In The Field Of Educadoo- University Of ielcestor

Researcher :. Graham McFariane^ Bedfordshire Local-Education Authority*'.
General Title ; " British Government: Pol icy On Funding, Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Gf The Local Government Act 
Of 1966"

W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N N E L

Name Status S&t-fiorJ I1 fa& iif/faJF"

Date of Interview jg«o<v \<\c\ I?__________Ref. jg g ^

S T E M  Q U E S T IO N T S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

is*-' v ̂ y lo r1 (x^4w ^ t * ' l\j*u « * - « -

2. These views have been formed by
X  j o i ^ L  tUc r 2̂c
o^hv^v/hj ^  rv r̂ltN. > \>*£iC4slly yĵ _ Jeer̂  f®* ^  6<̂ tJ

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because
tvvl/Vi Cx/tL̂  Tk^v^iv^- JH- C i ^ r u J ^ '  t c f r J L T  ^utL^^U ltlW v U u v t l ^ .  s j k ^ A V * * ,  1 1  h u f

dV*, t<u*t~r«sy n ^ f ly*i f t r f  n e  vft- \* *  tva-)

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

K*« ^  /w ^ W e s  ^  ^ 7  ^  ^
So(\*r61 6 ^ / e ^ L O t^ W  ^Jl^jU^cA

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

^  t>j CJLftj£S I ]k' Vu&uAd S^&M<L (l£ i't' pyji px>~fes^aJ huf*

(fae.frU ? Jezs\ ie. <\ L&-riAuJ?t*a*J '

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

lo ^  ^  fe o fa  ^  £o+*<Ls &rx$L yj ^ C jex^r

*Please Address AH Correspondence To : 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy DegreelnThe Held 01 Education-University Of Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarianey. Bedfordshire Local Education Authority 
General Title : British Government Policy On Funding; Education Far-Raciat Equality/

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The. Local 'Government Act 
Of T966*

w i t h : k e y  p h r s o n n h l

iName Status

Date o f Interview  J'V^jry \ V t  ___________ Ref. ^  _________

S T E 2 M  Q U E S T I O N S

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

' \ lu jr  4̂ » Kjwe. j '*^

2. These views have been formed by

| cJfasl Usjc jW'erCjr - - - <-*2- &AMA dT

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

1w fcudL j ^ U ^ l

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

o*-v_ Xo£ot*5r'(

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
schooi(s) would be

»\a=v ^ u ir  U>V-

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

<̂̂ crptsZ. TKaS Co-fcrk ^

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate OfPhilosopbyDegre&lrcTbe Held BfMiinaHnn-HniuergHym tetcester

Researcher Graham McFarlanSr. Bedfordshire Local Education Authority *  .
General Titte ; ' British GovernmentPolicy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With" Particular Focus On Section Seven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966'

W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N N T E E

Name Status ' of- ' " f  ^ Pu.Pi l

Date o f Interview  U_____________ Ref. £  V|______________________

s t e m : q u e s t i o n s ,

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

a~r€s ^crcrot irĴ Ap &\xJ tkCAtfK/Z*-* Û jg(_ |/vT*'fo_

2. These views have been formed by

aJr TuJj uM jo& I t / C s ScAjxtU, ,

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

<t\*_ «\y \)c. Sxcoc^vij^A

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

\x^^OJC C^tA. Ct\aJL̂

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

tU re  /MjlTS *>°̂ vjC> SfA&b— IA-. C r̂̂ UiAC^V^y l A r ^ ' ^ Z <iyv̂ £

Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy DegreelnTlie Belt! QfEtiucatloit- Unniersitt Of teicester

Researcher : Grahsni McFar|ane>,Bedfordshire Local Authority*'*.
General Title :  ̂British Government Policy On Funding, Education For Racial Equality,

With'Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Locat Government Act, 
Of 1966"

W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N N E L

Name Status w

Date o f Interview  CTWJ<1 Ref.

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

UjQ_  ̂LQjk <kA<Ay\fc Cs-\st~

2. These views have been formed by

u*> aJX s j?> U ^ r  L^ca^ ol.

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

<\$ frMjtrisA OLskJ- UĴ  ilva-iASpht i/SOA So CA^&AT

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

-̂<Xp * r̂ j 'y'-4 ^-o <sc'T

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

lOv|eCLT

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

p < z o f C c  ^  k s iX ^  CCA g-v

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree In The field Of Education-University QfLeicester

Researcher : Graham McFiariane> Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*.
General Title : ' British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
O f 1966’

INTERVIEWS WITH KEY PERSONNEL

Vame Status u p ^ {u

I Date of Interview

STEM QUESTIOSrS.

* 1 .  IVIy current views of Sections 11 are

: 2. These views have been formed by 

3 3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

iM<?- 'tVê L. t -  - - on̂ r o U J^r^^  l

| v̂ rv

‘ 4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

|<lAr ■'f*3 ki2-L|) p*<_pds 0J\j>

i  5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

\/<2f i j  I <%AL Ccnru-1̂ U~-fiAA~y (AJ*{aA/A lyt-̂

- 3. would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

VAj-<x-U/2_n <2Lszjl I  'T&^eksu^ h+ot

\kkj=> U nJA  L ra ^ U ^  ,

*P !ease A d d re s s  All C o rre s p o n d e n c e  To 121 K im b o lto n  Road, B ed fo rd . M K 4 1  8 D T



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree hi The Field Of Education - Oniveisity Of Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane; Bedfordshire Local- Education Authority*.
General Title : ' British Government Policy On Funding; Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966’

INTERVIEWS WITH KEY PERSONNEL

Name Status

I Date of Interview d~u^^|4T4u•/ *2^

stem questions.

11. My current views of Sections 11 are

tu * jf  v\r I £ 0Wv i ^  ^r^jr&X-  C+ty CLrCA/l

22 . These views have been formed by

lwO\o rJ2&-A~ L ■ f ' t - y y i X ' T .  TTvai l\p-4 vj' *KrO~ T*>JL-

 ̂ jE  ^ 0y>>*€L̂ VvP-̂ pC {-C'fvjPtfT __________________________
23. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

\rM s(hA. ^  pvtpjc ^za/t ^

^  \ L— ^  ^ (atv^ '̂ â sje  ̂ o~A w ^ e . •'vof Ccp'pj
Cum otiU/v  ̂ - - - -  'T̂ n*-' ig-g-̂ yv ^  v*<f S «fp*<+

44. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

A/̂ -£-A-iV\^ rv^e^C^ p't-yvC/^£ V*jv7\Vv, *^rv^, t\v  L_ <x-j «*,

-fc* s» L trfr*- C u /r\ C<a Im m  U Lj

5 5 . If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

rx̂ zâ A q̂ ~A Tu^_ oJ ^ U l, ^ I ' / t  o-u/' U>0-uXei £r*rfeAy

66. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

H ^re fejou^GM N? Aee*~ ^  ir&edjL ^  Schja&Lo

*P !ease A d d re s s  A ll C o rres p o n d e n ce  To 121 K im b o lto n  Road, B ed fo rd . M K 4 1  8 D T



DoctorateOf PliilosopliyDegreeIiiTli&F]eltfQfE(lucat!oii~ VnikiQisiQf Of Leicester

Researcher : Gfahani McFariang^Bedfordshire L o c a l . A u t h o r i t y  
General Title * British Governmeirt PoIicy On Funding, Education For Racial' Equality, 

W ith Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The. Local Government Act 
Of 1966*

WITH KEY PERSONNEL

Name Status oa^

Date o f Interview_______________________________Ref,

stem questions.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

iy  IS \rv^Xx^^*^T £t/hjxfKs) v/v^ CcuZaA (KT^A

2. These views have been formed by

fra , V (kf icrcx̂ i we^'VeL

3. i came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

(U &  *- ^

PXAiJ2-d OL̂ ck 1-eAjK-rs ^  Cctĥ caJ

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

a -~ jt C cr^u^JtZit^<2̂  o->Ua^e. (Z ^ tZ i L cs ^crfcrr-

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

(\oe^

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

t| thiL, i t  t*=> K i> ^  rZ4<*ufOt-i

cife^x. Jaj^ U O ~ » ir^frpcrrt' i t  ^  Co^y^cZi

"Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



DoctorateOf PhilosophyDegre&lnThe Held OfEducatfoit- University Of leicester

Rsssarchor : Graham IVIcFarianev. Bedfordshire LocallikfucadGn Authority*'.
General t id e  : 'Bfrtfsh GovemmerrtPolicy Qn Funding, Education For Raciai Equality, 

With' Particular Focus On Section ElevenGf The Local Government Act 
Of T966*

WITH KEY PERSONNEL
s

Name Status ' DM*0.̂ 7

Date o f Interview  <TVwO<v Ref. ‘Z l f

STEM QUESTIONS.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

V > c  t . W  o*x>Jt>rs^ ' V .  ir<^&cd cu vY C xrfa^ly

Wx^ 5ujr S-fXs<s*Q.A

2. These views have been formed by

u ctKjĈ racm}

rv3il Ka. Iml Am K> rfu*-

3. i came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

dJLjiM&J aA~ /cAerS't €a^ J ~  y^*/3 _Ẑ /v-e. JeOvv

i»v vVfZ\, &1*. d̂ -e(_ S -ij. S 'fafrjJ jy ^^ l p2-/-yj(jL.
la  waH ^  f Z ^ f _______________________________________

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

(l~J S - t(^ rb \jj fte - cAajfS te^eA^y- uM k

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

6 . I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

Io t, u>^vAA l ‘VL-^ j^u izu^.

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Plulosopliy Degre&IiiTlteifelitQf Etliicatioe- University Of Leicester

Researcher ; Gyahatn McFarlanfo Bedfortfshite-tgcgl Education Authority^
General Title : Bfftish.GoverHinent Policy Oft fending', fifticatlon ForRacial Equality,

With Particular Focus On'Section Eleven Of The LocaT Government Act 
Of 1966"

WITH KEY PERSONNEL

Name Status 'C ^ ***>

Date of Interview  >3^,0 V<VIU___________ Ref, _________

STEM QUESTIONS.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

\UaJc fUe, -C-C va>t̂  IS \jtsy  u ^ u A

2. These views have been formed by

(Xsd kasd. do^jL. iW -uo (l&oeL is^oriL. - - -
J cr^ C \k ^ c A  uv% _______

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

\)Jbu^ 7̂  c<x*n*- fa- T te - Aj&u5 ^  (\X ^
to * + w ^ \i* A \y  ^  ^  u rp &  U lp  W  j ^ i

J'ejLyj i)fign<faj£ fZ'jqJ'

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

<fa=> Ŷ €_- 7^ ^-2- i

O yfaX k \^ a M

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

L ^ | / ^  U sth d ^^ t^eyCi c f~  ^ yJL

f \ e * A  i i  { * M s c X < y \  T k a ^ x ,

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

\\ar<L fair**- 4/\JcuJ  uM jL  fa* vff& S  h‘-0T<~ JriLpfocrb 6l<rr\

[//llfA  \ ^ K  ^o^*AA

* PI ease Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy DegreelnTlieneliiOf tflucatloii - Oniyersitt Of teicester

Researcher Graham McFarl^fi^ Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*^
General Titfe : " British Government:Policy GnFunding Education ForRaclaf Equality, 

With Particular lFocus On Section Seven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966*

IKTERVXJEWS WITH KEY PERSOHNEE

Name Status n ^ i  1/

Date o f Interview W 4 \> _________ Ref. ______________________________

STEM QUESTIONS.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

U-A-J'e. t ~JZ*Ca^\*jsk <✓* T̂ -c ^

I Uut\jQ cb  ̂ n<5̂  S • oJJjsCaA^^\

2. These views have been formed by
u>~ fua- j m JSĈ \Ce_ S*Ŝ-c&- Pn>j€-t4  ̂ ô j?L Kaaa-^

 ̂ 1 k-vl l£ e> UthijcL i

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

£  O A ^\a^^J V** J 2̂  Tl°"' K- ^

o| jrv/tMc «wxr l Q \̂>c>w>

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

^  ^  fabk^ (z fa  K<juU  , w rflo ^ t

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

^  i S &A jx y 'c rv ^  J'tn'" (t ‘U£_ L u A ' <ZL> p*^CsiqjAtj ^ . r  TZ\>Ce- i^o laS f^oX

6 . I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

a  r^ ^ e . ( v K ^ ,  fa fa < t, —  - ^  jb ^ c h ^  ->f fa -  p o * i

bJ~ Ilf" rcuzJUi a- Cor~i+-uA7*ve*$~ ^'1W'L <(a» fhS t fe/lA rAgat.

Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate at PhilosoDHvDegreelnTlieFleliltfEflucaUon- HnhiersityOl Leicester

Rssearchar : Grahana IVIcFarianSr Bedfordshire* Local Education Authority
General Titio ; BritishGovernmerrLPolicyQn Funding EducatibnForRacial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Gbvernment Act 
Of T966*

INTERVIEWS WITH KEY PERSONNEL

Name Status M c>^5'Acror̂  ~

Date o f Interview__________________________ Ref. ___________________________

STEUOC QUESTIOXS.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

2. These views have been formed by

/vejl#(_ <lyiiee_JL /\ <z~ ^  ^  ^
5  • 11 * £L4̂ gk .X "  ’W tt^  S-^Uc{ >J- l  i(. CJZJLir* -̂ t*> €?OSf~

UsPiMA rcAM«%v 4®

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

WT<̂  cl̂ fcSeifeM  1*~ fly*.

fr<j k̂ Lrr?t pAjfe4>\, f^&tksu-

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

v jr^ & v d ~  kMp f0 j'T'ic  ̂ $ L  Uj * s -A  f * *  K j?  ^  c ^ i ^ i

^  f t v L c r *  tA jU ZM i

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

d s  <H &zC*A_ b c f  >V*>u4?l M y  C f i  WXrfU- /o^pkJ^-

/w w  fXiL l̂ yuAA- +<hi, t 't  &A4U?

6 . I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy DegreelnThe Ffelts Of Educating-University Of telcester

Researcher : Graham iVtcFarj<m&,. Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*'.. 
GeneralTitfe : 'BrMsh Government Policy On Funding Bdticadon For Racial Equality,.

W ith Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The. Local. Government Act 
Of 196B'

T T H  K E Y  P E R S O N N E L

Name

Date o f Interview \ v \ u

Status S' t<kP\l  

Ref. ^ l / f f ** ^

S T E M  Q U E S T I O N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

X  liUc ^  H r ^ -  ('15') /i/’-X- *pVK/o *we_ U ty tr ~k> io  *~ j£

"T, wb+Jt~ Z'Vi <*1 <f~t> r̂ tjar̂ .

2. These views have been formed by

e-yvtrj \tj-ejzM- (Lkj^  AxtAMi, w-^dc.

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

My • Kul̂  l/y£Â Ccl_ u*d iAv( s<A>JcniA

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

6 . I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

* Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



IKTTERYIEWS WITH KEY PERSONNEL
%

Name Status o f  N'T fa/>n-

Date of Interview ___________ Ref. <y ^ ___________________

STEM QUESTIONS.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

\ \jkK t/sTOc*X "tV* i f0

2. These views have been formed by

dXCU<?ti«̂  ^  1l^e, ickjrZ l Usu'-e n

e^e_ iV s /\ot e*o»ô A.

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because x'
Ol,U~ W«- UL̂ V<, \xkjoU. PcUaJisto~y. lc *i y&ur Ltr*~*^ £v<jnr< |^e,1?Ctev ^

M- **} ^ u ^ rir  il^ y  ZpvU nsi±*la ft> c*JxL_ câ> ®vv fti&hC c^zucJMj 7 T,̂l'v*-
N'V jcjvjxA 7̂% W t a ^ K . __________________________________________

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

J ,V » ^  *wJrx\_ iM p  oaiouv we, hlc^L

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

a

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

KorC U A j^ \ j*< W f cL^<M^p^A &+bui U ^dk& n  ^  ^

So^otsI

P lease  A d d ress  All C o rresp o n den ce  To 121 K im bolton Road, B edford . M K 41  8 D T
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Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree In The Field Of Education - University Of Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane; Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*.
General Title : ' British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Seven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966"

INTERVIEWS WITH KEY PERSONNEL

fane Status \ \^ r o p lA c \^ < A .

Date of Interview Ref.

STEM QUESTIONS.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

-S -U -  i/'JiUfdjt gcKatst; Tka- dUsid/*-^/  fUjU<

j>cû K̂ T T̂>ju ka^c.

I These views have been formed by
;■ \xjLv^ ^ s  't (  ■ p^U A s^r h jL  ( ' f p o 'i  a ^ e l r j TKii

( i fl̂ e, ^  _2Z Uncrut hxruj T . / / .  J * lXŷ L
jb ~tTyg- 5 c ,̂  Sfobo-cstri L ik < ^  f l i r t  VA^UJlM (.rsffta/X*/ K>

I AMOMM i ^«OI^ |iA  A ^ /Q  /> rt *1 *1 ^  A  A A ■ ■ A A V

(cJ\GV(
J. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

j| AAAj ce, <?L/l .U -£• / / -  / t x o W - orvr<y ( q ^A ^yf ^ ^  ^  h ^ M .

'WifK, 5̂  S h t j ^  \A ^ -k J U  $  a -~ r\ a ^ < x /Q -  'fUTs <so\ U caM j L

tfvtÂ rCC t̂ lyJT(J— k -
♦. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

tTi o»̂ aA rC£«*u-rctirvij hŝaM-zJ* fk-a- ^/|^€/«_ax^ 7 ^  cjĵ oU iy  V .̂

eJLkxjJh cmvâ L &f*QfL-s\ ^  ^  ^  TLj? Sobj»A a?y<r\U‘̂ ‘
fflv- iMtVv d<>«H/-UAvvt'KT ls~ £{ ^ <ẐJ f  PltKv/’g.

’S. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

^ASd^hsy'&tx^ - ----  r<i o*J> b --------CLoiy\p\<A~<zty U '̂fW,'̂ C-yc{r(jL

5. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

x-̂ &rujrCtA f ’0 £<-Aaj*Lo jk? \TKjL,

ĵ ~tU4 Ju^o d dhvJ*-^- (^s+'CtUus^ A fli/*'l& f iw rk L y î \nsvo>^ <̂s*r€yv/j
c^(L 'tWjL^ C&r-crtU^iiy *AKjyL jU o r^  f 1̂  fs jb  ThJL jcJurdrj______________________

' *Please A d d re s s  All C o rres p o n d e n ce  To 121 K im b o lto n  Road, B ed fo rd . M K 4 1  8 D T



Doctorate Of Philosopby Degreeln Tlie Held Of Education-University Of leicester
%

Researcher : Graham McFarianer Bedfordshire Local &ftioatian Authority**;
General Tiffs : British Government" Policy'On Fending - BdticatiorrForRaciaE Equality,

W ith Particular Focus, On Section Eleven, 0 f The Local Government Act
Of T966*

INTERVIEWS WITH KEY PERSONNEL

Name Status o  ̂ c^tauootuL

Date o f Interview  CT* <vi ^  W b __________ R e t _____________

stem questions.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

2. These views have been formed by

-tWU IcAxxcLo ^  He <3 f t * /1 I V

Vî 'LutVU,

3. I came into/became aware otfSection 11 because
X  //ike Wv T lv lj ^u-eA, *X  i^xow* itsSL hseA  ^  (Lj iU^L z>ĵ  f t *  c x J ~ ^ i

<t|e, >(  Cjl ŵ>jA  ccA j**rz, SAfTS rc^uM * ^  d & r^  k**K . e jJ rb

| / o ^ \  (A j h ^ ^ -  \+j*_ Wjt\e<rc r^-e x i t<t>r-c s h j ^ r ^  /vcrf l ^ . ____________

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

^cirAe^i a**J- 3 A \\& ^f**rtu u vJX e s(

5 . If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
schooi(s) would be

'Vu/Lj <Xi t^ou^  <2<r^wvt. jt z jf

touuAflf Ijex (Mpnved oj- î V qI û M l  r^^crCJL

6 . i would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

tA  a .  W 3  r ^ n -  U W  J/w ^ ^  M 4  W  r^ v

(/c rtfa - 'b r  ^ -£_  w r fK  <C C tfQ jZ S  *r-i

Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree In The Held Of Education-University Ot Leicester

RessarchBf : Graham McFariaiu*;, Bedfordshire Local Education'Authority*.
General H tfe  : ' BritishGovernmentRalicyOft Funding; Education ForRaciai Equality, 

With Particular/Focus On Section Seven O f The Local Government Act 
Of 1966"

BSTTERVUEWS WITH KEY PERSONNEL

Name Statu

Date o f Interview  TU/nxi l*i4(b____________ Ref.

STEM QUESTIONS

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

<\, rdAlĈ , KO oufe  OV/C - - - loC- Y<tLSLjL (XAL Xsx̂ S

(X+Jl O^rt, VoAjlXldL Ifiy e^rtr^ya^

2. These views have been formed by

h&*jd l*>s~ U rtt 3  pr<2 î c\ C#*stf

<t/p a/icfa*s y ^ rc y  Jobcn^t ^W

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

Out) (X X  ^  d̂c~j>̂ JZsX l^ y  IsUfL trc^r S M . o^A  iX

fejodDy (X rtjc jo r- 'ov'-

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

dLfprvpf/frtz- 1 MLzAa  ^  fK ^

» litfd&S WvtL CkAXj

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

6 . I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

Ktor<, re^&ovjrx304 fo n£xM *j A ^^Lop t 2*- -  £Ckxrxr\ _ )"\A *

f a j j j i  WK. <f>W- <w f /£jt?urv<L<t cu tfuJdA t

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of PhilosopliyDegreirlnTliKneld Of Educating - University Of Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarland Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*.
General Title : ' British Government; Policy On Fending, Education For Raeiaf Equality, 

W ith Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The LocaLGovernment'Act 
Qf T966'

KEY PE2HSOJOTEL

N a m e  S ta tu s  5 TfiAOfoA.

D a te  o f  In t e r v ie w   R e f . ___________

STCao: QtJESTio»rs.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

'f t a F  Ore— ^  V  OlAaxjlVGl- r C l^ y r t^  ^  ^  ^cfo^eri

2. These views have been formed by

^ c I / l (c4  ic ^ o j^ s L r  ^ c r * ' L ajA  4" 'ft'-Tt X c k & z i

$M - if^a jU j o ^ rU ^ i j/uuA. h> 9 ^  /Uy^JS

3. i came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

[^ U l-v  X  CAavc u /t l /c . cuJL ru n *  >Vy ro *JA y  w c i /

-  -  SJJUiitA- <k> jQLa-efrig pacyStjZA refold ^JbrkjaU

jp j& t l  - r f  f a t * '  O fots ji* s O L  h*A rt. jp c n A f' /ke_ cj^fos^

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

4 ne^cufiVe. v/ê f  ^  a  uJoa^l  ^  <(& k rt'

6 . I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

f-lwtL ^  Ac*/!, f*^  SoktrzCo

§\>SS Cu/'r\CuJ4jkifo GsaJL Otrn-nM

*  Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate 0! PhilosopliyDegreeliiTlmFielti QfEducatiOR>Umversfty0f leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane, Bedfordshire''Local Education Authority*'.
General Title ; British Goveriirrient Policy On Funding* Education For Raciaf Equality, 

With Particular Focus, On' Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of T968*

K E Y  P E R S O N n N H B I i

Name Status # 0 7 b-w I I  fago tto  TtAr&SA.

Date of Interview  i ^ ^ f b   Ref, ̂ h q q ^ __________________

STEM! QtJESTIOKTS.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

i f  V/e/^ cltAL v̂ "' \fxCJXylMj i t  'S

\f7(&\ \f*r \x&T~~ ft*rLrJs

2. These views have been formed by

<U « cAmM  ^
IL . - f ^ 'X  . ^  « s * r l c  t b j & f h J L r  H / .  S < k f f  ( S t  S & U j

L/U-t— <\ ^ iv L d -_____________ ___________ ________________________________________

3. 1 came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

kh * oU*ifa<*Jvter J l jtSJ  ̂ Sf<U J' 11 h^pf̂ A A< ***>
1<Z#JL &tW ^  CcxwtAJv*̂  S  X 'O ^ JkU'ytJ^d. -. - M,
b S U t f&AA Jsj p rjZ h V e - ejftyj&z kju% . ___________________________________

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

Ivi^s  ̂_ l*iVwee»v_ j p^vvli <cr^ ZipLtJt ptestAh - -

^  I i> <'{"* j^vc^»V<^ <&4 ujtMl <x̂i j*̂ Qr(su\. JS>L\/)r\t̂

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

. . .  i f  ^ tn d d  U  * s u j* s i4 ^  " p  fis t. fc J A jS rx fh S jfl*  M L

it~ up ^rv^f- y  *^<vt

6 . I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

A*-Aj iA. AC pfL/ Cu-rs\ C uius j

t"vl̂ 5 ) frrHs%MAAy ^  ‘g! 7)U. S&L&&1 - — /m . tf?W /f

   —  -  ______________________________________________________________________________________

*Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of pmiosophyDegree ln The Field or Edticadda- University Of lelcester

Rteeafcher : Graham McFariana>, Be dfo rets hire Local Education Authority *v
General Title : '  British Government Policy On Fending, Edfccation ForTIaciat Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966*

XNTCRVXEWS WITH KEY PEHSONCNTEL
%

Name Status M i i  r r f r j f

Date o f Interview  Ref. (co j i q g ^

STHSflC QUESTIONS.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

'tWfljf JT 5<? _T <xM jl 4t> TUTi ^xn/€’

2. These views have been formed by

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

<K-» 0̂ >̂ v a<t >*ê e, t̂ zrcjs.

0 * l b ______________________________________________________________________________________
4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

I  attack asQ~<rfHz/  &/A t%4. ^ . Os â t ^  fc-

^ofazrefi <X^A  / t "  <Zd iik

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

  \r^ n j j& r  l* \ C & ^ t^ n U ’y  f% JL

6 . I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

Me>^c -h'ML, fc> p * s e * J r  - --  b -r .^ '.s y  *"-/*=> Sc

dŷ A ksV-vJ Wv cLutf.

Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree In The Held Of Education - University Of Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlaner Bedfordshire Local Education Authority
General Title : ' British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966'

INTERVIEWS WITH KEY PERSONNEL

Name Status n(£a*. ^

Date of Interview

STEM QUESTIONS.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

f W  t^ucLnyr Arc, Usistp ajJy TLe, K*^-

; 2. These views have been formed by

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

15. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

<5. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

*P !ease  A d d re s s  All C o rresp o n d en ce  To 121 K im b o lto n  Road, B ed fo rd . M K 41  8 D T
    -     ...................



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree Ir The Held Of Education - University Of Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane, Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*.
General Title ' British Government Policy On Funding: Education For Racial Equality,

With Particular Focus
Of 1966"

On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act

INTERVIEWS WITH KEY PERSONNEL

Xame Status dp- 'i M"

Date of Interview °̂'2"

STEM QtJESTIONTS.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

'iVjL u \-^ajeX^Lr\ /'-cffUJuj O-uS 6*-^ b*ULc

M/S "A 9‘̂ r  04

2. These views have been formed by

Su/ w ~ t -  a .U **Y  r ^  ^

CerfJUL, Tt» <haJ.lc_ Tlvĉ  ^

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

InKL 'foLL l̂

i y U f l - v y  U r C

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

bOÔ JL j*rT fr-wT ^

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

S aA

5. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

’Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree In The Held Of Education - University Of Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane* Bedfordshire: Local Education Authority*.
General Title : ' British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The: Local Government Act 
Of 1966'

KNTTERVIEWS WITH KE Y PEHSOHNEL
s ____ _________________________

Name Status |KzA-o

Date of Interview JTU<o^| Ref.

STEM QUESTIONS.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

<3>LAyv<̂eV' |̂ C>V-A. ^  ^ 1"UaY L̂oea/vfc" jA_ i l l  ^

worYv Uj £ Ku />e <zXUrXc.
KvvvKvV\j  ̂ ‘Vlou/' pr t rPv î S Tl^a- 6&ihjiAU-<v<'̂  H _______

/tStsufL

2. These views have been formed by

0\J~Q̂ r T̂«ot_ Lc f̂" 'h'v c KsmsLcj ^

W$ w>f~ txcAr ĵte f̂epfc vw Ŝ L»sCo UW~ ^
3. I came into/became aware of/Section Yl b e c a u s e ^

J U/t^ ^  |fe^ci\5Lr hjL  7 0  4- y cU~h^>u^k x  c lU ^  X

tioz_ 7 A-i k«-<U. ^  tu^i scXsr&t ^w' 7-e. Lê f" fe*v X  Xvuk. |

1 ~K>g_ P<~o^g.<Y K j ( j j r t T Q J C o X i ^Ag/ ^

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

®*-aA -A^p<^cT fcf"<e^L fb 'M.ejejf' ~k>»_ rv£e-A* r j

4,603'̂ ;*^ f \ jL  tn: I Tv if (^rvus^Tj

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

4eV^W W ~-g ^  Co ^ csls irtL ek

5. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

(l(U(/Y»<^A reiour<e4 ) u^fK, le^M. p^oje^cJl «L**MSLd

vUt Tk*. £ fcUod^lAzsi Tb u lA/trrfk.
|crp̂ ~yg-v\T fr-r̂ A. f  j^c ru X r^s ^  4o iAAroU/r-v̂  fog, iaSUj* lg_

*Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT
_ —-------       _  _   I



DociofateOfPliilosoiiliv Degree;ItiTlie RjeltlQf Etliicatlfiî -Utiiversltic Of leiaester

Researeher Graham McFarlane*.,Bedfordshire Local Education Authority
General Title : '  British GovernnienTPolicyOft Fundings; Education Fop Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven.Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966"

KEY PERSONNEL

Name Status

Date o f Interview  ^  X W I * _________ Ref. f o{+[ m b

STEM QUESTIONS.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

2. These views have been formed by
6L- "VvCTik <-^L UrC^J, tr«/̂ «r fika-

IX -  .

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because
5 \A- 1 ^  j  r^-eyl-vj  ê V) ^  i^p^~*-bV-^ t w .  o b jtA A r ^ ; 'bvL /" v4

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

P ^ U ^ '^ ^ v S k ^  ( y ^ K , % JU  U T ^ C S U r^ ft 'A 'y fK  £ c ls & S ( -

-tk£xj zlv>uAJL t»-e_ bVe^ ^  ^  ^  ^

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

6 . I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

rAjore ^rJe^ cx^J, ]j)C<J ^ ^ o J

\*a K , -sK^- U^\>J jv^/k^vula^ Ct>*jtet-et7 h ?  CJ-C -̂A

Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree ln The Held Of Education- University Of Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane, Bedfordshire Local Education Authority* .
General Title : British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of 1966-

INTERVIEWS WITH KEY PERSONNEL%

Same Status l-fcA-D

Date of Interview \ <£<3 \o___________ Ref. ___________________________

STEM QUESTIONS.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

\ v t r w  v V  V s  O x x T *  -  -  • U r v W *

t v-  cLs^T kj ®"*o i ? S

2. These views have been formed by

loewk^A vvs. *M . »~j p ^ ju iic n ^A .
t~KjL Lfisyt' -ayLor ^  t?**- J M wz^

&  n>_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

fa  a d v t f  f«^cc^-Ar JT, J.U. fOtyiudy

5 .11 S f l f l  - - v ^ tro U ^  tA^'Ke fK *U ty  C e c T ^ e ,

> *  •%<« a  C ^  **» H d I a  f i  i n r io m r t r i t4. ' For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

C<ZsCt>̂ vJ\£ X -j y>JẐ do rdo I'^ ty  &TU~t h x^ svtad ft~ /S ~f***

( iM .  fT j$  <*JJb\JT\»~-4A

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

£/Vrp ly  rtL o iS t £  i t  ^

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

v j. MttA'-J/ -  fc *  * * *

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 K im bolton Road, B edford . M K 41 8 D T



Doctorate Of PhilosoDbv DepeelB’nieHeld OfEdliicatlOB- DnivetsitiQt teicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane,Bedfordshire Local Etfucation Authority*;
General TTtfe ; 'BrM sh Govemment^oIicy Gn Funding; Education For Radaf Equality, 

With ParticularFocus On Section Heven Of The LocalGovemmentAct 
Of T966*

KE Y PERSONKEE

Name Status

Date of Interview  Ref.

STEM QEESTIOHS.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are
a \ S A L .  *  r^ u *A ^ r- -a£_ S<%1 K S  Iv e rv u fy

fa y  ( fk jijt  5  A } - S fc&OXSi IrtrvUeL bz. U ^djrltL  f*>

cfk-€- yy*<p^J yv^x^to
2. These views have been formed by

Ar a-»- ^PuAL
u> t̂ SLuk ^ove/vu*<jr &*\ fJ-ocneL S', i f  a

'fẐ jg. £ct̂ Cr&(.
3. 1 came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

4 C ^K  fa-U*A^s- hjL^e^ 3- Jy w  h»l*>

I t  h<u/e_ tvo. rT ^ A jr  /^U u fe rK S tup* k U A & d  . ^
w^Vw- S nS ' P̂ &A~ <cH^sz iaŝ Ac4

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

£{ CAjfr^iU^tf >̂ ~ Ĉ OLssjjê  oî at 44 lA*>-*y ^RXir̂

<\X  |w V a  qJUjj A Ja ^f'̂ U . C um  odfarx  _____________

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

JjLj (tefAjfe, £frqt<t$ ^  LrtnJA. l*c CvfrLjbfcfbJio ^  ^

6 . I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

o ^ ik  *4or^ dd"

(>>-uAMA^hj 1/3 yA A l oa cum  a d u n  d s ^ e U f(H ^

* Please Address All Correspondence To ; 121 Kimboiton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



INTERVIEWS WITH KEY PERSONNEL
\

Name Status 'S b d U o *  i) 'PM-cfc

Date of Interview_________________________ Ref. 1<>1 _________________

STEM QUESTIONS.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

v>^ i^rv/ w'v^t cwh TVce-̂ jT 1>̂ T UofV. £ fljJ

6£r<fou/«v  ̂ |rrr T^e,

2. These views have been formed by

<U *  i-W  ~ . « ~ W  ^  SH f
feĵeLASl*̂ VO Koi*? / 'T̂ * /-ui_

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

fU* J-l\. i^ p o T t J£ v^oe^v^, aj* cAtsif ^crftfjV  a ^L JL

-rjfcofe- '"fave. £/̂ xA-̂ ca_ *t®>  ̂° t~v _T>U(- U~ 1̂ 2. Xo <sl (L&ur'Z-Hs~ </U_>v~«2,

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

p/Tjvi A  X ĵ <^f Jẑ ' l~T' & ^ aA M k̂ cx^  J<hs p^yC is  y &s\fA p<iJr<sih'̂  i** k*- 

d f<zjo<A pa r̂A ft— Sthsrrfi  o^rA p jf "  77y& /h*s$A~ e A u c ^ t*^

: If Cno+inn i  'I fim riinn \A/ac tn ho withHrau/n in tho naorfiifnro fha imn<i<*4 *5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be ,

U. <y ^ taA, ^
| ) 4 ^ a  JiUjt~Us\ ( * i n A ' f < L r j h y * 1

^  v fiv *^  u^, <<Jr U fa , g  p j r i o A  u .  t*-* '

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

(X, lc*^j 5 ^  TbZl <str^ jy 2 ^  'fae £&%s+Sr\ M &yt cb-uA

yU a^jL  ^  f^ re f^ r  ( A r * ^  ^  f v * /  ^

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 K im bolton Road, B edford . M K 41 8 D T



DoctorateOf Philosophy DegreKlBTOeHelti Of Education- OniversityOt leicester

Researcher. : Graham McFarlane> Bedfordshire Local Education Authority**
General t i t le  : '  British Government Policy On Funding, Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of Th,e Local Government Act 
Of T 966'

INTERVIEWS WITH KEY PHRSOHNHIi
*

Name Status S ic c b ^  n S ^pp^tT

Date of Interview  A W___________Ref. \o<L I ___________________________ __

sthm; questions.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

\T oXjju^ L  a*rv*L ky fT~*^ Coû £>tJ < 2 y

2. These views have been formed by
S.H. Z^xULj \P^î eL ^

Pu-j U u j^ jc  Uitvl rtA ^c ^  p*su-ê cTS

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

Iox̂ClJ  cty 0Uv<*( \fi> 2̂̂ 0

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

\j<L/y £<û . ij 4~ î a_|Ẑ ŝvv-<2̂ -  4'uX" k ^ .p  i\r<sube/u*^ *//n vu *j

6 . i would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

h Oô CMajn ijy  Ac2x''0 $^4-̂  ^^^ertSL  ̂ jP<zS^A$3T

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



DoctorateOf PfiilosopliyDegree hiThe FlellQf Education- InniersittO! leicester

Researcher : Graham McFarlane, Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*'.
General Title ‘ British GovernmentPolicy- On Funding: Education For Racial Equality,

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Locaf Government Act' 
Of T966*

I N T E R V I E W S  W I T H  K E  Y  P E R S O M H E L

\
Name Status '^640-4*

Date o f Interview  T̂Taaj<1  Ref.

s t b m : q u e s t i o n s .

1 . My current views of Sections 11 are

J2.

2. These views have been formed by

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
schooi(s) would be

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

*Please Address AH Correspondence To : 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



DoctorateOf PmiosoptivDegreernTheHeli! QfEducatitavUiifreisityOf pelcester

Researcher : Graham McFarianev Bedfordshire Ldcal Education Authority.*".,
General Tide : > British Government PoIicy On Funding; EdUGattonFarRaciaf Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Heven Of The Local GovernmentAct 
Of f 966*

WITH KEY PERSONNEL

Name Status ^  'T ' ^  4- /W n .

Date o f Interview  QTU- /̂u i  4 4  U___________Ref. hof ____________________

STEM QUESTIONS.

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

Ui€_ -oe£ 5 m T ^ i J a^2ft~c*cik'

2. These views have been formed by

tfTuTr u A v tft cW sj

l/V> t><_ Octfe- J c ly j^ t fr) 'SJZ-XA

3. i came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

'f'W rt5=» 6ujfs 1̂ -CMajuÔ  My

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

r v c f f  <|<5U o -   ̂ ol̂ oL f u * .

6 . I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

U (aC kte o j+ 4 - (K ^  ^

Please Address All Correspondence To : 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Interview Notes Interview Reference : <11

Background:

Senior Manager with responsibility in submitting the Section 11 bid 
to the Home Office, is part of a "wider equal opportunities brief 
for the education service as a whole". Senior manager for last 5 
years and co-ordinated the ’Project 1992 format' and has overall 
responsibility for "monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness of 
the Project". Prior to working for New Shire LEA worked in similar 
capacity in an outer London borough for 5 years.

Stem Questionnaire responses: Key issues raised

Has known about Section 11 for the last twenty years in both this Shire 
LEA and especially in both Inner and Outer London boroughs in both 
education and housing. Totally committed to the principle of funding for 
equal opportunities and "the need for resources to target inequalities and 
provide a platform for social justice issues to be put into practice".

Felt that the Project (1992) format was ” a major step forward from 
previous infra structures" and found that the "processes of consultation 
and accountability to communities" was an important development. Deeply 
disappointed with the November 1992 letter as it was demotivational for 
all concerned but fe lt the continuity of personnel in the Home Office 
Unit was a positive one, as previously "you would continually be dealing 
with Home Office personnel changing every 18 months or so in the past".

Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with "equalities in the education 
and other human resources services" and if it was withdrawn it "would be 
catastrophic for schools, staff and pupils and their families ... the 
community would be up-in-arms and rightly so".

In the future the developments "must include ’race' equality issues of 
antiracist-multi-cultural dimensions as well as language issues ... these 
need to be long term commitment from Government which stops this 
short termism of contracts and time-limited scenarios".



Doctorale Of Philosopby DegreeliiTlie Field Of Education -University 0! Leicester

Researcher Graham McFarlane, Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*.
General Title : ' British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality, 

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Gf The Local Government Act 
O f 1966*

rsrTERYTEWS WITH KEY PERSONNEL

Name Status i a a - '

l ^
Date of Interview Ref.

I st e m  q u e st io n s .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

6,eft <x^A |ou> ej. —- h-fc Pf.jacf j-e>rn~̂Sf Ujl̂  a.

: cuhJâ xx. pr&vT&T̂ i — fUuoet -tw. I® caA £*u./vc*-A î  cr^five
U-4-T_________________________________________________________________________

2. These views have been formed by
| \ucrrLA»v̂  5. (( . or̂ *-r ’H'-C- Ia'tI f I'w. Ci2_/dlT/) 0>̂ A.
| pe-rl'pn̂ sA-iC. Ia*UatC tu^ Ôarxâ \ Xktcl̂  pUkpOj - Q-ttl 'tVv*_ V'o W Uâ j

' ppirfroaA ^  iV^v. ~YVaA: | v » _______________________________________

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

ct/Wnjuj i wô Uls2-oL t skdMs hajr*-

JĈ aA  hzn.ej't f  ^  p^a^T----- "tW^ Cx*fr<£rJ" /V_^u/6a |̂ <2^ofi<i>bVv ^ ^
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Interview Notes Interview Reference : 115

Background:

The Race Equality Officer for the county town has been in post for 
1 year and has taken a great interest, through the committee, to 
work with the New Shire LEA in realising “the most effective use 
of this grant". Previously worked in other community relations 
organisations in more urban town areas over the last ten years.

Stem Questionnaire responses: Key issues raised

Current views have reflected work in urban areas over the last eleven 
years, not just in education but "across all service delivery areas where 
Section 11 has been an important and vital resource". Section 11 is 
"fundamentally about entitlement to services which may exclude, either 
wittingly or unwittingly, ethnic minorities". I f  the funding was withdrawn 
it would be "racist in the extreme" and schools particularly would be 
"disadvantaged in their attempts to support pupils, parents and the 
community in realising the potential of ethnic minority pupils .... I t  would 
be a national disgrace if funding were withdrawn".

Future developments should include "more specific ‘race' issues on school 
development plans with more monitoring of racist incidents and profiling 
ethnic minority pupils in their achievements so that schools would have 
evidence of both achievement and underachievement and be able to 
respond positively"!



Interview Notes Interview Reference : 116

Background:

There was no "official" community relations council in the New 
Unitary authority (i.e. part funded by the Commission for Racial 
Equality nationally) however the NeviNUnitary was setting up a 
‘Shadow' Race Advisory Forum as part of it's Partnership For,a 
initiative and the first ’chairperson' of that Fora (elected at an 
open meeting for all ‘authority registered' community groups) 
agreed to be interviewed. She had worked in LEA services as an 
Equal Opportunities Officer in various services in urban authorities 
over the last twenty years.

Stem Questionnaire responses: Key issues raised

Current views were very much based on professional work with Section 11 
funding initiatives over the last twenty years across service areas 
including LEA services. The view, both personal and that of the Forum, is 
that Section 11 is “fundamentally ar\4 equal opportunities initiative 
designed to ensure pupilsfand {staff) from ethnic minorities in the 
education system maximise their potential". This “entitlement" was 
necessary because of the ‘ latent racism that exists in institutions and 
certain individuals who can exercise power over people in a negative way, 
reducing the life chances of ethnic minority peoples". The role of the 
Forum would be to ensure the grant was used effectively and would “lobby 
for more grant at national and local levels as any withdrawal or reduction 
to this grant would be a fundamentally racist act".

In  the future the Forum would wish to see “an increase in the scope of 
the grant to include ‘race* equality across all service provision which would 
mean a commitment by the Government, matched by local monies, to put 
equal opportunities into reality, not rhetoric".



Interview Notes Interview Reference : 117/118

Background:

Informal Re-interviews with initial refs 65/66

s

Update in Summer Term 1999

’‘my worst fears were realised when the New Council voted to cut Section 
11 by 307© .... The impact has been devastating - we have lost key members 
of staff through forced ’early retirement* processes .... This has plunged 
us into an horrif ic redundancy scenario which has led to low morale and 
lack of confidence in the future .... Our saving grace is that we are now 
looking positively at an Education Action Zone bid where we will have some 
power over our own future destiny .... I  am positive about that but feel 
betrayed by our own county LEA ai^it leaves a bitter taste". (117)

*1 can honestly say the cuts to Section 11/EMAG are a prima facie case of 
institutionalised racism by the ruling group on the Council .... they are hell 
bent on leaving no genuine support for areas like this ... our main course of 
action for the future is to find ways of being our own master ... we will 
look at EAZ and forming consortium, especially in this area, to sideline any 
negative LEA influence ... it's a shame after 23 years of working together 
but this was the last straw .... They can pick up the hassle and tabs for 
reduced staffing". (118)



Interview Notes Interview Reference : 119/120

Background:

Informal Re-interviews with initial refs 85/86

Update in Summer Term 1999

“I  was concerned about the redundancy position for all staff put in this 
unnecessary position ... my own situation is not badly affected because we 
still have peripatetic support but I  do sympathise with my headteacher 
colleagues in the highly multi ethnic schools ... they were very upset at the 
meetings with the LEA" (119).

“As a councillor I  know decisions like this are hard but it's the road we are 
going down and it will affect some more than others ... I  can only say that 
this school will ultimately benefit". (120)



Interview Notes Interview Reference : 121/122

Background:

Informal Re-interviews with initial refs 95/96

Update in Summer Term 1999

"the cuts to Section 11/EMAG are just tragic ... they have produced an 
unmitigated shambles in this LEA and we, as the main recipients of the 
funding are bearing the brunt. This school has lost, in effect, all its staff 
... to be replaced by about 50% worth of supply people ... we are truly 
incensed by this decision and are making plans to go both independent of 
the LEA either as a consortium with ourbid or as an EAZ ... we simply 
don't trust that this Council, and we include the LEA in this, have our best 
interests at heart". (121)

"I personally think this situation could have been avoided ... there is no 
commitment from the Council or the LEA on this one ... we will bid for an 
EAZ and show them what commitment to the kids and community should 
be like". (122)



Interview Notes Interview Reference : 123/124

Background:

Informal Re-interviews with initial refs 1/2

Update in Summer Term 1999

* given that we would want more staffing because of our increased needs 
we nevertheless feel that the transition into EMAG has been effective ... 
we were happy, as headteachers, to commit to accepting the responsibility 
for EM AG staffing ourselves because they are part of us anyway ... we 
hope any national formula from DfEE will reflect our needs for additional 
staffing, especially within a wider brief related to the Macpherson 
Report". (123)

" we, as an authority, finally feel we can be more responsive to the needs 
of our own schools ... we are committed through this current Council to 
fully funding and topping up this area as we know this LEA will be 
maintaining the extra funding for the future ... for us this is a key 
objective and one we want to develop even further in the future". (124)



Interview Notes Interview Reference : 125/126

Background:

Informal Re-interviews with initial refs 49/50

"our needs have increased significantly in the last ten years and this 
transition from Section M  to EMAG has, with the new LEA, finally been 
recognised with increased staffing ... we are confident in taking over 
EMAG staffing because we are confident with the Council and LEA 
commitment to the long term future". (125)

"as Chair of Governors I  know from briefings with Councillors and officers 
that we are secure in their commitment for the future so we unanimously 
agreed to take on our existing EMAG staff to recognise our own 
commitment in this area ... we still feel our needs warrant more staffing 
and hope that will be recognised in future allocations". (126)



Interview Notes Interview Reference : 127/128

Background:

Informal Re-interviews with initial refs 57/58

w we are still having problems with recruiting staff for EMAG posts but we 
can say that they are part of our own team I ,  personally, feel more 
confident we can recruit more positively ... there is a legacy of mistrust 
and uncertainty surrounding this area but we feel more confident about 
the future with the new LEA so I'm more positive now about the long term 
future". (127)

" we, in the new Council, will guarantee that this area of funding will be 
maintained and developed in the future ... we have given our promise to the 
schools and we will keep i t ... I  am optimistic for the future for the first 
time in a long time". (128)

I



Interview Notes Interview Reference : 129/130

Background:

Informal Re-interviews with initial refs 111/112

\

w the decision to reduce the EfAAG budget was unwarranted and not with 
officer approval but this is the way things are going in the future". (129)

" the reduction was a complete surprise to me ... it had never been 
discussed in any consultation process and we feel we are picking up the 
pieces of a political decision we had no control over". (130)



Interview Notes Interview Reference : 131/132

Background:

Informal Re-interviews with initial refs 113/114

" I  feel there is a strong consensus with the schools that they are 
confident to take on EMAG staffing and develop, in partnership with the 
LEA, positive action plans and positive future initiatives1'. (131)

" the schools in terms of ownership of staff have got what they wanted ... 
I  am concerned that the monitoring of EMAG Action Plans being put in to 
practice is less secure and feel the LEA has lost some control of both 
retention and recruitment of black and bilingual staffing issues ... 
generally though I  feel much more confident that as an LEA we will move 
forward in this area in the future". (132)



Interview Notes Interview Reference : 133/134

Background:

Informal Re-interviews with initial refs 115/116

MI  am totally incensed by what has happened with EMAG locally ... we were 
never consulted on these racist cuts and I  am very pessimistic for the 
future". (133)

M Although I  welcome the commitment to maintain finance for EMAG I  am 
concerned that the schools, who now effectively control the EMAG 
budgets individually will revert back and the dangers of returning to the 
old covert discrimination against the black staff



Appendix F
Content the pro-forma used for the ‘Stem' questions,
(p.l)

The purpose of this appendix is to give the reader the detail of the ’Stem* 
Questions used as a pro-forma.



Doctorate Of Philosophy Degree in The Held Of Education - University Of Leicester

Researcher : Graham McFariane, Bedfordshire Local Education Authority*.
General Title : British Government Policy On Funding Education For Racial Equality/

With Particular Focus On Section Eleven Of The Local Government Act 
Of T966-

I N T E R V I E W S  W I T H  K E Y  P E R S O N N E L
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S T E M  Q U E S T IO N S .

1. My current views of Sections 11 are

2. These views have been formed by

3. I came into/became aware of/Section 11 because

4. For me Section 11 is fundamentally concerned with

5. If Section 11 funding was to be withdrawn in the near future the impact on my/our 
school(s) would be

6. I would like to see future developments in this area focussing on

* Please Address All Correspondence To 121 Kimbolton Road, Bedford. MK41 8DT



Appendix G
Content an exemplar of the background guidance that could
(pp. 1-35) be used fo r personnel designated as ’race' equality

support s ta ff  for heads/governors/whole school 
s ta ff  members who would focus on 'race' equality 
issues in a school, as recommended in Chapter 7 of 
the research.

The purpose of this appendix is to detail key issues involved in developing a 
‘race' equality focus in schools.

N.B. The forthcoming CRE publication 'Learning for All' (February 2000) would 
complement this guidance._____________________________________________



Appendix CEc

Based on research findings, the author would recommend the following guidelines 
for personnel focussing on ‘race' equality issues for school and education services 
genera I ly:-

Contents of a ‘handbook' for 'race' equality funded personnel

♦ Summary - pp 1 A 2

♦ Features of successful Multi Ethnic Schools - pp 3

♦ Raising the Attainment of Minority Ethnic Pupils - pp 7-8 
(Ofsted publications)

♦ Questionnaires (Q) -  stages of development formats - pp 7-8

♦ Q1 - Policy and Leadership - pp 9-12

♦ Policy documentation/statements - pp 13-17

♦ Background reading 'race' and racism - pp 18-22

♦ Q2 - Monitoring and Review - pp 23-24

♦ Q3 - Language and Literacy - pp 25-26

♦ Q4 - Curriculum -  pp 27

♦ Q5 - Dealing with racist/sexist incidents - pp 28

♦ Q6 - Working with parents and the community - pp 29

♦ Q7 - Appointments, promotions and staff development - pp 30

♦ The Macpherson Report - recommendations - pp 31

♦ Useful resources and contacts - pp 32-35



SUMMARY

Policy and leadership

This section of the handbook stresses the importance of having policy 
docum entation on all aspects of equality of opportunity, and mentions some key 
points with regard to practical implementation.

M onitoring and review

This section stresses the importance of keeping equality issues under review and 
gives guidance on collecting statistics.

Language and literacy

This section contains material on literacy and language, bearing in mind that 
about half of the pupils in schools are actually or potentially bilingual
or m ultilingual.

Curriculum

This section lists some of the m any ways in which each separate subject in the 
national curriculum  may contribute to greater equality of opportunity.

Behaviour and ethos

This section is concerned with a school's ethos and general atmosphere. Within 
this context it is concerned in particular in dealing with racial and sexual 
harassm ent -  what to do when such harassment occurs, and how to minimise the 
likelihood of it occurring in the first place.

Parents and the community

This section contains a checklist of im portant points about involving parents and 
carers in their children's education, and about contacts with the local community. 
It refers also to the importance of showing respect for the cultural traditions and 
heritages to which pupils belong.



Staffing

This section is concerned with recruitment processes -  including advertising, 
shortlisting and interviewing -  and refers to internal promotions as well as to new 
staff. Further, it is concerned with induction of new staff, and also with issues of 
staff developm ent more generally.



THE FEATURES OF SUCCESSFUL MULTI
ETHNIC SCHOOLS*

Leadership
A strong and determ ined lead on equal opportunities is given by the Head teacher.

Listening
Successful schools listen to, and learn from, their pupils and their pupils' parents, and 

try to see things from the pupils' point of view.

Links
Successful schools create careful links with local communities.

Persons as individuals 
Successful schools try to understand and work with the 'whole child'.

Curriculum
Successful schools show respect for pupils' cultural, linguistic and religious

backgrounds.

Com bating bullying 
Successful schools have clear procedures for dealing with racist bullying and racist

harassment.

Preventing exclusions 
Successful schools work on strategies to prevent exclusions.

Expectations
Successful schools have high expectations of both teachers and pupils, and clear 
systems for targeting, tracking and monitoring the progress of individual pupils.

M onitoring
Successful schools monitor by ethnicity in order to enable them to see whether all 

groups are achieving equally; to identify unexpected shortcomings in provision; and to 
target specific areas for attention. Monitoring also raises wider questions about setting,

banding and exclusion processes.

*  These are the conclusions in Making Vie Difference: teaching and learning strategies in successfiil multi-ethnic schools by 
M aud Blair and Jill Boume and co-authors, published by the Department for Education and Employment in 1998.

This handbook is intended to be a resource tor schools as they review their
w ork in relation to the features listed above.

 AppeM tx — p 2>______



Raising the Attainment of Minority Ethnic Pupils -
quotations in this report from Ofsted

One of the purposes of this handbook is to help schools in prewar.*} for Ofsted 
inspections. It contains in this connection several quotations from an important 
report Raising the attainment o f M in o rity  Ethnic Pupils published by  Ofsted in March 
1999. The quotations are on the following topics:

Summary of points for schools

Summary of points for LEAs

Policy documentation

M onitoring by ethnicity

Use of additional (EMAG/Section 11) staffing

Partnership teaching

Curriculum

Dealing with racist incidents

W orking with parents and the community

Raising the Attainm ent o f M ino rity  Ethnic Pupils was published in March 1999. Ofsted 
inspectors visited 82 schools altogether, including 34 which had been especially 
identified as demonstrating elements of good practice. They interviewed staff in the 82 
schools, and officers in the 25 LEAs in which the schools were located. As outlined 
above, there are quotations from the report throughout this handbook.. The handbook 
as a whole will assist schools , it is hoped, to respond to the criticisms and
recommendations which the Ofsted document makes..



Raising the Attainment of Minority Ethnic Pupils -
points for schools from Ofsted

Few schools have clear procedures for monitoring the implementation of their 
equal opportunities policies, and the impact of such policies on practice is 
limited.

In the schools which have been most successful in raising the attainment of 
minority ethnic pupils, senior managers make clear that the under-performance 
of any group is not acceptable. They gather evidence systematically and 
challenge individual teachers and departments to spell out w hat they intend to 
do to im prove the situation.

At prim ary level, the use of ethnic monitoring as part of a strategy for raising 
attainm ent has barely begun. Too many schools are content to live with general 
impressions or hunches, and these can serve to reinforce commonly held 
stereotypes.

At secondary level, m any schools have analysed data on attainm ent by ethnicity. 
But few use this information as a key management tool for raising standards.

Very few schools review their curricular and pastoral strategies to ensure that 
they are sensitive to the ethnic groups in the student population and the wider 
community.

The w ork of additional staff, for example those funded under Section 11 
(subsequently replaced by EMAG), is potentially of crucial importance. 
However, the impact of these staff on policy and provision is variable and to a 
large extent dependent on the degree of commitment to the issues by the senior 
m anagem ent of the schools.

Successful schools have successful strategies for countering stereotyping. These 
have not only had a tangible impact on the confidence and self-esteem of 
m inority ethnic pupils but have also influenced the attitudes of the majority.

An im portant feature of successful race relations work is a school ethos which is 
open and vigilant, in which pupils can talk about their concerns and can share in 
the developm ent of strategies for their resolution. This is true both in primary 
schools and in secondary.



Raising the Attainment of Minority Ethnic Pupils -
points for local authorities from Ofsted

The Ofsted report Raising the Attainm ent o f M ino rity  Ethnic Pupils is based on visits to 
82 schools in 25 different LEAs. It reminds local authorities that they have six main 
duties in relation to raising the attainm ent of minority ethnic pupils.
Borough Council is glad to commit itself to fulfilling these duties. This handbook 
itself shows many of the practical implications. The duties are listed below.

Educational Development Plans
Educational Development Plans (EDPs) should address the needs of minority 
ethnic pupils.

Link inspectors/advisers
The role of school link inspectors/advisers with respect to equal opportunities 
should be made clear.

Use of performance data
Training and advice to schools should be available on the use of performance 
data to raise standards.

Monitoring of implementation
The implementation of policies should be monitored.

Analysis of trends and patterns
Overall trends and patterns of performance should be analysed by ethnicity.

Dissemination of good practice
Good practice in raising attainment should be disseminated.



Stages of Development - 
the use of 'review questionnaires'

As schools consider their progress in relation to the subject-matter of this handbook, it 
will frequently be valuable to use a simple questionnaire.

The questionnaires contained in this handbook are not intended to be scientific 
instrum ents and cannot be used to make valid comparisons and contrasts between 
schools. They are likely to be a helpful focus for discussion amongst staff and 
governors, and in meetings and visits involving LEA officers.

Each questionnaire in the handbook has the same format, based on the concept of 
stages of development. In each instance it takes the form of a series of statements 
about good practice. For each statem ent there are five possible responses. These can 
be thought of as stages of development, as follows:

First column: 'no t y e t started'
You would tick the first column if the item in question has 
not yet been considered or discussed, or has been 
considered and rejected.

Second column: 'early days'

You w ould tick the second column if you have given the 
item in question some preliminary thought, but have not 
yet m ade visible or tangible progress.

Third column: 'sound progress'

You w ould tick the third column if there are clear signs 
that the item in question is being implemented, but if 
improvements are still needed.

Fourth column: 'getting there'

You would tick the fourth column if substantial progress 
has been made.

Fifth column: 'satisfactory at present'

You would tick the fifth column if the item does not 
require further development at the present time.



Checklist of review questionnaires

Most review questionnaires in this handbook take the form described on page 7. A 
few, however, simply use a five-point scale from 'N o' to 'Yes'.
For convenience the review questionnaires are listed below.

Policy and leadership 

M onitoring and review 

Language and literacy 

Curriculum

Dealing with racist and sexist incidents 

Working with parents and the community 

Appointments, promotions and staff development



1. Policy and Leadership

Introduction to this section

1.1 Every school should have a statement of overall policy on equality of 
opportunity. There are four main questions to consider:

• W hether to have a short statement (the policy itself) accompanied by 
guidelines on implementation, or whether to include everything (both the 
policy and the implementation guidelines) in a single statement.

• W hether to include all equality issues (ethnicity, gender, special needs, 
disability, perhaps also class or social circumstance) in the same statement, 
or whether to have separate statements for each main kind of equality issue.

• W hether to adopt or adapt a statement developed elsewhere (for example, 
one of the specimen statements here on pages or whether to develop 
one's own from scratch.

• How widely to consult before the policy is formally approved and adopted
by the governing body. All staff, both teaching and administrative? Some 
or all pupils? Some or all parents? The local community?

Commitment of the governors and senior management

1.2 The comm itm ent of governors and senior management will be clearly seen - or not 
seen -  in such matters as:

• the inclusion of equality issues in the school development 
plan, and in other im portant documentation, including the 
staff handbook, the school prospectus, the annual report to 
parents and curriculum  guidelines

• references in speeches and talks at public occasions

• attendance at relevant events

• the routine inclusion of equal opportunity issues in the 
agendas of meetings

• the inclusion of equality issues in staff appraisal schemes



• periodic surveys of opinion and perception, including the 
opinions and perceptions of pupils and parents

• designating a member of staff to be take responsibility for 
coordinating and leading the school on equal opportunities 
matters, directly accountable to the head or deputy

• ensuring that relevant statistics are collected and studied, in 
order to chart progress

Content

1.3 The specimen statements on pages indicate that policy statements are likely 
to cover the following topics, at least:

• the development of an inclusive curriculum

• issues of language and literacy

• cultural respect and sensitivity

• reducing racial and sexual harassment

• involvement of parents

• a commitment to monitoring and continual review

1.4 As schools consider their progress in creating and reviewing formal policy, it will 
be valuable to use a questionnaire such as the one which appears on the next two 
pages. The questionnaire will be a helpful focus for discussion amongst staff and 
governors, and in meetings and visits involving LEA officers. There are several 
similar questionnaires elsewhere in this handbook.

1.5 In each instance the questionnaire takes the form of a series of statements about 
good practice. For each statement there are five possible responses. These can be 
thought of as stages of development, as outlined on page '7*



Borough Council: Review questionnaires on equal opportunities in schools

1: Policy and leadership
With each o f the items in this list, put a tick in one o f the five columns on the right hand side o f the page. 

There is more detail on page 1 about the meanings intended in the five key terms at the heads o f the
columns.

S T A G E S  O F  D E V E L O P M E N T

1 2 3
Not yet Early Sound
started days progress

4 5
Getting Satisfactory
there at present

1. Equality issues are well covered 
in the school development plan. □ □ □ □ □

2. Equality issues are well covered 
in the staff handbook. □ □ □ □ □

3. Equality issues are well covered 
in the annual report to parents □ □ □ □

4. A ll curriculum guidelines make 
good reference to equality issues. □ □ □ □

5. Governors and senior 
management show their 
commitment in speeches and 
talks.

6. There is satisfactory inclusion of 
equality issues in the agendas of 
meetings.

7. There is good * coverage of 
equality issues in staff appraisal 
schemes.

□

□

□

□ □

□ □

□

□

□
8. Good use is made of periodic 

surveys of the opinions and 
perceptions of pupils. □ □ □



9. Good use is made o f periodic 
surveys o f  the opinions and
perceptions o f  parents. □  □  □  □  □

10. There is an effective system for 
coordinating and leading the 
school on equal opportunities
matters. □  □  □  □  □

11. Good use is made of relevant 
statistics, in order to chart
progress. □  □  □  □  □

12. There is good coverage in policy 
documentation of curriculum for a
multi-ethnic society. □  □  □  □  □

13. There is good coverage in policy 
documentation of language and
literacy. □  □  □  □  □

14. There is good coverage in policy 
documentation of the need for
cultural respect and sensitivity. □  □  □  □  □

15. There are useful guidelines for 
staff on dealing with incidents of
racial and sexual harassment. □  □  □  □  □

16. There is helpful guidance for staff 
on involving parents and carers in
their children’s education. □  □  □  □  □

17. There is a strong commitment to
monitoring and continual review. □  □  □  D  D

18. A ll staff are involved in the 
creation of new policy and the
review of existing policy. □  □  □  □  D



Reading fo r  section 1

Standards of documentation 
- points from Ofsted

In one school with rapidly improving standards, documentation on a wide range 
of issues is of a very high standard (prospectus, school development plan, action 
planning, equal opportunities, bullying, behaviour, Section 11/EMAG work, 
literacy).

All docum ents make the school's stand on equal opportunities very clear. It 
figures prom inently in the School Aims and in its Values Statement.

The school also recognises that racism and sexism exist and that it has an 
im portant role in combating them.

The importance of staff having high expectations of all pupils is spelt out. 
"Children's abilities m ust not be underestimated because they may not speak 
English fluently or clearly, or because they belong to a particular gender

The senior m anagem ent team lead strongly on these issues and will challenge 
stereotypical remarks by asking, for example, "Did you really mean what you 
just said?"

A racist incidents book is kept.

Ofsted: Raising the Attainment of M inority Ethnic Pupils, 1999, paragraph 42.

group...



Specimen policy statements - (1) A brief overarching
statement

1 Equal worth
All individuals are of equal worth. The ethos of the school will foster attitudes, 
values and relationships which promote an understanding of and respect for others.

2 Quality
Education of the highest possible quality will be provided for all pupils.

3 Identity
The school should support the development of the personal, social, religious, 
linguistic and cultural identities of all pupils and staff.

4 Society
The content and scope of the curriculum should promote a positive awareness of 
the rights and responsibilities of all as active contributors in a participatory

5 Participation
Policies, practices, procedures and traditions will advance equality of opportunity 
through participation, involvement and decision-making by all pupils, staff, parents 
and governors.

6 Employment
All procedures for the appointm ent and promotion of staff, and for the provision of 
career development and training of- staff, will be according to principles of fair 
employm ent practice.

7 Commitment
Commitment and co-operation will be sought and maintained at all levels in 
developing strategies to work for the elimination of prejudice and discrimination.

8 Specific needs
The school will provide for the particular needs of ethnic minority pupils, teachers 
and groups, for girls and for people with disabilities, and redress inequities which 
have resulted from prejudice and discrimination in the past.

9 Monitoring
Ongoing monitoring of progress is crucial to successful implementation. All 
schools and other educational establishments should monitor and evaluate their 
progress.



Specimen policy statements - (2) A substantial overarching
statement

The school welcomes the breadth and diversity of the traditions, beliefs and cultures of 
the com m unity which it serves. It seeks to create, m aintain and promote an 
environm ent in which each person has an equal entitlement to high quality 
educational opportunities irrespective of race, religion, gender, ability or social class.

The school is opposed to discrimination in all its forms and is therefore committed to:

• Prom oting understanding of the principles and practices of equality and justice 
throughout the services which it provides

• Identifying and rem oving practices and procedures which may result in direct 
or indirect discrim ination

• Providing equal access to key resources and opportunities that the school has 
available

• Encouraging active participation and involvement in decisions about priorities 
by all members of the community

• Ensuring that recruitment, employment, promotion and training systems 
provide equality of access for all

• Securing compliance w ith all relevant legislation

• M onitoring and evaluating the implementation of its policies.

1 Race*
The school encourages parents from all cultural groups to participate in the education 
of its pupils. This will be achieved by providing information in an appropriate range 
of languages, and by welcoming all parents who visit the school and encouraging 
them  to take a full part in the community life of the school.

/

The breadth of experiences brought by the pupils and their families to the school 
should be viewed as a resource and all instances of racism will be challenged 
immediately.

Gender
The educational provision for both girls and boys should challenge stereotypes 
associated with all subjects and in society as a whole. The school's culture must 
develop the pupils' perceptions of their own abilities, ambitions and outlook on the 
world, to ensure that achievement is not restricted by gender.
Harassment and expressions o f prejudice based on gender w il l  be directly challenged 
and action taken to prevent its occurrence.
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Special educational needs
The school is committed to the principle that all children are entitled to an education 
of a high standard and recognises that all pupils require an education which values 
their abilities and promotes understanding in the school community.

Action will be taken to minimise problems of access and any improvements that are 
necessary and viable will be made to remove barriers to pupils with disabilities.

Pupils are entitled to an education which promotes respect, understanding and 
tolerance for those who adhere to different faiths and those who do not follow a 
religious faith. Pupils need to recognise, understand and respect the diversity of 
values in order to affirm their own religious or secular position.

Religious education should enable and help pupils in their understanding of religion 
within a m ulticultural context, as well as dispelling ignorance and promoting 
religious, cultural and'racial understanding.

Social circumstance
The staff should have the highest expectations about each pupil's ability and potential, 
irrespective of their linguistic, cultural or socio-economic background or that of their 
parents.

Action will be taken to eliminate discrimination on socio-economic grounds in ail 
areas, including admissions.

Age
The school is committed to providing equality of opportunity for all. It is the aim of 
the school to treat all employees with integrity, respect and consideration.

It is the aim of the Governors to ensure that all individuals are recruited, selected, 
trained and prom oted on the basis of ability, job requirements, skills, aptitudes and 
other objective criteria.

No mem ber of staff will receive less favourable treatment on the grounds of race, 
religion, age, gender, special need, social class, status of their job or marital status, or 
be disadvantaged by conditions or requirements which are not covered by legislation 
or existing codes of practice.

Belief



Specimen policy statements - (4) A statement about race' 
equality issues

Aims
1. To be aware of and counter racism and the discriminatory practices to which it 
gives rise.

2. To be aware of and to provide for the particular needs of pupils having regard to 
their ethnic, cultural, historical, linguistic and religious backgrounds.

3. To prepare all pupils for life in our multicultural society, and build upon the 
strengths of cultural diversity.

Im plications
In order to achieve the three anti-racist and multicultural aims stated above, we 
commit ourselves to:
1. Understand the principles and practices of equalising opportunities and to 

implement them.

2. Identify and eradicate all discriminatory practices, procedures and customs and 
replace them with practices, procedures and customs which are fair to all.

3. Empathise with the needs, aspirations and demands of the minority ethnic 
communities and respond sensitively to them.

4. Encourage minority ethnic representation and participation in all decision-making 
processes.

5. Encourage the recruitment and promotion of minority ethnic personnel at all 
staffing levels.

6. Encourage the recruitment of minority ethnic governors.

7. Ensure that the curriculum offered is appropriate to all and adequately represents 
the multicultural nature of our society.

8. Enhance access to the curriculum and achievement within it for pupils with 
minority ethnic backgrounds.

9. Enable pupils of majority ethnic backgrounds to recognise, value and learn from 
the rich diversity of multicultural Britain.

10. Enable all pupils to develop positive responses to our multicultural society.

11. M o n ito r and evaluate the im plem entation of this po licy and m odify it as 
appropria te.



Reading for Section 1

'Race' and racism

Introductory note
No consideration of equal opportunities is sufficient if it does not include reference to the concept 
of'race' and to the nature of racism. However, the issues are both sensitive and controversial 
This reading discusses some of the principal concepts and distinctions. It refers at one stage to 
the way in which the issues are summarised in other European countries, with the phrase 
'racism, xenophobia and antisemitism'. This longer phrase helpfidly stresses that 'race' (i.e. 
supposed physical differences amongst human beings) is not the only concept requiring 
attention. Also it is necessary to consider issues of culture and religion.

The reading is taken from a book entitled Inclusive Schools, Inclusive Society, published in 
summer 1999 by Trentham Books for the London-based organisation Race On The Agenda 
(ROTA). The address for further information is in Section 10.

'How White Britain treats Black Britain'
The play The Colour of Justice was based on transcripts of the Macpherson Inquiry into 
police handling of the murder of Stephen Lawrence. It portrayed not only a catalogue 
of errors, failures and discourtesies on the part of individual police officers but also, in 
the words of one reviewer, 'how White Britain treats Black Britain'.

To say that race should be high on the educational agenda is to say that 'how White 
Britain treats Black Britain' is a fundamental question for everyone involved in 
education -  headteachers and classroom teachers, education officers, elected members, 
inspectors, civil servants, school governors, teacher trainers. The report by Sir William 
Macpherson concluded that the unprofessional conduct of police officers was not due 
merely to inefficiency or to a chapter of accidents, but to what it called institutional 
racism.

'There must be an unequivocal acceptance/ said the report, 'of the problem of 
institutional racism and its nature, before it can be addressed, as it needs to be, in full 
partnership with members of minority ethnic communities.'

'Procedures, practices and a culture'
When he introduced the report in the House of Commons on 24 February 1999, the 
Home Secretary observed that institutional racism is a feature of all government 
departments, and all areas of society: 'Any long-established, White-dominated 
organisation is liable to have procedures, practices and a culture which tend to exclude 
or disadvantage non-white people. The police service in this respect is little different 
from other parts of the criminal justice system, or from government departments... and 
many other institutions.' The education system - amongst many other systems - stood 
accused.



Racism as a belief-system

As a system of beliefs, racism has three main components:

1. The belief that the human species consists of separate 'races', each with its own
genetic and cultural features. There is no basis in science, however, for supposing 
that the human species consists of different races, each identifiable through signs 
such as skin-colour, hair texture, facial features, and so on. The belief that races 
exist, each race having its own cultural characteristics and physical appearance, was 
developed by scientists in the past. The belief is now, however, totally discredited. 
Biologically, the human species shares a common gene pool. There is much more 
genetic variation within each so-called racial group than between groups.

2. The belief that one race (for example, the so-called White race) is superior to other
races.

3. The belief that it is therefore legitimate for the superior race to enslave or dominate 
members of other races, to discriminate against them, to exclude them from full 
membership of society, and to insult and abuse them.

This belief-system developed in its European and North American forms hand-in-hand 
with the development of colonialism and slavery, and at the present time is intricately 
connected, as both cause and consequence, with the economic situation of black and 
ethnic minority communities in modem Europe. There are further notes on the origins 
of racism below.

Origins of racism
Racism exists in all societies throughout the world. Whenever human beings are in 
conflict they tend to Tacialise' each other -  that is, to believe that they and their 
opponents belong to wholly different groups, with nothing in common. For it is easier 
to wage war against people, and to try to conquer and dominate them, if you believe 
that they are totally different from yourself. The most convenient signs or markers of 
difference, when you are in conflict with someone, are those which are immediately 
visible, for example skin colour or facial features. If your enemy has the same physical 
appearance as yourself, however, you have to use other markers of difference -  religion 
(as in Northern Ireland), culture (as in the former Yugoslavia), language, and so on.

In European countries, and in the Americas and Australia, racism has been part and 
parcel of world history over the last five hundred years. From about 1500 onwards 
until the 1950s and 1960s, European countries dominated most of the countries of Africa 
and Asia. Profits from slavery, and from cash crops and new markets, helped to fund 
new manufacturing industries and economic development ('the industrial revolution') 
and modernisation. Noting that the inhabitants of the countries which they conquered 
and exploited tended to have darker skins than themselves, and needing to justify their 
superior power and riches, Europeans developed the twin notions that (a) skin colour is 
a marker of significant difference and that (b) people with lighter skins, themselves, had 
the right to dominate others.C7
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The idea that a darker skin colour is a marker of low status may have been derived from 
observations made within Europe entirely independently, in the first instance, of 
colonial expansion and conquest. For in each European country people with high status 
often had lighter skins than their compatriots, since they had sufficient wealth and 
power to spend more time indoors, sheltered from the sun and wind.

It is also perhaps relevant to note that in most or all European languages, probably as a 
consequence of complexion being considered a sign of someone's social standing and 
power, there was a metaphorical correspondence between fairness and physical beautv, 
and between darkness and dirt, and darkness and danger. Europeans were thus 
already pre-disposed, before the age of expansion and conquest, to use skin colour as a 
marker or proxy of social standing and power. This tendency was then hugelv 
reinforced by colonialism and slavery over the next 400 years.

Still Influential
The age of colonial domination is now over. But the beliefs about 'race' to which it gave 
rise are still powerfully influential. This is partly because the beliefs are maintained by 
imbalances and injustices in the world trading system which have continued to exist 
even though the older forms of colonialism have largely disappeared. Partly also, and 
mainly, it is because people from the former colonies were encouraged to come to 
Europe in the 1950s and 1960s, in order to do various kinds of menial work which the 
indigenous populations were no longer willing to do themselves for the wages on offer, 
for example in the textiles and steel-making industries, and in transport and health 
services. The colonial belief that these people were inferior to White Europeans helped 
to justify discrimination and even violence against the newly arrived immigrants. 
Racist beliefs, narratives and attitudes have continued in circulation to justify the 
marginalisation and social exclusion of Black people, and many other Minority Ethnic 
and migrant people, throughout European Union countries.

Refugees
The targets of racism in Europe at the present time include not only communities from 
outside Europe which have been settled here for 50 years or more but also substantial 
numbers of refugees and asylum-seekers who have taken up residence much more 
recently. Refugees have suffered considerable trauma and disruption, have substantial 
difficulties in finding employment and housing, and have few rights to welfare benefits 
or political representation. In addition to these disadvantages, there is profound 
hostility towards them in the mass media, often using metaphors of 'flooding', 'pouring 
in', 'rising tide', 'waves' and so forth. Further, refugees are frequently attacked, 
physically or verbally, on the streets and in their homes. Such hostility frequently 
appears to be a coded and indirect attack on long-established communities as well.



Racism's two strands
In other European Union countries it is customary to use the phrase 'racism, 
xenophobia and antisemitism' as a way of summarising the evils to be tackled. The 
phrase is an awkward mouthful and is unlikely to become widespread in Britain. It is, 
however, helpful. For it stresses that hostility based on skin-colour and physical 
appearance is not the whole picture. Also there is hostility based on differences of 
culture, language and religion -  i.e. xenophobia and antisemitism. Over the centuries 
this latter strand has targeted Gypsies, Jewish people and Muslims within Europe, and 
also a range of cultural, linguistic and regional minorities. Both forms of prejudice are 
usually present. But frequently one or the other is dominant.

The terms 'colour racism' and 'cultural racism' are sometimes used to refer to these two 
main forms of prejudice and hostility. Another way of referring to the same distinction 
is to speak of 'north-south racism' (Europe-Africa, also the northern-southern 
distinction in the United States) and 'west-east racism' (Europe-Orient, or Christendom- 
Islam). This formulation has the advantage of being easily memorable and accessible. 
It also helps to draw attention to the currently most serious form of cultural hostility in 
Britain, Islamophobia. But of course so simple an idea can all too readily lead to 
unhelpful simplifications. The essential point to stress is that over the centuries racism 
has had two separate but interlinked strands.

Until recently, the one strand (colour racism) affected mainly relationships between 
Europeans and people outside Europe, in the various colonies, whereas the other 
(cultural racism) mainly affected relationships within Europe, between the dominant 
majority culture and various minorities. Nowadays, since the migrations to Europe of 
the 1950s and 1960s, the two strands are frequently intertwined.

Markers of supposed difference: an example
The distinction between physical and cultural markers of difference is strikingly 
introduced by the main character, Shahid, in The Black Album by Hanif Kureishi. Shahid 
is a British Pakistani who grew up in a mainly White area of England. In this self
description he begins by referring to physical markers of difference, particularly his 
skin colour:

'Everywhere I went I was the only dark-skinned person. How did 
this make people see me? I began to be scared of going into 
certain places. I didn't know what they were thinking. I was 
convinced they were full of sneering and disgust and hatred. And 
if they were pleasant, I imagined they were hypocrites. I became 
paranoid. I couldn't go out. I knew I was confused ... But I didn't 
know what to do.'



This is a poignant description, from the anguished victim's point of view, of crude 
coiour-racism. But as Shahid continues it is clear that there is more to his predicament 
and anguish than exclusion and discrimination based on skin colour alone. The issues 
are also to do with cultural inclusion, belonging and superiority as well as physical 
appearance:

'There's a much worse thing ... I don't think I can talk about it. But 
perhaps I should ... I wanted to be a racist ... My mind was 
invaded by killing-nigger fantasies ... Of going around abusing 
Pakis, niggers, Chinks, Irish, any foreign scum. I slagged them 
under my breath whenever I saw them. I wanted to kick them up 
the arse... I wouldn't touch brown flesh, except with a branding 
iron. I hated all foreign bastards ... I argued, why can't I be racist 
like everyone else? Why do I have to miss out on that privilege? 
WTiy is it only me who has to be good? Why can't I swagger 
around pissing on others for being inferior? ... I have wanted to 
join the British National Party ... I would have filled in the forms -  
if they have forms ... How does one apply to such an 
organisation?'

Racists want to kick 'any foreign scum', not just (so to speak) people with darker skins 
than themselves. For the markers of inclusion and exclusion, and of superiority and 
inferiority, are cultural as well as physical. Kureishi notes and shows that the racist's 
motivation is to belong and to feel superior -  to belong to a cultural entity, deriving 
self-respect from being included in 'us', not excluded in 'them', and deriving profound 
satisfaction from feeling sure that one's own cultural traditions are superior to those of 
others. Shahid even feels it would be better to be in the BNP ('I would have filled in 
the forms -  if they have forms ... How does one apply to such an organisation?') than 
to be an excluded outcast.

Source: Adapted and abbreviated from Inclusive Schools, Inclusive Society: race and 
identity on the agenda, published by the London-based organisation Race On The 
Agenda, summer 1999.



Borough Council: review questionnaires on equal opportunities in schools

2: Monitoring and review
With each o f the items in this list, put a tick in one o f the five columns on the right hand side o f the page. 

There is more detail on page f  about the meanings intended in the five key terms at the heads o f the
columns.

STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT

1 2 3
Not yet Early Sound
started days progress

4 5
Getting Satisfactory

there at present

The school has information 
showing the current 
composition of each year group, 
by ethnicity and gender □ □ □ □ □

2 The school has information 
showing achievement at Key 
Stages 1, 2 and 3 and at GCSE, 
as appropriate, by ethnicity and
gender □  □  □  □  □

3 The school has information 
showing destinations after
school, by ethnicity and gender □  □  □  □  □

4 The school has information on 
baseline assessment or 
attainment on entry, by ethnicity
and gender □  □  □  □  □

The school has information on 
pupil’s experience of rewards 
and sanctions, by ethnicity and
gender D D D O D



1
Not yet 
started

2
Early
days

3 4 5
Sound Getting Satisfactory

progress there at present

6 The school studies information 
about its composition, and about 
pupils’ achievements and 
experiences, and identifies
issues requiring further attention E □  □  □  □

7 The school receives information 
and consultancy from the LEA, 
or from some other outside 
body, which enables it to review 
its own progress in comparison
with similar schools elsewhere □  □  □  □  □

10

The categories for monitoring 
ethnicity permit figures to be 
disaggregated, if and when 
appropriate. □

Other monitoring information is 
available and studied when 
appropriate, for example 
relating to social circumstance, 
achievement levels on entry, 
feeder school, postcode, home 
language □

Incidents of racism and serious 
cultural hostility are recorded by 
both type and severity, and 
routinely reported to the LEA □

□ □ □ □

□ □ □

□ □ □

11 The principal results of 
monitoring are routinely 
reported to the school's 
governing body, and to the
senior management team □  □  □  □  □



Borough Council: Review questionnaires on equal opportunities in schools

3: Language and literacy -  practical approaches
With each o f the items in this list, pu t a tick in one o f the five columns on the right hand side of 

the page. There is more detail on page 7 about the meanings intended in the five key terms at the
heads o f the columns.

STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT

1. Proformas for lesson planning 
prompt staff to consider a wide 
range of activities and approaches

2. Activities are cognitively 
demanding, regardless of pupils' 
competence in English..

3. Much use is made of visual 
material, particularly material 
which communicates key 
concepts.

4. There is much use of practical and 
manipulative activities.

5. There is focused attention to the 
development of writing skills.

6. There is much use of collaborative 
group work.

7. Pupils are grouped' such that 
pupils at early stages of learning 
English interact with native 
speakers.

8. Much use is made as appropriate 
of pupils' home and community 
languages.

9. There are clear procedures for 
welcoming new arrivals.

10. All staff consciously aim to extend 
and enrich pupils' vocabulary .

l
N o t yet 
started

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

2
Early
davs

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

j
Sound

progress

□

□

□

□

□

□

4
Getting

there

□

□

□

□

□

□

Satisfactory 
at present

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□
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STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT 
1 2 3 4 5

Not yet Early Sound Getting Satisfactory
started days progress there at present'

11. There is good attention to 
knowledge awareness and
knowledge about language. □  □  □  □  □

12. The concept of partnership 
teaching is well understood by all 
staff and is widely implemented
in practice. □  □  □  □  □

13. Parents are kept well informed 
about the school's language policy 
on English as an additional
language. C3 □  □  □  □



Borough Council: review questionnaires on equal opportunities in schools

4. Curriculum

W ith each o f the items in this list, pu t a tick in one o f the five  columns on the right hand side of the 
page. There is more detail on page *1 about the meanings intended in the five  key terms at the heads

o f the columns.

STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT

1 2 3 4 5
N o t yet Early Sound Getting Satisfactory
started days progress there at present

The school has reviewed and 
improved the curriculum to make 
it more appropriate for a 
multicultural society, in:

Art □ □ □ □ □

English and drama □ □ □ □ □

Geography □ □ □ □ □

History □ □ □ □ □

Information and communications technology □ □ □ □ □

Mathematics □ □ □ □ □

Modem foreign languages □ □ □ □ □

Music □ □ □ □ □

Personal, social and health education □ □ □ □ □

Physical education □ □ □ □ □

Religious education □ □ □ □ □

Science □ □ □ □ □

Technology □ □ □ □ □



Borough Council: Review questionnaire on equal opportunities in schools

5. Dealing with racist and sexist incidents

W ith each of the items in this lis t, put a tick in one o f the five columns on the right hand side of the 
page. There is more detail on page “I about the meanings intended in the five key terms at the heads

o f the columns.
S TA G E S  OF D E V E L O P M E N T

1 2 3 4 5
N o t yet Eariv Sound Getting Satisfactory
started days progress there at present

There are clear written 
procedures for dealing with 
racist and sexist incidents. □ □ □ □ □

3.

The procedures have been 
discussed and agreed by all 
teaching staff.

The procedures have been 
discussed and agreed by all 
administrative and support 
staff.

□

□

□

□

□

□ □

□

□
4. A record is kept of all

incidents, and of how they 
were dealt with. □ □ □ □ □

5. Pupils are involved in dealing 
with incidents. □ □ □ □ □

6. There is direct teaching about 
racism and sexism in the 
curriculum. □ □ □ □

7. There are effective procedures 
for finding about pupils' 
experience of racist or sexist 
bullying or harassment.

8. All staff accept responsibility 
for helping to ensure that play 
and leisure areas promote 
positive behaviour.

9. Staff ensure that they are 
aware of pupils' experiences of 
racism and sexism on joumevs 
to and from school.

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

10. Parents are involved in
discussing and agreeing school 
policies on dealing w ith racism 
and sexism. □ □ □ □ □
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Borough Council: Review questionnaire on equal opportunities in schools

6. Working with parents and the community

With each of the items in this list, put a tick in one of the five columns on the right hand side of the page. There 
is more detail on page *1 about the meanings intended in the five key terms at the heads of the

columns.
STAGES O F D E V E LO P M E N T

l 2 3 4 5
N o t yet Eariv Sound Getting Satisfactory
started days progress there at present

The school monitors by 
ethnicitv the attendance ofj
parents at Parents Evenings. □ □ □ □ □

There is a special room for
parents. □ □ □ □ □

Information for parents is 
reader-friendly, and translated 
as appropriate into community 
languages. □ □ □ □ □

A  senior member of staff has 
been designated responsibility 
for coordinating and leading 
relationships with parents. □ □ □ □ □

The school takes positive steps 
to ensure that minority ethnic 
parents are proportionately 
represented in:

The governing body. □ □ □ □ □

Providing assistance in
classrooms □ □ □ □ □

Assistance with careers
guidance □ □ □ □ □

Giving talks □ □ □ □ □

Consultations on policy □ □ □ □ □

The school monitors bv 
ethnicity the use of its building 
by community groups. □ □ □ □ □



Borough Council: Review questionnaire on equal opportunities in schools

7. Appointments, promotions and staff development

With each of the items in this list, put a tick in one of the five columns on the right hand side of the page. There 
is more detail on page 7  about the meanings intended in the five key terms at the heads of the

columns.

STAGES OF D E V E LO P M E N T

N o t yet 
started

2
Early
davs

3
Sound

progress

4
Getting

there
Satisfactory 
at present

1 There are written procedures for 
shortlisting and the conduct of 
interviews □ □ □ □ □
2 There are clear procedures for the 
keeping of records, including ethnic 
monitoring □

3 All recruitment procedures have been 
discussed and agreed by all governors
and senior staff. O

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□
4 Positive efforts are routinely made to 
recruit more minority ethnic staff

5 Professional advice and mentoring is 
provided for all staff in relation to career 
prospects and applications for 
promotion

6 A staff profile by gender, ethnicity and 
seniority is compiled each year and 
reported to the governing body

□ □

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

7 Substantial efforts are made to 
discover staff perceptions and 
experiences of harassment and 
discrimination □ □ □ □ □
8 Press advertisements and information 
material indicate that commitment to 
multicultural education is essential □ □ □ □

9 Agreements have been reached with 
regard to religious obligations and 
cultural requirements which staff may 
have □ □ □ □ □
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The MacPherson Report

Recommendations 67-70 of this report concern the role of education and are
reproduced in full.

67. That consideration be given to the amendment of the National Curriculum 
aimed at valuing cultural diversity and preventing racism, in order to better 
reflect the needs of a diverse society

68. That local education authorities and school governors have the duty to create 
and implement strategies in their schools to prevent and address racism. Such 
strategies to include:

• That schools record all racist incidents
• That all reported incidents are reported to the pupils'

parents/ guardians, school governors and LEA's
• That the numbers of racists incidents are published annually, on

a school-by-school basis; and that the numbers and self-defined 
ethnic identities of "excluded pupils" are published annually on 
a school-by-school basis.

69. That Ofsted inspections include examination of the implementation of such 
strategies.

70. That in creating strategies under the Crime and Disorder Act or otherwise, 
police services, local government and relevant agencies should specifically 
consider implementing community and local initiatives aimed at promoting 
cultural diversity and addressing racism and the need for focused, consistent 
support for such initiatives.

Source: Recommendations 67-70 The Mac^herson Report
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Useful books

General

Blair, Maud and Bourne, Jill et al (1998) Making the Difference: teaching and 
learning strategies in successful multi-ethnic schools, Department for Education 
and Employment.
Cole, Mike: Hill Dave and Shan, Sharanjeet (eds) (1997) Promoting Equality in 
Primary Schools London: Cassell
Gaine, Chris (1995) Still No Problem Here Trentham Books.
Gillbom, David (1995) Racism and Antiracism in Real Schools, Open University 
Press.
Gillbom, David and Gipps, Caroline (1996) Recent Research on the Achievements 
of Minority Ethnic Pupils, The Stationery Office.
Klein, Gillian (1995) Education for Race Equality, Cassell.
Office for Standards in Education (1999) Raising the Attainment of Minority Ethnic 
Pupils, Office of Her Majesty's Chief Inspector of Schools.
Race On The Agenda (1999) Inclusive Schools, Inclusive Society: race and identity 
on the agenda, Trentham Books for Race On The Agenda.
Runnymede Trust (1993) Equality Assurance in Schools: quality, identity, society, 
Runnymede Trust with Trentham Books.
Wright, Cecile (1992) Race Relations in the Primary School, David Fulton.
Wright, Cecile (1999) 'Race', Class and Gender in Exclusion from School, Falmer 
Press.

Early Years

Brown, Babette (1998) Unlearning Discrimination in the Early Years, Trentham. 
Early Years Anti Racist Training Network (1998) Planning for Excellence: 
implementing the DfEE guidance requirement for the equal opportunity strategy 
in early years development plans, available from EYTARN, P O Box 28, Wallasey 
L45 9LA.
Early Years Anti Racist Training Network (1996) On the Spot: dealing with racism 
available from EYTARN, P O Box 28, Wallasey L45 9LA.
Siraj-Blatchford, Iram (1994) The Early Years: laying the foundations for racial 
equality, Trentham.
Siraj-Blatchford, Iram (ed.) (1998) A Curriculum Development Handbook for Early 
Years Childhood Educators Trentham.
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The educational experience o f African-Caribbean pupils

Chambers, Christine et al (1996) Celebrating Identity: a resource manual, Trentham. 
Channer, Yvonne (1995) I Am a Promise: the school achievement of British African- 
Caribbeans, Trentham.
Mothe, Gordon de la (1993) Reconstructing the Black Image, Trentham Books. 
Nehaul, Kamala (1996) The Schooling of Children of Caribbean Heritage, 
Trentham.
Runnymede Trust (1996) This is where I Live: stories and pressures in Brixton, 
Runnymede Trust.
Sewell, Tony (1997) Black Masculinities and Schooling: how Black boys survive 
modem schooling, Trentham.
Weekes, Debbie and Wright, Cecile (1998) Improving Practice: a whole school 
approach to raising the achievement of African Caribbean youth, Runnymede 
Trust.

Culture and religion

Jackson, Robert and Nesbitt, Eleanor (1993) Hindu Children in Britain, Trentham. 
Parker-Jenkins. Marie (1995) Children of Islam: a teacher's guide to meeting the 
needs of Muslim pupils, Trentham.
Runnymede Tmst (1997) Islamophobia: a challenge for us all, Runnymede Trust. 

Language and bilingualism

Alladina, Safder (1995) Being Bilingual: a guide for parents, teachers and young 
people, Trentham.
Brent Language Service (1999) Enriching Literacy: text, talk and tales in today's 
classroom, Trentham.
Cummins, Jim (1997) Negotiating Identities: education for empowerment in a 
diverse society, Trentham Books.
Edwards, Viv (1998) The Power of Babel: teaching and learning in multilingual 
classrooms, Trentham.
Gibbons, Pauline( 1991) Learning to Learn in a Second Language, Primary English 
Teaching Association, Australia.
Gravelle, Maggie (1996) Supporting Bilingual Learners in Schools, Trentham Books. 
Language and Curriculum Access Service (1995) Making Progress: teaching and 
assessment in the multilingual classroom, London Borough of Enfield.
Language and Curriculum Access Service (1997) Scaffolding leaning in the 
multilingual classroom, London Borough of Enfield.
Levine, Josie (1996) Developing Pedagogies in the Multilingual Classroom, 
Trentham Books.
M cW illiam , Norah (199S):What's in a Word? - vocabulary development in 
multilingual classrooms, Trentham.



Gender issues

Arnold, Ronald (1997) Raising Levels of Achievement in Boys,
National Foundation for Educational Research.
Bleach, Kevan ed (1998) Raising Boys' Achievement in Schools, 
Trentham.
Epstein, Debbie et al (1998) eds Failing boys? issues in gender and 
achievement, Open University Press.
Maidenhead Teachers Centre (1987) Doing Things in and about the 
Home: photographs and articles about work, play and equality,
Trentham.

Refugee and asylum seeking pupils

Abebaw, Meron et al (1998) Let's Spell It Out: peer research on the educational 
support needs of young refugees and asylum seekers, Save the Children Fund. 
Hirson, Judith (1998) Crossing Borders: multi-agency support for young refugees 
school. Trentham.
Kahin, Mohamed (1997) Educating Somali Children in Britain, Trentham.
Rutter, Jill and Hyder, Tina (1994) Refugee Children in the Classroom, Trentham 
with Save the Children Fund.
Jones, Crispin and Rutter, Jill (1998) Refugee Education: mapping the field, 
Trentham.
Richman, Naomi (1998) In the Midst of the Whirlwind: a manual for helping 
refugee children, Trentham.
In addition: many valuable materials produced by the Refugee Council, 3 Bondway, London 
SWS1SJ. Tel 0171 582 6922.



Useful addresses and contacts

Advisory Centre for Education, lb  Aberdeen Studios, 22 Highbury Grove, London 
N5 2DQ. Tei 0171 354 8321
Association for Science Education, College Lane, Hatfield, Herts, ALIO 9AA Tel 
01707 267411
Bangladesh Resource and Multicultural Book Centre, 23-25 Hessel Street, London 
El 2LR. Tel 0171 488 4243.
Brent Language Service, Centre for Staff Development, Brentfield Road, London 
NW10 8HE. Tel 0181 937 3370.
Centre for Language in Primary Education, Webber Row, London SE1 8QW. Tel 
0171 633 0840.
Commission for Racial Equality, 10/12 Allington street, London SW1E 5EH. 
Telephone 0171 828 702 www.cre.gov.uk
Development Education Centre, Selly Oak Colleges, Bristol Road, Birmingham 
Equal Opportunities Commission,
Early Years Training Anti Racist Network, PO Box 28, Wallasey L45 9LA.
Insted, The Old School, Kilbum Park Road, London NW6 5XA. Tel 0171 372 0965. 
Intercultural Education Partnership, 17 Barford Street, Islington, London N1 0QB. 
Tel
Mantra Publishing 5 Alexandra Grove, London N12 8NTJ. Tel 0181 445 5123. 
Multilingual Matters, Frankfurt Lodge, Clevedon Hall, Victoria Road, Clevedon, 
Somerset BS21 7SJ.
National Association for Language Development in the Curriculum (NALDIC), 
South West Herts LCSC, Holywell School Site, Tolpits Lane, Watford WD1 8NT. Tel 
0192 322 5130.
Partnership Publishing Department of Teaching Studies, Bradford and Ilkley 
Community College, Great Horton Road, Bradford BD71AY. Tel 0127 475 3464. 
Race On The Agenda, 356 Holloway Road, London N7 6PA. Tel: 0171 700 8135. 
Reading and Language Information Centre, University of Reading, Bulmershe 
Court, Earley, Reading RG6 1HY. Tel 0118 931 8820.
Refugee Council, 3 Bondway, London SW8 1SJ. Tel 0171 582 6922.
Resource Centre for Multicultural Education, Forest Lodge Education Centre, 
Chamor Road, Leicester LE3 6LH. Tel 0116 231 3399.
Runnymede Trust, 133 Aldersgate Street, London EC1A 4JA. Tel 0171 600 9666. 
www.fhit.org/ runnvmede
Save the Children Fund, Cambridge House, Cambridge Grove, London W6 OLE. Tel 
0181 741 4054.
Tamarind Books, Box 296, Camberley, Surrey GU15 4WD. Tel 0127 668 3979.
The Place To Be, Edinburgh House, 154-182 Kennington Lane, London SE11 4EZ. Tel 
0171 820 6487.
Trentham Books, Westview House, 734 London Road, Oakhill, Stoke-on- 
Trent, Staffordshire ST4 5NP. Tel 0178 274 5567.
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